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This dissertation presents a discussion of contemporary South African landscape

photography through a close reading of post-apartheid practices by a group of individual

photographers. Land-based imagery has become increasingly pronounced in the work

of emerging and established photographers in South Africa since the end of Apartheid

in 1994. Recent graduates of public workshop and university art programs, as well as

established artists are using landscape photography to examine a diversity of topics,

such as: visual legacies of apartheid in the landscape, land use in South Africa, psychic

connections to natural settings, and aesthetics of the urban and rural environment.

Through analyses of work by eleven photographers, this dissertation advances three

arguments regarding the use of landscape by contemporary South African photographers.

First, this study posits that the mode of landscape photography practiced today grows out

of the social documentary tradition of the late 1970s and 1980s in South Africa�known as

Struggle photography�and continues the legacy of this key period in the post-apartheid

era. Rather than address concerns through social documentary photography, many

young artists use landscape images to draw attention to social and economic imbalances

across the modern landscape, going beyond environmental issues to address land as

a site of nation building, and very literally a surface on which visual legacies of the

apartheid era have been imprinted. Second, this dissertation identi�es the diverse ways

contemporary South African photographers use landscape imagery. In South Africa, many
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late nineteenth and early twentieth century photographers used to landscape images to

celebrate the expansion of industry, spread of civilization, and to naturalize the presence

of Europeans in contested spaces. Today, however, South African landscape photographers

work in modes that are dramatically di�erent from these predecessors. These artists use

landscape images to interrogate and re�ect on the legacies of apartheid in the urban and

rural spaces, and to reimagine their own relationship to the South African landscape after

the advent of democratic rule. Finally, this study advocates for the use of multidisciplinary

lenses and theories in the analysis of South African landscape photography. It draws

most directly upon frameworks from religion and nature studies to explore ways South

African photographers use landscape images to mediate a personal connection to land in

a post-apartheid context. For many South African photographers, land acts as a spiritual

resource, a materialization of the sacred, forms the basis of their community, and o�ers

important analogy for social relations in the nation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO DISSERTATION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Overview of Dissertation

This dissertation presents a discussion of contemporary South African landscape

photography through a close reading of the post-apartheid practices of eleven individual

photographers. Since 1994, an increasing number of South African photographers are

engaging with landscape photography and the conventions of representing environments.

These artists�many of them young and early-career photographers�choose to work

with landscape over other genres in order to express views of and relationships with

land newly relevant in a post-apartheid context. Landscape is a global genre, but it has

distinctive meaning in South Africa because representations of land still connote aspects

of the nation's troubled political history. Through landscape projects, South African

photographers are interrogating space in a post-apartheid context, and exploring the ways

land both bears the visual legacies of apartheid and undergirds a vision for equitable

society outlined in the progressive 1996 South African constitution. Representations of

land are dynamic and local, and this study looks at how the genre serves the speci�c needs

of South African artists in a di�erent social, political, and environmental contexts.

Through analyses of work by eleven photographers, this dissertation advances three

arguments regarding the use of landscape by contemporary South African photographers.

These ideas form the core contribution of this study to the growing �eld of scholarship on

South African photography, contemporary African photography, and constitute the �rst

dedicated study of the representation of land by contemporary photographers in South

Africa.

First, this study posits that the mode of landscape photography practiced today

grows out of the social documentary tradition of the late 1970s and 1980s in South Africa

and continues its legacy into post-apartheid setting. Following the Soweto uprising in
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1976,1 John Pe�er notes that there was a rise in the collective work of progressive artists,

and a growth �of a socially relevant style of documentary photography in league with the

antiapartheid struggle.�2 This style�known as both Struggle photography and Resistance

photography�formed a key period in the history of photography in South Africa, and

constitutes a tradition Darren Newbury describes as �a complex set of photographic ideas

and practices that were self-consciously both modern and international, and yet at the

same time thoroughly South African.�3 In South Africa, documentary photography made

visual the violence and brutality of the apartheid regime and formed part of a broader

e�ort to demand a democratic, majority-rule government. Rory Bester and Katarina

Pierre assert that �. . . documentary photography played a crucial role in asserting the

need for an `alternative' South Africa, and the actual realization of the dream of a free

and democratic nation.�4 I argue that social activist photography in South Africa has

undergone a substantial shift from Struggle-era documentary and reportage to a post-

Independence focus on landscape photographs. Young artists now use land-based images

to draw attention to social and economic imbalance across the modern landscape, going

beyond environmental issues to address land as a site of nation building, and very literally

a surface on which visual legacies of the apartheid era have been imprinted. This new

1. The Soweto Uprising was a series of student protests that began June 16, 1976 in Soweto, a town-
ship southwest of Johannesburg, and spread nationally. Thousands of students took part in marches to
voice concern over the compulsory use of Afrikaans as the language of instruction for half of their sub-
jects. The protest march was violently dispersed by police, who used teargas and live ammunition against
demonstrating students. For a discussion of the protests and their widespread impact on the socio-political
landscape in apartheid South Africa, see: Leonard Monteath Thompson, A history of South Africa (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2001), 228-35.

2. John Pe�er, Art and the end of apartheid (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2009), 252.

3. Darren Newbury, De�ant Images: Photography and apartheid South Africa (Pretoria: Unisa Press,
2009), 3.

4. Katarina Pierre and Rory Bester, �Stating the Nation,� in Democracy's Images: Photography and
Visual Art after Apartheid, ed. Katarina Pierre and Jan-Erik Lundstr�om (Ume�a universitet: Bildmuseet,
1998), 14.
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landscape photography combines �ne art practices with an explicit focus on the social

role of the photographer as active participant in public discourse. I posit that this shift

represents an important broadening of the iconography of struggle within South African

photography, and further distinguishes South African contemporary photography in

regional and international contexts.

Second, this dissertation seeks to highlight diverse ways African photographers use

landscape imagery. Throughout Africa, landscape photography is closely associated

with colonialism and its application as an extension of the colonial imagination. James

Ryan observes that �photography was an integral part of the process of conquest, as it

produced unfamiliar landscape in legible ways.�5 In South Africa, many late nineteenth

and early twentieth century photographers used to landscape images to celebrate the

expansion of industry, spread of civilization, and to naturalize the presence of Europeans

in contested spaces. Today, however, South African landscape photographers work in

modes that are dramatically di�erent from these predecessors. These artists use landscape

images to interrogate and re�ect on the legacies of apartheid in the urban and rural

spaces, and to reimagine their own relationship to the South African landscape after the

advent of democratic rule. Writing of a landscape series by prominent contemporary

photographer, Guy Tillim, Michael Godby observes that Tillim portrayed the landscape

as �an unknowable, rather than measurable landscape, an African, rather than European

space.�6 Taken together, this dissertation seeks to present landscape photography as an

adaptive genre with multiple discourses that go beyond easy classi�cation.

Finally, this study advocates for the use of multidisciplinary frameworks and theories

in the analysis of South African landscape photography. Michael Bollig argues that

5. James R Ryan, Picturing empire: Photography and the visualization of the British Empire (Univer-
sity of Chicago Press, 1997), 94.

6. Michael Godby, �Native Studies,� in Rise and fall of apartheid: photography and the bureaucracy of
everyday life, ed. Okwui Enwezor and Rory Bester (New York: Prestel, 2013), 161.
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�Landscape has been a crucial concept to produce, store, and to present knowledge on

human-environment interactions in various academic disciplines and in works of art.�7

Geographers, historical ecologists, anthropologists, architects, geologists, and historians

explore landscape as a dynamic interplay of relations between people and nature, as a

cultural process, as an archive of memory, and expression of imagined worlds.8 These

and other disciplines outside art history advocate for a �uid interpretation of landscape,

one that is constantly evolving in response to social, cultural, and biological in�uences.

Insights derived from their application reveal new perspectives, nuances, and connections

embedded in landscape images absent from formal art historical analyses.

This dissertation draws most directly upon frameworks from religion and nature

studies to explore ways South African photographers use landscape images to mediate a

personal connection to land in a post-apartheid context. The relevance of this �eld with

respect to South African landscape photography is made clear by Michael Godby, who

observes:

There has been a remarkable �owering of photography with religious or
spiritual content in South Africa since the political transformation of the early
1990s. . . there would seem to be a clear connection between the end of the

7. Michael Bollig, �Preface,� in African Landscapes: Interdisciplinary approaches, ed. Michael Bollig and
Olaf Bubenzer (New York: Springer, 2009), v.

8. For a discussion of the interpretation of the term and concept of landscape in these disciplines, see:
Michael Bollig and Olaf Bubenzer, eds., �Introduction,� in African Landscapes: Interdisciplinary ap-
proaches (New York: Springer, 2009), 1-38; Denis E Cosgrove, Social formation and symbolic landscape
(Madison: university of Wisconsin Press, 1998), For a selection of important research into the topic and
idea of landscape from outside art historical sources, see: Christopher Y Tilley, A phenomenology of land-
scape: places, paths, and monuments (Oxford: Berg, 1994); Barbara Bender, �Place and Landscape,� in
Handbook of material culture, ed. Chris Tilley et al. (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2006), 303-314; Yi-fu
Tuan, Space and place: the perspective of experience (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1977);
Matthew Johnson, Ideas of landscape (Malden, MA; Oxford: Blackwell, 2007); Kenneth Olwig, Landscape,
nature, and the body politic : from Britain's renaissance to America's new world (Madison: University
of Wisconsin Press, 2002); Tim Ingold, �The temporality of the landscape,� World archaeology 25, no. 2
(1993): 152-174, accessed November 28, 2015; Edward S Casey, Representing place: Landscape painting
and maps (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2002).
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oppressive system of apartheid and the celebration, by photographers amongst
others, of new dimensions of human experience.9

For many South African photographers land acts as a spiritual resource and a material-

ization of the sacred; it forms the basis of their community and o�ers important analogy

for social relations. Following Emile Durkheim, David Chidester argues that the sacred

is �that which is set apart from everyday life, but set apart in such a way that it stands

at the center of community formation.� Landscape photography, in this instance, creates

what Chidester describes as an �intersection of personal subjectivity and social collec-

tivity� that can be used to imagine communal relations in a new nation.10 For these

artists, landscape photographs are imbricated with a rich texture of emotion and expe-

rience, and o�er a way to re�ect on the changing political and social environments in

South Africa after the end of apartheid.11 Moreover, the process of photographing land

in and of itself becomes a ritualized way to access the sacred. Jonathan Z. Smith speaks

to this point when he asserts that the �sacred is produced through ritualization that is

essentially a way of paying attention, in meticulous detail, coordinating every movement,

gesture, and posture into a perfect pattern of action that factors out all of the accidents

9. Michael Godby, �Shadow Catchers: Aspects of the Spiritual in the Work of Three South African
Photographers,� in Figuring faith: images of belief in Africa, ed. Fiona Rankin-Smith (Johannesburg:
Fourthwall Books, 2011), 91.

10. David Chidester, Wild Religion: Tracking the Sacred in South Africa (Berkeley: University of Califor-
nia Press, 2012), 5.

11. An emotional connection to the natural environment that is expressed and mediated through photog-
raphy �nds precedence and similarity to the practice of American landscape photographer, Ansel Adams.
For Adams, photographs of the landscape came to stand for an inexplicable feeling towards nature. "We
can describe and explain the physical elements of the scene, the forest, the rain, white blossoms, the �ow-
ing stream and the lichened rock;" Adams wrote, "but to try to express the photographer's emotional-
aesthetic response might cause confusion for viewers and limit their response.� Ansel Adams, Examples:
The making of 40 photographs (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1983), 79-80.
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of daily life.�12 This dissertation draws upon the model of Dark Green Religion, as the-

orized by Bron Taylor, to contextualize the practice and worldview of many landscape

photographers�wherein nature is viewed as sacred, with inherent order and value, and

worthy of respect�as well as E.O. Wilson's Biophilia concept, which describes an instinc-

tive bond between humans and nature, and gives insight into the spiritual connection

many artists feel towards the land they photograph.13 These frameworks support an inter-

pretation of landscape photography practices as religious work, and inform analyses of the

land images as spatial metaphors.

1.2 Methodologies

The use of landscape images by contemporary South African photographers is a

broad, �uid, and multivalent topic. This dissertation draws upon a diverse set of resources,

including artist biographies, interviews, visual analysis, multidisciplinary theories, and

archival research to interpret and communicate the variety of strategies pursued by South

African photographers who work with landscape. This section will describe the resources

used, methods for selecting artists, and identify other mediating in�uences.

In order to present a focused discussion, this dissertation looks at work from a small

number of photographers and connects their projects to an expanding �eld of discourse

in South African landscape photography. These photographers were selected according

to a number of criteria. First, each photographer produced a substantial landscape

project or works primarily with landscape images.14 Second, selective priority was

12. Jonathan Z Smith, Imagining religion: from Babylon to Jonestown (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1982), 53-65.

13. Bron Taylor, Dark Green Religion: Nature Spirituality and the planetary future (Berkeley, C.A.: Univ
of California Press, 2010); Edward O Wilson, Biophilia (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1984).

14. A few of the photographers under consideration � such as Jean Brundrit or Cedric Nunn � do not
self-identify as landscape photographers, and their projects can be said to represent a departure from
their traditional foci. Nonetheless, their respective uses of landscape o�ers important insight into range of
landscape practices in contemporary South African photography.
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given to early and mid-career artists, and photographers who are either absent from

or underrepresented in the global literature on South African photography. Though

attention to contemporary photography in South Africa is growing in Western academic

and institutional settings, much of the critical focus attends to the work of a small group

of prominent photographers, such as David Goldblatt and Santu Mofokeng, and overlooks

accomplished photographers who have minimal pro�les outside South Africa. Third, the

photographers all engaged the landscape genre for a speci�c, critical purpose, and not

because they are self-described landscape photographers or choose, by default, to work in

this genre. Discussion of their respective motivations in working with landscape images

highlights the utility South African photographers perceive in the genre.

Each photographer was interviewed during my �ve research periods in South Africa

from 2012-15, using a combination of structured and open-ended interviews.15 Grabski

and Magee describe the central role of interviews in research on African cultural produc-

tion, noting that art historians �use interviews to generate and acquire perspectives, gird

our interpretations, authorize our claims, expand the purview of objects and other creative

expressions.� Interviews, they argue, �represent bodies of knowledge that generate other

bodies of knowledge.�16 With respect to this dissertation, artist interviews provided crit-

ical information about how and why individual photographers utilize landscape imagery,

details that allowed for identi�cation and assessment of trends in the use of landscape in

contemporary South African photography. All photographers discussed in this dissertation

were asked about their landscape work, how they contextualized their use of landscape

15. The use of interviews and interview methods in this dissertation have been in�uenced by scholars
in other �elds outside art history, such as history and anthropology, which emphasize the importance of
local voices in shaping analyses. See: Luise White, Stephan Miescher, and David William Cohen, African
Words, African Voices: critical practices in oral history (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2001);
and Peter R Schmidt, Historical archaeology in Africa: Representation, social memory, and oral traditions
(Lanham, MD: Altamira, 2006).

16. Joanna Grabski and Carol Magee, African art, interviews, narratives: bodies of knowledge at work
(Bloomington, IN: Indiana Univ. Press, 2013), 1.
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images, and the ways in which the landscape projects aligned with their broader practice.

Darren Newbury aptly states �I do not consider photographers the �nal arbiters on mean-

ing of their images�whilst at the same time keeping in mind that photographs are made

by photographers and without them there would be no visual record to inspect.�17 This

dissertation adopts a similar view towards material obtained through artist interviews and

writings.

Although artist interviews and visual analyses of photographs were the primary

resources for this study, other materials accessed during �eld research informed this

dissertation. Archival research at the Special Collections division of the University of

Cape Town Libraries and the Museum Africa library in Johannesburg o�ered access

to important visual and textual resources needed to contextualize the use of landscape

photography after 1994. Exhibitions at public museums and private galleries in Cape

Town, Bloemfontein, Stellenbosch, Johannesburg, Durban, and Pietermartizburg presented

opportunities to view original images and observe discussion of landscape photography

as it unfolded.18 Conferences, such as the �LAND� meeting at the Gordon Institute for

Performing and Creative Arts (GIPCA) in Cape Town and annual presentations from the

South African Visual Arts Historians, also provided instruments to engage with current

conversations on the representation of land in the visual arts. Finally, visits to various

institutions that train South African photographers such as independent workshops, large

17. Newbury, De�ant Images: Photography and apartheid South Africa, 7.

18. In Cape Town, museums and galleries such as the Iziko South African National Gallery, Stevenson
Gallery (Cape Town), Goodman Gallery (Cape Town), AVA Gallery, and What if the World Gallery were
particularly important to this study. In Bloemfontein, the Oliewenhuis Art Museum, and in Durban the
KwaZulu Natal Society for the Arts (KZNSA) both displayed work considered in this dissertation. In Jo-
hannesburg, numerous galleries and museums showed contemporary photography related to land, such as:
The Photo Workshop Gallery at the Market Photography Workshop, Stevenson Gallery (Johannesburg),
Goodman Gallery (Johannesburg), Museum Africa, Wits Art Museum, Circa Gallery, Gallery MOMO,
and the Johannesburg Art Museum.
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public universities, and technikons o�ered insight into how young artists are trained,

where, and by whom.19

This dissertation discusses landscape photographs created after the end of apartheid

in 1994. Several scholars challenge the use of 1994 as demarcation between apartheid

and post-apartheid eras in South African visual culture.20 This study does not dispute

these claims, but rather takes the year of the �rst democratic elections and o�cial end to

minority rule as useful parameter for considering artistic practices impacted by these and

other political shifts.

The focus on post-apartheid images has two purposes. First, the twenty-year period

establishes a limited scope for the study of South African landscape photography, a genre

with an extensive historical record in the country. Second, the advent of democratic rule

profoundly a�ected the imperatives and concerns of South African photographers, as

for artists in any medium. Writing in 2004 Michael Godby described a collective shift

among photographers away from the �polemics of Struggle photography� and observed

a renewed �trust that the viewer is able to decide upon issues without being led by the

nose.�21 In the decade following 1994, he saw many photographers expand their practices

to include new genres and forms; some artists, he notes, �moved from an understanding of

beautiful form as inherently opposed to the communication of meaning to a recognition

that beauty may be perhaps the most eloquent vehicle they have.�22 This perception is

19. Examples of institutions include: Market Photography Workshop (Johannesburg), Durban Centre
for Photography (Durban), Vaal University of Technology (Vanderbijlpark), University of Cape Town, and
University of Johannesburg.

20. Rory Bester and Katarina Pierre have questioned the idea of �post-apartheid� as it relates to the
years after 1994: �Rather than conceptualizing `post-apartheid' as a temporal moment, it is useful to con-
sider this notion as a series of intersecting spaces that are fractured and disjunctive as much as cohesive
and connected.� Pierre and Bester, �Stating the Nation,� 14; see also: Patricia Hayes, �Power, secrecy,
proximity: A short history of South African photography,� Kronos 33, no. 1 (2007): 139-162.

21. Michael Godby, �10 South African Documentary Photographers,� African Arts 37, no. 4 (2004): 41.

22. Ibid.
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echoed by artists such as photographer David Goldblatt, who remarked: �In the 1990s

the anger dissipated. Apartheid was no more. There were things to probe and criticise,

but the emphasis was di�erent. Lyricism seemed not only permissible but possible.�23

Broadly speaking, the end of apartheid in 1994 led to an expansion of the medium in

South Africa and spurred investigations in new areas and topics. Third, emphasis on

the post-apartheid use of landscape allows for an examination of the ways landscape

photography has absorbed the legacies of the South African documentary tradition.

This dissertation utilizes artist interviews, writings, and biographical information

to inform analyses of landscape images and the context of their production. The race

of each artist is considered in my presentation of their work, and e�orts were made to

include artists of di�erent racial and ethnic backgrounds in this study. The diverse ways

artists adapt landscape photographs to convey multiple perspectives forms the core

focus of this dissertation, and while the race of the artist informs these uses, the speci�c

impact of race in the creation of the various photographic series under discussion has not

been addressed as a key question in this �rst iteration of my research on contemporary

landscape photography in South Africa.

My analysis of South African landscape images has been in�uenced by writings by

South African scholars and critics as well as American academics. Numerous works by

Michael Godby, an accomplished art historian of the Italian Renaissance and expert on

South African photography, informs and supports many of the arguments in this text.24

23. See: Sean O'Toole, �David Goldblatt,� Frieze, July 2, 2008, accessed November 27, 2015, http://www.
frieze.com/shows/review/david_goldblatt/.

24. See, for example: Michael Godby, �The Evolution of Documentary Photography in South Africa as
Shown in a Comparison between the Carnegie Inquiries into Poverty,� in Democracy's Images: Photog-
raphy and Visual Art after Apartheid, ed. Jan-Erik Lundstr�om and Katarina Pierre (Ume�a Universitet:
Bildmuseet, 1998), 34-7; Michael Godby and Cherryl Walker, The Lie of the Land: representations of the
South African landscape (Cape Town: Iziko, 2010); and Michael Godby, �Forward, Ever Forward: a read-
ing of Robert Harris, Photographic Album of South African Scenery, Port Elizabeth, c. 1880�1886,� Social
Dynamics 40, no. 1 (2014): 85-105.
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The lyrical writing of Sean O'Toole, a proli�c critic and important analytical voice in

the public conversation surrounding South African photography also in�uenced this

dissertation.25 Finally, scholarship on landscape photography by art historian Deborah

Bright, and the narrative analytical style of Anthony W. Lee, respectively impacted the

treatment of landscape and the design of the study.26

All aspects of this research are shaped in some part by my own experience as a

photographer who works in both social documentary and landscape genres. Anthropologist

Michael Jackson argues that �our understanding of others can only proceed from within

our own experience and this experience involves our personalities and histories as much

as our �eld research.�27 As a practicing artist I give particular weight to artist voices,

and the role of technology in shaping artistic decision-making over composition, medium,

and form. I naturally interpret the practices and views of the photographers I interview

in relation to my own experiences with the medium. The background I bring to this

research both enhances and quali�es my interpretation of the topic, and the in�uence of

my personal experience must be acknowledged.

Finally, it is also important to note that during my research periods I traveled

extensively throughout South Africa and immersed myself in the environments the

photographers in this study represent. I drove through every province, visited nearly

all South African ecosystems, stayed at isolated Karoo sheep farms and Johannesburg

25. See, for example: Sean O'Toole, The Afterlife of African studio photography, November 28, 2011, ac-
cessed October 4, 2015, http://africasacountry.com/2011/11/the-afterlife-of-african-studio-photography/; and
Els Barents and Sean O'Toole, Apartheid & after (Amsterdam: Huis Marseille, Museum voor Fotogra�e,
2014).

26. See: Deborah Bright, �Of Mother Nature and Marlboro Men: An inquiry into the cultural meanings
of landscape photography,� in The Contest of Meaning, ed. Richard Bolton (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,
1992), 125�45; Anthony W Lee, A Shoemaker's Story: Being Chie�y about French Canadian Immigrants,
Enterprising Photographers, Rascal Yankees, and Chinese Cobblers in a Nineteenth-Century Factory Town
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008).

27. Michael Jackson, Paths Toward a Clearing Radical Empiricism and Ethnographic Inquiry (Blooming-
ton, IN: Indiana University Press, 1989), 17.
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high-rises, and photographed wherever I went. My interpretation and experience of the

South African landscape is undeniably shaped by my identity as a white, American female,

a viewpoint that allows me to look at the land in ways di�erent from the photographers

I study. Nevertheless, the knowledge of South African landscapes and people I gained

through hours of driving, distance running, and independent exploration inform my

understanding of the work of South African landscape photographers. South Africa is

a breathtaking country, and I identify with the challenge inherent in representing the

beauty of the land while simultaneously acknowledging the violent history played out on

its surface.

1.3 Methods of Landscape Photography

The process of creating landscape images echoes that of other photographic genres,

but often requires larger equipment, expensive �lm, and signi�cant time investment

for each exposure. Though generalizations, many attributes broadly associated with

the practice of landscape photography have similarity with those of the photographers

under consideration in this dissertation. For example, in order to recreate detailed views

of a given environment many landscape photographers use large-format or medium

format cameras,28 lenses that can produce extensive depths of �eld 29 and large, low-

ISO negatives;30 they often travel with more equipment than peers who work in other

28. The term �large format� references a camera that works with 4�x 5� negatives and larger. Medium-
format cameras, such as a Hasselblad, reference machines that use negatives between 6cm x 4.5cm and
6 cm x 9cm in dimension (large format �lms are described in inches and medium and small format �lms
are denoted in centimeters). Though not termed as such, a �small format� camera uses 35mm negatives.
Medium format and smaller cameras use roll �lm, while large format cameras use �lm holders, which
contain negatives for two exposures (one on each side of the holder).

29. The term �depth of �eld� references the amount of the image that is in focus and is controlled by
adjusting the size of the lens opening (aperture). An image with a �shallow� depth of �eld will have only
a small proportion of the subject in focus, while an �extensive� depth of �eld will show almost all of a
subject in focus.

30. The ISO (international standards organization) rating of a given �lm references its sensitivity to
light. The lower the ISO rating, the smaller the size of the silver halides suspended in the �lm surface.
Slow �lms produce photographs that enlarge easily while retaining resolution. Slow, low-ISO �lms require
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genres, produce fewer images, and plan extensively before creating any exposure.31

Though immobile, landscapes continually shift in response to weather conditions; and

determining an appropriate coalescence of form and subject draws upon a combination of

skill, experience, and design. Further, apart from di�erences in equipment, the practice

of landscape photography also departs from other photographic forms and genres in a

notable way: landscape photographers typically work alone, and with non-human subjects.

The opportunity to photograph outside, by oneself, and often in new places represents a

key attraction for many landscape photographers.

Theorists such as W.J.T. Mitchell argue that methods and a co-evolution with

colonialist regimes set landscape photography apart from other genres. Mitchell famously

asserts that landscape photography should be thought of as a verb, not as a noun, and

that landscape photographers have great power to assert a collective view of a given space.

He argues in his 1994 text, Landscape and Power, that scholars need to think of landscape

images not �as an object to be seen or a text to be read, but as a process by which social

and subjective identities are formed.�32 Mitchell also compares global, historical �peaks�

in landscape discourse and production and observes that they often coincide with periods

more light to expose the smaller silver halide surfaces suspended in the �lm emulsions. More light reaches
the �lm when the aperture (lens opening) is open wider and/or is left open for a longer period of time.
Yet, the longer the lens aperture is left open, the greater the risk of shaking the camera and blurring the
image. For this reason, photographers who work with large format camera (and low ISO �lms) almost
always work with a tripod.

31. Many large-format photographers work at their sites for long periods before creating any images due
to the limited number of exposures in their �lm holders (two in each holder) and high cost of �lm and
processing chemistry. They make photographs with digital cameras, walk extensively to assess the best
viewpoints, and wait for lighting conditions to be �perfect.� Landscape photographers carefully select the
moment they capture with their cameras and use similar strategies to photographers working in other gen-
res. Henri Cartier Bresson famously described the �decisive moment� that a photographer discerns through
their view�nder; he elaborates further on this concept in his monograph of the same name: �To me, pho-
tography is the simultaneous recognition in a fraction of a second, of the signi�cance of an event as well
as of a precise organization of forms which give that event proper expression.� Henri Cartier-Bresson, The
decisive moment (New York: Simon / Schuster, 1952), 42.

32. W. J. T. Mitchell, Landscape and power (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 1.
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of imperial power.33 Rob Giblett similarly observes a correlation between landscape

photography and the agendas or colonialism and settler societies:

Photography arose in the heyday not only of the assertion of individualism
exempli�ed in the carte de visite and portraiture more generally and of
individual rights and property illustrated in landscape painting . . . but also of
the expansion of imperialism depicted in photographs of colonized people and
places. Photography is an optical technology of empire. Landscape renders
the land settleable. The colonial enterprise, settler societies and landscape
photography are mutually reinforcing.34

In South Africa, problematic associations with colonialism continue to mark the use of

landscape as a subject in photography. As settler society, the country was highly impacted

by the use of photography to classify people, places, and the spread of colonial industries

such as mineral resource extraction in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.35

Whereas other photographic genres such as portraiture�once used to advance imperialist

33. For example, Mitchell notes that a rich landscape tradition �ourished in China until the eighteenth
century as their political in�uence declined and �China became itself the object of English fascination and
appropriation at the moment when England was beginning to experience itself as an imperial power.� Ac-
cordingly, at this time the English landscape tradition began its ascendancy. Mitchell asks if it is possible
that landscape images are integrally connected with imperialism, to the degree that the genre cannot be
separated from the association. See: Mitchell, Landscape and power , 9.

34. Rodney James Giblett and Juha Pentti Tolonen, Photography and Landscape (Bristol: Intellect,
2012), 16.

35. See, for example: Godby, �Forward, Ever Forward: a reading of Robert Harris, Photographic Album
of South African Scenery, Port Elizabeth, c. 1880�1886,� 85-105; Ryan, Picturing empire: Photography
and the visualization of the British Empire; Paul Landau and Deborah Kaspin, Images and empires: vi-
suality in colonial and postcolonial Africa (Berkeley, Calif.: University of California Press, 2003), 320-336;
David Killingray and Andrew Roberts, �An Outline History of Photography in Africa to ca. 1940,� His-
tory in Africa 16 (1989): 197-208; and A. D. Bensusan, Silver images: History of photography in Africa [in
English] (Cape Town: H. Timmins, 1966).
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agendas36 �have been appropriated to assert the agency of African people,37 landscape

has not undergone such a transition. South African artists who engage with landscape

photography must contend with the perception that landscape images are made by, for,

and in support of white people of European descent, but by experimenting with formats,

tools, and presentations of landscapes, photographers are expanding the conversation

surrounding landscape imagery and its application.

1.4 De�nition of Terms

1.4.1 Land

The term �land� has both literal and �gurative meanings. Land denotes the portion of

the earth's surface not covered by water; it has observable physical properties, and can be

directly experienced.38 Land, however, is not a �xed entity; it is characterized by constant

change in response to biotic and abiotic factors.39 Changes in the shape and nature of

36. See, for example: Anne Maxwell, Colonial photography and exhibitions: representations of the "na-
tive" and the making of European identities (London: Leicester University Press, 1999); Michael Godby,
�Alfred Martin Duggan-Cronin's photographs for the Bantu tribes of South Africa (1928-1954): the con-
struction of an ambiguous idyll,� Kronos 36, no. 1 (2010): 54-83; Walther Collection and Okwui Enwezor,
Events of the self: portraiture and social identity [in English with German translation] (G�ottingen: Steidl,
2010); and Tamar Garb, Distance and desire: encounters with the African archive (G�ottingen, Germany:
Steidl, 2013).

37. In particular, the work of photographers such as Malick Sidib�e and Seydou Ke��ta exemplify the use
of portraiture to portray African subjects as modern, dynamic, and in control of their own representation.
For a discussion of the work of these artists and their role in developing contemporary African photog-
raphy see: Jennifer Bajorek, �(Dis)locating Freedom: The Photographic Portraiture of Seydou Ke��ta,�
Critical Interventions 2, nos. 3-4 (2008): 100-113; Okwui Enwezor and Chinua Achebe, The Short Cen-
tury: Independence and liberation movements in Africa, 1945-1994 (Munich: Prestel, 2001); and Elizabeth
Bigham, �Issues of authorship in the portrait photographs of Seydou Keita,� African Arts 32, no. 1 (1999):
56-67.

38. Any properties that are measurable are physical properties, such as: mass, volume, area, density,
opacity, and solubility.

39. Biotic factors are living components of an ecosystem, such as animals and other organisms, whereas
abiotic factors reference non-living physical and chemical elements within an ecosystem, such as water, air,
minerals, and soil.
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land are important because they directly a�ect resident populations.40 In South Africa,

Jennifer Bening�eld argues, land is both the soil and the �sensory experience of nature,

which is experienced through touch, sight, and the smell of individuals who have invested

spiritual meaning, and personal and national identity, into their relationship with land.�41

Further, she writes that land represents the �medium, the base, of the politics of racial

division and of the con�ict and violence that was a consequence of political policies.�42

Bening�eld's interpretation highlights the importance of land as a carrier of meaning

for individual, a view that recalls the words of American naturalist Aldo Leopold, who

observed: �To change ideas about what land is for is to change ideas about what anything

is for.�43

Tension between literal and �gurative interpretations of land condition nearly all

photographic representation of environments in South Africa. Within the space of the

image, photographers attend to both the physical landscape before the camera and the

unseen, metaphysical dimensions of a given area. This dissertation seeks to acknowledge

the ways multiple ways land creates meaning for photographers and viewers, and highlight

the ways photographers navigate between literal and subjective interpretations of land.

40. Timm Ho�man, for example, argues that understanding changes in land use and cover as a result of
political, social, and cultural shifts in South Africa is critical to establishing a stable society and achieving
successful land reform. See: M Timm Ho�man, �Changing Patterns of Rural Land Use and Land Cover
in South Africa and their Implications for Land Reform,� Journal of Southern African Studies 40, no. 4
(2014): 707�725; and M Timm Ho�man and Simon Todd, �A national review of land degradation in South
Africa: the in�uence of biophysical and socio-economic factors,� Journal of Southern African Studies 26,
no. 4 (2000): 743�758.

41. Jennifer Bening�eld, The Frightened Land: Land, landscape and politics in South Africa in the twen-
tieth century (London; New York: Routledge, 2006), 1.

42. Ibid.

43. Aldo Leopold, �The State of the Profession,� in The River of the Mother of God and other essays by
Aldo Leopold, ed. Susan Flader and J.B. Callicott (Madison, Wis: Univ of Wisconsin Press, 1992), 280.
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1.4.2 Landscape

In contrast to land, the term �landscape� as a word and concept has a culturally

speci�c meaning that derives �rst from European sources.44 The word �landscape� derives

from the German word landschaft, and Dutch word landschap (Anglicized as landskip) and

was adopted into the English language in the sixteenth century as a technical term used

by painters.45 Eric Hirsch writes: �what came to be seen as a landscape was recognized as

such because it reminded the viewer of a painted landscape, often of European origin.�46

In eighteenth-century England, landscape paintings presented an ideal or imagined

world, which Hirsch notes was, �linked to the perception of countryside scenery and

its subsequent improvement.�47 48 Early landscape art, Hirsch argues, was built on

a relationship between a �gurative foreground and background of social life in which

44. For a discussion of the origin of the term landscape in Europe, see: Malcolm Andrews, Landscape and
Western art (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999); For a discussion of the earliest examples of land-
scape art, see: Larry Silver, Peasant scenes and landscapes: the rise of pictorial genres in the Antwerp art
market (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2006); Cosgrove, Social formation and symbolic
landscape, 249-268.

45. For a thorough discussion of the term landscape and its evolution as a discrete genre, see: Kenneth
Clark, Landscape into art (New York: Harper & Row, 1976); For a critical examination of the roots of
the term landscape in relation to processes of cultural modernization, see: Denis Cosgrove, �Modernity,
community and the landscape idea,� Journal of Material Culture 11, nos. 1-2 (2006): 49�66.

46. Eric Hirsch and Michael O'Hanlon, The anthropology of landscape: perspectives on place and space
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1995), 2.

47. Ibid.

48. During the nineteenth century, landscapes were further popularized in England and Europe, and took
hold as an antidote for the impacts of industrialization. The rise of Romanticism furthered these devel-
opments and in painting, led to an interpretation of a mythical, spiritual dimension into environmental
scenes, characterized by works such as Casper David Friedrich's Wanderer Above the Sea. For a discussion
of Romanticism and European landscape painting, see: Charles Rosen and Henri Zerner, Romanticism
and Realism: the mythology of nineteenth-century art (New York: Viking Press, 1984); During the nine-
teenth century, artists further explored the subject of landscape through the visual rhetoric of the sublime
and picturesque. In the sublime paintings of artists such as J.W.M Turner, nature was transformed into
a boundless force that could overwhelm, awe, and bring terror to viewers. See: Andrew Wilton, Turner
and the sublime (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981); In the visual language of the picturesque,
landscapes showed a nature both ordered and framed to invite the viewer, as exempli�ed in the works of
artists such as John Constable. See: Malcolm Andrews, The Search for the picturesque: Landscape aesthet-
ics and tourism in Britain, 1760-1800 (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1989).
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the "way we are now" is contrasted against an ideal, or the "way we might be."49

Denis Cosgrove writes that landscapes �represent a way of seeing�a way in which some

Europeans have represented to themselves and to others the world about them and their

relationships with it, and through which they have commented on social relations.�50

Many scholars argue that landscape images conceal as much as they reveal with

respect to social dynamics. Kenneth Olwig says that landscape is a term loaded with

implicit meaning, to the point that it becomes �integral to an ongoing 'hidden' discourse,

underwriting the legitimacy of chose who exercise power in society.�51 Moreover, he

observes that the words like landscape �tend to be used as if their meaning were unam-

biguous and Godgiven,� so that such terms �'naturalis[e]' the particular conception which

remains hidden behind a given usage.�52 Sharon Zukin observes an imbalance in relations

with respect to landscapes: �landscape represents the architecture of social class, gender,

and race relations imposed by powerful institutions. . . powerful institutions have a preemi-

nent capacity to impose their view on the landscape�weakening, reshaping, and displacing

the view from the vernacular.�53

49. See: Hirsch and O'Hanlon, The anthropology of landscape: perspectives on place and space, 3; A
view landscape art as an expression of an ideal embraced by society pertains to the history of landscape
photography as well. Early landscape photographers adopted pictorial strategies from painting, as they
existed in European art academies. Liz Wells argues that �there are two key lines of inheritance within
the genre: straight photographs, topographical in intent, on the whole echoing the composition of the clas-
sic landscape painting, and. . .more pictorial images constructed in accordance with a preconceived idea,
be it poetic, mythological or critical in import.� Liz Wells, Photography: a critical introduction (London:
Routledge, 2015), 305.

50. Cosgrove, Social formation and symbolic landscape, xiv.

51. Kenneth Olwig and Barbara Bender, �Sexual cosmology: nation and landscape at the conceptual
interstices of nature and culture, or: what does landscape really mean,� in Landscape: Politics and Per-
spectives, ed. Barbara Bender (New York: Bloomsbury, 1993), 307�343.

52. Ibid.

53. Sharon. Zukin, Landscapes of power: from Detroit to Disney World (Berkeley: University of Califor-
nia Press, 2011), 16.
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The view of landscape articulated by Olwig and Zukin is evident in South Africa,

where European settlers and their descendants used landscape images to assert their

views and control of new territory. Rory Bester asserts �exploration and photography were

(and are) two complementary practices which attempted to dis/re-locate the physical and

visual spaces of Africa, and their conjoining was e�ectively used to delineate a politics of

inclusion and exclusion.�54 For example, photographers such as Robert Harris extensively

documented the South African landscape and used European pictorial conventions to

portray �a landscape subdued�subdued to the wants and needs of the settler population

that would bludgeon its way through mountain passes, or divert the course of rivers to

facilitate commerce.�55 The work of South African artist J.H. Pierneef similarly interprets

the South African landscape through European modes that mask a social reality: his

views of mountains, sea, and industry are framed underneath billowing clouds, bathed

in dramatic light, and positioned to privilege a single viewer. This mode of landscape

representation by Pierneef intrigued and inspired contemporary photographers as a point

of engagement and departure, as described in chapter three.

Though the genre of landscape does connote a speci�c, constructed, and culturally

mediated means of viewing the natural environment, scholars from disciplines such

as anthropology and geography advocate for a broader conceptualization of the term

landscape. Many scholars point out that the de�nition of landscape as articulated by

Cosgrove and others as �a way of seeing projected onto land and having its own techniques

and compositional forms� is limited in its use. Eric Hirsch suggests that this view of

landscape is overly static, and �takes one pole of experience intrinsic to landscape (the

54. Rory Bester, �The politics of the photographic encounter in colonial southern Africa,� in Thomas
Baines: An Artist in the Service of Science in Southern Africa, ed. Michael Stevenson (London: Christie's,
1999), 137.

55. Godby, �Forward, Ever Forward: a reading of Robert Harris, Photographic Album of South African
Scenery, Port Elizabeth, c. 1880�1886,� 85.
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representational) and generalizes this experience into landscape tout court.� Hirsch

suggests that scholars analyze landscapes as cultural processes, as entities that are

continuously evolving in response to social, biological, and political factors. Don Mitchell

further asserts that �the landscape is always in a state of becoming: it is never entirely

stable.� Landscape, he writes, is �best understood as a kind of produced, lived, and

represented space constructed out of the struggles, compromises, and temporarily settled

relations of competing and cooperating social actors: it is both a thing (or suite of

things). . . and a social process, at once solidly material and ever changing.�56 Barbara

Bender also argues for a more �uid conception of landscape:

The landscape is never inert, people engage with it, re-work it, appropriate and
contest it. It is part of the way in which identities are created and disputed,
whether as individual, group, or nationstate. Operating therefore at the
juncture of history and politics, social relations and cultural perceptions,
landscape has to be 'a concept of high tension' . . . It also has to be an area of
study that blows apart the conventional boundaries between the disciplines.57

Bender and others advocate for an adaptive interpretation of the term and concept of

landscape, and urge that landscapes be considered through multiple disciplines and in

relation to respective social and cultural contexts.

This dissertation adopts a de�nition of landscape as a dynamic, cultural process.

The ways in which the photographers it explores use landscape to advance social critique

and personal re�ections belie the view of landscape as a static projection of unclear

motivations onto a given environment that is used to evaluate colonial-era images. Douglas

Nickel argues that art historians �must now acknowledge that what gets classi�ed as

landscape will not follow a set of rules or conventions about subject matter or approach,

but must continually evolve, because the projections we make continually incorporate,

56. Don Mitchell, The lie of the land: migrant workers and the California landscape (Minneapolis: Univ.
of Minnesota Press, 1996), 30.

57. Barbara Bender, Landscape: Politics and perspectives (Providence: Berg, 1993), 3.
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modify, and reject previous rules and conventions to produce new ones.�58 Socio-political

conditions in post-apartheid South Africa establish a speci�c setting in which landscapes

are produced and examined. A de�nition of landscape applied to these images must be

responsive to these conditions.

1.4.3 Apartheid

A comprehensive examination of the term apartheid and the historical era it denotes

is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Nevertheless, a brief description of key policies

related to the occupation and ownership of land such as the Group Areas Act of 1950 and

the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951 provide important context to any discussion of land and

land representation in South African photography.

The term apartheid is an Afrikaans word that signi�es �the state of being apart.� It

describes a system of racial segregation instituted through the South African National

Party, which controlled the government in South Africa from 1948 until 1994. Leonard

Thompson writes that there were four ideas at the core of the apartheid system. First,

the population consisted of four distinct racial groups that each had their own inherent

culture: African, Coloured, White and Indian citizens.59 Second, White people should

control the government because they were the most civilized. Third, white interests were

superior to those of the other racial groups, and fourth, the white racial group represented

a single nation.60 The legislation enacted after the National Party came to power realized

and gave literal shape to these ideas.

58. Douglas R. Nickel, Deborah Bright, and Jan Howard, America in view: landscape photography 1865
to now (Providence: Museum of Art, Rhode Island School of Design, 2012), 28.

59. Thompson, A history of South Africa, 190. The Indian and Coloured groups had multiple sub-
classi�cations. The �Coloured� group included people identi�ed as having �mixed descent,� and who had
Khoisan, Malay, and Bantu ancestry. Under apartheid racial classi�cation was based on appearance.

60. Ibid., 190.
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Prior to 1948, however, racial segregation was widely practiced and sanctioned by

law, but new policies enacted by the National Party extended and further tightened these

restrictions. Legislative acts introduced in the early 1950s limited access to and ownership

of land based on race. The Group Areas Act of 1950 established separate residential

and business sectors in urban areas for members of each racial group. These areas were

created �for the exclusive ownership and occupation of a designated group.�61 This act

extended the provisions and intent of earlier segregationist policies put in place before

1948, including the Housing Act of 1920, Natives Urban Areas Act of 1923, and the

Natives Urban Areas Consolidation Act of 1945.62

The establishment of designated residential and business zones in urban areas for

individual racial groups resulted in forced removal and relocation of thousands of citizens.

One of the more notorious examples was Sophiatown, an area in Johannesburg where

Africans owned land prior to the passing of the Urban Areas Act in 1932, which forbade

the purchase of land by African citizes. Under the Group Areas Act, Sophiatown was

rezoned as a white area, and black South Africans were moved twelve miles from the

city center to Meadowlands. The rezoning of District Six in Cape Town resulted in the

forced removal of Coloured citizens who had lived in the area since the early nineteenth

century.63

Following installation of the Group Areas Act the apartheid government introduced

the Bantu Authorities Act of 1951, which was used to restructure the administration of

the African population. The government removed the Natives Representative Council�an

o�cially-recognized, nation-wide African institution�and grouped reserves established by

61. A. J. Christopher, The Atlas of Apartheid (London: Routledge, 1995), 105.

62. See: Alan Mabin, �Comprehensive segregation: the origins of the Group Areas Act and its planning
apparatuses,� Journal of Southern African Studies 18, no. 2 (1992): 405�429.

63. Thompson, A history of South Africa, 194.
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the British before the creation of the South African Union in 1910 into eight territories

(later ten) known as �homelands,� which were administered by Black ethnic governments

under the supervision of whites.64 �In each Homeland,� Thompson writes, �an African

`nation' was to `develop along its own lines,' with all the rights that were denied it in

the rest of the country.�65 After the establishment of the Homelands, the apartheid

government worked to move African populations into these areas, and in some cases,

established new townships alongside major urban centers to accommodate additional

people; these areas were treated as extensions of Homelands.66 During this time, the

apartheid government also worked to eliminate �Black Spots� in the countryside, a term

used to describe areas of land owned or occupied by Africans in white designated areas.

The forced removal and relocation of citizens in South Africa under these legislative

programs reshaped the South African landscape and left a spatial legacy that continues

to hinder current e�orts to reform the e�ects of apartheid rule. Leonard Thompson

notes that more than three and a half million people are estimated to have been removed

between 1960 and 1983, and the percentage of Black South Africans living in Homeland

areas increased from 39.7 percent in 1950 to 69 percent by 1980. At this time, he observes,

the population density reached 23 people per square mile in the Homelands, compared to

9 people per square mile in the rest of the country. Lack of resources, employment, and

poor conditions led many to migrate to cities in search of employment. At the time of the

2001, census 43% of South Africans continue to live in the former homeland areas. Michael

64. The homelands were designed for speci�c ethnic groups in South Africa. The apartheid govern-
ment established ten homeland areas. Four of the ten were eventually given some form of indepen-
dence�Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda and Ciskei�and the remaining six had limited self-rule:
KwaZulu, Lebowa, Gazankulu, KaNgwane, KwaNdebele and QwaQwa. All of the homeland areas were
reincorporated into South Africa in April 1994. See: William Beinart, Twentieth-century South Africa
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001), 201-227.

65. Thompson, A history of South Africa, 191.

66. Ibid., 193. One example of these new townships adjacent to metropolitan areas is Umlazi, which is
proximate to Durban.
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Noble and Gemma Wright observe that these areas are �usually described as remote and

`deep rural'. . . because they contain very few towns and no cities, and, as much as there

is employment, this tends to be subsistence agriculture resulting in `a high proportion [of

the homeland population] living in remote but densely settled rural communities'67 These

�gures demonstrate the continued legacy of colonial and apartheid-era policies in South

Africa and indicate the challenge of addressing the spatial legacies that continue to limit

the economic mobility of black South Africans.

This brief discussion of key apartheid policies that impacted the settlement, move-

ment, and access to land in South Africa provide an important context for the discussion

of the representation of landscape by photographers. The photographers under considera-

tion each engage with the visual legacies of apartheid in the South African landscape, and

the history of dispossession �gures prominently in the host of issues they confront when

depicting spaces and environments in a post-apartheid setting.

1.5 Review of Relevant Literature

This research engages the scholarly discourse on African photography, contributes to

current scholarship on contemporary art in South Africa, adds a comprehensive treatment

of late twentieth and early twenty-�rst century photography to the literature on landscape

art in South Africa, and o�ers an art-based examination of human relations to land

and landscape. This section will review relevant literature related the history of African

photography, the history of photography in South Africa, and the history landscape art.

67. Michael Noble and Gemma Wright, �Using indicators of multiple deprivation to demonstrate the
spatial legacy of apartheid in South Africa,� Social Iindicators Research 112, no. 1 (2013): 188.
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1.5.1 History of African Photography

Photography arrived in West and Central Africa soon after the introduction of the

daguerreotype in 1839, and reached South Africa in 1846.68 Erin Haney observes that

it has long been assumed that nineteenth-century photographers in Africa were foreign,

but �even the earliest e�orts were not simple one-way transmissions of technologies and

processes from Europe.�69 New archives and documentary evidence have revealed early

African engagements with the medium, and support the expansion of literature on the

work of nineteenth-century African photographers.70

The early study of African photography was largely shaped by the e�orts of anthro-

pologists and historians. These scholars looked at how photography �t within African

cultural traditions and sought to understand what made African photography di�erent

from other global expressions of the medium. Their research embodied an alternative

view of the development of photography, one described by Christopher Pinney as a move

away from �the notion that photographic history is best seen as the explosion of a Western

technology whose practice has been molded by singular individuals,� towards �a radically

di�erent account of a globally disseminated and locally appropriated medium.�71 Studies

by Liam Buckley, Heike Behrend, Marilyn Houlberg, and Stephen Sprague, for example,

68. See: Erin Haney, Photography and Africa (London: Reaktion Books, 2010); J�urg Schneider, �The To-
pography of the Early History of African Photography,� History of Photography 34, no. 2 (2010): 134�146;
Hayes, �Power, secrecy, proximity: A short history of South African photography.�

69. Haney, Photography and Africa, 14.

70. See, for example: Erin Haney and J�urg Schneider, �Beyond the �African� Archive Paradigm,� Vi-
sual Anthropology 27, no. 4 (2014): 307�315; Christopher A. Morton and Darren Newbury, The African
photographic archive: research and curatorial strategies (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2015).

71. Christopher Pinney and Nicolas Peterson, Photography's other histories (Durham: Duke University
Press, 2003), 1.
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identi�ed ways in which photography was locally adapted by African artists, creating

accounts of the diversity of practices within the continent.72

Publications by these scholars focus on portraiture, a genre that has been a primary

focus for art historians who research African photography. John Pe�er and Elisabeth

Cameron observe the prevalence of scholarship on African portraiture in examinations

of African photography, and suggest that many art historians use portraiture to explore

issues related to the agency and identity of African subjects. Portraiture in Africa, they

posit, goes beyond �simple memorial illustration of historic persons,� and �has repeatedly

and continually (into the present) been a site for performative interventions, reinscriptions

of meaning and the layering of other non-photographic media.�73 Scholars who examine

African portrait photography are engaged in exploring negotiations of subjectivity between

photographer and sitter, and seek to explicate how African subjects and photographers

manipulate their representation.74 These studies�in particular, those that examine

72. For examples of Heike Behrend's research in east Africa, see: Heike Behrend, �'I am like a movie star
in my street;' Photographic Self-creation in Postcolonial Kenya,� in Postcolonial subjectivities in Africa,
ed. Richard P. Werbner and Heike Behrend (London; New York: Zed Books, 2002), 44�62; Tobias Wendl
and Heike Behrend, Snap me one!: Studiofotografen in Afrika [in German] (M�unchen; New York: Prestel,
1998); For examples of Liam Buckley's research on Gambian photography, see: Liam Buckley, �Self and
accessory in Gambian studio photography,� Visual Anthropology Review 16, no. 2 (2000): 71�91; Liam
Buckley, �Studio photography and the aesthetics of citizenship in The Gambia, West Africa,� in Sensi-
ble objects: Colonialism, museums and material culture, ed. Elizabeth Edwards, Chris Gosden, and Ruth
Phillips (Oxford: Berg, 2006), 61�86; For Stephen Sprague's in�uential research and writing on Yoruba
portraiture, see: Stephen F Sprague, �Yoruba photography: how the Yoruba see themselves,� African Arts
12, no. 1 (1978): 52�59; Finally, for Marilyn Houlberg's research on Nigerian portraiture, see: Marilyn
Houlberg, �Feed Your Eyes: Nigerian and Haitian Studio Photography,� Photographic Insight 1, nos. 2-3
(1988): 3�8.

73. John Pe�er and Elisabeth L. Cameron, Portraiture and photography in Africa (Bloomington, IN:
Indiana University Press, 2013), 7.

74. Investigations of African portraiture are numerous and a comprehensive account is beyond the scope
of this dissertation. The following citations o�er an overview of critical scholarship on the topic. For a
discussion of the use strategic use of portrait photography during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
in the Bamun kingdom in Cameroon, see: Nii O Quarcoopome, �Through the Lenses of African Photogra-
pher: Depicting Foreigners and New Ways of Life, 1870-1950,� in Through African eyes: the European in
African art, 1500 to present, ed. Nii O Quarcoopome, Veit Arlt, and Christraud Geary (Detroit: Detroit
Institute of Arts, 2009), 86�99; Christraud M. Geary, Images from Bamum: German colonial photog-
raphy at the court of King Njoya, Cameroon, West Africa, 1902-1915 (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
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portraiture in the post-independence era�stand in opposition to the widespread use

of photography in the African continent by European colonizers to classify African

people according to race, ethnicity, and physical traits.75 Nevertheless, scholars such

as Darren Newbury argue that the dominance of the African portrait tradition �within

postcolonial photographic theory threatens to obscure or devalue a broader understanding

of photography in Africa, particularly South Africa where documentary photojournalism

has been so important.76

1.5.2 Contemporary African Photography

The literature on contemporary African photography has largely grown from the cu-

ratorial e�orts of individuals such as Okwui Enwezor, whose major exhibitions�In/Sight:

African Photographers 1940 to the Present (1996) and Snap Judgments: New Positions

in Contemporary African Photography (2006)�are often credited with establishing a

Institute Press, 1988); Christraud M Geary, �Impressions of the African past: interpreting ethnographic
photographs from Cameroon,� Visual Anthropology 3, nos. 2-3 (1990): 289�315; For a discussion of studio
photography and portraiture in West and Central Africa, see: C Angelo Micheli, �Doubles and Twins: A
New Approach to Contemporary Studio Photography in West Africa,� African Arts 41, no. 1 (2008): 66;
Manthia Diawara, �Talk of the town: The photographs of Seydou Keita,� Artforum 36, no. 6 (1998): 64�
71; Vera Viditz-Ward, �Photography in Sierra Leone, 1850�1918,� Africa 57, no. 4 (1987): 510�518; Katie
McKeown, �Studio Photo Jacques: A Professional Legacy in Western Cameroon,� History of Photography
34, no. 2 (2010): 181�192; Rouven Kunstmann, �The politics of portrait photographs in southern Nigerian
newspapers, 1945�1954,� Social Dynamics 40, no. 3 (2014): 514�537; For a discussion of studio portraiture
in Southern Africa, see: Sophie Feyder, �A Space of One's Own: Studio Photography and the Making of
Black Urban Femininities in the 1950s East Rand,� Safundi 15, nos. 2-3 (2014): 227�254; Steven C Dubin,
�Impersonations and Revelations: Mysteries of a South African Photography Studio,� African Arts 47, no.
4 (2014): 26�35; For a general discussion of issues related to African portraiture, see: Lauri Firstenberg,
�Postcoloniality, Performance, and Photographic Portraiture,� in The Short Century: Independence and
Liberation Movements in Africa, ed. Okwui Enwezor and Chinua Achebe (1994), 175�79; Elizabeth Ed-
wards and Janice Hart, Photographs objects histories: on the materiality of images (New York: Routledge,
2004).

75. For a discussion of colonialist modes and applications of photography in Africa, see: Landau and
Kaspin, Images and empires: visuality in colonial and postcolonial Africa; Matthew G. Stanard, Selling
the Congo: a history of european pro -empire propaganda and the making of Belgian imperialism. (Lincoln,
NE: University of Nebraska Press, 2015); Terence Ranger, �Colonialism, Consciousness and the Camera,�
Past & Present 171, no. 1 (May 2001): 203�215; Wolfram Hartmann, Jeremy Silvester, and Patricia Hayes,
The Colonising Camera: photographs in the making of Namibian history (Cape Town: University of Cape
Town Press, 1999).

76. Newbury, De�ant Images: Photography and apartheid South Africa, 3.
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lineage for the discipline within the larger �elds of African art history and the history of

photography. The 1996 In/Sight exhibition was one of the �rst surveys of African photog-

raphy and brought together work by photographers working throughout the continent.77

The In/Sight show focused on African portraiture and broadly explored the nature and

character of African photography. The curators sought �to present photographs created

and disseminated by African artists engaged with issues of subjectivity�such as identity,

self-determination, and di�erence�during a period that witnessed the nadir of colonialism

and the formation of many independent African nations. The images are linked by a sense

of presence.�78 The 2006 Snap Judgments exhibition similarly presented a broad survey

of contemporary African photography through the work of forty artists, but moved away

from an attempt to theorize a common African photography.79 This exhibition focused on

a shorter time period, and presented a broader range of genres, including fashion photog-

raphy, urbanization, and postcolonial identity. In addition to Enwezor's seminal writings

and exhibitions, other major surveys have expanded the scope and depth of inquiry into

contemporary African photography. Exhibitions curated by Simon Njami, such as �Africa

Remix: Contemporary Art of a Continent� (2004), featured the work of many African

photographers.80 From 2001 to 2008 Njami served as the director for the photography

77. This exhibition showed images from thirty African photographers, including a number of South
African photographers such as: Peter Magubane, Santu Mofokeng, David Goldblatt, Bob Gosani, and
Gordon Bleach.

78. Okwui Enwezor, Olu Oguibe, and Octavio Zaya, In/sight: African photographers, 1940 to the present
(New York: Guggenheim Museum, 1996), 10.

79. The Snap Judgments exhibition also featured the work of a number of South African photographers,
including: Mikhael Subotzky, Nontsikelelo Veleko, Zanele Muholi, Jo Ractli�e, David Goldblatt, and Henti
van der Merwe. See: Okwui Enwezor, Snap judgments: new positions in contemporary African photography
(G�ottingen: Steidl, 2006).

80. Africa Remix included work from many South African photographers, including: Tracey Derrick,
David Golblatt, Zwelethu Mthethewa, Guy Tillim, Tracey Rose, and Santu Mofokeng. See: Njami Simon,
Africa remix: contemporary art of a continent (Ost�ldern: Hatje Cantz, 2005), as well as the forthcoming
publication by Allison Moore on the pan-African Bamako Photography Biennale. Haney, Photography and
Africa.
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festival �Rencontres Africaines de la Photographie,� held biennially in Bamako, Mali.

The themed, Bamako biennial photography exhibitions present work from emerging and

internationally established photographers. These exhibitions and their accompanying

essays have established a framework for the evolving �eld of African photography, and

created opportunities for more speci�c, local studies of photography throughout the

African continent.81 Of particular importance to this dissertation is a new growth in

scholarship related to landscape and the representation of environments in contemporary

African photography. The 2011 Bamako biennial, "For a Sustainable World," presented

the �rst survey of landscape-related work in Africa, and established a framework for

the evolving �eld of African environmental photography. The festival featured images

of human-impacted landscapes, such as electronic waste dumps and polluted waterways

in the Niger Delta. The recent �Earth Matters� exhibition at the Smithsonian Museum,

curated by Karen Milbourne, presents a comprehensive survey of artworks that examine

personal and universal relationships with land. Milbourne's survey examines a broad range

of artistic media and production related to land in Africa, but gives important emphasis to

the exploration of the topic by Africa photographers.82

81. Other European and American publications have contributed to the growing �eld of research on
contemporary South African photography. Revue Noire's 1998 Anthology of African and Indian Ocean
Photography presented the �rst encyclopedic survey of African photography. See: Pascal Martin Saint
L�eon, N'Gon�e Fall, and Fr�ed�erique Chapuis, Anthology of African and Indian Ocean photography (Paris:
Revue Noire, 1999); Erin Haney's 2010 text Photography and Africa provides an important survey of the
history. Several journals that publish current scholarship related to contemporary photography in Africa
have further developed the �eld, in particular: Third Text: Critical Perspectives on Contemporary Art
& Culture,NKA: Journal of Contemporary African Art, Critical Interventions: Journal of African Art
History and Visual Culture, Social Dynamics, Kronos, African Arts, and Africa Today. The collection
of essays in Seven Stories about Modern Art in Africa examine the development of modernism in seven
African countries, and features work from photographers. See: Cl�ementine Deliss, Seven Stories about
modern art in Africa (Paris; New York: Flammarion, 1995).

82. See: Karen Milbourne et al., Earth matters: land as material and metaphor in the arts of Africa
(New York, NY: Monacelli Press, 2013); Karen Milbourne has also examined the work of photographers,
including Santu Mofokeng and David Goldblatt, related to climate change and environmental degrada-
tion. See: Karen E Milbourne, �African Photographers and the Look of (Un) Sustainability in the African
Landscape,� Africa Today 61, no. 1 (2014): 114�140.
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1.5.3 The History of Photography in South Africa

The history of photography in South Africa has a long history dating the �rst decade

after the "invention" of the medium in 1839 by Louis-Jacques-Mand�e Daguerre83 Jules

L�eger brought the �rst camera to South Africa in 1846, and by 1851 daguerreotype studios

were operating in the port cities of Cape Town, Grahamstown, and Port Elizabeth. A.D.

Bensusan chronicles the early history of South African photography in Silver Images:

History of Photography in Africa from its arrival in the nineteenth century until the mid-

twentieth century.84 Bensusan describes the establishment of early studios, the impact

of the introduction of wet-collodion process in spreading photography across the country,

the founding of the �rst camera clubs in the 1890s and the introduction and adoption of

pictorialism by South African photographers.

Photography was widespread in South Africa after the formation of the Union in

191085 and was used for a variety of purposes, including ethnographic studies and as an

83. Scholars such as Geo�rey Batchen challenge the accuracy and utility of adopting a �xed date for the
invention of photography. Batchen argues that attention to the origins of the desire to photograph as it
took hold within early nineteenth century philosophical and scienti�c debates o�ers greater insight into the
invention of photography than does the �ling of Daguerre's patent. See: Geo�rey Batchen, Burning with
desire: The conception of photography (MIT Press, 1999).

84. See: Bensusan, Silver images: History of photography in Africa; A.D. Bensusan worked in a number
of professional capacities, including as a doctor, scientist, and mayor of Johannesburg. He was an amateur
photographer, the �rst president of the Photographic Sociey of South Africa, and an avid collector of pho-
tography. Bensusan left his collection to the Museum Africa in Johannesburg, much of which�including a
daguerreotype camera that �rst belonged to William Henry Fox Talbot�is on permanent display. Though
it o�ers an extensive account of the early history of photography in South Africa, Bensusan's history pri-
marily documents the growth of photography in relation to the expansion of white settlement. A text by
Majorie Bull and Joseph Den�eld presents a detailed account of the �rst decades of photography in Cape
Colony. See: Marjorie Bull and Joseph Den�eld, Secure the shadow; the story of Cape photography from its
beginnings to the end of 1870 (Cape Town: T. McNally, 1970); For a more recent expansion on this period
in South Africa, see: Michael Stevenson and Michael Graham-Stewart, Surviving the lens: photographic
studies of South and East African people, 1870-1920 (Vlaeberg, South Africa: Fernwood Press, 2001);
For research on early twentieth-century photography in South Africa, see: Kathleen Grundlingh, Lines of
sight: perspectives on South African photography (Cape Town: South African National Gallery, 2001).

85. In 1910 British leaders brought together the four previously independent colonies � Cape Colony, Na-
tal Colony Transvaal Colony, and the Orange River Colony � under a single national entity, the Union of
South Africa. This con�guration was maintained until the establishment of the Republic of South Africa
in 1961.
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extension of the geographic imagination. Photographers such as Alfred Duggan-Cronin

used photography to document people and rural communities in South Africa during sev-

eral excursions to the government-designated Native territories between 1919 and 1939.86

Duggan-Cronin exhibited his work in Kimberely and published his photographs in an

eleven-volume series, The Bantu Tribes of South Africa: Reproductions of Photographic

Studies. Modernist photographers Constance Larabee and Leon Levson also sought to doc-

ument Black lives in South Africa, but went beyond traditional European representations

of African subjects to include candid images, and other photographs aimed at celebrating,

rather than interrogating traditions.87 The expansion of railways in South Africa saw

further demand for representations of South African landscapes.88

The election of the National Party in 1948 and installation of apartheid had profound

implications for the development and application of photography in South Africa. Darren

Newbury notes that the �photography that emerged during this period was interwoven

with those events and that history. . . the photographers somehow had to position them-

selves in relation to the central fact of apartheid.�89 During the �rst decade of minority

rule, images published in places like Drum magazine chronicled the range of Black urban

experiences, from the cultural �ourishing in Sophiatown to the worsening political and

86. For a discussion of the work of Alfred Duggan-Cronin, see: Godby, �Alfred Martin Duggan-Cronin's
photographs for the Bantu tribes of South Africa (1928-1954): the construction of an ambiguous idyll.�

87. For a discussion of the work of Leon Levson and Constance Stuart Larabee, see: Gary Minkley and
Ciraj Rassool, �Photography with a di�erence: Leon Levson's camera studies and photographic exhibitions
of native life in South Africa, 1947-1950,� Kronos 31 (2005): 184�213; Phindezwa Mnyaka, �From salons
to the native reserve: reformulating the �native question� through pictorial photography in 1950s South
Africa,� Social Dynamics 40, no. 1 (2014): 106�121; Newbury, De�ant Images: Photography and apartheid
South Africa.

88. See: Jeremy Foster, �Capturing and losing the 'Lie of the Land': Railway photography and colonial
nationalism in early twentieth century South Africa,� in Picturing Place. Photography and the Geograph-
ical Imagination (New York: I.B. Tauris, 2003), 141�161; Jeremy Foster, Washed with sun (Pittsburgh
(Pa.): University of Pittsburgh Press, 2008).

89. Newbury, De�ant Images: Photography and apartheid South Africa, 5.
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economic conditions for black South Africans under apartheid. Moreover, Drum magazine

o�ces were committed to being non-racialized, and provided training grounds for black

photographers. Events in the early 1960s such as the Sharpeville Massacre ushered in

increasing restrictions under apartheid and developed a hostile climate for photographers.

Photographers such as Ernest Cole left South Africa to publish work that was critical of

the apartheid regime.90

In 1982 a group of photographers formed the �rst collective dedicated to producing

politically focused work. The new agency, Afrapix, was inspired by a series of charged

debates at the Festival of Culture and Resistance held in Botswana, and had close to

forty members until it dissolved in 1991.91 The Afrapix collective united photographers

committed to the anti-apartheid struggle, organized and circulated their images in South

Africa and abroad, and trained young photographers denied access to arts education

under apartheid. These photographers produced work for newspapers and other media

outlets, as well as extended photographic essays. Their essays often incorporated extended

captions with information about what was being shown in the photographs and how

the content connected to apartheid policies or represented the repressive actions of the

apartheid government. Co-founder Paul Weinberg characterized the view of photography

by Afrapix in an organizational position statement: �Photography can't be divorced from

90. Ernest Cole worked for Drum magazine and the Rand Daily Mail in Johannesburg in the early 1960s
and was the �rst black South African freelance photographer. He left South Africa in 1966 to publish
his monograph, House of Bondage, in the United States. The monograph presented a thorough docu-
mentation of life for black South Africans under apartheid rule. Ernest Cole never returned to South
Africa and died in New York in 1990 at the age of 49. Cole's work has profoundly in�uenced genera-
tions of South African documentary photographers and a full reproduction of House of Bondage is on
permanent display at the Apartheid Museum in Johannesburg. Cole's legacy also continues to be ob-
served through the recently established Ernest Cole Award, which provides monetary support to a South
African photographer to realize a body of work that creatively responds to South African society (see:
http : / / www . ernestcoleaward . uct . ac . za/). For a brief discussion of Ernest Cole and his legacy, see: New-
bury, De�ant Images: Photography and apartheid South Africa; Lauri Firstenberg, �Representing the body
archivally in South African photography,� Art Journal 61, no. 1 (2002): 58�67.

91. See: Peter McKenzie, �Bringing the Struggle into Focus,� Sta�rider 5, no. 2 (1982): 18.
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the political, social issues that surround us daily. As photographers we are inextricably

caught up in those processes�we are not objective instruments but play a part in the way

we choose to make our statements.�92 Darren Newbury observes that during this time

�there was a self-conscious shift away from valuing the individual vision and creativity of

the photographer, to asking how photography could be used as a tool of the struggle for

liberation movement.�93 The photographers saw themselves as a �mini-Magnum�94 and

the resulting �Resistance� or �Struggle photography� produced dynamic black and white

photographs, sometimes characterized as an aesthetic of ��sts and funerals� that chronicled

life under apartheid. Afrapix co-founder Paul Weinberg re�ects that the apartheid period

gave us a simple construct that was easy to respond to: humanity and inhumanity, for

and against, black and white, right and wrong.�95 The Afrapix collective published two

collections of documentary photographs in The Cordoned Heart (1986), and Beyond

the Barricades (1989) that drew attention to South African photography abroad and

established a reputation for its documentary practice.96 �During those years,� says David

92. See: David L Krantz, �Politics and Photography in Apartheid South Africa,� History of Photography
32, no. 4 (2008): 290�300.

93. Newbury, De�ant Images: Photography and apartheid South Africa, 5.

94. Magnum is an international photographic co-operative founded in 1947 by four photographers �
Robert Capa, Henri Cartier-Bresson, George Rodger and David "Chim" Seymour � who wanted to work
independent of major magazines and their speci�c editorial objectives, and retain copyright of their pub-
lished images. The agency was originally based in New York and Paris, and now has o�ces in London and
Tokyo. Members are admitted to Magnum by invitation.

95. Paul Weinberg and Michael Godby, Then & now: Eight South African photographers (Johannesburg:
Highveld Press, 2008), 6.

96. For a detailed analysis of these two publications see: Pe�er, Art and the end of apartheid , 255-59;
Pe�er observes that this publication departed from the charged aesthetic presented in Beyond the Barri-
cades: �The pictures featured in The Cordoned Heart make use of oblique or wide angles of vision to give
environmental context, and strategic use of shadow and tonal complexity to bring out the emotional depth
of their subjects.� See also: Alex Harris and Iris Tillman Hill, Beyond the Barricades: popular resistance
in South Africa (New York, NY: Aperture, 1989); Omar Badsha, ed., South Africa: The Cordoned Heart:
Essays by twenty South African photographers (Cape Town: Gallery Press, 1986).
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Goldblatt, �my prime concern was with values; what we valued in South Africa, how we

arrived at those values, and how we expressed those values.�97

The social documentary work produced during the last decades of apartheid by

groups such as Afrapix and the �Bang Bang Club�98 does not �t easily alongside promi-

nent examples of the genre created in Europe or the United States.99 Darren Newbury

writes that �Unlike in Europe or the US, where during the 1970s and 1980s documentary

photography had been `problematised almost to the point of paralysis,' in South Africa

there persisted a strong sense of its value as a means of commenting on issues of social and

political importance within a visual public sphere.�100 101 Newbury's statement highlights

97. Weinberg and Godby, Then & now: Eight South African photographers, 6.

98. The Bang-Bang Club was a group of four photojournalists who documented con�icts and other
events in South African townships during the years of transition between the apartheid regime and major-
ity rule governments (1990-1994). Their images were widely circulated in the domestic and international
media and revealed the brutality of the con�icts between opposing political factions in South Africa. See:
Greg Marinovich and Joao Silva, The Bang-bang club (London: Heinemann, 2001).

99. For example, the practice of social documentary photography in the United States is closely associ-
ated with the group of photographers who worked on behalf of the Farm Security Association in the 1930s.
According to Liz Wells, the work of artists such as Dorothea Lange, Russell Lee, and Walker Evans de-
parted from predecessors such as Jacob Riis as an exemplar of social documentary photography because it
"cast its subject within a 'social problem' framework, and which argued for a politics of reform, and social
education." See: Wells, Photography: a critical introduction, 92.

100. Newbury, De�ant Images: Photography and apartheid South Africa, 1.

101. Here, Newbury makes reference to the work of marxist critics such as John Tagg and Allan Sekula,
who argued in 1988 and 1978, respectively, that documentary photographs are not neutral, and rather
than present a neutral view documentary photographs are propagandistic; they reproduce the power re-
lations that determine the production of the image and guarantee its authenticity. In his seminal text,
The Burden of Representation: Essays on Photographies and Histories Tagg argues that documentary is
�a reality of the intertext beyond which there is no-sense� and �(w)hat lies `behind' the paper or `behind'
the image is not reality�the referent�but reference: a subtle web of discourse through which realism is
enmeshed in a complex fabric of notions, representations, images, attitudes, gestures and modes of action.�
John Tagg, The burden of representation: Essays on photographies and histories, vol. 80 (U of Minnesota
Press, 1988), 100; Allan Sekula, in "Dismantling Modernism, Reinventing Documentary," asserts that
�documentary photography has amassed mountains of evidence. And yet, in this pictorial presentation of
scienti�c and legalistic �fact,� the genre has simultaneously contributed much to spectacle, to retinal ex-
citation, to voyeurism, to terror, envy and nostalgia, and only a little to the critical understanding of the
social world.� Allan Sekula, �Dismantling modernism, reinventing documentary (notes on the politics of
representation),� The Massachusetts Review 19, no. 4 (1978): 859�883.
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the way in which South African social documentary represents an expression of the genre

distinct within a global context.

Though not all photographers produced social documentary projects during this time,

the work of activist artists profoundly shaped the development of South African photog-

raphy into the early 1990s, and continues to in�uence contemporary artists, even as fewer

artists work with social documentary photography.102 Struggle photography demonstrated

the potential of photography to create positive change and actively participate in shaping

public debates. The prevalence of social documentary imagery during this pivotal era in

South African political history forged a powerful link between photography and politics,

a connection that continues to mediate how young photographers view the purpose and

purview of the medium. Patricia Hayes argues that the social documentary tradition in

South Africa continues, and has created a powerful foundation for contemporary practices:

The documentary archive in South Africa does not simply become the `detritus
of lapsed passion.' People, even those who claim to have departed from it,
cannot quite leave what is called `documentary' behind. . . The photography
now could not have happened without the documentary impetus of the 1980s,
which was the breeding ground for a number of contemporary photographers.
The need to mark the social in some way persists, the need to get into closer
proximity with those on the receiving end of history.�103

102. Many contemporary South African photographers are critical of social documentary photography,
including numerous artists who used to primarily work with the genre. For example, Afrapix co-founder
Paul Weinberg movingly re�ects on how his views of documentary photography during the period of re-
sistance: "Those of us who actively documented the unfolding events and the deeper fabric of our society
in the 80's often referred to ourselves as the �Taking Sides� generation. We were unabashedly partisan
and saw �the camera as a weapon against the system� as I wrote once then, somewhat embarrassingly on
re�ection. What characterized the period was that we had a very strong tradition of working collectively�
whether it was running workshops, or exhibiting jointly, the ethos of the time was that the common cause
against apartheid was more important than our individual e�orts." See: Weinberg and Godby, Then &
now: Eight South African photographers, 6.

103. Hayes, �Power, secrecy, proximity: A short history of South African photography.�
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An observable social commitment among photographers is one the lasting in�uences

of social documentary tradition.104 Kevin Mulhearn acknowledges a �profound sense

of responsibility, deep commitment and uncommon persistence� among South African

photographers, who are distinguished by �their belief in the e�cacy of art to generate

social change.�105

The legacy of the apartheid-era social documentary tradition in South Africa is

the subject of a number of publications.106 Most notably, a recent exhibition at the

International Center for Photography, �The Rise and Fall of Apartheid� has notably

impacted the state of the research on South African photography. This exhibition was

the largest ever produced on the subject of apartheid-era photography. The range of

works presented in the show and catalog challenged the perception that apartheid-era

photographic production was monolithic or limited to the body of work created by

collectives such as Afrapix.107 Sean O'Toole advocates for more attention to the work

of photographers, such as David Goldblatt and Jo Ractli�e, who produced socially

engaged work in the 1980s and early 1990s that did not adhere to social documentary

104. The uncommon ethic is observed by scholars such as Susan Sontag, who in a 2004 visit to Johannes-
burg, described her reaction to the strong moral and ethical dimension within South African photography,
and the attention given to the politics of photographic representation. Further, Newbury added: �Unlike in
Europe or the US, where during the 1970s and 1980s documentary photography had been `problematised
almost to the point of paralysis,' in South Africa there persisted a strong sense of its value as a means of
commenting on issues of social and political importance within a visual publish sphere.� See: Susan Son-
tag, �Photography, Politics, and Ethics,� University of the Witwatersrand, 12 March 2004, cf. Newbury,
De�ant Images: Photography and apartheid South Africa, 1.

105. Kevin Mulhearn, �Critical positions in recent South African photography� (Dissertation, City Univer-
sity of New York, 2010), 2, accessed November 30, 2015.

106. See: Pe�er, Art and the end of apartheid ; Weinberg and Godby, Then & now: Eight South African
photographers; Kylie Thomas, �Wounding apertures: violence, a�ect and photography during and after
apartheid,� Kronos 38, no. 1 (2012): 204�218.

107. Okwui Enwezor, Rory Bester, and International Center of Photography, Rise and fall of apartheid:
photography and the bureaucracy of everyday life (New York: Prestel, 2013).
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aesthetics or conventions advanced in the work of Afrapix photographers.108 Series

produced by these photographers, he suggests, �complicate the narratives of degradation

and victimhood� prevalent among �black-and-white new photographs depicting masses

of people assembling, protesting, resisting.� Moreover, the work of photographers like

Goldblatt and Ractli�e, who moved between genres, provides important example and

in�uence for younger photographers who have similarly diverse practices.109 Using

the example of David Goldblatt's Particulars series, O'Toole describes a �neither-nor

practice�not quite activist, not entirely disinterested in South Africa's varied and often

deprived social life� that presented a more nuanced reading of daily life during time

period from that of Afrapix photographers.110 He observes that a �neither-nor� mode of

working �has gained increasing prominence in the years after the country's �rst non-racial

elections in 1994� and characterizes much of contemporary South African photographic

production.111 As such, O'Toole's �neither-nor� practice o�ers an interpretive framework

not only for images by David Goldblatt, but also for a breadth of contemporary South

African photographers who combine aspects of social documentary and formalist strategies

in their projects to respond to the complexities of post-apartheid society.112

108. See: Barents and O'Toole, Apartheid & after .

109. In numerous interviews with photographers during the research periods, artists frequently cited
David Goldblatt and Jo Ractli�e as key in�uences for their careers. The interviewed photographers admire
the ways Goldblatt and Ractli�e worked between social documentary and art genres, and their strong use
of narrative.

110. Sean O'Toole, �Caught between: South African photography after 1994,� in Barents and O'Toole,
Apartheid & after , 9.

111. Sean O'Toole, �Caught between: South African photography after 1994,� in ibid.

112. In support of his argument O'Toole further discusses a number of contemporary photographers who
work with landscape. He cites their work as examples of photographs that �blur the line between public
and private space, the fragment and the whole, anonymity and individuality, dispassionate observation
and something approaching deep implication and personal biography� (O'Toole, �Caught Between: South
African Photography after 1994,� in Apartheid & After, 8). Examples include: post-apartheid photographs
of sites important during the apartheid era (Graeme Williams' series �Previously Signi�cant Places�); doc-
umentary landscape photography of three domestic sites operated by the South African Defense Force
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Apart from engagement with the legacies of the social documentary tradition,

scholarship on post-apartheid photographic production in South Africa is diverse and

proli�c. South African photographers are widely exhibited and studied throughout the

world, and have been the subject of numerous monographs and thematic exhibitions.113

Researchers have looked at the role of racial and ethnic identity as explored by South

African photographers.114 Other scholarship has been genre-speci�c, such as Tamar

Garb's 2011 portraiture survey, Fictions and Fictions.115

A growing body of research addresses religious and spiritual expression in South

African photography.116 Apart from treatments of work by Santu Mofokeng, however, this

research does not directly address the use of landscape photography to communicate a reli-

gious reading of spaces in South Africa. Investigations of the work of Santu Mofokeng have

yielded new scholarship on the relationship between religion and landscape photography,

though these arguments have not been applied to the work of other photographers working

in a similar mode. Additional thematic research looks at the role of photography in the

during the con�ict in Angola (Jo Ractli�e's �Borderlands�); and a pro�le of Johannesburg as it appears to
those who live and work within its �urry (and Sabelo Mlangeni's �Johannesburg�).

113. See: Omar Badsha, Mads Nørgaard, and Jeeva Rajgopaul, �Bonani Africa 2010� (Pretoria, South
Africa: South African History Online, 2010); David Goldblatt, Santu Mofokeng, and George Hallett, Rhi-
zomes of memory: tre sørafrikanske fotografer (Heni Onstad kunstsenter, 2000); Guy Tillim, O Futuro
Certo (G�ottingen: Steidl, 2015); Jo Ractli�e: The Borderlands (New York: Artbook, D.A.P., 2015); Zanele
Muholi, Faces and Phases (Munich: Prestel, 2010).

114. See: Liese van der Watt, �Reframing the Afrikaner Subject: The Visual Grammar of David Goldblatt
and Roelof van Wyk,� Safundi 15, nos. 2-3 (2014): 353�367; Ra�el Jero Salley, �Remembrance: the Essop
brothers, formative realism and contemporary African photography,� Social Dynamics 40, no. 3 (2014):
495�513.

115. See: Tamar Garb and Martin Barnes, Figures & Fictions: contemporary South African photography
(G�ottingen, Germany: Steidl, 2011).

116. See, for example: Godby, �Shadow Catchers: Aspects of the Spiritual in the Work of Three South
African Photographers�; Patricia Hayes, �Santu Mofokeng, Photographs: 'The Violence is in the Know-
ing',� History and Theory 48, no. 4 (2009): 34�51; Annabelle Wienand, �Santu Mofokeng: Alternative
Ways of Seeing (1996 � 2013),� Safundi 15, nos. 2-3 (2014): 307�328.
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public sphere, including work related to prisons and AIDS, and environmental concerns

such as climate change.117

Scholarly examinations of landscape photography in South Africa, apart from its

role as an extension of the colonial imagination, are limited.118 To date, only one survey

of the history of landscape photography in South Africa has been written, an essay

in the Transitions catalog by Michael Godby.119 In this brief discussion of landscape

photography, Godby traces the development of the genre through early camera clubs

up through the apartheid-era, and highlights trends in recent practice. He suggests that

contemporary photographers are using methods that �represent a clear abandonment

of traditional means of representing land and a continuous search to �nd ways that

express essentially new relationships with it.�120 Attention to the landscape practices

of speci�c photographers such as David Goldblatt o�er important contributions and

conceptualizations of the use of the genre in a post-apartheid context. For example, in

an introductory essay to Goldblatt's 2008 monograph, Intersections Intersected, Ivor

Powell examines the evolution of Goldblatt's use of landscapes from charged, apartheid-era

black and white images to expansive, subtle color representations. Comparing a 1993

black-and-white representation of a monument to a Voortrekker leader to a 2006 color

117. See: Patricia Hayes, �The Colour of History: Photography and the Public Sphere in Southern Africa,�
in The Public Sphere From Outside the West, ed. Divya and Sanil (Bloomsbury Publishing, 2015), 147�
163; Kevin Mulhearn, �Mikhael Subotzky: Picturing Prisons and Interrogating Freedom,� Photography
and Culture 8, no. 1 (2015): 7�36; Svea Josephy, �Fractured compounds: photographing post-apartheid
compounds and hostels,� Social Dynamics 40, no. 3 (2014): 444�470; Annabelle Wienand, �Strategies of
representation: South African photography of the HIV epidemic,� 2014, Milbourne, �African Photogra-
phers and the Look of (Un) Sustainability in the African Landscape.�

118. Though the examination of landscape photography is limited, there have been several important
studies and exhibitions of South African landscape painting. See, for example: Godby and Walker, The
Lie of the Land: representations of the South African landscape.

119. Michael Godby, �A Short History of Landscape Photography,� in Michael Godby, �A Short History
of Landscape Photography",� in Transition, ed. Market Photography Workshop and Rencontres interna-
tionales de la Photograpie (Paris: �Edition Xavier Barrell, 2013), 158-63.

120. Michael Godby, �A Short History of Landscape Photography,� in ibid., 162.
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image of the same subject (Figs. 1-1 & 1-2), Powell observes that in the earlier photograph

�the landscape�largely because of the exploitation of contrasting light values�frames the

monument in an almost two-dimensional way.� Whereas in Goldblatt's 2006 photograph,

Powell observes �the landscape stretches to a long and indeterminate horizon, breeding

more questions than answers in receding into depth. The space is one of meditation rather

than one in which any statement of assertion is made.�121 In publications such as these,

scholars identify the importance of landscape photography in contemporary practices as

well as aspects of how the genre operates in relation to social documentary photography.

Yet, such writings are rare, limited in scope, and frequently address the work of a single

artist, as opposed to a widespread movement among contemporary photographers.

1.6 Overview of Chapters

This dissertation is organized into �ve body chapters which identify and explore

multiple uses of landscape images by contemporary South African photographers. The

�rst four chapters look at work produced by individual photographers, and are grouped

thematically around a particular application of landscape photography. The �nal chapter

examines three exhibitions produced in 2013 in commemoration of the centenary of the

1913 Natives Land Act in South Africa. Together, the �ve chapters show the diverse

ways contemporary photographers use landscape images, explore connections between

apartheid-era social documentary photography and post-apartheid landscape photography,

and demonstrate the need for multidisciplinary analyses of these bodies of work.

Following the introductory chapter, Chapter 2 looks at work from three photographers

who adopt landscape photography to convey speci�c social and political content. Jean

Brundrit uses a three-dimensional laser scanner to map waves and subvert the equation

of photographic seeing with capturing, documenting, and owning; Cedric Nunn pairs

121. Ivor Powell, �Parallax and Parallel: The Uses of Time and Space in David Goldblatt's Pairings,� in
Intersections intersected (Porto, Portugal: Civiliza�c�ao Editoria, 2008), 15.
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Figure 1-1. David Goldblatt, Monument honouring Karel Landman who farmed in this
area until 1837, when he became a leader in the Great Trek. He took a party of
180 Whites and their servants on a trek of 885 kilometres into Natal where he
was prominent in several battles with the Zulus. De Kol, Eastern Cape. 10
April 1993, 1993, silver gelatin print on �ber paper, 20 x 24cm.

landscape images with extended captions to relay overlooked Xhosa histories of resis-

tance; and Francki Burger uses layered images of Anglo-Boer war battle�elds to create

historical metaphors and explore the links between land and belonging. Each of the three

photographers began their careers under apartheid and though not all worked as Struggle

photographers, their respective landscape projects display aspects of apartheid-era social

documentary practices.

The third chapter examines three photographic series that address the mining

industry in South Africa. The discovery of mineral resources and subsequent development

of the mining industry in South Africa profoundly shaped physical, social, and political

landscapes from the late nineteenth century onwards. Photographers Ilan Godfrey,

Thabiso Sekgala, and Jerry Gaegane each created a body of work that examines aspects of
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Figure 1-2. David Goldblatt, The commemoration of Karel Landman and his trek, in this
3m globe, was an initiative of the National Party and the councils of the Dutch
Reformed Church in two neighbouring villages, Alexandria and Patterson.
Legend has it that the councils could not agree which village should 'host' the
monument, so it was placed on this remote koppie between the two villages. De
Kol, Eastern Cape. 20 February 2006, 2006, Archival pigment ink digitally
printed on cotton rag paper, 99 x 127cm.

the social and physical impacts of mining in South Africa. In contrast to late nineteenth

and early twentieth century landscape photographs used by Europeans to naturalize

mines in the South African environment, these artists reveal the unnatural impacts of this

industry on residents and the land. Through landscape photography, Godfrey, Sekgala,

and Gaegane examine the con�uence of social, environmental, and economic issues at

work in mining landscapes, and in doing so, depart from other, earlier mining-related

social documentary projects, which showed the direct impacts of industry on speci�c

populations.

Chapter 4 looks at a generation of early-career photographers caught between two

radically di�erent artistic eras in South Africa: the period of resistance art and the era
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of `born frees.' Monique Pelser, Vincent Bezuidenhout, and Renzske Scholtz were young

adults in 1994, and all three began their studies in photography after the advent of

democratic rule. Unlike the �born frees� they experienced apartheid as young adults, and

these experiences condition the way they approach the subject of land and other issues

in their work. Yet, in contrast to many of their mentors, who took up the documentary

imperative during the 1980s and continue to produce work in relation to social and

political concerns, these three artists experiment with a broader range of subject matter

and genres. This chapter explicates the concerns and con�icts unique to this �in-between�

generation of contemporary South African photography, and highlights the way in which

their landscape practice blends in�uences from both Struggle-era photography and

European movements, such as the D�usseldorf School.

The �fth chapter explores the work of South African photographers who use land-

scape images to structure and mediate a personal connection to land. This chapter draws

upon multidisciplinary frameworks from the �elds of religion and nature studies, en-

vironmental history, and environmental ethics to analyze the landscape work of Brent

Meistre and Daniel Naud�e. Both artists draw upon land imagery to relate a private, per-

sonal encounter in the landscape to a broader national community. The multidisciplinary

frameworks explicate the dynamics of Meistre and Naud�e's use of landscape photogra-

phy, and advocate for further examination of landscape images through these lenses. At

a time when public conversations about land in South Africa are politicized, sensitive,

and contentious, landscape photography o�ers one way in which artists can explore their

connection to land and interrogate its role as a spiritual foundation for the nation.

Chapter 6 departs from the previous four chapters and explores the presentation of

landscape photography in three exhibitions produced in 2013, the year of the centenary of

the Natives Land Act. This anniversary motivated widespread public discussion of land

and land ownership in South Africa, and many public museums, private galleries, and

educational institutions produced exhibitions in response to this event. The ways in which
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these venues engaged with subject of land representation through photography o�ers

important insight into the nature of the conversation surrounding landscape photography

in South Africa.

The �nal chapter summarizes key arguments and contributions of this dissertation

and points to directions for future research. This dissertation looks at images produced

as recently as 2013 but South African photographers continue to produce new bodies

of landscape photographs that further shape the direction of the genre. Additional

investigation into these new bodies of work, in particular projects supported through

the Ernest Cole Award, will advance understanding of how South African landscape

photography is continually developing to �t local needs, absorb the legacy of apartheid-

era Resistance photography, and challenge static interpretations of the genre rooted in

colonialist modes.
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CHAPTER 2
ALTERNATIVE METHODS IN CONTEMPORARY SOUTH AFRICAN LANDSCAPE

PHOTOGRAPHY

2.1 Introduction

A high contrast image �lls the paper with darkness and light in Jean Brundrit's

untitled photograph (Fig. 2-1). In the image a thick pane of black looms behind a thin

veneer of white points. Absent of grays or modulated tones, no values indicate scale or

delineate space within the composition. Only the frame edges limit and otherwise contain

the unde�ned cavity. The net of white pixels collects in loose bunches at the top of the

composition, and pulls the viewer's gaze across the image pane to this point.

The untitled image forms part of the body of work �Making the Waves,� a dynamic

series of monochromatic point clouds.1 The thirteen images included in Jean Brundrit's

monograph perform variations on a visually seductive theme: pale grains stretch and

group against an unmarked black backdrop. The small dots mimic the texture of sand;

yet the uniformity of their shape and tone calls forth associations with the mechanical

and electronic. In the various compositions white and black shapes coalesce into lines and

create forms that �nd analogy in the natural world; the lines look similar to ripples on

water, crumpled paper, and topographical maps. Absent of clear narrative, however, the

series is linked only by their content: discrete, binary elements. Brundrit's photographs

in �Making the Waves� document waves. The colorless dots reference portions of actual

rifts in the Atlantic Ocean surface, captured mid-break o� the South African coastline

near Green Point Lighthouse in Cape Town. The unpigmented pixels fasten into dense

groupings at the point of highest energy: where planes of water curl together and split

open against the rocky shore. Brundrit created her photographs for �Making the Waves�

1. The term �point cloud� references a set of data points in a space de�ned by x, y, and z coordinates.
Point clouds frequently describe the surface of an object and can be generated by 3-D scanning technolo-
gies.
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Figure 2-1. Jean Brundrit, untitled image from Making the Waves, 2012, Pigment Ink on
matte paper. 46cm x 100cm.

with a three-dimensional laser scanner, a device commonly used by land surveyors to

generate detailed maps for developers and engineers.

The subject of Brundrit's images cannot, however, be mapped or documented. Waves

shift shape, intensity, and direction in response to the shape of the shoreline and shifting

weather conditions; all waves are di�erent from each other. Brundrit acknowledges the

fruitlessness of attempting to delineate and preserve the form of waves, but draws upon

the failure inherent in her action to stage what she calls �a poetic act of de�ance.� For

Brundrit, the will to survey and map a space evokes a desire to control and to own,

and her attempt to chart waves points to the presumption inherent in the act: �I was

particularly interested in the futility. . . of mapping moving water, a thing that cannot be

owned, that will not be ordered, even it if can be measured. . . to survey waves is a. . . way
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of talking back to any authority that attempts to order the world.�2 In �Making the

Waves� asserts the agency of an environment to resist clear representation and delineation

by a human observer and camera or other surveying device.

As a theme, agency features prominently in the Brundrit's oeuvre and informs her

identity as an artist. Her previous work broadly explores challenges facing lesbian women

in South Africa. Despite the country's progressive and inclusive constitution, which

enshrines equal protection and rights for gay and lesbian citizens, in South Africa lesbians

are frequently subjected to discrimination, ill treatment, and acts of horri�c violence.

Brundrit describes herself as a lesbian artist, a position she views as a political action,

and one that aligns with her personal history of activism that began in the 1980s. In

photographic series such as �Portrait of a Lesbian Couple� (1995), �Reclaiming Cape

Town� (2002), and �The Space Inside� (2013) Brundrit explores invisible barriers with

which lesbian women in South Africa contend through visual and landscape metaphors;

she cuts out silhouettes of couples from photographs to indicate their separation from

scenes, she inscribes female �gures onto iconic landscapes, and highlights the interior,

private lives many women construct to avoid discrimination.

In �Making the Waves� Brundrit draws upon a new technology and attributes of the

landscape genre to expand her investigations into the agency of a subject. Through her

use of survey equipment, she foregrounds the action and role of the recording instrument

in creating a portrait based on the data it reads. The waves produce the image by moving

in front of the camera; the photographer cannot direct them or otherwise dictate their

form. Moreover, the photographs convey a representation of an instance of a wave, and are

necessarily incomplete portraits of a dynamic subject.

2. Jean Brundrit, �Following the Threads: thoughts and processes in my recent work The Space Inside
and Making the Waves,� in Out of Site: Representing identity in the works of Jean Brundrit, ed. Annemi
Conradie (Cape Town: SoSo, 2013), 53.
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This chapter examines the work of three contemporary South African photographers

whose adaptations of landscape photography support inquiry into topics such as agency,

identity, and belonging. None of the artists considered in this chapter self-identi�es as a

�landscape photographer,� but each has taken up the genre in recent work to address a

speci�c topic. In addition to their new interest in landscape, all three photographers use

uncommon methods to document and portray the natural environment. Jean Brundrit

uses high-resolution survey technology to chart waves; Cedric Nunn creates extended

captions to reframe views of the modern Eastern Cape landscape in relation to Xhosa

history; and Francki Burger layers negatives in the darkroom to construct an ethereal

environment in which to examine emotive connections to land. Each of these artists draws

upon a technique that may be considered �alternative� in relation to common landscape

photography methods, and in doing so, they challenge, reinterpret, and expand the

de�nition of a landscape image. Moreover, viewed together, works from these three artists

reveal a broad application of landscape photography in South Africa beyond a traditional

representation of an environment as sublime or picturesque.

All three artists engage with the South African landscape as a site of memory through

their respective processes. Pierre Nora describes sites of memory or �lieux de m�emoire�

as �moments of history torn away from the movement of history then returned; no longer

quite life, not yet death, like shells on the shore when the sea of living memory has

receded.�3 Memory, he writes, �remains in permanent evolution, open to the dialectic

of remembering and forgetting, unconscious of its successive deformations, vulnerable

to manipulation and appropriation, susceptible to being long dormant and periodically

revived.�4 In each of their series, Brundrit, Nunn, and Burger portray the South African

3. Pierre Nora, Rethinking France: Les lieux de m�emoire (Chicago, Ill.; London: The University of
Chicago Press, 2010), 14.

4. Ibid., 8.
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landscape as a dynamic and evolving entity�one that resists easy classi�cation and does

not conform to colonial or apartheid-era interpretations. Through photography, all three

artists explore the landscape discursively, and highlight its relevance in a post-apartheid

setting.

2.2 Jean Brundrit, Technology, and the Representation of Landscape in

�Making the Waves�

Brundrit's method of photographing waves asks the viewer to think about the role

of the camera in shaping a representation of landscape. The survey technology Brundrit

uses creates an image of moving water as it would any solid surface: lasers project from

the instrument, re�ect o� surfaces they encounter, and return to the instrument's sensors

to generate a three-dimensional point cloud that relates the composition of the surface

and its distance from the laser pulse.5 The white points on black ground in the untitled

photograph bunch together and overlap where water peaks into ripples and swells, but it is

not immediately clear that Brundrit's image represents an ocean surface.

The form and presentation of the photographs in Brundrit's 2012 series do however,

make clear reference to the landscape. All images in "Making the Waves" are uniform in

size and orientation; each of the thirteen images extends one meter in length and forty-

three centimeters high and all were displayed at eye-level (Fig. 2-2). Viewed together

in the gallery, the photographs form a line analogous to the horizons that are absent

in the images; the static, black strip of dark photographs split the gallery and further

connote a kind of landscape for the wave images. The monochromatic image, absent of

scale, modulations in tone, or contextual markers, minimizes the presence of the artist

and compels the viewer to think �rst about how the photograph was created rather than

what it represents. In the untitled image there is dissonance between the excess of data

5. Brundrit, �Following the Threads: thoughts and processes in my recent work The Space Inside and
Making the Waves,� 53.
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Figure 2-2. Installation View of Making the Waves at AVA Gallery in Cape Town. Image
source: https:
//www.ormsdirect.co.za/blog/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Jean-Brundrit-12.jpg

relayed in the laser scans and the minimal presentation of image context. The inability

of the viewer to immediately discern or interpret the content of the image in relation to

its referent promotes re�ection on the roles of and relationship between the artist, the

machine, and representation.

A disconnect between how people and viewing devices perceive subjects has in�uenced

how humans understand visual representation. Jonathan Crary discusses this subject in

relation to the evolution of vision in the nineteenth century following an �uprooting of

vision from the stable and �xed relations incarnated in the camera obscura.�6 Regarding

the camera obscura, Crary observes that �for nearly two hundred years the camera stood

as a sovereign metaphor for describing the status of an observer and as a model, in both

6. Jonathan Crary, Techniques of the observer: On vision and modernity in the nineteenth century
(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1990), 14.
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rationalist and empiricist thought, of how observation leads to truthful inferences about

the world.�7 During this time, he argues, the eye and the camera had a metaphoric

relationship: they were �allied by a conceptual similarity, in which the authority of the

eye remained unchallenged.� Yet, during the nineteenth century, Crary points out that

�the relation between eye and optical apparatus becomes one of metonymy: both were

now contiguous instruments on the same plane of operation, with varying capabilities

and features.�8 As such, the interaction between the viewer and the optical device had

become as important as what was seen; the subjective viewer, whose optical experience

is based as much on the body as the machine, was created. Using the example of two

di�erent instruments, the stereoscope and phenakistiscope,9 Crary describes how such

technologies upset the subject/object relationship manifested for the viewer through the

camera obscura:

A crucial feature of these optical devices of the 1830s and 1840s is the undis-
guised nature of their operational structure and the form of subjection they
entail. Even though they provide access to "the real," they make no claim that
the real is anything other than a mechanical production. The optical experi-
ences they manufacture are clearly disjunct from the images used in the device.
They refer as much to the functional interaction of body and machine as they
do to external objects, no matter how "vivid" the quality of the illusion.10

Here, Crary argues that the interaction between the photographer�or other viewer�and

the device represents the action of the photograph more than the document produced.

By adopting a surveyor's tool to create landscape photographs Brundrit foregrounds

the action of scanning and computing an external environment, and, in doing so, calls

7. Crary, Techniques of the observer: On vision and modernity in the nineteenth century , 3.

8. Ibid., 28.

9. A phenakistoscope is a proto-animation device that utilizes a rotating disc of serial images to create
the illusion of motion.

10. Crary, Techniques of the observer: On vision and modernity in the nineteenth century , 30.
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forth associations between looking at the land and assessing its potential for use by a

colonial power or other external entity. �I surveyed waves in the ocean,� she writes, �to

survey is an act of control and order. Land is surveyed, mapped and owned.�11 By using

her �nal wave images to direct attention back to her process, Brundrit makes the act of

surveying, mapping, and motivations her subject. The wave photographs portray the

representation of land as an interaction between a body and machine, as described by

Crary, and not an objective representation of space, as claimed by early surveyors and

photographers who documented the South African coastline. Brundrit's methodology

and use of landscape imagery allows her to examine the complex histories of colonialism,

dispossession, and land ownership in South Africa, and her own imbrication in the legacy

of those events.12

Moreover, the location Brundrit chose for her wave photographs has signi�cance to

her project and informs her interest in using landscape images to interrogate colonial-era

mapping of South Africa. To create her series, Brundrit positioned her scanner near the

Green Point lighthouse in Cape Town, a long-established site along the city's rapidly

developing coastline. Brundrit had previously found a 1966 photograph of a ship wrecked

in the shallow stretch of ocean in front of Green point, with the lighthouse visible in the

background (Fig. 2-3). Forceful, white waves dwarf and engulf the splintered ship in the

historical image, and the scene inspired Brundrit's decision to document waves: �This

photograph sparked thoughts of the wildness and force of the sea, the precariousness of

humans in the environment and emphasized the futility of any attempt to exert power or

11. Brundrit, �Following the Threads: thoughts and processes in my recent work The Space Inside and
Making the Waves,� 53.

12. In an interview Brundrit also re�ected on the relationship between her own British heritage and in-
terest in exploring mapping and surveying of the water. Jean Brundrit is a white South African whose
family is of British descent. Historically, the British dominated exploration of the seas and coasts in and
around South Africa, and this access in�uenced the ways early settlers gained access and maintained in�u-
ence (controlling ports, for example) in the territory. Jean Brundrit, interview with author, Cape Town,
September 17, 2013.
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Figure 2-3. Photographer Unknown, View of the wreck of the S.A. Seafarer on July 1,
1966. Image source: http://6000.co.za/old-pics-of-cape-town/

control over it. This lent poignancy to the pointlessness of mapping the waves.�13 Here,

Brundrit describes a sense of awe at the force of the ocean, particularly in relation to the

human enterprise symbolized by the wrecked ship. Colonists arrived in South Africa �rst

by sea and Brudrit's exploration of the split vessel at Greenpoint, the point of �rst contact

between Europeans and native Cape populations, further frames her landscape series as

an examination of colonialism and its legacy in South Africa. Moreover, her interest in

the broken ship develops failure as a leitmotif in the series and o�ers further critique of

colonialism; the ship failed to reach its destination, just as survey technology fails to fully

document the ocean surface, and her photographs fail to represent waves in a recognizable

manner. The waves�the entity to be charted and controlled�ultimately assert their

agency as an active subject that cannot be made subservient.

13. Brundrit, �Following the Threads: thoughts and processes in my recent work The Space Inside and
Making the Waves,� 53.
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Brundrit's technique o�ers one example of how contemporary South African photog-

raphers use landscape images to examine the legacy of colonialism in South Africa and

expand the purview of what may be considered a landscape image. Her unconventional

photographs engage the viewer through a dynamic play of form, but once informed of her

process, the viewer perceives a more analytical, critical engagement with land in the space

of the image. In a departure from viewing more traditional representations of landscape,

Brundrit's audience is prompted to re�ect on the process through which the image was

created, who operated the camera, and perceive a disconnect between the inert subject in

the photograph and the active subject passing in front of the camera lens. Further, though

not a self-described landscape photographer, Brundrit's decision to experiment with

the genre suggests�perhaps paradoxically�its suitability to reexamine the relationship

between surveying and seizing in a manner distinct from previous written critiques of nine-

teenth century landscape images of African spaces. Moreover, Brundrit's methodologies

support inquiry into the relationship�articulated by Jonathan Crary�between the camera

and a presumption of attained knowledge that underlies many early, imperialist uses of

landscape photography in South Africa. Her use of three-dimensional laser scans trans-

formed into landscape images subvert this premise and, ultimately, reveal as discursive

latitude South African photographers such as Jean Brundrit perceive in the genre.

2.3 Active and Activist Captions: Cedric Nunn and One Hundred Years of

Resistance

In his 2013 series One Hundred Years of Resistance and 2015 monograph Unsettled:

The 100 Year War of Resistance by Xhosa Against Boer and British14 Cedric Nunn seeks

to transform tranquil black and white landscape images into documents that convey a

speci�c historical perspective, one he asserts has been omitted from o�cial narratives.

14. Cedric Nunn, Unsettled: One Hundred Years War of resistance by Xhosa against Boer and British
(Brooklyn, N.Y.: Archipelago, 2015).
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In the photo essay and book, Nunn, a prominent photographer and co-founder of the

Afrapix photography collective, combines views of the Eastern Cape province with

extended captions that o�er commentary on the scene and its contents, and describe

events that took place in these locations during the 100 year war (1779-1879) between

Xhosa people, Afrikaner settlers, and British colonial forces. "This essay looks at the land,

which was occupied, desired, defended, lost, and won," Nunn writes in a preface to the

series, "Through revisiting this painful past in the contemporary scenes of today, this

work attempts to place the present in its factual context of dispossession and conquest."15

One Hundred Years of Resistance and Unsettled continue Nunn's long engagement with

socially-oriented, activist subjects, even as people or contemporary events are not the

focus of his series. His use and adaptation of landscape images in the project further

demonstrate the utility of works in this genre for photographers�even prominent Struggle-

era artists�who want to examine issues such as land ownership from multiple perspectives.

Writing of the development of his series, Nunn notes that "it became apparent to me that

I would have to engage the landscape. . . that seemed the obvious way to go for me, to

engage this space as land that was contested, land that was the site of trauma, but land

that was also beautiful, enticing, alluring."16

Cedric Nunn was born in Nongoma, a rural area in northeastern KwaZulu Natal in

1957, and he continues to reside in the province today. Self-described as �50% Zulu and

50% Dutch and British ancestry,� Nunn was classi�ed by the apartheid government as

a �Cape Coloured.� Nunn says that he �felt a great discomfort with the whole notion of

being categorized as coloured because I couldn't see why this distinct distinction should

exist. . . I remember in primary school not being able to understand why it was that I had

to learn Afrikaans, a language I'd hardly ever heard spoken and why it was that I couldn't

15. Nunn, Unsettled: One Hundred Years War of resistance by Xhosa against Boer and British, viii.

16. Ibid., 153-4.
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learn Zulu for instance, a language that I spoke.�17 He was expelled from school at the

age of 15 and worked for the next eight years in a sugar factory. He describes these years

as formative and attributes the origin of his interest in social issues and activism to this

period in his life: �I was swept up in the upsurge of worker organization and politics of the

mid to late seventies. The resultant politicization led me to seek a way in which I could

contribute to the transformation of society, which I saw as of critical importance.�18 The

anti-apartheid cause mediated all aspects of Nunn's early engagement with photography

and a commitment to social activism continues to in�uence and drive the subjects he

explores through his work.19 Nunn describes the impact of Struggle photography on his

photographic career:

I cut my photographic teeth in so-called Struggle photography. Struggle
photographers is a name a handful of us acquired for our role in documenting
the process of societal transition in South Africa. It's one we wear with pride,
despite the fact that we are probably a lot more than that. But what it does
suggest is that we were and are activist photographers, and there's no escaping
that.20

During his time with Afrapix Nunn created some of the most recognized images associated

with the collective. In particular, images such as Funeral of two comrade youth abducted

and killed in the �Natal War,� Mpophomeni, KwaZulu-Natal, 1987 (Fig. 2-4), characterize

17. Cedric Nunn, unpublished interview with Paul Weinberg, 2012.

18. Sean Jacobs and Cedric Nunn, �Sean Jacobs in conversation with Cedric Nunn,� Social Dynamics 37,
no. 2 (2011): 278.

19. Nunn began his study of photography in the early 1980s after he viewed a portfolio of images by then
Technikon student and later co-founder of Afrapix, Peter McKenzie. McKenzie's work, which documented
aspects of daily life under apartheid for non-white South Africans in present-day KwaZulu Natal, exposed
him to a new kind of imagery, one that aligned with his activist inclinations. Nunn says: �Photography
came as a bit of an epiphany . . . I woke up one morning and realized that this was something that I could
do, speci�cally to engage with the social realities of the time.� See: Weinberg and Godby, Then & now:
Eight South African photographers, 73. With McKenzie's help, Nunn began to study photography and
worked closely with other members of the socially committed photography collective, Afrapix.

20. Cedric Nunn, Struggle, accessed November 15, 2015, http : / /www . cedricnunn . co . za / essays / struggle .
html.
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the formally-rich, potent photographic output Nunn contributed to the organization. Here,

set against a rural landscape, a youth carrying a cross leads a funeral procession away

from the camera's view. Behind him, a group of young black men holding a co�n on

their shoulders follow the path set by the raised cross; none of their faces are visible. The

horizontal stretch of co�n pulls the viewer into the frame behind the �le, and draws them

into the march. Nunn's composition integrates viewers into the procession, and encourages

them to empathize with the mourners. In this series and with few exceptions, Nunn

continues to use the 35mm black and white analog processes with which he �rst began

and, perhaps more than most Afrapix photographers, continues to document subjects he

�rst explored through his camera: rural areas in KwaZulu Natal and the issues that a�ect

the people who live there.21

The �rst iteration of the black and white series �One Hundred Years of Resistance�

was realized in conjunction with a collaborative project between the Market Photography

Workshop and the French organization Recontres d'Arles, entitled the �Social Landscape

Project.�22 Organizers describe the �Social Landscape Project� as �an engagement with

21. In the years since Afrapix dissolved and the end of Apartheid in 1994, Nunn has completed projects
related to land resettlement, farm workers, and life in KwaZulu Natal. Nunn describes his post-Apartheid
artistic path as follows: �I found myself working on rural issues and, of course, in South Africa in partic-
ular, the black rural areas were the dumping grounds, were areas in deep need.. . . But one also found in
the rural areas a closeness, a sense of identity that people had and a closeness to people's cultural values.
And I related to that, I had grown up around that. . . so those were the areas, my areas that arrested me.�
Cedric Nunn, unpublished interview with Paul Weinberg, 2012.

22. The Social Landscape Project was supported through the French-South Africa Seasons of 2013 and
2013 and spurred two sub-projects, including �Transitions,� in which Cedric Nunn took part. The �nal ex-
hibition included photographs from all twelve artists and debuted at the 2013 Rencontres d'Arles Photog-
raphy Festival in France. All images were published together in the monograph Transition, which included
interviews with all photographers and an essay from South African art historian, Michael Godby.Cedric
Nunn notes, however, that the idea for the project preceded his involvement with the Social Landscape
Project. Nunn cites a conversation at an exhibition opening in Berlin with Makhenkesi Sto�le, South
African Ambassador to Germany as impetus for the series. "In my chat to him afterwards," Nunn writes,
"I realized how little I knew of the Eastern Cape generally, and it dawned on me that there had been
this incredible con�ict that had shaped this region, and in fact South Africa, fundamentally." See: Nunn,
Unsettled: One Hundred Years War of resistance by Xhosa against Boer and British, 151.
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Figure 2-4. Cedric Nunn, Funeral of two comrade youth abducted and killed in the �Natal
War,� Mpophomeni, KwaZulu-Natal, 1987, 1987, Silver gelatin print.

the South African Land and the people who live on it.�23 Nunn and �ve other South

African photographers each partnered with a French photographer. Each pair was tasked

to represent a di�erent region in South Africa.24 The �Social Landscape� project aimed

to take part in a broader, nation-wide dialog surrounding centenary of the 1913 Natives

Land Act, legislation that is closely associated with the dispossession of African land and

creation of reserve areas that con�ned Africans to a minimal percentage of the nation's

territory. Nunn re�ects on the connection between his contribution to the project and the

1913 Natives Land Act: �I took this series to be an opportunity to re�ect on this state,

23. Market Photography Workshop, Social Landscape: Transition and Show Us Your Land, November
2015, http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/exhibitions/entry/social-landscape-transition-and-show-us-our-
land.

24. The pairs did not have to photograph the same content, but did need to work in the same location.
Neither photographer had previous connections with their assigned collaborator, nor were the pairs neces-
sarily able to communicate when working together due to language barriers.
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and to place the 1913 Land Act in context, which was that of a �nal legislation to �nish

what had been a long time in the making.�25

Nunn's work for the Social Landscape project di�ered from other presentations of

the French-South African pairs in its use of extensive text alongside landscape images, a

practice that he continues into the Unsettled monograph. With the exception of Santu

Mofokeng, the other photographers who took part in �Social Landscape� used minimal

captions, if they supplied them at all.26 Nunn's annotations serve a primary rather

than supporting role within his series: they unify his disparate Eastern Cape landscapes,

narrate the historical events speci�c to each photograph, provide accounts of the military

events that occurred in the sites pictured, and, at times, o�er forceful commentary on the

relationship of the present-day scene to its historical antecedent. For example, to an image

of a rolling, rural landscape beyond an eroded brick wall, Nunn attaches: �View from the

ruins of a barracks occupied by the British, of the Umgwangqa battle�eld. Mahala, son of

Ndlambe, led his forces against the British here in one of the many battles that comprised

the hundred year war of resistance. Peddie, Eastern Cape� (Fig. 2-5).27

2.3.1 Use of Extended Captions in One Hundred Years of Resistance

Nunn's methodology�his use of extended captions in conjunction with black and

white images of landscapes�is important for two key reasons. First, by adapting text

to drive a speci�c reading of the landscape, Nunn identi�es a way to use photographs

of land to communicate an activist, instrumentalist message to his viewer, and in doing

25. Cedric Nunn and Jeanne Fouchet-Nahas, �One Hundred Years of Resistance,� in Transition, �Editions
Xavier Barral, ed. Market Photography Workshop and Rencontres internationales de la Photograpie
(Paris, 2013), 82.

26. Mofokeng's images included descriptive labels sometimes and a few extend for 1-2 sentences. Yet, his
captions, unlike those from Cedric Nunn, contextualize the scene depicted in current times and advance
no speci�c agenda. For example, Mofokeng labels an image of an anti-fracking message in a room inside a
church: �No Fracking Way. A detail of the church hall where a workshop for anti-fracking was held in Nieu
Bethesda.�

27. Nunn and Fouchet-Nahas, �One Hundred Years of Resistance,� 86.
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Figure 2-5. Cedric Nunn, untitled image from One Hundred Years of Resistance, 2013.
Silver gelatin print. Nunn's original caption: View from the ruins of a barracks
occupied by the British, of the Umgwangqa battle�eld. Mahala, son of Ndlambe,
led his forces against the British here in one of the many battles that comprised
the hundred year war of resistance. Peddie, Eastern Cape.

so, repurposes landscape imagery to ful�ll a role previously addressed through social

documentary photography in South Africa. Roland Barthes observes that although text

most often ampli�es a set of connotations in a photograph, the text can also produce

�an entirely new signi�ed� such that it �appears denoted there.�28 Similarly, Liz Wells

observes that captions do not just anchor an image, but �writing constitutes a further

signi�er within the complex interaction of discourses with which the spectator engages.�29

Nunn utilizes this capacity to reform how his viewers look at the scenes to include a Xhosa

historical context. Second, Nunn's methods present a broader strategy for creating social

28. Roland Barthes, �The Photographic Message,� in Selected Writings, ed. Susan Sontag (London:
Fontana, 1989), 206.

29. Wells, Photography: a critical introduction, 292.
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documentary work through landscape without needing to depict speci�c, disadvantaged

persons, as was the way of working under apartheid. Critics such as Martha Rosler have

long advocated for such a transformation in social documentary practice, one that would

capitalize on the potential of the photographic medium and documentary style to advocate

for positive change, while not needing to implicate individuals and their personal stories to

generate empathy from the viewer. Nunn uses his captions to remind viewers that Xhosa

people resisted con�scation of their land and fought hard against its seizure by colonists,

a history that Nunn believes has relevance for current Eastern Cape residents and Xhosa

descendants and all South Africans.30 �Whether we try and brush it under the carpet the

legacy remains with us till this day,� he asserts:

The period I've concentrated on, from 1779 to 1879, and termed the 100 year
war, was just part of the process of the theft of land from the indigenous
peoples. This event. . . has simply been exorcised from our memory, and I want
it �rmly in our consciousness. I hope that it will make us clear-sighted enough
to be able to move forward to heal and rebuild a very damaged society.�31

Nunn argues that examining the landscape through the perspective of the Xhosa resis-

tance also diversi�es dominant historical narratives of the province and its residents:

�When we look at the tracks of history that are there, the canon if you like, we are of-

ten looking at history from a particular perspective and there is really a big need to

reinvestigate all these histories and to tell them from more and more perspectives.�32

The resistance staged over nine separate wars by the Xhosa people represented an

unprecedented de�ance e�ort in South Africa, one unmatched in numbers until the 1976

student protests in Soweto. The Cape Frontier wars�as they are sometimes known�

between Cape Colonists and Xhosa people in the area presently known as the Eastern

30. The Eastern Cape province is predominantly populated by Xhosa-speaking people.

31. Nunn and Fouchet-Nahas, �One Hundred Years of Resistance,� 82.

32. Cedric Nunn, Gallery Talk: Unsettled: One hundred years War of Resistance by Xhosa Against Boer
and British, Wits Art Museum, March 10, 2015.
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Cape province represent one of the longest resistance e�orts by African people against

European intrusions. Though the Xhosa were victorious against Afrikaner settlers and

British colonial forces at points during the hundred-year period, the con�ict ended with

annexation of the Xhosa territories by the Cape Colony and subjugation of its people.33

The black and white landscapes in �One Hundred Years of Resistance� piece together

a generalized portrait of a rural environment strewn with ruins, social scars of colonialist

architecture and township settlements, and overgrazed �elds. The unidenti�ed voice

in Nunn's captions relates a story of Xhosa resistance: �I tried to come in�which is in

keeping with my general approach in my work�[and] give voice to the voiceless,� Nunn

asserts; �I tried to give a perspective that was an imagined perspective, if you like, of

the vanquished Xhosa and I dedicate this whole project to the ancestors who fell in

defense of their land.�34 In some captions, the voice celebrates and in others it laments

a perceived disconnect between the history of resistance and contemporary attitudes

towards the landscape. For example, one image of the series depicts an open lot that

contains a small, fenced-o� monument and its caption laments the state of the scene.

(Fig. 2-6). Surrounded by small trees, perimeter security walls, and washed-out white

houses,35 the stone memorial appears as a forgotten relic of an earlier settlement, one

that preceded the growth of faceless residential properties. Nunn's caption reads: �The

memorial to the Cattle Killing and Great Famine of the 100 year war. This memorial,

which lies in the mass burial site and town cemetery is a sad indictment of our attitude

to memory and remembering. King Williamstown, Eastern Cape.� Nunn's caption

33. For a discussion of the nine wars that took place between the Xhosa and both Boer and British
forces, see: Thompson, A history of South Africa, 73-80; The Editors of Encyclopædia Britannica, Cape
Frontier Wars, September 2014, http://www.britannica.com/event/Cape-Frontier-Wars.

34. Nunn, Gallery Talk: Unsettled: One hundred years War of Resistance by Xhosa Against Boer and
British.

35. The term "washed-out" is used by photographers to describe highlight areas of a black and white
image that lack detail. Many photographers will also describe these areas as "hot."
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Figure 2-6. Cedric Nunn, untitled image from One Hundred Years of Resistance, 2013.
Silver gelatin print. Original caption: The memorial to the Cattle Killing and
Great Famine of the 100 year war. This memorial, which lies in the mass
burial site and town cemetery is a sad indictment of our attitude to memory
and remembering. King Williamstown, Eastern Cape.

mourns a lack of connection between the events and contemporary communities of Xhosa

descendants, a separation pronounced in his photograph. The majority of the frame's

content�short grasses, weeds, dirt paths, and tire tracks�dwarf the modest monument.

Nunn's composition emphasizes the empty space around the marker, a gesture that echoes

the perspective voiced in the caption.

Another photograph taken from the top of the Amatola Mountains demonstrates

the ease with which Nunn molds the Eastern Cape landscapes in the vision articulated in

the captions. In contrast to social documentary images, landscapes allow Nunn to bring

together a contemporary view with a historical voice and forge the two elements into an

engaging narrative, one that engages with Simon Shama's observation about landscape:

�once a certain idea of landscape, a myth, a vision, establishes itself in an actual place,

it has a peculiar way of muddling categories, of making metaphors more real than their
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referents; of becoming part of the scenery.�36 In this photograph a sloping edge from an

unpictured peak extends from the upper-left side of the frame down across the image

foreground, and separates the hillside from the hazy valley below (Fig. 2-7). The caption

states: �Looking out towards Fort Hare from the Amatola Mountains. It is from vantage

points such as this that the Xhosa generals commanded their resistance to the British

colonial and military aggression. Amatola Mountains, Eastern Cape.� Here, Nunn adopts

the romantic landscape convention of a single, re�ective observer who receives an open

environment below his view, and redirects it to position the viewer in imaginary alignment

with the Xhosa generals.37 The �rst photograph in Nunn's series o�ers another example

of his adoption of landscape conventions to communicate a dynamic history of Xhosa

Resistance (Fig. 2-8). Here, the dirt road set within an open view of a rural landscape

propels the viewer towards an unseen destination within the softly lit mountains. The

scenic photograph recalls the scale and form of the picturesque, and portrays the area�

where the con�ict between Colonists and Xhosa began�as a tranquil space. As the �rst

image in the collection, however, the scene also introduces Nunn's intent with the series:

to lead the viewer deep into the Eastern Cape landscape, beyond their preconceptions

or associations, and into the past. Like the road that leads to a point beyond the frame,

throughout the series Nunn's photographs, in an e�ort to highlight the traces of Xhosa

resistance, consistently direct the viewer to something mythic and unpictured.

The lengthy captions also reveal ways Nunn interprets the Eastern Cape landscape as

a container of memory and histories at a remove from the uniformed viewer. Throughout

36. Simon Schama, Landscape and memory (London: Harper Perennial, 2004), 61.

37. In his writings on the series Nunn describes his wish that through the photographs, viewers will gain
knowledge of Xhosa warriors and their valent resistance against British and Boer �ghters. He notes that
"in our popular imagination we see the Zulu as the epitome of the African warrior, when it is the San, the
Khoi, and particularly the Xhosa that are more deserving of the title. Any nation that could stave o� the
admittedly superior arms technology of the British for a period of one hundred years deserves recognition.
see: Nunn, Unsettled: One Hundred Years War of resistance by Xhosa against Boer and British, viii.
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Figure 2-7. Cedric Nunn, untitled image from One Hundred Years of Resistance, 2013.
Silver gelatin print. Original caption: Looking out towards Fort Hare from the
Amatola Mountains. It is from vantage points such as this that the Xhosa
generals commanded their resistance to the British colonial and military
aggression. Amatola Mountains, Eastern Cape.

the series, for example, Nunn uses the paired text to describe the physical distance of

his scene from settlements, as if to draw a comparison between the relegated monuments

and battle�elds and the Xhosa history of resistance, which sits outside the attention of

contemporary South Africans. Through his captions, Nunn also introduces a timeline for

the scenes that situates the photographs beyond the moment of exposure. (Fig. 2-9). For

example, for a photograph of cattle grazing in front of a monument in disrepair, Nunn

writes:

Ntaba kaNdoda, in the vicinity of Dimzaba township. Ntaba kaNdoda was
named by the Khoisan Chief Ndoda, who lived on the mountain in the mid-
1750s, and was killed in battle by the Xhosa King Rharhabe. It was also
the site of the �nal battles of the 100 Years War. S E K Mqhayi, the Xhosa
national poet, composed a famous poem praising the mountain. Since the
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Figure 2-8. Cedric Nunn, untitled image from One Hundred Years of Resistance, 2013.
Silver gelatin print. Original caption: The road to Somerset East and
Bruintjieshoogte and the Boschberg range. The 100 Years War between the
Colony and Xhosa (1779-1878) began in this region. The series of clashes
historically known as the Frontier Wars date back to 1779 when Xhosa people,
Boers and the British clashed intermittently for nearly a century. These were
largely due to colonial expansion which eventually dispossessed the San,
Khoikhoi and Xhosa peoples of their land and livestock, among other things.

fall of the Ciskei homeland, the site has fallen into disuse, though periodic
attempts are made to rehabilitate it. Dimbaza, Debe Nek.38

Here, Nunn o�ers a context for the scene that includes events from the eighteenth-century

up to the present. Further, in this and in other captions, the text explains or gives broader

context to potentially unsightly subject matter, such as overgrazed �elds or dilapidated

structures.

For Nunn, the �One Hundred Years of Resistance� series, even as it foregrounds what

was ultimately an unsuccessful attempt to maintain sovereignty, serves to remind viewers

38. Nunn, Unsettled: One Hundred Years War of resistance by Xhosa against Boer and British, 120.
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Figure 2-9. Cedric Nunn, untitled image from One Hundred Years of Resistance, 2013.
Silver gelatin print. Original caption: Ntaba kaNdoda, in the vicinity of
Dimzaba township. Ntaba kaNdoda was named by the Khoisan Chief Ndoda,
who lived on the mountain in the mid-1750s, and was killed in battle by the
Xhosa King Rharhabe. It was also the site of the �nal battles of the 100 Years
War. S E K Mqhayi, the Xhosa national poet, composed a famous poem
praising the mountain. Since the fall of the Ciskei homeland, the site has fallen
into disuse, though periodic attempts are made to rehabilitate it. Dimbaza,
Debe Nek.

of a legacy of opposition to foreign forces associated with this rural, impoverished region of

South Africa. The captions redirect the reading of the landscape from its stereotypes�as

Nunn describes, �a failed state,� �a corrupt province,� �Full of potholes, dysfunctional

hospitals, corrupt leadership�39 �towards an interpretation of the areas represented in his

photographs as the site of an inspirational narrative of indigenous resistance of outside

aggressors. Nunn wants to recast the depicted Eastern Cape settings in the mind of his

viewer to connote the spirit and fortitude of the Xhosa people.

39. Nunn, Gallery Talk: Unsettled: One hundred years War of Resistance by Xhosa Against Boer and
British.
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2.3.2 Connections between �One Hundred Years of Resistance� and Social

Documentary Practice

Nunn's assertion that the series should function as a �reminder� �nds resonance with

his Apartheid-era practice and activist roots formed as a worker in the sugar factory. The

images conform to the broader spirit and visual language of Nunn's social documentary

work. His series is made up of photographs of landscapes, buildings, and memorials, and

a few images of people. The black and white images revealed a contemporary view of

Eastern Cape sites whose historical signi�cance is unknown to many South Africans. Just

as the daily struggles of black Africans were shown to South Africans outside the rural

communities and the world during apartheid, his landscape images are intended to reveal

a history Nunn believes is suppressed. Further, Nunn aims to use his photography to

challenge new systemic forms of oppression a�ecting South Africans. In his view, many of

the same repressive structures advanced under apartheid continue to today under di�erent

names, supported by the democratically elected African National Conference government:

South Africa is gripped by a need to reinvent itself as a `world-class African
Country', and to do this in the context of the paradigm it has embraced,
namely the capitalism model. . . In keeping with this model, even government
departments and many NGO's have adopted the concept of public relations
and advertising wholeheartedly. . . Young people are meant to reconstruct
themselves as shining stars of this `new paradigm', and the majority who fail to
do so are seen as failures, �t only to labour in the workplace and be happy that
they at least have a job.40

Nunn's remarks articulate a critical position that directly informs his photographic

practice: a concern for the worker, rural communities, and others lacking skill sets or

education necessary to participate in an industrialized, global economy. His interest in

advocating for these individuals trumps idealism towards the promises of majority rule,

and reveals continuity in his social documentary practice beyond the genre itself�one that

allows for the use of landscape imagery if it raises awareness and advances social justice.

40. Jacobs and Nunn, �Sean Jacobs in conversation with Cedric Nunn,� 280.
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The ease with which the landscape in Nunn's photographs can be transformed in the

minds of the viewer through captioning shows how, like documentary photographs, land-

scapes can serve instrumentalist aims, and �t within the work of activist photographers.

Nunn admits that working with landscape diverges from previous series, but acknowledges

that his decision to adopt this genre was strategic; in landscape he found visual means to

engage the complex, timely, and layered history of land dispossession in South Africa:

I have always felt challenged by landscape. . . But there is a real need for us,
the dispossessed, to engage in the landscape, because it is so charged. It is a
desired space and has been colonized, controlled, owned, and interpreted in
more ways than one. We need to regain our agency over it, put our own stamp
on it if you will, reinvent it with our meanings.41

For Nunn, landscape photography is both a method and resource for addressing an en-

during cause: the colonial legacy that continues to impact democratic South Africa and

obscure indigenous histories, such as the Xhosa resistance. The depiction of spaces paired

together with extended captions in aspects of the format of �One Hundred Years of Resis-

tance� resonate with Martha Rosler's series �The Bowery in Two Inadequate Descriptive

Systems� (1974-5), which combines images of storefronts in New York's Bowery neighbor-

hood together with lists of synonyms for drunk. Rosler photographs empty liquor bottles

and assorted detritus that suggest vagrancy and juxtaposes these images with lists of

words such as �dead soldiers, dead marines.� Her series grew out of concern over what she

describes as �victim photography� in the Bowery, wherein art students and other artists

travel to the Bowery to photograph �bums� for display on gallery or museum walls. Rosler

argues that such work, accepted as social documentary, neither o�ers insight into the

subject, nor does it work to alleviate the conditions represented: �If impoverishment is a

subject here, it is more centrally the impoverishment of representational strategies. . . than

41. Nunn and Fouchet-Nahas, �One Hundred Years of Resistance,� 82.
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that of a mode of surviving. The photographs are powerless to deal with the reality that is

yet totally comprehended in advance by ideology.�42

By removing the human �gure in her own work about the Bowery, Rosler challenges

the viewer to imagine the �drunk� or �bum� in her series without needing to make a

real person bear a label and reading to which they have no input. �There are no stolen

images in this book,� she writes, �What could you learn from them that you didn't already

know?�43 Like Rosler, in �One Hundred Years of Resistance� Nunn aims to explore a

complex issue through metaphor and analogy, and refrain from what may be problematic

depictions of South Africa's poorest province. In his series, Nunn refrains from portraying

details of those who live in this region, many of whom su�er from limited economic and

educational opportunities,44 or document his own interpretation of the impact of Xhosa

defeat and colonial rule on contemporary populations.45 Instead, Nunn uses landscapes

and historical descriptions to foreground and direct the viewer to interpret the spaces

through the histories of the hundred-year war. The references Nunn introduces reframe the

conversation of the Eastern Cape and Xhosa people, and bring important context to the

root causes of issues facing the region�such as the relationship between land dispossession,

42. Martha Rosler, �In, around, and afterthoughts (on documentary photography),� in The Contest of
meaning: Critical Histories of Photography, ed. Richard Bolton (Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1989), 322.

43. Ibid., 323.

44. Unemployment rates in the Eastern Cape hover around 28% of the population, one of the highest
rates in the South Africa. According to o�cials at the South African Department of Economic Develop-
ment and Environmental A�airs, the Eastern Cape province ranks as the most impoverished province
in South Africa, based on estimates made using the Fuzzy Index of Poverty (FIP), a measure that uses
twelve�non-monetary�indicators of well-being: �employment, municipal services (such as refuse collec-
tion, access to water, access to toilet, and access to electricity for lighting, cooking, and heating), type of
dwelling, education, income, household size, and access to means of communication such as cell phones.�
See: Environmental A�airs & Tourism O�ce Economic Development, The Eastern Cape Socio-Economic
Review & Outlook, technical report (Province of the Eastern Cape, 2013), http : / / www . dedea . gov . za /
research / Research / Eastern% 5C% 20Cape% 5C%20Socio - Economic% 5C% 20Review% 5C%20and% 5C%
20Outlook%5C%202013.pdf.

45. Cedric Nunn states that �. . . people are not the main focus, so they make only infrequent, and some-
times peripheral appearances.� Nunn and Fouchet-Nahas, �One Hundred Years of Resistance,� 83.
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overcrowings, and overgrazing�that go beyond what he could depict in a documentary

image. Like Rosler's Bowery series, Nunn's format ultimately redirects focus to the viewer

and implicates them in the reading of the landscape. By asking the viewer to engage with

the landscape through a written reference to an unseen history, Nunn recasts the viewer's

experience from the visual consumption of other people and impoverished settings to an

active engagement.

Nunn's practice in �One Hundred Years of Resistance� o�ers insight into ways

contemporary South African photographers are adapting apartheid-era practices to a post-

apartheid setting. Series such as �One Hundred Years of Resistance� suggest that there is

greater continuity between 1980s photographic output and contemporary practices than

often perceived and argue for the importance of landscape as a link between the two eras

in South African photography, particularly for social documentary artists. In this instance,

landscape images supported Nunn's e�ort to examine the history of a marginalized history

and people in South Africa without needing to use a single, linear narrative to advocate

for greater awareness and action. In South Africa images of land call forth associations

of colonialism and dispossession; nevertheless, as observed in Nunn's series, images of

land are multivalent and are responsive to the context in which they are presented, and,

through adaptations such as extensive captioning, artists can use them to assert activist

agendas.

2.4 Francki Burger, �Belonging,� and the Construction of Landscape

Francki Burger's 2008 landscape series �Belonging� brings together four groups of

abstracted landscape images, each aimed at exploring both personal and collective con-

nections to land in South Africa, and, in particular, those of Afrikaner settlers. �I am
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interested in how visual images shaped the geographical imagination of place and belong-

ing in South Africa during colonialism and apartheid,� she writes.46 According to Burger,

an investigation of this subject is important because she believes that photography�as a

means of asserting place�can positively �contribute to the reimagination and remaking of

the land to attain a possible common identity in a multicultural landscape.�47

Burger uses a range of photographic methods within the �Belonging� series: in �Land,�

�Veld,� and �Magersfontein,� she combines archival imagery from the South African War

(1899-1902) with her own negatives of the Karoo landscape in di�erent arrangements; in

�Hides� she abstracts gemsbok skins to appear as aerial photographs of the arid Kalahari

and prints them in color. Nevertheless, Burger creates the majority of her works in the

darkroom using �ber-based paper,48 and she often combines photographs into larger

compositions.

Burger builds her images in the darkroom by exposing multiple negatives on single

sheets of paper that are then joined together with other images to create larger works

that convey a �complex, but coherent �nal photographic image.�49 The additive process�

distinct from a more traditional �taking� of a landscape image and reproducing it as a

single photograph�constitutes an alternative method and sets Burger's practice in this

and other projects apart from her peers who work with digital images and those who

use landscape imagery. Her hand is evident in all parts of the �Belonging� series, and her

46. Francki Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa� (Masters of Fine Arts
by Dissertation, University of the Witwatersrand, 2008), 10.

47. Ibid.

48. Fiber-based is a term used to describe a type of darkroom paper made up of a paper base and a
baryta coating. The word �Baryta� derives from the mineral barite, a form of which is used to create the
baryta coating (a combination of barium and strontium sulfates). Fiber-based paper is a high quality pho-
tographic output material that is distinct from �Resin-coated� papers, a cheaper darkroom paper made up
of a paper base put between two polyethylene layers.

49. Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa,� 13.
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Figure 2-10. Francki Burger, Absence III, from �Belonging� series, 2006, hand-printed
silver gelatin prints, 20 x 20 cm

processes convey the Karoo landscape as a site of tactile encounter. The photographs

foreground the texture of the dry, desert veld, and urge the viewer to interpret the

environment by feeling its pattern of stone and sand, as exempli�ed in images such as

Absence III (Fig. 2-10).

Her compositions in �Belonging� and other series shift between familiar and unfamiliar

presentations of land and depict a landscape that is seemingly knowable, yet volatile. �The

result of this darkroom process,� she writes, �is a photographic print that acknowledges

some of the photograph's function as a trace of the real, but on closer inspection how-

ever, this becomes less stable.�50 The visual instability Burger introduces through her

methods allows her to bring together multiple views of landscapes�the individual and the

group or collective�into a single image. The oscillations of scale, viewpoint, and present

day/archival imagery e�ectively transform the landscape photograph from a singular

depiction of an environment in a particular time into a site of con�uence between di�erent

memories and perspectives of the land. Her technique draws upon the malleability of the

50. Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa,� 75.
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landscape form, and this �uidity allows Burger to construct an imagined, hybrid environ-

ment appropriate for re�ection over and a discussion of land and belonging, questions at

the heart of her practice.

The methods Burger uses in �Belonging� stem from an interest in the surface and

depth of a photographic print. A �photographic image� she writes, �may contain layers of

meaning `underneath' its immediate perceived physical surface.�51 Her attention to the

strata of photographs connects to larger questions about landscape as a place that builds

and hosts the identity of people and groups in South African history. For Burger, the

layers in an image form an analogy of memory, and the ways multiple memories overlap on

to the same places.52

Art historian Rory Bester writes about Burger's process and the way in which it

both engages the viewer and conveys a philosophical reading of landscape. He suggests

that her method of stacking negatives �attempt[s] to create a visual concurrence with

the material layering of time on the landscape itself, as well as the psychic layering

that comes from seeing and remembering a landscape in the mind.�53 He describes

her work archeologically�as �digging within a sheet of paper��and argues that she

�unravels the conventions and expectations of straight photography to index and evidence

space, and instead uses the experimental width of the medium to imagine historical

and contemporary forms of belonging that are resident with narrative uncertainties.�54

Bester's analysis highlights the way Burger's processes mirror her perception of land as

51. Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa,� 11.

52. Ibid., 10.

53. Rory Bester, �Digging within a sheet of paper,� in Francki Burger: Belonging (Johannesburg: Ever-
ard Read, 2008), 8.

54. Ibid.
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dynamic entity that needs to be explored, touched, and imagined to be fully realized for a

viewer.

Francki Burger was born in Johannesburg, South Africa in 1966, but spent her

formative years in Kimberley, the provincial capital of the rural Northern Cape Province.

The landscape of this region of the Upper Karoo deeply impacted her identity as an

Afrikaans-speaking South African, and spurred her artistic interest in landscape and its

representation. She lovingly recalls visits to the arid grasslands with her grandfather, who

took her on walks through the veld.55 Burger attributes her perception of the land as

an archive of past experiences and anchor of cultural identity to these early encounters

in the veld with her grandfather. She writes: �I started to look at the landscape as a

`site', a surface that could be investigated for possible traces of the past that are sensed,

rather than seen.�56 Early on in Burger's life, she believed that the interpretation and

representation of land should engage the whole body.

Burger began her artistic career many years after leaving university. After years in

Kimberley, Burger returned to Johannesburg, where she lived until she matriculated in

1984. She moved to Stellenbosch shortly thereafter for university and following graduation

she traveled to Italy and began to study photography full-time. She returned to South

Africa in late 1989, and worked as a press photographer for Die Beeld, 57 an Afrikaans-

language daily newspaper in Johannesburg, until 1992. These three years were represent

a tumultuous time in South Africa's social and political history; it was a period that saw

the release of Nelson Mandela from prison in 1990 and an escalation in township violence

in the years preceding democratic elections in 1994. Years of travel within South Africa

and abroad furthered Burger's interest in land and landscape and its role in shaping and

55. Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa,� 72.

56. Ibid.

57. �Die Beeld� is Afrikaans for �the image.�
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sustaining individual and collective identities. �Place is essential in establishing individual,

group or national identities,� she writes, �Because places are socially constructed, created

through experiences within a location, there are as many identities of place as there are

people."58

Burger contextualizes her work for �Belonging� in relation to her identity as an

Afrikaner, an ethnic group whose origin myth, language, and social history have strong ties

to the arid terrain of the central and northern regions of South Africa. Pei-yi Gou observes

that landscapes o�er a key means through which �people perceive, memorize, and rep-

resent history (i.e. their historicity), and how they con�gure the sense of themselves.�59

Burger speaks frequently about her own attachment to the Northern Cape landscape, and

the ways her connection to the desert veld echo the experience of other Afrikaners commu-

nicated in songs, poetry, and other literature written by Afrikaans-speaking artists. In her

writings Burger re�ects openly on the di�culty she experiences describing her ties to an

area bound up in a turbulent history of colonialism and apartheid. Her own uncertainty

towards her relationship with land in South Africa�more pronounced by her identity as an

Afrikaner�motivated her to explore human psychic connections to landscape:

I started to question whether my own connectedness to the landscape in
South Africa was `authentic', whether it was truly my own connectedness or
construction made up of Afrikaner ideologies. This prompted me to investigate
the role of cultural memory, history and narrative in the formation of group
identity, in an attempt to reassess my own sense of belonging.60

The violent history of land seizure and subjugation of native African populations by

Afrikaners tempers and quali�es any contemporary discussion of belonging in relation to

58. Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa,� 21.

59. P. Guo, �Island Builders: Landscape and Historicity among the Langalanga, Solomon Islands,� in
Landscape, memory and history: anthropological perspectives, ed. Pamela J. Stewart and Andrew Strathern
(London: Pluto, 2003), 193.

60. Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa,� 73.
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land by Afrikaners, even as the desire to do so is, as Burger argues, a human endeavor

regardless of ethnicity. In acknowledgement, Burger o�ers a measured and careful ac-

counting of land and landscape as a constructed motif in Afrikaner history, and strives to

address the topic of belonging from an ethnically-neutral standpoint. She cites writings by

Jennifer Bening�eld and J.M. Coetzee on the development of the Afrikaans language and

its role in fostering connection, familiarity and intimacy with the veld environment.61 The

idea of an �intimacy with the landscape,� as well as pathways�such as language�used to

establish such connections informs Burger's approach to landscape photography as a series

of encounters with both the material land and constructed notions of landscape.

2.4.1 Additive Processes and the Interpretation of the Veld Landscapes in

�Belonging�

The three-part image Land I broadly characterizes the treatment of landscape in the

�Belonging� series (Fig. 2-11). Here, Burger abstracts a hillside view into a fragmented,

dimension-less space, made up of discernible materials. Through her composition she

portrays landscape as an idea based in real experience, but distinct from a representation.

The work contains three separate photographs of rocky veld stacked together verti-

cally. The top image combines two negatives�an overexposed collection of white stones

and a darker exposure of ground�and together form an abstracted koppie62 set against

an open sky. The suggestion of a large hill within the composite work implies a wide-angle

view, but inspection of the rocky surfaces in the image call forth a di�erent, more proxi-

mate reading. The bottom frame in Land I formally echoes the top photograph in reverse;

a dark negative of stones and soil occupies a majority of the composition. The top and

bottom photographs upset a traditional interpretation of the vertical composition as a

61. See: Bening�eld, The Frightened Land: Land, landscape and politics in South Africa in the twenti-
eth century ; J. M. Coetzee, White writing: On the culture of letters in South Africa (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1988).

62. �Koppie� is an Afrikaans word used to refer to a hill or small mountain
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Figure 2-11. Francki Burger, Land I, from �Belonging� series, 2008, hand-printed Silver
gelatin prints.

section of a tall hill or a rocky path, and leaves the viewer unable to determine the scale,

viewpoint, or subject of Land I. The middle image depicts a square section of ground with

a darkened recess in the center of the frame. Patches of light-colored stones surround

the hole and contrast against the opening and the faintly visible rocks inside it. Taken

together, he shifting scales, suggestion of horizons, and detailed depictions of a craggy,

arid terrain confuse and challenge the viewer and ultimately encourage her to interpret the
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photograph through its most discernible elements: its texture and the hole in the central

image.

In Land I and throughout the �Belonging� series, Burger introduces a visual vo-

cabulary for her landscapes, one that eschews traditional conventions such as horizontal

orientation and open vantage points. Instead, she creates images of amorphous, con-

structed environments, and draws attention to their component parts: sky, rocks, sand,

and plant material. In doing so, she encourages the viewer to interpret the space through

their sense of touch, and creates a sense of intimacy between viewer and land.

2.4.2 Exploration of Afrikaner History in the Landscape in �Belonging�

In other subseries of �Belonging,� such as �Veld,� and �Magersfontein� Burger focuses

on the role of social history in shaping views of land. Sussane K�uchler argues that

landscapes function as manifestations of a culture's knowledge and conception of its past

and future.63 David Lowenthal further asserts that landscapes can sustain and enhance

the cultural identity of social groups.64

Burger's photograph, Veld VII (Fig. 2-12), combines a contemporary landscape

image of a Northern Cape veld with an archival photograph of a British concentration

camp created for Afrikaner prisoners during the South African War. In 1900 British

forces established over 100 camps that held as many as 300,000 people, both black

and white. Owing to a number of factors, including rampant illness and a harsh 1901

winter, over 25,000 people, mostly women and children died in these locations. Elizabeth

Van Heyningen contends that the death and su�ering of Afrikaner women and children

established a mythology of su�ering that fed into an emerging Afrikaner nationalism

63. Susanne K�uchler, �Landscape as Memory: The Mapping of Process and Its Representation in Melane-
sian Society,� in Landscape: politics and perspectives, ed. Barbara Bender (Providence: Berg, 1993), 85.

64. David Lowenthal, The Past is a Foreign country (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985),
41-45.
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Figure 2-12. Francki Burger, Veld VII, from �Belonging� series, 2007, hand-printed �ber
based silver gelatin print, 30 x 30cm.

that continues today.65 F.A. van Jaarsveld argues that the after the defeat of the South

African War Afrikaners looked to history to maintain their identity and strengthen

communal bonds, and the memory of the concentration camps took position alongside

the accounts of the Voortrekkers and the Great Trek.66 Views of the camp feature in

Veld VII ; white tents of the camps peak up from the dense, shadowed ground. Sections

of the present-day image, however, dominate the composition; the form of the large tree

and stands of brightly lit, tall grass push forward in the frame. The archival photograph

is minimized and scaled below Burger's photograph, and the fusion of imagery creates

65. Elizabeth Van Heyningen, �Costly Mythologies: The Concentration Camps of the South African
War in Afrikaner Historiography,� Journal of Southern African Studies 34, no. 3 (2008): 495�513; See
also: Elizabeth Van Heyningen, �The Concentration Camps of the South African (Anglo-Boer) War, 1900-
1902,� History Compass 7, no. 1 (2009): 22�43.

66. See: Floris Albertus van Jaarsveld, The Afrikaner's interpretation of South African history (Cape
Town: Simondium publishers, 1964).
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Figure 2-13. Francki Burger, Magersfontein I, from �Belonging� series, 2007, hand-printed
�ber based silver gelatin prints, 188 x 265 cm.

a landscape formed through an amalgam of historical references, allusion to memories,

and natural veld material. Dark areas of the print create con�uence between the two

photographs; the dense shadows in the foreground conceal abrupt or awkward tonal

divisions. In other parts of the print, highlighted tufts of grass push forward into the

picture plane alongside the white line of tent peaks. As a unit the image lacks a clear

hierarchy or indication of which image portrays a �correct� or comprehensive view of the

landscape. This destabilization of the photograph foregrounds a reading of the space in

Burger's image as an amalgam of di�erent views over time.

In Magersfontein I (Fig. 2-13) Burger uses a composite work to convey an abstracted

view of the landscape from the perspective of an Afrikaner solider. In this piece Burger

combines thirty-�ve hand-printed views from a trench within a former South African War

battleground thirty kilometers southwest of Kimberley, Northern Cape. She included

close-up photographs of soil and rock, as well as wide-angle views of the battle�eld. The
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trench in Burger's work was dug by Boer soldiers ahead of the Battle of Magersfontein,

fought on the 11th of Decemeber 1899.67 The British su�ered nearly 1000 casualties in

this con�ict and the victory emboldened the Boer army during the early stages of the war.

The individual images in Magersfontein I have clear borders and together the work

formally resembles the brick and mortar construction of an exterior wall, and calls forth

associations of forti�cation and security. The checkered mosaic of photographs shift in

scale across the nearly eight foot composition; the top row of images overlap sections

of a horizon line, while photographs in the rows below show close-up, textured views of

the earthen forti�cation. The combinations of images modulate together and form rich

transitions from dark to light sections of ground even where the light sources do not

align. The trench surface as depicted in Magersfontein I undulates and pushes forward

through the brighter panels and recesses through shaded images of the ground at the

image margins. The scale of the piece dwarfs the viewer and gives the work a foreboding

presence. The shaded portions of the composite work loom within the constructed scene

and, absent of a clear horizon, the work prevents a traditional reading of the space. Taken

together, the size of Magersfontein I further asserts that knowledge of a landscape is

gained through touch, feeling, and immersive experience.

The detailed photographs of the arid environment foreground an experiential, tactile

interpretation of the landscape as the Boer soldiers would have experienced it, and allude

to Burger's broader investigation in �Belonging� of land and landscape as a collection of

actual moments that simultaneously occupy and demarcate a space.68 Burger intends

67. The Boer army retreated to this area following an unsuccessful encounter with the British 1st di-
vision at the Modder and Riet rivers. At Magersfontein the Boer soldiers dug a kilometer long trench
in front of a hill and waited for the British to advance. The shallow recess�three feet wide and �ve feet
deep�concealed the Boers from the British, who came within 400 meters of the trench before seeing the
Boer soldiers.

68. Burger describes her process in creating the composite work as depicting �the burned landscape
around . . . the site at Magersfontein as if to record it forensically,� which involved experimenting �with
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that her piece immerse the viewer in the environment, a process that builds as they move

through the panels: �In the �nal photograph. . . you experience the earth as if your face

was pushed up close to the soil, at the same time as if being viewed from above.�69 In

contrast to Cedric Nunn's images, Burger does not wish to invite re�ection on the histories

embedded in a given landscape; instead, she surrounds her viewer with intimate glimpses

of the experience, torn from a clear narrative or framework.

The events of the South African War remain present and palpable in the minds of

many contemporary Afrikaans-speaking people. Battle�eld museums, locations, and other

remnants in the landscape in present-day Northern Cape and KwaZulu Natal provinces

preserve, commemorate, and educate residents and visitors about the hardships endured

by Boer forces as well as their victories. French historian Pierre Nora discusses the

signi�cance of historic battles and their sites in forming a collective, national identity

in his writings on lieux de m�emoire (sites of memory). Sites of memory, according to

Nora, �block the work of forgetting� for a collective group, and o�er a framework for

interpreting the past and its meaning.70 A lieux de m�emoire, as Nora observes is a place

where �cultural memory crystallises and secretes itself.�71

The composite work Magersfontein I presents the battle�eld as a lieux de m�emoire or

site of memory. Direct encounter with the trench prompted Burger to re�ect on her own

connection to the history inscribed within it:

Standing in the trench produced a feeling both of protection and immersion
into the landscape. I was aware of how close my face was to the crust of the

close-ups and di�erent angles of the terrain.� Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in
South Africa,� 74.

69. Ibid., 75.

70. Pierre Nora, �Between memory and history: Les lieux de m�emoire,� Representations 26 (Spring
1989): 7.

71. Ibid.
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Figure 2-14. Francki Burger, ProcessStudy image forMagersfontein I.

earth. The sensed traces of the past resulted in the trench becoming a `place'
within the landscape, interwoven with stories I grew up with�a surface that
contains my own internal topography.72

Burger desired for the viewer to feel the landscape as it both exists now and as it would

have to the Boer soldiers (Fig. 2-14); she writes: �the site and trench were photographed

from the vantage point the Boers would have seen when looking out from it, as well as

close-ups of soil, rocks and earth.�73 She also wishes to convey the site as a secure place,

and reference the safe harbor it o�ered the soldiers. �The landscape of the interior of

South Africa contained folds and valleys in which the Boers concealed themselves,� Burger

72. Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa,� 74.

73. Ibid., 75.
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writes, �I found it interesting that the Boers physically dug themselves into the landscape,

the earth thus acting as a safe intimate place."74

2.4.3 Metaphor and Material in the Representation of Landscape in �Belong-

ing�

Inquiry into the surface, depth, and space of a landscape photograph informs the

�Land� and �Veld� subsets in the �Belonging,� and Burger expands upon these issues in

the six �Hide� photographs included in the series. The �Hide� images are the only color

photographs included in �Belonging,� and Burger's process in generating them di�ers from

other works in the series: she worked digitally, and enlarged sections of gemsbok hides that

were then printed as large inkjet images (Fig. 2-15).75 Though her process di�ers in this

subseries, the �Hide� photographs take up and expand a consistent theme in �Belonging:�

integration of natural materials into the representation of land. In the other subseries

Burger photographs the soil, plant material, and rocks to form abstracted layers in her

images; here she uses parts of a native species to reference the materiality and character of

the veld environment and create a new landscape metaphor.

The skins appear geologic in Burger's frames: small cracks in the surface of the skin

and tonal shifts of the brown fur form a visual comparison to landscapes seen from above.

Burger photographed the hides against a dark background, so that larger gaps and tears

in the skin reveal rich patches of black, areas that recall the deep hues of manmade water

bodies in arid environments. The interplay of tones and texture in images such as Hide IV

(Fig. 2-16) also make reference to contours in the landscape. For example, smooth patches

of light skin in the lower left portion of Hide IV slip into areas of denser, darker tones

to form shapes that are reminiscent of foothills and cutbank rivers. Abstracted within

74. Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa,� 78.

75. Gemsbok, or oryx, are antelope native to dry regions of southern Africa, such as the semi-desert Ka-
roo in the Northern Cape province of South Africa, and are familiar animals to farmers and others who
travel across the Karoo.
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Figure 2-15. Francki Burger, Hide I, from �Belonging� series, 2008, digital Pigment Print,
52 x 42 cm.

Burger's frame, the �Hide� photographs imply a scale incongruent with the subject matter,

a visual disjuncture that reveals the ease with which a viewer will perceive the form of a

landscape absent of other contextual indicators.

By recasting the gemsbok hides as landscapes, Burger prompts her viewer to interpret

the skins as locations, which are shaped by weather, time, and human impacts. For

Burger, skin and landscape similarly inscribe and bear witness to history:

Both landscape and skin are surface; they act as boundaries, containing the
internal, shielding the external. Traces on the land manifest in the form of
roads, rivers, farms and earthworks; these mark human presence and e�ectively
alter the landscape. Inscribed with personal�and collective�histories, these
spaces become invested with the speci�cs of place. Similarly, marks on the skin
trace the body's experience over time, measuring injury, age and death.76

76. Burger, �On Belonging: Landscape and photography in South Africa,� 83-4.
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Figure 2-16. Francki Burger, Hide IV, from �Belonging� series, 2008, digital inkjet print,
52 x 42 cm.

Though the �Hide� images are not composites, the skins nonetheless convey Burger's

interpretation of landscape as an amalgam of the material and immaterial: sand, rocks,

water, and cultural and historial memories. Moreover, the metaphoric linking of landscape

and skin in the �Hide� series further suggests that landscape, like skin, forms part of a

person and acts as a kind of interface between themselves and their surroundings.

In �Belonging� Burger uses a variety of methods that reinterpret landscape pho-

tographs into a series of composite views of a given environment that can accommodate

multiple perspectives. In her �Land� and �Veld� images Burger layers negatives to refer-

ence the building of histories in the landscape. She manipulates the density of her layers

to consider and represent how one human narrative may assume greater weight than

others for an individual who reads the land as a result of their history, race, and iden-

tity. In Magersfontein I Burger asserts the primacy of tactile experience in interpreting

a landscape and proposes such readings may act as points of entry for contemporary

viewers seeking to view land from a historical perspective. Finally, in the �Hide� works,
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Burger highlights the power of landscape metaphors to connote history, time, and scale in

abstracted compositions. W.J.T Mitchell observes �Landscape is a medium of exchange

between the human and the natural, the self and the other.�77 In �Belonging,� Burger

experiments with the representation of surface and depth in a landscape photograph to

explore the variable ways in which landscapes mediate psychic and actual engagements

with land.

This chapter has looked at three di�erent adaptations of landscape photography to

address issues not typically explored through works in this genre: agency of the land as

subject, legacies of African resistance, and the inscription of cultural memory into the

natural environment. Moreover, together the three photographers themselves represent a

diverse set of visions that condition how they view land in South Africa: that of a white

Lesbian artist of British descent, a mixed-race, Zulu-speaking artist, and an Afrikaner.

Each artist looked to landscape photography as a starting point for their critical inquiries,

and used its conventions to present land as a contested space, one that contains multiple

viewpoints and histories. Taken together, the work of these artists o�er insight as to why

so many contemporary South African photographers draw upon landscape to explore

the the complex intersection of social, historical and cultural issues embedded in all

post-apartheid spaces and environments.

77. Mitchell, Landscape and power , 5.
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CHAPTER 3
LAND AS NATURAL RESOURCE: REPRESENTATIONS OF MINING IN
CONTEMPORARY SOUTH AFRICAN LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY

3.1 Introduction

Two asphalt streets join together at a quiet T-intersection in a 2011 photograph

by South African photographer Ilan Godfrey (Fig. 3-1). The roads�faded in color from

black to a mix of gray, brown, and magenta tones�appear unremarkable, as does the

neighborhood they bisect. Bare deciduous trees, light posts, shrubs, and dull patches of

grass sit between the streets and the lines of perimeter security fences that surround brick

houses. No people or cars enter or activate the residential space. The even, cloudless sky

bleaches the streets and sidewalks in harsh, winter light. All narrative focus in Godfrey's

photograph falls on a shallow pool of water on the road closest to the viewer. The puddle

traces the contours of the street, deepening against the sidewalks and thinning at the

road's apex. Nothing is visibly unusual about the water: blades of grass and collections

of dirt pierce its slick veneer, tire tracks spread out from its edges, and an outline of a

lamppost and the clear blue sky re�ect in its surface.

Overall, the scene appears ordinary, but the title conveys a more disturbing interpre-

tation of the space and transforms the image from a banal depiction of a South African

suburb to a scene of disquiet and unease. The image, Acid mine water seepage, Jackaroo

Park, Emalahleni (Witbank), Mpumalanga, depicts a community whose water sources

have been contaminated by a nearby coal re�ning facility. In Jackaroo Park polluted

water leaks through the porous soil in gardens and streets and makes municipal water and

individual boreholes unpotable.

Nearly sixty percent of South Africa's coal deposits are located in and around

eMalahleni�which means �place of coal� in isiZulu�and its suburbs. In South Africa

coal provides close to seventy-seven percent of the country's energy needs, and is used

extensively as a source of domestic, low-cost electricity production. Intensive extrac-

tion activities in areas such as this Mpumalanga community provide a stable source of
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Figure 3-1. Ilan Godfrey, Acid mine water seepage, Jackaroo Park, Emalahleni (Witbank),
Mpumalanga, 2011, 2011, archival pigment print.

a�ordable fuel across the country, but at a cost to local residents. Visual metaphors in

Godfrey's landscape photograph reference the pressing environmental issues a�ecting this

resource-rich community. The residues of industrial activity disrupt the view of the quiet

neighborhood setting and blend visually with it: the water calmly seeps across the picture

plane without clear direction or source; yet, the pool forms a barrier between the viewer

and the intersection and restricts movement within the frame. Nothing appears dead or

dying in the image, and it is unclear what e�ect the polluted material has on the verdant

areas it borders or the neighborhood itself. Godfrey communicates a negative reading

of the photograph's content through his title, but his lighting, composition and framing

decisions construct a landscape image that is open to multiple interpretations.

Godfrey's photograph of the mine drainage forms part of a larger series presented

in his book, The Legacy of the Mine. The monograph compiles a variety of landscape
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images and environmental portraits taken over a three-year period that explore long-

term environmental and social impacts of natural resource extraction in South Africa.

The mining of minerals�such as coal, diamonds, shale gas, platinum, gold, asbestos, and

base metals�represents the largest industrial sector in South Africa. The nation has the

continent's most pro�table economy, and an abundance of cheap labor has supported

its growth and dominance for over a century.1 South Africa's poorest citizens, many of

whom reside in townships or informal settlements adjacent to mines or re�neries, feel the

mining industry's impacts most directly. Cairncross, et al. notes, mine workers su�er from

�hazardous working and living conditions (high dust levels, extreme heat, ergonomic risks,

safety hazards and crowded single-sex hostels or squatter camps) that result in a plethora

of mining-related diseases that are largely unacknowledged.�2

The development of the mining industry at the end of the nineteenth century power-

fully shaped the formation of South Africa and its class structure. Discovery of the gold on

the Witwatersrand transformed the territory from an agricultural society at the margins

of world trade into an industrialized, global economy. After 1886, the sparsely populated

Transvaal republic saw an in�ux of migrants from all of the South African territories and

abroad to attain work in the mines.3 The city of Johannesburg was founded in 1886 and

1. South Africa is the wealthiest mineral jurisdiction in the world, according to the South African De-
partment of Mineral Resources. The country leads the world in production of platinum, chromium, and
Vermiculite, and is the world's sixth largest producer of gold. In addition, South Africa holds large re-
serves of copper, uranium, diamonds, shale gas, coal, palladium, and manganese

2. See: Eugene Cairncross et al., Case study on Extractive Industries prepared for the Lancet Com-
mission on Global Governance, Background paper for The Lancet � University of Oslo Commission on
Global Governance for Health (2013), accessed November 16, 2015, http : / /www . thejournalist . org . za /wp -
content / uploads / 2014 / 09 / Lancet - Study - Gold - Platinum - Mines - in - SA . pdf; In addition, historians such
as Leonard Thompson observe that the organization of mine labor in the late nineteenth century forged
policies and practices upon which apartheid-era legislation was modeled Thompson, A history of South
Africa.

3. The Transvaal Republic was one of two Boer territories developed into successful independent coun-
tries in the nineteenth century and denoted a region north of the Vaal River. Following the Union of
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quickly became the most populous settlement in the region.4 These developments further

spread European colonization within the South African interior, and by the end of the

nineteenth century all African chiefdoms were subject to white control.5 Newly incor-

porated into a capitalist, white-dominated economy, many Africans�who were suddenly

required to pay rent�traveled to mines for months at a time for work. The mining labor

force was split along racial lines, wherein whites were given supervisory positions and

earned good wages, and blacks worked as manual laborers for little pay, endured harsh

conditions, and were forced to live in all-male compounds. The divisions within the mining

industry, many of which were put in place through legislation and the establishment of

government regulatory institutions, represent a formative period in the divisive history of

race relations in South Africa.6

Godfrey builds visual narratives about the e�ects of mining in South Africa that

depart structurally from the linear approaches made prominent by his Struggle-era,

social documentary predecessors. Throughout his writings and interviews related to the

project, Godfrey describes the arrangement of the series alternately as a map, branches

of a single story, a collection of �microcosms of visual narration of untold stories� all

connected through the land, which he identi�es as �the very thread that connects all

South Africans.�7 He relates his objective in creating the work as a way to �congregate a

South Africa in 1910, the Transvaal was transformed into a province inclusive of a large region of north-
eastern South Africa and was known by this name until 1994. Today, the Transvaal province has been
broken up into multiple provinces: Gauteng, Mpumalanga, Limpopo, and Northwest provinces.

4. Today, Johannesburg has the distinction of being the world's largest city not built on a river, lake, or
coastline, a re�ection of its origins as a mining outpost.

5. For further discussion of the extension of white authority from 1870-1898 see: Leonard Thompson
and Monica Wilson, The Oxford History of South Africa: South Africa to 1870 (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1975), 245-53; and Charles Hilliard Feinstein, An Economic History of South Africa: conquest, discrimina-
tion, and development (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2005).

6. Thompson, A history of South Africa, 115-122.

7. Ilan Godfrey, Legacy of the mine (Auckland Park, South Africa: Jacana, 2013), 157.
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disparate network of people and places� and give them �a space for them to be heard and

for the magnitude of the damage to be felt.�8 In e�ect, through his series, Godfrey creates

a new, social landscape of mining and its impact, one that may be experienced without

the guidance of a primary narrator or story.

Photographs of mining and its e�ects in South Africa o�er important insight into

the ways contemporary South African photographers have adopted land-based imagery

to address social and environmental issues. Visual explorations of this topic are extensive

within the history of photography in South Africa. In the late nineteenth century post-

cards produced by commercial studios popularized views of South African industrial sites,

and stereographs produced by the Keystone View Company of the diamond industry in

Kimberley shared views of mining operations, workers, and sites such as the �big hole�

with a large audience.9 These images were celebratory; they presented the scale of the

mining operations as a proud achievement of the colony and emphasized the gaping,

several storey-deep crater at the DeBeers mine in Kimberley as a marvelous spectacle.

More recently, prominent photographers such as David Goldblatt explored aspects of the

industry in his 1973 monograph, On the Mines, and challenged the positive narrative of

mining in South Africa as bene�cial for society and the economy.10 In addition to God-

frey, contemporary photographers such as Pieter Hugo (South African) and Jason Larkin

(British) explore the topic through documentary series.11 Godfrey, Hugo, and Larkin

8. Ilan Godfrey, Interview with author, May 22, 2014.

9. Geary, �Impressions of the African past: interpreting ethnographic photographs from Cameroon.�

10. In this publication�which has recently been re-released through Steidl in 2012�David Goldblatt pri-
marily photographed workers and documented aspects of the industry's built environment, such as its
structures, worker housing, and operational equipment. See: David Goldblatt and Nadine Gordimer, On
the Mines (Cape Town: C. Struik, 1973); and Sally Gaule, �Mining photographs: David Goldblatt's On the
Mines,� Social Dynamics 40, no. 1 (2014): 122�139.

11. See: Jason Larkin, Tales from the city of gold (Heidelberg: Kehrer, 2013); and Pieter Hugo and
Jeanne Fouchet-Nahas, �Main Reef Road,� in Transition, ed. Market Photography Workshop and Rencon-
tres internationales de la photographie (Paris: �Editions Xavier Barral, 2013), 44�45.
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do not work in a documentary style. Instead, they use a combination of landscape and

environmental images to present multiple narratives, encourage diverse interpretations,

and highlight the complexities of mining, which, like many issues a�ecting broad swathes

of South African society in the post-apartheid era, resist easy classi�cation and do not �t

within black/white, good/evil parameters. Further, Godfrey and Hugo do not use their

images to express an opinion, but rather to explicate the nuances, layers, and complexities

attendant to the explication of a particular issue or place. For example, in an interview

about a project related to the Main Reef Road in Johannesburg,12 Hugo described his

work as �gestural,� not documentary or activist. He explained a gestural series as one

that �is non linear, non didactic, emotive and open to interpretation,� and said, �I am

not interested in a literal narrative regarding the history of gold mining along Main Reef

Road.�13 Hugo acknowledges a desire for his �photos to point at things, bring them to the

attention of the viewer to work out his own narrative.� Ilan Godfrey expresses a similar

intention with respect to his work; in contrast to photographers such as Cedric Nunn,

Godfrey includes extended captions only at the end of the book, so that his readers will

�interpret this narrative of images from start to �nish in their own way� and then, the end

of the book o�ers a �heavy reading so that you can get into each image and understand

why I took that image.�14

This chapter examines the work of three contemporary South African photographers

who created projects related to mines and mining. Each of their respective series uses

12. The Main Reef road is a highway in Johannesburg along which gold�the Main Reef�was discovered in
1886. In the same interview, Hugo compares the thoroughfare to the Via Appia in Rome. See: Hugo and
Fouchet-Nahas, �Main Reef Road,� 45.

13. Ibid., 44.

14. Godfrey, Interview with author .
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landscape imagery and environmental portraiture15 to explore the reach of the industry

within South Africa and its impacts on local communities. Together their work o�ers

an important example of how contemporary photographers adapt landscape images to

contribute to a broader public discussion in a manner reminiscent of apartheid-era social

documentary photographs. Ilan Godfrey's Legacy of the Mine series combines images

of open and populated landscapes to analogize the ways in which all South Africans

are a�ected by the activities of the mining industry. Thabiso Sekgala's project, �Second

Transition,� explores the communities in and around mines near Brits, Rustenburg, and

Marikana, and constructs visual metaphors that personify the permeation of mining

corporations in the lives of township residents. Jerry Obakeng Gaegane's work, �Marang

a Letsatsi,� looks at the informal mining industry that operates in disused mines in and

around Johannesburg. Importantly, both Gaegane's and Sekgala's series foreground the

role of labor in the landscape, and assert its part in directing a dialog about South African

spaces. Taken together, the works of these three photographers o�er insight into the ways

in which land imagery is being adapted and used to engage with issues of contemporary

concern, advance multiple perspectives from traditionally marginalized populations, and

implicate the viewer in the reading of the landscape.

3.2 Place into Space: Ilan Godfrey and the Legacy of the Mine

Ilan Godfrey (b. 1980) began taking pictures when he was in secondary school after

his father gave him an old SLR camera and introduced him to the work of Magnum

photographers.16 Inspired, Godfrey left his native Johannesburg for London at the

15. The term �environmental portraiture� is used here to describe pictures of individuals in a non-studio
setting, such as their home, work, or other location familiar to them. In environmental portraiture, the
setting is used to support communication of the photographer's interpretation of the human subject.

16. Magnum is an international photographic agency whose members are invited after a thorough re-
view by committee. Agency members are some of the most recognized and lauded photojournalists and
documentary photographers working throughout the world. See: Magnum Photos, About Us, accessed
December 2, 2015, http://www.magnumphotos.com/C.aspx?VP3=CMS3%5C&VF=MAGO31_2_VForm.
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age of nineteen to pursue a career in photography. In England, Godfrey received two

degrees from the University of Westminster: a Bachelor of Arts in Photography and a

Master of Arts in Photojournalism, and nurtured his long-term interest in documentary

photography: �It became my priority to document daily life, my travels across the world

and ultimately �nd direction in my personal work.� After his studies, Godfrey continued to

live abroad, but traveled frequently to South Africa, which he says �allowed me to continue

learning about my home country and the ongoing changes that were taking place.�17

In 2011 Godfrey returned permanently to South Africa and devoted full attention to

personal work, including �several long-term projects that were, up to now, con�ned to

notebooks and mental thoughts; one of them would inevitably evolve over two and a

half years into my �rst monograph, Legacy of the Mine.�18 The series presents a broad

pro�le of the mining industry within each of South Africa's nine provinces.19 �I could have

broken it down into six books�one for each mineral�and still not done justice to the full

story,� Godfrey re�ects, but adds that through his book the viewer takes a journey across

17. Leica Internet Team, Ilan Godfrey: Legacy of the Mine, accessed December 2, 2015, http://blog.leica-
camera.com/photographers/interviews/ilan-godfrey-legacy-of-the-mine/.

18. Ibid.

19. After Godfrey began his project in 2011, he received critical funding for Legacy of the Mine and
mentorship through the Ernest Cole Award, a prize given biannually to enable promising photographers
to complete a documentary project. The Ernest Cole Award grant o�ers recipients three things: an unre-
stricted deposit of ZAR 150,000, a �nal exhibition of the work at the Wits Art Museum in Johannesburg,
and support for the publication of a monograph. The �rst award was made in 2011 to Dale Yudelman,
and Ilan Godfrey received the second award in 2012. The award, which honors South African photogra-
pher Ernest Cole, was established by Paul Weinberg and David Goldblatt and aims to �stimulate in-depth
photography in South Africa, with an emphasis on creative responses to South African society, human
rights and justice.� See: Ernest Cole Award, About the Ernest Cole Award, accessed August 25, 2015,
http://www.ernestcoleaward.uct .ac.za/; Co-founder Paul Weinberg adds that the award also seeks to sup-
port creative work �that may speak against a traditional way of seeing South Africa, speci�cally through
dichotomies such as apartheid/post-apartheid, rich/poor, or advantaged/disadvantaged.� See: Paul Wein-
berg, Interview with author, June 12, 2015.
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the country and is introduced to di�erent places and people, who �all had very di�erent

stories, but it was all interconnected through mining.�20

Godfrey's time abroad greatly in�uenced his outlook on South Africa and the way

in which he approached his subject matter in Legacy of the Mine. When he returned

from London, Godfrey felt he needed to reconcile his view of the country with what was

actually there, which, in part, inspired the mine series:

This project was like a reintroduction to South Africa. I want[ed] to learn
about South Africa and understand it more than what I did before when I was
living in the UK. I had this feeling almost of being a foreigner, coming here
once a year for a month or two. Now, I wanted to familiarize myself with the
landscape and the people, and understand how the country has moved forward.
This project was essentially all part of that learning experience and developing
other ways of seeing.�21

Though a native South African, Godfrey began his project as though seeing the nation for

the �rst time. He set out without a clear agenda for what he wanted to document, and

approached the landscapes and people he photographed intent on learning from them and

their experiences. Godfrey was content to let the series develop from his encounters, and

his photographs communicate this responsiveness through compositions and scenes that

appear immediate, and not pre-visualized.

Michel de Certeau's writings on space provide a useful context for interpreting

Godfrey's examination of the multifaceted landscape of mining impacts. de Certeau makes

clear distinction between places and spaces, the former acting as a "an instantaneous

con�guration of positions� that �implies an indication of stability," in contrast to a space,

which is �uid and �composed of intersections of mobile elements.�22 The way in which a

20. Ilan Godfrey, Interview with author, July 24, 2015.

21. Ibid.

22. Michel de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011),
117.
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Figure 3-2. Ilan Godfrey, Palabora Copper Mine, Phalaborwa, Limpopo, 2013, 2013,
archival pigment print.

place is used determines the space that is generated. In Legacy of the Mine, Godfrey aims

to represent the space of the mines as it exists through the �uid, intangible reach of the

industry into South African lives and landscapes. Focusing on the impacts of the industry

on the health of workers, local residents, and the natural ecosystems allows Godfrey to

generate a dynamic depiction of an overarching landscape constantly in �ux, as opposed

to a static presentation of the industry's characteristic built forms. "The mine," Godfrey

writes, "irrespective of the particular minerals extracted, is central in understanding

societal change across the country."23

23. I. Godfrey, Artist Statement: Legacy of the Mine, artist website, http://ilangodfrey.com/works/legacy-
of-the-mine-4/.
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Legacy of the Mine begins with a series of wide-angle views of industrial and natural

landscapes that describe mining areas in a familiar visual languages. Godfrey's series

includes environmental portraits, yet the �rst visible person in the book only appears after

thirteen landscape images. These opening photographs were taken in di�erent mining

settings, and introduce the variety of environments in which mines are situated in South

Africa through visual conventions aligned with the sublime and picturesque. In the �rst

photograph, Palabora Copper Mine, Phalaborwa, Limpopo, 2013 (Fig. 3-2) the viewer

looks out and over an open pit mine draped in patchy shadows from scattered clouds

above. On the opposite side of the pit, the rising and falling ridges of the surrounding

landscape dwarf a processing plant complex. The colors�pale blues, greens, and grays�

mute the cool scene and entice the viewer to linger at the industrial setting as they

would a picturesque landscape, transforming the view into a balance of forms, light and

shadow, and perspective. The scale of the pit, whose bottom remains hidden in the

photograph hints at the scale of Godfrey's view, and draws upon aspects of the sublime.

A few pages later, another photograph, Acid mine drainage, East Rand Proprietary Mine,

Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2011 (Fig. 3-3), calls forth di�erent associations of the sublime.

Here, the viewer looks down onto an unde�ned body of water; no horizon lines or water

body edges orient the scene. Three circular forms�the crusted surfaces of old tires�spread

across the top third of the image and provoke the viewer's imagination. Cool, dark, and

murky colors �ll the top of the image frame where the water is deepest. The unearthly

pool becomes shallow as it descends from the top of the picture plane; warmer tones

emerge and the color shifts from deep maroon to bright yellow in the image foreground.

The caustic blend of hues captures the viewer's imagination and awe. Grouped together

at the beginning of the series, these landscapes draw the viewer into the work through

a sensory experience, and manipulations of color and composition associated with both

traditional landscape photography and the valorization of wilderness.
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Figure 3-3. Ilan Godfrey, �Acid mine drainage, East Rand Proprietary Mine,
Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2011.� archival pigment print.

Adaptation of sublime and picturesque aesthetics for the depiction of industrial

spaces has ample precedent, both in colonial-era representations of African spaces and by

other contemporary African artists. For example, photographers such as George Osodi

(Nigeria) and Nyaba L�eon Ouedraogo (Burkina Faso) utilized such aesthetic conventions

in their respective representations of the oil-industry's impacts and e-waste dumps in

Ghana. Within a global context works by contemporary Canadian photographer Edward

Burtynsky exemplify the use of the sublime and picturesque to show the transformation

of nature through industry. For over twenty years, Burtynsky has photographed the

residues of mines, oil re�neries, and transportation expansion sites and used strong formal

relationships to coax viewers into looking at sites hidden from public view. He describes

his photographs as �metaphors to the dilemma of our modern existence; they search for a

dialogue between attraction and repulsion, seduction and fear. We are drawn by desire�a
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chance at good living, yet we are consciously or unconsciously aware that the world is

su�ering for our success.�24

The documentation of industrial e-waste sites, oil �elds, and mine tailings through

the visual conventions of the sublime and picturesque by artists such as Osodi, Oue-

draogo, and Burtynsky exemplify what Rod Giblett calls, a photography of �Wastelands.�

Unlike images of ruins, wasteland photographs depict a modern history of decline that

is �too close to our own existence and time to view. . . with the wonder and awe that is

normally associated with ancient ruins.�25 �Wastelands,� Giblett argues, �are a greater

challenge to beliefs of continual chronological progress. They are sites of limbo: a time

and place between the extremes of annihilation and regeneration, lingering in loss and

expectation.�26

Images that celebrate the dramatic scale, dynamic form, and brilliant color of

industrial sites rarely promote remedial action or even re�ection over the cause or impact

of the destruction pictured. Photography of wastelands typically positions the viewer

as an outsider whose obligation is to look, and lacks connection to or responsibility for

the scene they witness. In wasteland photography, Giblett argues, �adverse impacts of

the industrial site are contained to the local area, allowing the viewer to more freely

ponder the relationship between beauty and decay.�27 For example, Edward Burtynsky's

images of nickel mines (Fig. 3-4) emphasize the contrast of the orange tailing river that

24. Edward Burtynsky, Exploring the Residual Landscape, accessed October 16, 2015, http : / / www .
edwardburtynsky.com/site_contents/About/introAbout.html.

25. Rod Giblett, �Wastelands,� in Photography and Landscape, ed. Juha Tolonen and Rod Giblett (Bris-
tol, UK: Intellect, 2012), 190.

26. Ibid., 191.

27. Ibid., 194.
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laces through the dark landscape over other narratives;28 he does not confront the

viewer with the source of the waste or evidence of its impacts in the environment. The

viewer is prompted to interpret the image formally, and awe over the brilliant glow of

the orange stream set against a black landscape. To the degree the viewer engages with

the photograph critically, they are more likely to draw comparisons with other forms of

landscape art or abstraction; both of Burtynsky's nickel tailing photographs relate visually

to the strong contrasts of Barnett Newman's zip paintings.

Yet, unlike Edward Burtynsky's photographs of tailings, Godfrey's photographs do

not conform fully to the aesthetics of the sublime or picturesque, nor does he minimize the

presence of people within his landscapes or documentary series. In photographs such as

Tweelopie Spruit, Krugersdorp Game Reserve, Gauteng, 2012 (Fig. 3-5), a representation

of a �high acute toxic river system, Godfrey exposed the camera in lighting conditions that

�atten the textures and forms of bright subject matter such as water rapids, beige soil,

and pale grasses. The viewer feels the heat of the sun positioned high overhead, which

scorches the rocks and soil adjacent to the waterfall. While Godfrey's composition invites

the viewer to gaze at the natural scene, his use of bright daylight and bleached colors

situate the image decidedly within this world, and not a �ctional realm for the private

contemplation of a magical nature. Another photograph, Riverlea mine dump, Main

Reef Road, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2011, exempli�es the ways Godfrey's images adapt

landscape conventions from the sublime and picturesque to entice the viewer without

absolving them of the responsibility to re�ect on what they are seeing (Fig. 3-6). Here,

Godfrey portrays a mine dump from above; crevasses and �ssures in the substrate extend

from the top of the photograph downwards, and lead the viewer's eye to a collection of

28. The term �tailing� references the residual materials from the process of separating the desired por-
tion of a mineral ore from undesired portions. Tailings are made up of ground rock and mine processing
e�uents and, without proper treatment, these substances are hazardous to human and environmental
health.
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Figure 3-4. Edward Burtynsky, Top: Nickel Tailings #34, Sudbury, Ontario 1996, 1996
C-Print; Bottom: Nickel Tailings #31 Sudbury, Ontario 1996, 1996, C-Print.

�gures sitting at the base of the dump. The people indicate the vast scale of the pit,

which surrounds and towers over them. Rich black and white tones �ll the photograph

on either side and further encourage the viewer to look closely at the scene. Yet, as with

the previous photograph, despite Godfrey's use of landscape tropes associated with the

sublime or picturesque, the photograph does not invite an imaginative engagement, and

the viewer cannot surpress re�ection on the image content. Godfrey's composition shows

no point of entry or exit into the pit; and all linear elements direct the viewer towards

the desolate, charred bottom rather than an expansive landscape. Rather then imagine
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Figure 3-5. Ilan Godfrey, Tweelopie Spruit, Krugersdorp Game Reserve, Gauteng, 2012,
2012, archival pigment print.

themselves in the place of the people in the scene, Godfrey's image prompts his audience

to ask why the individuals are in the pit and how they got there in the �rst place.

Moreover, Godfrey also uses his titles and extended captions to integrate a social

context into his landscape imagery, and thus suggests that the photographs have a

purpose beyond aesthetic contemplation. Throughout Legacy of the Mine, people�who are

sometimes named, and other times function as forms within the scene�show the depicted

spaces as lived environments in which mining currently a�ects residents. For example, in

his image, Prayer on Melville Koppies, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2013 (Fig. 3-7), Godfrey

shows two men�Felix Ngwenya and Nkosana Ncube�resting on a hill overlooking the

city. In his caption, Godfrey tells us that the hill (koppie) is a remnant of the indigenous

Witwatersrand landscape, an environment sacred for many local religious groups and

the Tswana people, whose ancestors lived in the area prior to the discovery of gold
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Figure 3-6. Ilan Godfrey, Riverlea mine dump, Main Reef Road, Johannesburg, Gauteng,
2011, 2011, archival pigment print.

and founding of Johannesburg.29 Godfrey includes this information in his caption and

organizes his composition such that the city skyline looms over the pair on the hill. This

juxtaposition mimics the strata of social and environmental history in the gold-rich area;

since 1886, mining superseded other uses of arid Highveld and minimized all other uses

of the landscape. In photographs such as Prayer on Melville Koppies Godfrey shows

29. Godfrey's caption to this image reads: �Felix Ngwenya and Nkosana Ncube rest in the early after-
noon sun on Melville Koppies overlooking the Witwatersrand Basin, where the world's largest known gold
reserve is situated. They are part of the Twelve Apostles Chuch in Zimbabwe. Felix moved to Johan-
nesburg in 1991 and Nkosana arrived in 2010. They have come to pray and fast from sunrise to sunset.
Melville Koppies has become a sacred site for worship and prayer for several African religious groups. Fe-
lix says, `It is a place where we can gather our thoughts, it is peaceful and helps us release stress.' Melville
Koppies is also a site of historical importance where remains of an Iron Age community have been un-
earthed. The Koppies are a reminder of the indigenous landscape of the Witwatersrand and the ancestors
of the present Tswana population, before the discovery of gold and the resulting development of Johannes-
burg.� Godfrey, Legacy of the mine, 138.
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Figure 3-7. Ilan Godfrey, Prayer on Melville Koppies, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2013, 2013,
archival pigment print.

that mining landscapes are neither contained, hermetic spheres of industry, nor are they

manifestations of a moral dichotomy of good nature and evil man.

Elsewhere in the series, Godfrey uses his photographs of landscapes to introduce

nuance into his description of mining in South Africa, an industry that is not monolithic

in its impacts on South African society. For example, in the photograph Je�ery Ramiruti,

Tudor Shaft, Mogale City, Krugersdorp, Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2011 (Fig. 3-8), Godfrey

centrally frames his subject, a middle-aged black man, amidst a stretch of water that has

�ooded an informal settlement visible on the horizon line. Je�ery Ramiruti, surrounded

by the still water, looks out serenely over the scene, softly lit by a warm evening light

re�ecting in the water. The outline of the township and the surrounding waters push

Je�rey Ramiruit forward within the frame, underscoring his importance in Godfrey's

narrative. The composition recalls a work from German Romantic painter Casper David
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Friedrich, whose �gure in �Wanderer above the Sea of Fog,� sits perched above a chaotic

landscape that churns below him. In Godfrey's photograph, however, nature is still and

calm, but the foregrounding of a named person, Je�ery Ramiruti, overlays a tension�or

even danger�to the �ooded water. The viewer begins to wonder how this person reached

the ledge surrounded by water and where he will go from there. In this photograph,

Godfrey communicates the sublime character of the environment through a presentation of

its impact on a community that is inundated with foul water. Without the human subject

and outline of informal settlement on the horizon, the photograph could still entice the

viewer to linger in the scene through its romantic lighting, but the centrally-placed person

and township add a literal and �gurative scale to the scene, and invite the viewer to

ponder, make connections, and otherwise engage with the photograph di�erently than they

would in either a documentary photograph of the same scene or an image of a damaged,

wasteland landscape without human beings.

This interplay between humans and the mined environment appears as a theme

throughout the monograph. In one section Godfrey sequences three photographs of

laborers set against di�erent landscapes pouring or stirring up di�erent materials out

onto the landscape. In the �rst, Johan Celliss, Ermelo, Mpumalanga, 2011 (Fig. 3-9)

a white farmer leads a group of sheep with a trail of maize laid out for the group while

a black farmer stands upright in the back of truck and looks over the scene of heavily

grazed veld. An undulation of Highveld hills �lls the horizon in back of the farmer and

adds scale and emotion to the scene. The next image, Informal gold digger, disused

Western Holdings Mine, Welkom, Free State, 2012, (Fig. 3-10) depicts a man in the image

foreground pouring sand out onto a pile by the edge of a river. The bag of sand obscures

his face and draws the viewer's attention to the cascade of loose sand that spills down onto

the ground and releases a cloud of dust upon impact. The �nal photograph in the sub-

sequence, Oupa Koos, informal diamond digger, Floors, Kimberley, Northern Cape, 2013,

(Fig. 3-11) features a stretch of open veld under a blue sky. A male �gure pushes against a
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Figure 3-8. Ilan Godfrey, Je�ery Ramiruti, Tudor Shaft, Mogale City, Krugersdorp,
Johannesburg, Gauteng, 2011, 2011, archival pigment print.

pylon and stirs up plumes of �ne powder around the concrete column. Placed together in

sequence the three photographs focus the viewer's attention on the minutia of the mined

landscape: dust, sand, and grain animate the respective scenes and add scale to Godfrey's

investigation. Here, the views of disturbed earth engage the viewer's sense of touch, and

give visual weight to the individual scale and physical experience�the interaction between

bodies and minerals�that undergirds all aspects of South Africa's mining and agricultural

industries that drive the nation's economy.

Taken together, Godfrey's Legacy of the Mine series o�ers an example of how con-

temporary South African photographers adapt visual languages and tropes of landscape

photography to advance dialog about socio-environmental issues without limiting the

agency of their subjects or settings�a key criticism leveled at apartheid-era social doc-

umentary photography�in three key ways. First, Godfrey relays upsetting facts about
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Figure 3-9. Ilan Godfrey, Johan Celliss, Ermelo, Mpumalanga, 2011, 2011, archival
pigment print.

his human and environmental subjects and the ways they have been a�ected by mining

in his titles and captions, and not through sensationalist images or by using the tropes

of wasteland photography. Second, Godfrey uses visual conventions associated with the

sublime and the picturesque to portray the mining landscape in South Africa as an active

subject that takes on many forms and has positive and negative impacts. Third, through

the format of his series�the blending of mining landscape images with environmental

portraits�Godfrey makes clear that the work has a social purpose, and is designed to

promote thinking about this issue beyond the gallery. In this respect, Godfrey uses land-

scape photographs in a manner directly re�ective of his social documentary predecessors.

His series moves beyond a dichotomy of the mining industry in South Africa as a wholly

positive or negative force on the landscape. His series builds a visual environment�a space
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Figure 3-10. Ilan Godfrey, Informal gold digger, disused Western Holdings Mine, Welkom,
Free State, 2012, 2012, archival pigment print.

out of a series of places�in which nuances, multiple perspectives, and dialog can take

place.

3.3 Networks of Power: Thabiso Sekgala, and the �Second Transition� series

In 2012 South African photographer Thabiso Sekgala, together with another �ve

South African artists and six French artists, began work on a collaborative investigation

of land in South Africa. The collective endeavor, the �Social Landscape Project,� was

sponsored through the agencies associated with the France-South Africa Seasons initiative,

and resulted in a publication and exhibitions in both countries.30 Sekgala and the other

30. The title of this collaborative endeavor, "Social Landscape Project," recalls other mid-twentieth cen-
tury uses of the term by American photographers Lee Friedlander and Nathan Lyons. In 1963 Friedlander
used "Social Landscape" to describe his subject matter in a small series published in the journal "Contem-
porary Photographer." See: Lee Friedlander, �Portfolios,� Contemporary Photographer 4, no. 4 (Fall 1963):
15; In 1966 a photography exhibition curated by Nathan Lyons, "Towards a Social Landscape," brought
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Figure 3-11. Ilan Godfrey, Oupa Koos, informal diamond digger, Floors, Kimberley,
Northern Cape, 2013, 2013, archival pigment print.

South African photographers31 hosted a French collaborator, and each pair explored a

di�erent region representative of the complex history related to land and land ownership

together work from six di�erent photographers. In this exhibition, Lyons, a prominent American photog-
rapher and educator, put forward a view of the social landscape as an expansion of traditional notions of
an environment or landscape in photography. In his introductory text, Lyons writes that "Photography
has achieved an unprecedented mirroring of the things of our culture. . . This broadening of the source of
experience could imply that our concept of 'landscape' should be revaluated from the classical reference
point of natural environment to include as a referent the interaction of a 'nexus between man and man,
and man and nature.'" See: Nathan Lyons, Toward a Social Landscape (Horizon Press, 1967), 4. Accord-
ing to Lyons', the social landscape photographers in the exhibition displayed a style of photography that
established "a greater interrelatedness of things" through the use of conventions associated with snap-
shots: a vernacular focus, and contextual and formal experimentation. Though generated in di�erent times
and contexts, Lyons' view of a landscape as a series of relationships between people, things, and places
�nds resonance in the design of the South African "Social Landscape" project, which sought to highlight
dynamic encounters between people and the land in South Africa.

31. The other �ve South African participants were: Pieter Hugo, Jo Ractli�e, Zanele Muholi, Cedric
Nunn, and Santu Mofokeng.
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in South Africa in 2012 and into 2013.32 According to co-organizers John Fleetwood

and Fran�cois H�ebel, the project aimed �to develop a corpus of individual work that

would speak to a land experience that is unique to a number of South African sites.�33

Organizers timed the Social Landscape project to coincide with the observation of the

centenary of the 1913 Natives Land Act in South Africa, and, in doing so, promote

re�ection on the continued legacy of the legislation.34

Thabiso Sekgala partnered with French artist Philippe Chancel and photographed

in and around Brits, Ga-Rankuwa, Marikana and Rustenburg�cities in the Magopa

region in South Africa's North West Province�on multiple occasions between July and

September 2012. The two photographers produced dramatically di�erent images of the

location, which is one of the largest platinum producing areas in the world as well as a

former �Black spot.�35 Sekgala and Chancel each responded in some way to the local

32. The six areas of focus within South Africa were chosen in collaboration with David Goldblatt and
Market Photography Workshop sta�. Market Photography Workshop director John Fleetwood says that
the group �wanted to �nd spots or places of contestation in the history of South Africa.� Further he shares
that they �were interested in this history of story telling in South Africa,� and re�ected on �how David
Goldblatt has become this uber-photographer who has photographed everything and travelled everywhere
through South Africa.� Thus, he says, �instead of going to a historian and talking about land we thought
going to a photographer that is this archive holder. . . and with him we identi�ed these areas of contesta-
tion.� See: John Fleetwood, Interview with author, October 8, 2013.

33. Franois H�ebel and John Fleetwood, Transition, ed. Market Photography Workshop and Rencontres
internationales de la photographie (Paris: �Editions Xavier Barral, 2013), 4.

34. Fleetwood and H�ebel write about this objective in relation to the Social Landscape project: �Much
of the subject of the Social Landscape weaves through the historical and the contemporary. A century
after the legislation of the 1913 Natives Land Act�a law that drastically restricted access to and acquisi-
tion of land by black South Africans�the twelve photographers consider the inherent political di�culties
of this land. The absence, historically, of landscape narratives by black practitioners mean that questions
around black land ownership were typically witnessed by third parties rather than authored by black
South Africans themselves. This fact challenges and gives depth to the project, especially in the context of
a European-African collaboration.� ibid., 5.

35. The apartheid-era term �Black Spot,� denotes an area of land settled or owned by black South
Africans that was surrounded by white-owned areas. Under apartheid, black South Africans were forcibly
removed from their communities and made to live in designated homeland areas according to their eth-
nicity. �Black Spots� existed in counter to the policies of the apartheid government and were a continued
target of the regime.
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mining industry�mainly diamonds and platinum�and its impacts in this rural, industrial

region 250 kilometers west of Johannesburg. While they were working in the province,

laborers at Lonmin platinum mine in Marikana went on strike in protest over low wages

and sub-standard living conditions. Violence erupted on August 11, 2012, and peaked on

August 16th after police killed 34 miners and wounded another 78. The event marked

the most lethal use of force by South African Police o�cials against civilians since the

Sharpeville Massacres in 1960 and news of the incidents was reported across the globe.36

The tragic events at Marikana drew attention to lingering tensions between mining

companies and local populations dependent on the industry for employment, and o�ered a

somber re�ection on the progress made since the ending of apartheid. Both photographers

adapted their investigations to include discussion of these events and visually explored the

dynamics of state power and citizen democracy in their respective projects.

Sekgala titled his series � Second Transition,� in reference to a phrase coined by

African National Congress o�cials in a 2012 document outlining plans for new actions

to be undertaken by the national government to address continued economic disparities

plaguing black citizens in post-apartheid South Africa.37 In writings about the series,

Sekgala comments that the Magopa region �has been in a state of transition for the last

100 years. The transitions started in the year 1890 when the chief of the Tswana tribe of

36. The Marikana Massacre�as it has become known�generated considerable controversy within South
Africa and abroad, particularly after it was disclosed that most victims were shot in the back. A com-
mission was appointed in 2012 to review police actions, but President Zuma, under great pressure from
the public and the media, only released the �nal report in June 2015. See: Marikana Commission of
Inquiry, Report on matters of public, national and international concern arising out of the tragic inci-
dents at the Lonmin Mine in Marikana, in the North West Province, technical report (March 2015), http :
//www.thepresidency.gov.za/medialib/downloads/downloads/Full%5C%20Report%5C%20of%5C%20the%5C%
20Marikana%5C%20Commision%5C%20of%5C%20Inquiry.pdf.

37. The ��rst transition,� as known within the African National Congress party, references the advent of
democratic rule in 1994, which granted political freedom to all South Africans regardless of skin color. See:
African National Congress, The Second Transition? Building a national democratic society and the balance
of forces in 2012, Discussion document towards National Policy Conference (2012), accessed December 10,
2015, http://www.anc.org.za/docs/discus/2012/transition.pdf.
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BaMagopa, bought back their land.�38 Now, Sekgala notes, the mining companies have

overtaken most of the land in the area, and, as a result, residents have few employment

options apart from these companies, where they endure poor working conditions and

receive low wages. �For me, mining and land ownership are the core issues when it comes

to the Second Transition,� Sekgala writes, �the photographs in the series act as a symbol

of or a witness to the economic imbalance that exists in contemporary South Africa, where

people increasingly inhabit contrasting economic realities. People live in poor conditions

right next to the multibillion platinum-mining plants.�39

Subjects related to land, rural communities, and the economic issues a�ecting black

South Africans feature prominently in the work of Thabiso Sekgala. Born in 1981 in

Johnannesburg, the young photographer died suddenly in October 2014 after returning to

South Africa from a residency abroad. His death brought a sudden and deeply saddening

end to a rapidly developing career in South Africa and abroad. His loss was deeply felt

by peers such as Sabelo Mlangeni, who studied with Sekgala at the Market Photography

Workshop in 2008 and faced many of the same challenges as Sekgala did as a young

black artist. In 2010 Sekgala was awarded a Tierney Fellowship, a prestigious award

that provides �nancial support and professional mentoring to a promising early career

photographer in South Africa. Sekgala's �nal exhibition, �Homeland,� presented rich color

landscapes and portraits taken in former Bantustans of KwaNdebele and Bophuthatswana,

areas in the northwestern part of the country where black South Africans, predominantly

of Ndebele and Tswana heritage were resettled by the apartheid government.40 In this

38. Emaho Magazine, �Thabiso Sekgala: Second Transition,� September 13, 2013, accessed December 10,
2015, http://www.emahomagazine.com/2013/09/thabiso-sekgala-second-transition/.

39. Ibid.

40. The Bophuthatswana homeland was established in 1961 and became semi-independent collection of
small parcels of land in 1977. The territory was not recognized as an independent entity by any nation
other than South Africa and the other semi-independent homeland area in South Africa, the Transkei.
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Figure 3-12. Thabiso Sekgala, Passage between two schools, Pankop, former
Bophuthatswana, 2000, archival pigment print.

series Sekgala mixed photographs of �ordinary landscapes� that could act as a �kind

of memory or monument to this idea of homeland� together with portraits of young

people born after 1994, known colloquially as �Born frees,� living in the communities

The former Bantustan, Kwandebele, formed and was granted self-rule in 1981. For a discussion of the for-
mer Bantustans and their continued impacts in South Africa, see: William Beinart, �Beyond `Homelands':
Some Ideas about the History of African Rural Areas in South Africa,� South African Historical Journal
64, no. 1 (2012): 5�21; This article was published as part of a special issue of the South African Histor-
ical Journal(64.1) about the areas edited by Shireen Ally and Arianna Lissoni, which contains a number
of relevant articles to the topic. See, for example: Shireen Ally and Arianna Lissoni, �Let's Talk About
Bantustans,� South African Historical Journal 64, no. 1 (2012): 1�4.
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who did not know the areas under apartheid. Through the project Sekgala pursued an

interest in �the idea of land and home� and how �people identify themselves within the

landscape.�41 Critic Sean O'Toole describes the body of work as �tender, curious and

strangely hopeful,� and observes that the series �catapulted Sekgala onto the global

stage.�42 The gentle, yet perceptive nature with which Sekgala approached his subjects in

�Homeland� distinguished the young photographer at the beginning of his short career. His

analog-based, square-format photographs, such as Passage between two schools, Pankop,

former Bophuthatswana (Fig. 3-12), which were included in the touring survey exhibition,

Rise and Fall of Apartheid, show a landscape marked by remnants of the apartheid-era�

wire fences, channeled paths, restricted movement�yet, photographed as they were in the

late evening light with a shallow depth of �eld, a softness permeates the scene and adds a

tender overtone.

Throughout �Homeland,� Sekgala presents views of the resettlement area in relation

to the life that continues to pulse within its con�nes. In Untitled(Fig. 3-13), Sekgala

depicts a degraded dirt road that slinks between deteriorated fences and homes. The scene

sags with the weight of piled rocks, defoliated brush and gray veneer of formerly white

houses that �ll the bottom third of the image. Above the houses, however, lush jacaranda

trees in full bloom lift the composition and re�ect purple hues onto the decayed setting

below. Writing for the popular blog, Africa is a Country, Neelika Jayawardane observes

that �Sekgala's photographs expose the invisible topography of landscapes that nonetheless

direct and limit those who are forced to course through those spaces. But somewhere in

41. Thabiso Sekgala and Photoquai, Interview with Thabiso Sekgala - Photoquai 2013, Youtube, https : / /
www.youtube.com/watch?v=jF8n7XKNP90.

42. Sean O'Toole, �Thabiso Sekgala: Suicide stills another rising star,� Mail & Guardian, October 24,
2014, http://mg.co.za/article/2014-10-24-00-thabiso-sekgala-suicide-stills-another-rising-star.
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Figure 3-13. Thabiso Sekgala, �Untitled�, from Homeland series. Archival pigment print.

his photographs is also our will�pushing, moving, at loggerheads with history's hand.�43

Throughout his brief career Sekgala was known and admired for his �quiet, but precise�

compositions and images created with �compassion and empathy, �44 qualities that

characterize and inform the work he completed in Marikana.

43. Neelika Jayawardane, The photographs of Thabiso Sekgala, October 2014, http://africasacountry.com/
the-photographs-of-thabiso-sekgala/.

44. O'Toole, �Thabiso Sekgala: Suicide stills another rising star.�
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Figure 3-14. Thabiso Sekgala, �Untitled - 1� from Second Transition series, 2012. Archival
pigment print.

Sekgala's �Second Transition� series closely resembles the blend of imagery and aes-

thetic put forward in the �Homelands� series. The �nal portfolio of twenty-six photographs

primarily features landscape images, interspersed with a number of environmental por-

traits. Nearly all of Sekgala's landscape photographs depict views framed in some way by

infrastructure: houses, animals, and people are presented in relation to the overhead wires,

fences, and industrial structures that dominate the region's topography. Images such as

Untitled � 1 (Fig. 3-14)) display the strategy with which Sekgala portrays the landscape

marked by its use. Here, the viewer looks out and over an open landscape �lled with black

patches of gravel, and pale shrubs, split into registers by strips of railroad and power lines.
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Figure 3-15. Thabiso Sekgala, �Untitled - 2� from Second Transition series, 2012. Archival
pigment print.

In between two rows of track a man walks across a patch of parched ground ahead of a

small herd of goats. Piled mine tailings and power lines �ll the horizon and dwarf the

�gure below. The scale of the man against the forest of metal infrastructure analogizes the

way in which the platinum industry directs the movements of residents at many scales and

looms above the lives of citizens on the ground.

This visual conversation between industry and people in Untitled � 1 continues and

expands throughout the series. In Untitled � 2 (Fig. 3-15) Sekgala frames a seated group

of mineworkers at a meeting in relation to the structures overhead. Densely packed and

numerous, the amalgamation of laborers nevertheless appears weighted, restricted and
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cordoned o� by the outline of towers and line above them. In an interview about the

project with historian Patricia Hayes, Sekgala re�ects on the repetition of cables, mine,

and industry structures:

It's not easy to separate one thing from another. So everything becomes part
of the same environment, this and this and this, they become one picture. So
when you look at it�the mining and the people and the farming�you think
everything doesn't relate there, because you don't know what the story is, it's
not speci�c. For me this selection is about the picture that tells the most story.
One picture.45

Sekgala's view of the series takes on particular meaning in his approach to the needs

of people who live in these settings. In photographs such as Untitled � 3 (Fig. 3-16)

and Untitled � 4 (Fig. 3-17) Sekgala traces space with the electric wires, as though the

lines were tethers binding the subjects to the harsh, arid terrain. This formal gesture�

repeated throughout �Second Transition��reveals the delicacy and circumspection with

which Sekgala interpreted the miners in relation to their environment. He eschews a

sensationalized representation of an impoverished community�made prominent in media

coverage of the Marikana Massacre�in favor of a presentation of the tensions in people's

lives through landscape metaphors. In his writings Sekgala emphasizes his intent to go

beyond a representation of the literal in his photographs:

If I come with someone from a di�erent environment, they might say, this is an
amazing landscape. But it's just shacks. They might be saying that because
they're shocked. But they say it's amazing because photographically it might
make a beautiful picture. But for me I was also thinking about the reality of
the people in those areas. It's a picture of a place where people are living and
their conditions.46

For Sekgala, the events of Marikana form part of a larger history visible in the landscape

and he wanted his photographs to reference this broader context. As Sean O'Toole notes

45. Patricia Hayes and Thabiso Sekgala, �Second Transition,� in Transition, ed. Market Photography
Workshop and Rencontres internationales de la photographie. (Paris: �Editions Xavier Barral, 2013), 9.

46. Ibid.
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Figure 3-16. Thabiso Sekgala, �Untitled - 3� from Second Transition series, 2012. Archival
pigment print.

of the work: �His photos of the impoverished living conditions and landscapes around

Marikana bore out his driving impulse: to quiet and still reality instead of creating a

spectacle of it.�47

Aspects of Sekgala's presentation of the mining landscape in North West province

resonates with photographs included in the seminal exhibition �New Topographics:

Photographs of a Man Altered Landscape� curated by William Jenkins for the Eastman

47. O'Toole, �Thabiso Sekgala: Suicide stills another rising star.�
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Figure 3-17. Thabiso Sekgala, �Untitled - 4� from Second Transition series, 2012. Archival
pigment print.

House Gallery in Rochester, New York. The 1975 show brought together work by a group

of photographers concerned with the built environment in the American West, and the

transformation of a landscape once so central to the American psyche through expansion

of suburbs and other infrastructure.48 John Rohrbach writes that the �'New Topographics'

48. Ten photographers took part in the exhibition at the shown at the George Eastman House in
Rochester, New York. The images in `New Topographics� primarily depicted the sites within the American
West, but were primarily concerned to advance a visual vocabulary focused on form, and human inter-
ventions into the landscape. At the time, Juha Tolonen notes: �a practitioner in landscape was faced with
a century of tradition in the medium, on that seemingly followed a set trajectory, which had culminated
in the iconic sublime, and picturesque imagery of some of America's national parks.� See: Juha Tolonen,
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photographers recognized that broad economic shifts were changing the face of the land,

and they were interested in drawing visual attention to the bland, repetitive appearance of

the results.�49 In their respective images the photographers sought to minimize emotive

content and the presence of the artist in the frame, and present the landscape in a

stylistically neutral manner.50 The �New Topographics� departed from the labor-intensive,

heavily crafted landscape depictions characteristic of photographers such as Ansel Adams.

Photographer Robert Adams said of his work, � `pictures should look like they were easily

taken,� and Lewis Baltz asserted that his pictures should look like they have no author.51

The photographers sought objectivity in their photographs, a desire made clear, as Juha

Tolonen observes, in the exhibition's title: �Topography describes a practice that is based

in science rather than art. Objectivity and neutrality are implicated more than notions of

subjectivity and transcendence common in modernist art and landscape photography.�52

In �Second Transition� Sekgala uses man-made forms in the landscape to examine life

alongside industry and points to the relationship between overlain mining infrastructure

�New Topographics: Withholding Judgement,� in Photography and Landscape, ed. Rod Giblett and Juha
Tolonen (Bristol, UK: Intellect, 2012), 156.

49. See: John Rohrbach, �Introduction,� in Reframing the New topographics, ed. Greg Foster-Rice and
John Rohrbach (Chicago: Center for American Places at Columbia College Chicago, 2010), xvii.

50. John Rohrbach notes that they �broke substantially from the outlook of Ansel Adams and Eliot
Porter that had dominated landscape practice over recent decades. Where Adams and Porter de�ned land-
scape as separate from humanity, to these younger photographers nature and humanity were interwoven�
ibid.

51. See: Tolonen, �New Topographics: Withholding Judgement,� 159.

52. See: ibid., 157. The exhibition greatly impacted the practice of landscape photography in the
United States and Europe, particularly through the work of Bernd and Hilla Becher and artists later
associated with the D�usseldorf School. The stylistic approach associated with `New Topographics' and
the �D�usseldorf School� also in�uenced the work of South African photographers, particularly through the
work of participant Stephen Shore, who has had particular in�uence on the work of a number of contem-
porary South African photographers discussed in this dissertation, including Brent Meistre, Daniel Naud�e,
and David Southwood. All three artists took part in a master class put on by Shore during a 2012 visit to
South Africa. The relevance of Shore's work is further indicated through the 2008 Iziko Museum of South
African Art show of his work, �Stephen Shore: Coloring American Photography,� which was the �rst solo
exhibition of work from an American Photographer in South Africa shown by the national gallery.
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and a materially impoverished community and natural environment. Through photographs

of people below laces of wire and mountains of mining debris, he looks at how the man-

altered landscape a�ects the movement and psyche of those most intimately connected to

its forms.

In her 1985 article, �Of Mother Nature and Malboro Men: An Inquiry Into the

Cultural Meanings of Landscape Photography,� photographer and critic Deborah Bright

challenged the formalist approach of work included in �New Topographics.� Bright

felt that the artists�in their respective attempts to dismantle associations with the

sublime and picturesque in the representation of the man-altered landscape�missed an

opportunity for thoughtful analysis. Sharply critical of the unyielding focus on form in

the exhibition she writes, �there is no �Form� outside of interpretation. Formal orders

are human structures and perceptions, not given essences.�53 Narrow attention to shape

and structure in the landscape have little utility, she argued: �Photographs of the strong

graphic lines of a blast furnace or pithead tell us nothing about the massive exporting

of industries to impoverished labor markets overseas and the devastated communities

left behind in South Chicago, Homestead, Youngstown, Schenectady.�54 Rather than

emphasize form, she argues that landscape photographers �have a stake in revealing� an

environment that �J.B. Jackson has called `a �eld of perpetual con�ict and compromise

between what is established by authority and what the vernacular insists on preferring.

This is a landscape, in other words, whose organization in the interests of authoritative

institutions is made explicit.�55 In support of her argument, Bright discusses a project

53. Bright, �Of Mother Nature and Marlboro Men: An inquiry into the cultural meanings of landscape
photography,� 134.

54. Ibid., 140.

55. Ibid., 130.
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Lisa Lewenz completed on the Three Mile Island nuclear plant, which documents the

facility through the eyes of residents who live adjacent to the plant. Bright writes:

Lewenz's framing of TMI's cooling towers by the literal framing of residents'
windows makes clear the links between public and private; between the
decisions of corporate, state and federal authorities and the men, women, and
children who end up as �collateral damage� in the case of an accident. Rather
than perpetuating the fantasy of landscapes as external to us, as things outside
of ourselves, Lewenz brings them �home� as contested social terrains.56

Yet, according to Bright, Lewenz remains an outlier within the broader �eld of landscape

photography, and pleads for further work that integrates reference to the social and

historical context of production.

Though aspects of Thabiso Sekgala's �Second Transition� series draw upon formalist

strategies aligned with New Topographics artists such as Robert Adams and Frank

Gohlke, his work more clearly exempli�es the approach Deborah Bright advocates for

in her article. Like Adams and Gohlke, who integrated manufactured forms such as

powerlines frame their compositions and indicate the presence of industry, Sekgala uses

the man-made, mined environment to frame and unify an examination of the Marikana

landscape. Laces of high-tension wire, for example, loom across his square frames and

fracture the sky into a tethered space above the workers. Sekgala's inspired attention to

form integrates a delicate poetry in the series, but his formal references to industry and

the man made are not neither the focus of his series or an assertion of neutrality towards

his subject matter. Though there are no images in �Second Transition� of strikes or the

violence against the workers, Sekgala intends for his photographs to comment on the

events that took place. He writes that he attempted: �to make the link with history of the

people of BaMagopa tribe and the current situation where 60 Miners lost their life after

being shot by the police. . . the events of Marikana mirror the Sharpeville massacre of the

56. Bright, �Of Mother Nature and Marlboro Men: An inquiry into the cultural meanings of landscape
photography,� 137.
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1960s. These photographs constitute evidence that history always repeats itself.�57 In this

sense, Sekgala uses landscape photography in an activist mode reminiscent of Struggle-era

photography. But rather than expose the direct actions of the state against the people�

through a representation of the Marikana protests�Sekgala draws upon landscape imagery

to reference and expose a history of structural oppression in South Africa carried out

through a core industry.

Moreover, in his re�ections on the work, Sekgala�like Bright�expresses misgivings

about the term �landscape� and the distance between what it connotes within the practice

of contemporary photography and what he documents through its visual language.

Sekgala emphasizes these points in conversation with historian Patricia Hayes:

TS: I was thinking about this word landscape. But I also feel a bit sad. I
come into this area and do landscapes but people living in those areas don't
really use that terminology. PH: What terminology do they use? TS: It's a
place!. . . I'm doing a project about landscape. It's a language I use maybe
in my practice, but in reality where I come from we don't use the word
landscape.58

For Sekgala, calling the area he documents a landscape represents a kind of luxury, in

that it enables the viewer to separate the social realities of the people that inhabit that

space from the space represented in the photograph. In �Second Transition� Sekgala

remains attentive to this con�ict, and uses the environment to create a landscape series

that will communicate the constraints imposed on residents by the powerful platinum

industry. For example, in photographs such as Untitled -5 (Fig. 3-18), Sekgala adapts

the forms of the environments he depicts to reveal aspects of the social setting. Subtly

and sensitively he contrasts the group of women and small dog brought together around

a small patch of shadow cast from the black umbrella against the openness of the arid

57. Emaho Magazine, �Thabiso Sekgala: Second Transition.�

58. Hayes and Sekgala, �Second Transition,� 9.
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Figure 3-18. Thabiso Sekgala, �Untitled - 5� from Second Transition series, 2012. Archival
pigment print.

environment, barren except for the thin tethers of electric wire that run parallel to the

parched horizon. Read against remaining images, this landscape photograph conveys

aspects of the social and economic position of Marikana residents, who, because of limited

employment opportunities, are tethered to life within an inhospitable landscape and only

minimally equipped to navigate it. As a metaphor for the mining industry, the umbrella

o�ers shade in exchange for restriction of movement and constant occupation of one's

hands.

The ways Sekgala's series speaks to Deborah Bright's concerns, ones arguably unan-

swered by the art world nearly thirty years after writing, highlight the innovative nature
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of South African landscape photography in the post-apartheid era. Bright advocated for

photographers to draw from the tradition of social documentary photography to create

landscapes that �stimulate new thinking about how to see landscapes as humanly orga-

nized.�59 Sekgala's project accomplishes this task without needing to �document� any one

particular story or otherwise provide viewers a voyeuristic glimpse into the community.

Keenly aware of the tropes of informal communities and the prevalence of such represen-

tations for domestic and international audiences, Sekgala struggled throughout his career

to create an authentic portrait of the dynamism and tenacity of these communities, a

presentation often at odds with the expectations of the global art market, in particular

those aimed at a young black photographer. Sean O'Toole cites an interview with Sekgala,

in which �Sekgala spoke about the indi�erence that met his photographs in Berlin. `People

want to see a certain picture of Africa,' he said, adding that he preferred to create subtle

work. `I think there's a lot of better stu� to photograph than this negative stu��better

than poverty and violence.' �60

3.4 Landscapes of Labor: Jerry Obakeng Gaegane and �Marang a Letsatsi�

An examination of photographers who explore the topic of mining in South Africa

provides important examples of the adaption of landscape imagery to advance dialog

related to social issues. Emerging photographer Jerry Obakeng Gaegane's project �Marang

a Letsatsi� (�To see the sun rise� in Tswana),61 illustrates this practice: the series presents

59. Bright, �Of Mother Nature and Marlboro Men: An inquiry into the cultural meanings of landscape
photography,� 137.

60. O'Toole, �Thabiso Sekgala: Suicide stills another rising star.�

61. Tswana is one of South Africa's eleven o�cial languages and is primarily spoken in the Northeast
region of the country. Gaegane describes his selection of the Tswana title: �Underground miners normally
leave their homes at four in the afternoon and work the whole night leaving the shaft at around four or
�ve the next morning. They say that to see the light of day is very important to them as it gives them
the `spirit of life', to live for another day and to be able to see the sun, in Tswana �Marang a Letsatsi�
(i.e. �To see the sun rise�). This is an important life philosophy when death is a constant threat.� Jerry
Obakeng Gaegane, Marang a Letsatsi (Johannesburg: Market Photography Workshop, 2013), 5.
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a mining landscape through the lens of labor. The role of labor�and indeed human

presences, particularly that of black South Africans�has remained a subject traditionally

absent from landscape photographs and paintings in South Africa, particularly works

produced in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Gaegane's series looks at

the informal mining industry in and around Johannesburg and he writes that his project

�attempts to explore traces or marks upon the landscape, natural or man-made, which

makes us wonder about the presence that made them. Mining is one such trace in our

history�it is the backbone of our society but it has been built upon the back and bodies

of many.�62 In �Marang a Letsatsi� Gaegane reveals a landscape through the framework of

its invisible presences: the people who shaped it through their labor.

Jerry Obakeng Gaebane (b. 1982) is a black photographer who was born and raised

in Zone seven in Meadowlands, Soweto, a township settlement adjacent to a mine dump.

Gaegane re�ects that photographing informal workers on disused mines recalled aspects

of his own experience growing up next to one of many tailing piles in Johannesburg: �I

remember the di�erent sounds that came to be associated with the mine dumps, like

the explosion of dynamite or the sound of motorbikes when used for races around the

dump. There were di�erent sounds during the day, especially on weekends, and sometimes

one could hear sounds by miners at night from underground.�63 Gaegane completed his

project in 2013 with support from an Edward Ruiz Mentorship fellowship64 he received

from the Market Photography Workshop, where he began studying photography in 2009.

Ilan Godfrey served as Gaegane's mentor for the project, and this relationship helped

62. Gaegane, Marang a Letsatsi , 5.

63. Ibid.

64. The Edward Ruiz Mentorship was established and sponsored by AngloGold Ashanti, a prominent
mining company in Johannesburg. The award is named in honor of Edward Ruiz, an American photojour-
nalist who lived and worked in South Africa, and is given annually to a graduate of the Market Photogra-
phy Workshop Advanced Programme. It provides a year of �nancial and mentorship support. At the end
of the year, recipients exhibit their �nal works at the Photo Workshop Gallery in Newtown, Johannesburg.
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Figure 3-19. Jerry Obakeng Gaegane,Untitled from Marang a Letsatsi series, 2013, archival
pigment print.Original caption: Motorbikers' tracks after their weekend rides
on the mine dumps. Durban Deep Mine, Roodepoort, 2013.

expose both photographers to current issues related to mining and its widespread impacts

in South Africa. In addition to his work related to informal mining, Gaegane also com-

pleted projects about workers who distribute coal and collect metal and steel in Soweto,

as well as individuals and families who live in hostels in a township in Potchefstroom.

These projects catalyzed his interest in using photography to pro�le communities created

through networks of informal trading.65

Illegal mining activities in South Africa have greatly increased in recent years in

response to high unemployment in South Africa and surrounding nations.66 Gaegane

65. Gaegane's project �Tsena on Hostels� received an honorable mention (runner-up status) for the 2015
Ernest Cole Award. The proposed work would extend his research into informal mining communities in
South Africa.

66. In South Africa between 25-30% of the population lacks employment and rates are higher for sur-
rounding countries. The Chamber of Mines estimates that 70% of illegal miners are also illegal immi-
grants, primarily citizens of Lesotho, Mozambique, and Zimbabwe. Chamber of Mines of South Africa,
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writes that his project �re�ects the hardship of unemployment in South Africa as people

turn to informal mining to eke out a living on the old obsolete mines of Johannesburg.�

Though rarely lucrative for individual miners, o�cials estimate that between 5-10% of

South Africa's annual gold production stems from illegal mining, extractions that result in

substantial loss of pro�ts from mining companies' annual revenues totaling over 72 billion

Rand67 for gold and close to 63 billion for platinum group metals.68 Large numbers of

illegal miners led to an increase in criminal and gang activity in the mines, and spurred

growth of crime syndicates who control markets for illegally-mined minerals.69 Working

conditions in the mines are hazardous, and risks such as collapsing shafts, underground

�res, and exposure to gases such as mercury vapors threaten the lives of miners who work

in the close to 4400 abandoned mines in and around Johannesburg.70 To gain entrance

to underground mining areas many illegal miners penetrate disused ventilation shafts,

and use dangerous explosives to remove barriers to sealed mine entrances or o�er bribes

to enter operating mines. Illegal miners typically access spaces at night and return above

ground daily, but others will stay underground for weeks or even months at a time. The

Illegal Mining in South Africa: Fact Sheet 2015, 2015, https://commondatastorage.googleapis.com/comsa/
illegal-mining.pdf.

67. At the time of writing the South African Rand (ZAR) was �uctuating in value agains the US Dollar
between 13 and 15 ZAR for one USD.

68. Chamber of Mines of South Africa, Illegal Mining in South Africa: Fact Sheet 2015 .

69. See: Gary Kynoch, �Marashea on the mines: Economic, social and criminal networks on the South
African gold �elds, 1947-1999,� Journal of Southern African Studies 26, no. 1 (2000): 79�103; Devon
Maylie, �South Africa Probes Illegal Mining Syndicates: Police Arrest Illegal Miners, Track Down King-
pins,� Wall Street Journal, February 18, 2014, accessed December 1, 2015, http : / /www .wsj . com/articles /
SB10001424052702304675504579390650772793532.

70. See: Devon Maylie, �Dangerous Economy Thirves in South Africa's Abandoned Gold Mines,� Wall
Street Journal, 2014-08-24, Maylie describes the process with which miners are exposed to mercury vapors:
�To re�ne the rocks (miners) will crush and wash them with water and bleach, then burn them in a mix-
ture with liquid mercury. A study done by South Africa's Council for Scienti�c and Industrial Research
found that illegal miners exposed to mercury vapors had an 80% chance of mercury entering the blood
stream, which can damage the central nervous system.�, accessed December 1, 2015, http://www.wsj.com/
articles/dangerous-economy-thrives-in-south-africas-abandoned-gold-mines-1408933804.
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Figure 3-20. Jerry Obakeng Gaegane, Booysens from Marang a Letsatsi series, 2013,
archival pigment print.

work is arduous and life threatening, and Gaegane writes that he aims for his work to

�document these struggles of humanity� within an entire industry that �exists around

trying to �nd a granule of gold.�71

�Marang a Letsatsi� begins with a panoramic photograph of an eroding mine dump

outside the Durban Deep Mine in Roodeport (Fig. 3-19). The image shows a yellowed

hillside etched with motorcycle tracks that traverse the surface of the loose tailings. The

ridges of the pile re�ect a higher chroma or intensity of color than the tailings below, and

lit beneath an overcast sky, the dump glows eerily against the muted green and blue tones

in the image. No people are pictured in the composition, but the makeshift bike courses

indicate that the space is used for recreation or as a pathway between areas. 72

71. Gaegane, Marang a Letsatsi , 5.

72. The photograph recalls the open landscape images associated with New Topographics photographers
such as Joe Deal, who portrayed the expanding suburban landscape from above to showcase its perme-
ation into the natural environment, as well as the work of Robert Adams.
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Figure 3-21. Jerry Obakeng Gaegane, Informal Surface Miners, Booysens from Marang a
Letsatsi series, 2013, archival pigment print.

The photographs that follow pro�le informal miners�none of whom are named or

repeated in other photographs�at work in rivers, dumps, and disused shafts. Nearly all of

the images portray workers in relation to their environment; Gaegane frames them against

sites that �becom[e] a home where some surface miners live, sleep and relax� (Fig. 3-20)

and at work alongside the rivers and tailings (Fig. 3-21) where they �drain soil and water�

and �assess potential gold residues.�73 As Gaegane moves closer to his subjects with his

camera, he lowers his body so that individuals sit above the horizon line and assume a

greater weight and agency within the frame (Fig. 3-22). Also, Gaegane photographed

the majority of his images in late afternoon light on clear days, so that his photographs

are bright, his colors saturated�so that crisp orange, red and blue plastic pails contrast

against yellow hues in the dump ridges�and the rich textures of rock and sand are

emphasized. All of these formal decisions combine to create an expressive, digni�ed color

73. Gaegane, Marang a Letsatsi , 47.
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Figure 3-22. Jerry Obakeng Gaegane, Legomosha, Informal Surface Miner, Booysens from
Marang a Letsatsi series, 2013, archival pigment print.

portrait of an industry invisible to most South Africans and derided by industry o�cials.

In �Marang a Letsatsi,� Gaegane contextualizes the labor of the miners through his

presentation of the landscape as rich environment made up of what critic Percy Zvomuya

describes as �always expanding vistas� in which the ��gures of miners. . . disrupt or reorder

the monotony of these landscapes�74

Images such as Untitled (Fig. 3-23) show how Gaegane adapts landscape conventions

to portray a landscape through the labor of those who work and shape it. In this image

74. Zvomuya, Percy, �The lure of past riches,� Mail & Guardian, October 25, 2013, accessed December 2,
2015, http://mg.co.za/article/2013-10-25-00-the-lure-of-past-riches.
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Gaegane frames a closely cropped hand of a �Zama-Zama�75 miner against a neutral

brown-colored background. Eight round granules of gold sit within the recess of the

cupped palm, dwarfed against the patterning of wrinkles and folds in the skin. A shallow

depth-of-�eld leaves only a small band of the image middleground in focus, a gesture that

draws further attention to the tiny pebbles. Against the blurred background the heel,

�ngers, and open palm analogize the forms of a rural landscape: the hand heel mimics

rolling hills stacked against an open horizon, the indentations and callouses of the palm

recalls rocky sheers and crevasses, and the supple mounds of skin echo grassy raises in

a rural valley surface. The scale of the gold granules in relation to the cupped palm

further echo the disproportionate amount of labor needed to extract minuscule returns.

Gaegane composes his photograph such that the single hand acts as a synecdoche for

many, unpictured hands that create the informal mining environment.

Gaegane's series �ts into a broader visual discussion of illegal mining in Africa, and

the use of landscape photographs to examine the social nuances of this trade. Nigerian

photographer George Osodi pro�led a group of informal gold miners in Ghana in his

series, �De Money.� Similar to Gaegane, Osodi pictures the workers engaged in the

labor-intensive task of �nding residual gold in former mines and highlights the harsh

conditions these individuals endure. Unlike Gaegane, however, Osodi's images rarely

show or engage a horizon line. His photographs of people tend to be close-up, angled, and

focused on details, such as the form of a shoe, face, or gesture, such as a person throwing

a bucket. These formal decisions add dynamism to Osodi's series and give visual weight

to the narrative of mining itself (Fig. 3-24 & 3-25). Osodi's approach di�ers from that of

Gaegane, whose images portray the South African informal industry as a more clandestine,

quiet a�air.

75. Zama-Zama derives from a Zulu term meaning �to try.�
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Figure 3-23. Jerry Obakeng Gaegane, Untitled from Marang a Letsatsi series, 2013,
archival pigment print. Original caption: Caption: Many informal miners
[who] originate from countries like Mozambique, Zimbabwe and Lesotho come
to South Africa to �nd work. Many of them come to Gauteng, the city of
gold.

Critic Rouad Ashfour observes that for Gaegane �photography is part of a larger

process of documenting local unauthorized knowledge and making it available to a larger

South African public discourse.�76 Gaegane reveals his subjects as social actors who

actively shape the landscape that he pictures in �Marang a Letsatsi.� Through his blending

of landscape photography and photo-documentary, Gaegane challenges his viewer to

engage with the landscape he portrays by confronting those who work in it, and not

simply gaze out upon it. As Percy Zvomuya observes, �Gaegane's exhibition forces us to

76. Ashfour, Fouad, �The Sound of Photography,� in Marang a Letsatsi (Johannesburg: Market Photog-
raphy Workshop, 2013), 23.
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Figure 3-24. George Osodi, Untitled from De Money series, 2009, fuji crystal archival
print.

consider and rethink the city and its origins and the young men and women who descend

from all over Southern Africa on the city for its gold�or what's left of it.�77

This chapter has analyzed the work of three South African photographers who look

at the subject of mining and its myriad impacts in a post-apartheid setting. None of these

artists presents a conventional portrait of mineral mines, their pro�le on the landscape,

or of those who work in them. Instead, each adapts landscape images to foreground some

aspect of the industry that remains invisible to a majority of South Africans. Ilan Godfrey

pieces together a mining landscape through views of its impacts on workers, communities,

and the environment, and Thabiso Sekgala visually analogizes that way in which the

mining industry has inscribed a restrictive system of power within the landscape, and,

more speci�cally, onto those residents tied to it. Finally, Jerry Obkeng Gaegane portrays

the landscape through the informal systems of labor that build around the industry. Each

77. Zvomuya, Percy, �The lure of past riches.�
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Figure 3-25. George Osodi, Untitled from De Money series, 2009, fuji crystal archival
print.

artist engages his viewer through dynamic compositions, but encourages them to derive

their own narratives and meanings by viewing the spaces in which mines operate and

have in�uence. Together, the work of these three photographers exemplify the diversity of

landscape works in South Africa, further point to ways landscape images have absorbed

aspects of the social documentary tradition, and make clear the utility of landscape

photography in advancing nuanced perspectives of the land and its material uses.
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CHAPTER 4
BETWEEN SOCIAL DOCUMENTARY AND A GLOBAL AESTHETIC: THE USE OF

LANDSCAPE BY EARLY-CAREER SOUTH AFRICAN PHOTOGRAPHERS

4.1 Introduction

Critical landscape photography draws upon three verities: geography, autobiography,

and metaphor, says Robert Adams. Each component cannot independently sustain an

image: �geography is, if taken alone, sometimes boring, autobiography is frequently trivial,

and metaphor can be dubious.�1 But in combination these pillars �strengthen each other

and reinforce what we all work to keep intact�an a�ection for life.� Adams emphasizes

the importance of the artist's personal journey, and casts the landscape photograph as a

product of a personal search�a representation of a series of questions from the artist that

seek to align place, self, and history. The presence of the artist in the work, he argues, is

necessarily generated from their engagement with the space.

Many young South African photographers choose landscape over portraiture or social

documentary genres, for example, precisely because it allows them to blend autobiog-

raphy, geography, and broad social metaphor. In the historical chronology of modern

South Africa, these artists are caught between the generation who lived as adults during

apartheid, and the �born-frees,� a young generation who never knew life under apartheid.

Photographers of this �in-between generation� question how to produce work that is mean-

ingful for themselves and a South African audience, while succeeding as an internationally

recognized artist. Trained by apartheid-era photographers who used photography to draw

attention to social and political injustice, young artists were encouraged to document the

landscape as a space in which inequities play out and are sustained. But just as South

African society began to engage the world again after sanctions and boycotting of the

1. Robert Adams, Beauty in Photography: Essays in defense of traditional values (New York: Aperture,
1989), 14.
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apartheid regime, a new generation of South African photographers encountered interna-

tional trends in contemporary photography and participated in exhibitions, residencies,

and organizations across Africa and beyond. Among the array of global practices was

a di�erent way to depict landscape: as a series of monumental forms in a calculated

visual language reminiscent of abstract painting�metaphorical, aesthetically-rich, and

emotionally neutral.

Three South African artists�Vincent Bezuidenhout, Renzske Scholtz, and Monique

Pelser��t Adams' model: they use landscape images to �nd alignment or clarity between

themselves, the social and political history of their country, and its land. Each simultane-

ously uses landscape photographs to organize their relationship to South African spaces

and create open, accessible works for viewers to analyze themselves. In �Separate Ameni-

ties,� Bezuidenhout examines how segregated recreational areas inscribed racism into the

landscape and questions his connection to the beach areas he visited as a youth. In her

series �The Farm,� Scholtz uses triptychs to combine archival imagery, contemporary pho-

tographs, and personal artifacts from a family property that was bought by the apartheid

state and used as a prisoner camp. Pelser locates and photographs views painted by

prominent Afrikaans painter, J.H. Pierneef, in the early 1930s for the Johannesburg

Station Panels.

This chapter examines work from these three artists that advances the thesis that

landscapes�rather than other photographic genres�o�er young South African photogra-

phers a forum in which to blend and pay tribute to otherwise competing in�uences. The

landscape medium generates a space in which artists such as Bezuidenhout, Scholtz, and

Pelser can mediate and explore their relationships to South African spaces and engage the

history of photography in South Africa�especially the in�uence of the social documentary

tradition in a post-apartheid art-making context�all while developing their identities as

professional artists with the global sensitivity native to their generation.
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Each of these photographers are connected to a long history of artistic training in

South Africa by virtue of their academic art degrees and�as has long been typical of the

South African academic art community�being white. In contrast to their predecessors,

however, these artists address concerns that are common within a generation of photog-

raphers and that transcend racial and educational backgrounds. Speci�cally, these three

artists use landscape imagery to explore what it means to create socially-engaged photog-

raphy for both South African audiences and a global art market. More than their personal

backgrounds, their navigation of competing generational views of photography and the role

of the photographer binds them together as a representative sample.

4.2 Vincent Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities,� and the Constructed

Landscape

A stretch of patchy grass extends across the frame in Vincent Bezuidenhout's over

six-foot photograph, Monwabisi Resort #2 (Fig. 4-1). The hillside occupies nearly half of

the image and �lls the work with its muted mix of pale green grass tones, brown areas of

dead vegetation, and bleached piles of sand. The colors of the ground and sky pale against

the bright hues of picnic furniture and heavy shade of the paved lot at the base of the

frame. The environment appears tired, desaturated, and long absent of people.

A dynamic repetition of forms in the photograph contrasts with the drab palette and

animates the image. White parking lanes �le diagonally together and move the viewer

across and out of the frame. The soft undulation of the dune trades against the rectilinear

forms in the small fence separating the picnic area from unseen beach. An open section of

grass on the left side of the photograph creates a complimentary negative space against

the collection of picnic tables and stools grouped together on the right. No water is visible

in the image; a blue plastic trashcan forms the closest analogy to the vivid ocean behind

the picnic area.

The highly structured composition and tightly controlled palette indicate that the

photograph shows an artistic interpretation of the beachside space. Bezuidenhout restricts
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Figure 4-1. Vincent Bezuidenhout, Monwabisi Resort #2, 2011, archival pigment ink on
Cotton Paper, 31.5 x 79 in. Original caption: This picnic area in Monwabisi
was built in 1986 as a recreational area for the 'black' population of
Khayelitsha.

our view of the coastline by positioning the strip of land as a barrier within the frame.

The formal organization of the image leaves no point of entry for the viewer; our eyes

move from one group of tables to the next, but never beyond the fenced perimeter of the

picnic space. He contrasts the high chroma plastic cans and tables against wilted turf.

The photograph represents an actual environment near Khayelitsha, a township outside of

Cape Town,2 but Bezuidenhout builds the image as a re�ection of the area's design: as a

space to contain and manage black South Africans who wanted access to the beach during

the apartheid era.

Bezuidenhout describes the function of the space during apartheid in a caption: �This

picnic area in Monwabisi was built in 1986 as a recreational area for the `black' population

of Khayelitsha.� The caption provides information to interpret the view, and transforms

the photograph from a decontextualized collection of rich and dampened colors and shapes

2. The township of Khayelitsha lies 25 kilometers outside of Cape Town between the N2 highway and
False Bay. The name translates to �new home� in the isiXhosa and references its establishment in 1983 as
a resettlement zone for �legal� residents living in squatter camps or other existing townships closer to the
city.
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into something more sinister. Knowledge of the place sets a heavy tone; the overcast sky

and unkempt lawn with bare patches conveys restriction, sadness, and neglect.

Along with many named and unnamed policy antecedents, Apartheid was opera-

tionally a spatial policy that sought explicit control over how the people of South Africa

lived on, moved about, and used the landscape.3 In his photographs Vincent Bezuiden-

hout illustrates both the spatial pattern of apartheid on the landscape and the level of

control it exerted on personal and social lives. The legacies of apartheid continue to be

widely felt through spatial regulations concretized in city planning and other acts of civil

engineering, such as: the building of settlements far from city and transportation centers,

lack of infrastructure in non-white communities, and limited access to natural resources

needed to create sustainable communities. Stephen Berrisford writes that �To varying

degrees, each town or city in South Africa re�ects not only an unequal distribution of

infrastructure, amenities and accessibility, but the distances between the places in which

the poor and the well-o� live exacerbate that inequality.�4

Vincent Bezuidenhout began his study of the medium in Bloemfontein, where he was

born into an Afrikaans-speaking household in 1978. He studied at the Central University

of Technology and earned a Bachelor's degree before moving Cape Town for graduate

school. After earning his MFA from the Michaelis School of Art in 2011, he traveled

extensively with fellowship support, notably the Tierney Fellowship in 2010 and the School

3. For a discussion of apartheid as a politics of space, see: Jennifer Robinson, The power of Apartheid:
state, power and space in South African cities (Oxford: Butterworth-Heinemann, 1996); Jennifer Robin-
son, �The apartheid city and beyond,� chap. Power, space and teh city: historical re�ections on apartheid
and post-apartheid urban orders in Urbanization and Social Change in South Africa, ed. David Smith
(London: Routledge, 1992), 293�303; Ronald J Davies, �The spatial formation of the South African city,�
GeoJournal 2 (1981): 59�72.

4. Stephen Berrisford, �Unravelling apartheid spatial planning legislation in South Africa,� Urban Fo-
rum 22, no. 3 (2011): 249; Brian King further observes: �South Africa has experienced centuries of social
and spatial regulation that make it a particularly �tting example of the complex and reciprocal links be-
tween space and livelihood.� See: Brian King, �Spatialising livelihoods: resource access and livelihood
spaces in South Africa,� Transactions of the Institute of British Geographers 36, no. 2 (2011): 300.
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of the Visual Arts Photo Global program in 2013.5 The majority of Bezuidenhout's

work presents South African places and issues, though he has spent a large portion of his

professional career abroad in New York. His international experience in the U.S., England,

and elsewhere in the African continent shaped his use of photography to address complex

issues such as surveillance and censorship.6 In his 2011 series �Separate Amenities,�

Bezuidenhout brings together contemporary views of coastal recreation areas erected

during the 1970s and 1980s for use by white, black, or coloured persons. The richly colored

images pro�le structures in various states of disrepair set against the natural environments

the areas were intended to segregate. The sites appear consistent throughout the series;

he photographed each location in subdued lighting conditions, at a distance from the

camera�in a manner reminiscent of a surveyor�and without people in the frame.

Bezuidenhout describes the photographs in �Separate Amenities� as constructions,

referring both to his technique and his concept for the series. Images came from just two

large-format frames per site, taken after multiple site visits. He ascribes importance to

his slow, labor-intensive methods for the series, and emphasizes his role in shaping the

�nal photograph. Bezuidenhout describes how he adjusted the large-format camera and

the importance of his own mindset in creating the image.7 The deliberation in each step

5. The Tierney Fellowship and PhotoGlobal residency are fellowships used by many South African pho-
tographers to support post-graduate work in photography. In a nation where support for visual arts is
minimally available, opportunities such as these provide key assistance to early career artists.

6. Vincent Bezuidenhout cites South African photographer Svea Josephy and American photographer
Stephen Shore as key in�uences for his work and now describes himself as an artist who divides his time
between Cape Town and New York.

7. Re�ecting on his process, Bezuidenhout writes: ". . . using a slower and more re�ective device such as
the view camera has aided me in structuring my images. A view camera is a bulky and unwieldy piece of
equipment that takes time to set up and to create a photograph with. It is therefore necessary for me to
have a far clearer idea of my composition and intention before taking the photograph than with a hand-
held camera. Because of the nature of the camera and the way one is forced to work with it, composing
the image became a more deliberate act. Composing on the camera's ground glass screen also led to an
increase in the rectilinear nature of the compositions.� Vincent Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities: Topo-
graphics of Recreational Spaces in South Africa� (Masters of Fine Arts, University of Cape Town, 2011),
34.
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underscores the reason Bezuidenhout decided to begin work on the series in the �rst place:

he wanted to look at the spaces, study them, and see what he could learn: �At the time,

I wanted to look in; and at the same time see everything. I remember when I was doing

th[e] project I always felt I could never see enough. I always wanted to see more in a single

image.�8 For Bezuidenhout, close observation of the recreation areas held a promise of

revealing something about the people who made them. �If the landscape re�ects the will of

those in power, however they saw it �t to construct it,� he says, �and you have us moving

through that space. . . I am interested in if we are even aware of it and how we interact

with it.�9 In a �nal layer of construction, Bezuidenhout added captions to indicate for

whom each space was designed; the introduced material turns each photograph into a

composite work.

By representing the areas as large-scale color prints, Bezuidenhout felt he could

broadly isolate and examine these places that shift in purpose over time. He notes that

he �began by photographing what I. . . referred to as `middle' spaces. These can be de�ned

as spaces which seem to function outside of `normal' society and which seem to �uctuate

in function. I realised that in trying to understand these sites for myself, they all exuded

a strangeness and unfamiliarity.�10 Here, Bezuidenhout describes the areas as �middle�

spaces that operated in response to forces outside society, and emphasizes the way these

places continue to feel disconnected from contemporary South African coastal areas.

The strangeness and unfamiliarity Bezuidenhout felt inside the recreational areas

motivated him to look closely at the spaces and explore them for clues of their creation. �I

was interested in if these structures could reveal anything of the people who made them. I

realized that I am more interested in if the landscape can re�ect, kind of the mentality of

8. Vincent Bezuidenhout, Interview with author, June 10, 2015.

9. Ibid.

10. Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities: Topographics of Recreational Spaces in South Africa,� 33.
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those that constructed it during that time, if there's any trace of that, if the landscape can

really retain that history.�11 He also identi�es an interest in the in�uence recreation areas

exerted on those who planned and used them and how they operate in a post-apartheid

setting. He asks: �How did recreational areas shape the identities of those who visited

them? How did recreational spaces re�ect the attitudes of those who created them? How

do these recreational spaces function today?�12 The remnant recreational structures

etched into the landscape present a �xed point through which Bezuidenhout may consider

his questions about the impact of the structures, as well as his own memories of them

growing up under apartheid.

4.2.1 The Politics of Space in "Separate Amenities"

The title of the series��Separate Amenities��references a piece of petty but explicitly

spatial apartheid legislation,13 the Reservation of Separate Amenities Act of 1953, which

spurred construction of separate facilities for di�erent racial groups from buses to stadi-

ums, restrooms, cemeteries, post o�ces, and benches.14 Petty apartheid laws empowered

city authorities to enforce segregation on an intimate level that created a psychological di-

vide between races and deeply a�ected non-white South Africans by governing all aspects

of their daily lives. Such legislative acts forged deep psychological �ssures onto the citizens

they were created to regulate, and established a situation that artist William Kentridge

11. Bezuidenhout, Interview with author .

12. Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities: Topographics of Recreational Spaces in South Africa,� 27.

13. The term �petty apartheid� references racial segregation enforced in public places and entities, such
as: hotels, transportation, and restaurants. Petty apartheid laws that regulated every day interactions
contrasted against �grand apartheid,� which established separate homeland areas and required citizens to
register on the basis of race.

14. Other petty apartheid laws include the Prohibition of Mixed Marriages Act of 1949 and the Immoral-
ity act of 1950.
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described as being at once �so full of contradiction and disruption.�15 The divisions formed

through petty apartheid laws were denoted through signage and other spatial markers,

frameworks notably explored by South African photographer Ernest Cole in his seminal

work, House of Bondage, a documentary series that visually represented the impact of

these laws on black South Africans.

Imposing segregation of the races through natural barriers has a long history in

South Africa�in 1660 the Dutch settler Jan van Riebeeck ordered the manipulation

of a notorious bitter almond hedge to barricade the nascent Cape colony from the in-

digenous Khoikhoi and their cattle. Three centuries later, apartheid o�cials sought to

partition spaces on a much larger scale, often adapting landscape features to organize

and underscore divisions outlined in grand apartheid legislative acts such as the Group

Areas Act of 1950 and the Population Registration Act of 1950. Topographic features

such as mountains, hills, and rivers seemingly authorized the carving up of land outlined

by the apartheid state.16 With respect to coastlines, allotting sections to speci�c racial

groups allowed apartheid o�cials to form racial groups into a virtual barriers in and of

themselves.17

15. William Kentridge, �Five Drawings,� in From South Africa: new writing, photographs, and art, ed.
David Bunn and Jane Taylor (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988), 83.

16. Other uses of natural features to support a division of settlements based on race occurred in cities
such as Port Elizabeth, where the Swartkop estuary and escarpment were used to form a bu�er between
communities. In Johannesburg and other cities, o�cials also used the Central Business District as a type
of industrial barrier to separate out non-white residents from white residents. See: Ronald J Davies,
�The spatial formation of the South African city,� GeoJournal 2 (1981): 59�72; In Cape Town black and
coloured residents were forcibly removed from District 6, a neighborhood within the arms of the City
Bowl to the Cape Flats, a �ood-prone area on the outskirts of the bowl beyond the mountainous Devil's
Peak and away from the view of white residents. See: Franco Frescura, Deconstructing the Apartheid City,
accessed December 10, 2015, http://www.sahistory.org.za/franco/urban-issues-apartheid-city.htm.

17. See: Kevin Durrheim and John Dixon, �The role of place and metaphor in racial exclusion: South
Africa's beaches as sites of shifting racialization,� Ethnic and Racial Studies 24, no. 3 (2001): 433�450.
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Bezuidenhout documents a number of natural barriers adopted by Apartheid o�cials

to sanction the allotting of coastlines to speci�c racial groups in his series. The photo-

graph, Oudekraal (Fig. 4-2), depicts a recreational area that lies between Camps Bay

and Llandudno outside Cape Town. O�cials built the site for white residents, though;

as Bezuidenhout notes in his caption, coloured South Africans used the area illegally.

The image shows a level, grassy opening nestled in between fynbos18 trees and scrub,

and large, smooth boulders. A small access point to the bay opens at one corner, and

seawater curls around the wall of rock that protects the recreational space. A few stone

picnic tables are visible, as are two colored in�atable castles, attributes that indicate the

space is in-use and tended. Seen from above, the area appears cut-o�, small, and isolated.

The densely grown vegetation and tall rocks shelter the area from the ocean and other

development along the coast and o�ers a desirable immersion into nature.

Taken from the position of a surveyor�who looks at topographic features within the

context of the broader landscape�Bezuidenhout's photograph emphasizes the seclusion of

the area and adds a sense of apartness to the scene through his distanced interpretation.

�By often using an elevated viewpoint and distance,� he writes, �it was my intention

to set up a relationship between viewer and image, as if from a surveyor or planner's

viewpoint. This was done in order to comment on how these areas were initially viewed,

chosen and set out by apartheid planners.�19 No roads or parking area are visible in

18. The South African fynbos is the smallest of six botanical kingdoms recognized worldwide. The term
�fynbos� means ��ne-leaved plants� in Dutch, and references an ecoregion in Western Cape province where
over 8,500 species of vascular plants are found, 68% percent of which are endemic to the area. The fyn-
bos contains richer concentration of �ora than any comparable sized location in the African continent,
surpassing many tropical forest region in species richness; it covers 0.08% of the world's land surface, but
contains about 3% of the world's plants. See: WWF Global, Fynbos, accessed December 12, 2015, http :
//wwf.panda.org/about_our_earth/ecoregions/fynbos.cfm; Ladislav Mucina and Michael C Rutherford, The
vegetation of South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland (South African National Biodiversity Institute, 2006).

19. Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities: Topographics of Recreational Spaces in South Africa,� 40.
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Figure 4-2. Vincent Bezuidenhout, Oudekraal, 2011, Archival Pigment Ink on Cotton
Paper, 31.5 x 39 in. Original caption: Despite being previously reserved for the
exclusive use of the `white' population during apartheid, Oudekraal, situated
between Camps Bay and Llandudno, was often illegally used by `coloured'
families at this time.

the frame, nor are people present.20 The overcast sky further stills the scene, and even

the breaking waves against the rocks appear calm and contained. Today, the Oudekraal

beach forms part of Table Mountain National Park, a preserved area managed by the

South African National Parks association. Tourist magazines and websites market the

beach area as a hidden gem of Cape Town, as an area that o�ers �views [that] are not

20. Of his decision to exclude people in his images, Bezuidenhout writes that he: �Following Robert
Adams' example I have mostly excluded people in my images in order to focus on the structure of the
recreational landscape, which seems to me to have been built with very little consideration for the peo-
ple who were expected to use it, and by extension comments on how the construction of place has also
been used to construct an identity of the other.� Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities: Topographics of
Recreational Spaces in South Africa,� 11.
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interrupted and. . . sections are kept separate and private by the milkwood trees. The small

sandy beach is surrounded by boulders that shelter the cove, creating a swimming area

with gentle swells.�21 Images of the beach in popular lifestyle magazines and guidebooks

showcase a sunny, quiet cove with placid waters set against views of the twelve Apostle

Mountains that extend south from the city. In contrast, Bezuidenhout's photograph

crops out the beach, and dampens the green vegetation by emphasizing the blue cast

from the cloudy weather. Without recreational signi�ers, the area appears secluded,

vulnerable and tenuous against the natural features in the frame. Nearly all images

in �Separate Amenities� were photographed under cloud-�lled skies, a decision which

Bezuidenhout believes emphasizes the dislocation of the spaces: �Most of my images have

been taken in overcast conditions, in what seems to look like a foreign light. The South

African landscape is often represented in bright sunlight and it is unusual to see overcast

representations of the landscape.�22

In Oudekraal Bezuidenhout draws attention to coastline as a managed environment,

and uses lighting, composition, and viewpoint to create a comparative analogy between

the formed apartheid ideology and the fabricated areas. Photography historian Liz

Wells observes that: �There is a key distinction between `land' and `landscape'. In

principle, land is a natural phenomenon, although most land has been subjected to

extensive human intervention. `Landscape' is a cultural construct.�23 In photographing

the spaces, Bezuidenhout uses a distanced viewpoint and process, alterations that form an

interpretation that supports his concept: �my intention is to show that it is society that

constructs the meanings attached to the landscape; those who created separate amenities

21. Cape Town Magazine, �A little piece of ocean paradise,� Cape Town Magazine, 2012, accessed De-
cember 10, 2015, http://www.capetownmagazine.com/oudekraal.

22. Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities: Topographics of Recreational Spaces in South Africa,� 40.

23. Wells, Photography: a critical introduction, 295.
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had a speci�c ideology by which they created this landscape. The land by itself does not

have meaning, but one can attach meaning to it through one's interaction and, in this

case, alteration of the landscape.�24 Apartheid o�cials sought to employ natural features

to structure their view of natural order and con�rm their use of race as an absolute �lter.

Bezuidenhout responds to these constructions through a photographic genre that naturally

blends geographic description and metaphor, but fails to evidence anything about the

spaces other than his own interpretation of them.

4.2.2 "Separate Amenities" in an Art Historical Context

An approach to landscape photography that acknowledges and celebrates awareness

of its construction di�ers greatly from perceptions of the genre as a means to objectively

describe an environment, or to advance an imperialist agenda�both of which account

for a large portion of applications of landscape photography in South Africa during past

centuries. Bezuidenhout's methods are closely associated with members of the D�usseldorf

school of Photography, which includes German photographers Andreas Gursky, Thomas

Ru�, Thomas Demand, Thomas Struth, and Candida H�ofer. Known for their large-scale,

color explorations of stores, museums, libraries, and building exteriors, artists such as

Gursky and Struth employ image manipulations as interpretive strategies. A critical

attribute of all D�usseldorf School artists is their emphasis on objectivity and a desire

to let the forms and structures in the landscape take on greater narrative power over

any meaning imparted in the image content. Their photographs are criticized for being

�deadpan,� �detached,� and �boring;� they foreground color, shape, and design over critical

content. Their images do not aim to motivate the viewer to act or otherwise interpret a

particular meaning into the constructed scenes or portraits. Indeed, their photographs

coalesce around an interpretation of documentary photography as �ctions based on facts,

a viewpoint that visually stimulates more than it informs or educates. D�usseldorf School

24. Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities: Topographics of Recreational Spaces in South Africa,� 33.
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methodologies are based on the work of Bernd and Hilla Becher, conceptual artists known

for their photographic typologies of the German industrial landscape made from the 1960s

through the 1980s.25 Like Bezuidenhout, the Bechers photographed on overcast days that

limited shadows and revealed surfaces in soft textures and never included people in their

photographs.

Bezuidenhout acknowledges the profound in�uence of D�usseldorf School artists on

his Separate Amenities series. From certain of these photographers, Andreas Gursky in

particular, he draws insight into the ways in which a documentary image can explore its

own construction, a self-re�exivity he extends metaphorically to the exploration of arti�-

cial coastal barriers. Writing of the D�usseldorf School photographers and their impact on

his work, Bezuidenhout observes: �These artists' works are characterized by an aesthetic

that on �rst reading purports to be a document of `reality', but many of the images are

highly constructed views in which scenery is altered, imagery is manipulated and situ-

ations are staged in order for the photographers to present their own interpretation of

these scenes.�26 He continues: �Gursky's imagery seems to ask, what kind of nature have

we created for ourselves?�27 While not all photographers associated with the D�usseldorf

School inform Bezuidenhout's work, the visual links between his photographs and the work

of Andreas Gursky is clear. In Gursky's process, for example, Bezuidenhout �nds example

and theoretical grounding for altering landscape photographs in order to highlight the

ways views of the environment are constructed and mediated by cultural context.

25. The Bechers documented grain silos, gas tanks, cooling towers, water towers, and other structures
using consistent processes aimed at removing their subjectivity. Emphasis on objectivity in their work
drew from minimalist and conceptual art movements in the 1960s as well as European photographic prac-
tices of the post-WWI years, speci�cally New Objectivity in Germany and processes employed by German
photographers Karl Blossfeldt, Albert Renger-Patzsch, and August Sander. For further discussion of the
Bechers and their in�uence on subsequent generations of the photographers, see: Susanne Lange and
Jeremy Gaines, Bernd and Hilla Becher: life and work (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007).

26. Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities: Topographics of Recreational Spaces in South Africa,� 22.

27. Ibid., 24.
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Figure 4-3. Vincent Bezuidenhout, Soetwater Resort, 2011, Archival Pigment Ink on
Cotton Paper, 31.5 x 39 in. Original caption: Occupying a narrow strip of land
between the sea and Slangkop lighthouse, Soetwater resort was reserved for the
exclusive use of the `coloured' population during apartheid. This resort was
more recently used to provide shelter for people during the xenophobic attacks
of 2009.

Many of Bezuidenhout's images resonate visually with those of Gursky, most notably

his interpretation of Soetwater Resort (Fig. 4-3). Here, Bezuidenhout frames a tract of

ocean between a vibrant section of green turf and a muted sky and splits his composition

into thirds. The horizon lines are empty of people or ships, and it is unclear where the

recreation area begins and ends. In his caption he notes that the space�a narrow strip of

land�was reserved for use by coloured South Africans during apartheid, and most recently

as shelter for persons at risk in the 2009 xenophobic attacks.28 Bezuidenhout's large-scale

28. The 2008 and 2009 xenophobic attacks targeted foreigners residing in South Africa accused of taking
jobs away from local stakeholders. South African mobs targeted immigrants from Mozambique, Zimbabwe,
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seascape visually recalls Gursky's massive 1999 image, Rhein II (Fig. 4-4), which depicts

a section of the Rhine River split between horizontal sweeps of grass and grey, overcast

sky.29 The frontality of the image is overhwhelming; the end-to-end swathes of color

disquiet the otherwise tranquil scene through an unstable scale. Gursky acknowledged

having made substantial image manipulations in developing the print; he removed people

and a factory, and asserted that �a �ctitious construction was required to provide an

accurate image of the modern river.�30 [Gursky could have manipulated the image to

remove people and the factory in a number of ways, but most likely did so through

Photoshop. In this software a number of tools such as those for selections, cloning, and

blending allow for a relatively seamless copying of pixels for insertion elsewhere in an

image.]The two photographs condense views of water bodies into a formal discussion of

component parts; both Gursky and Bezuidenhout distill the visual trope of the romantic

seascape into an equation of shape and color analogous to a minimalist painting, and in

doing so decontextualize the scenes into place-less representations.

Yet, though Bezuidenhout's images retain characteristics of Gursky's panoramic works

and he adopts a theoretical approach associated with the D�usseldorf School, he departs

from their example by clearly attending to the content of his images. �I am not that kind

of photographer who can. . . have the list and tick it o� as they go along;� he says, �I am

and Malawi. In May 2008, over 60 foreigners were senselessly killed and several hundred were injured. In
November 2009 close to 3000 Zimbabwean citizens living in an informal settlement in the Western Cape
were displaced by violence and were forced to seek shelter elsewhere. For a discussion of these events and
the ways in which they re�ect broader tensions within post-Apartheid South Africa see: Belinda Dodson,
�Locating xenophobia: debate, discourse, and everyday experience in Cape Town, South Africa,� Africa
Today 56, no. 3 (2010): 2�22.

29. In 2011 Rhein II sold to anonymous buyer for $4.3 million dollars, making it the most expensive
photograph ever sold.

30. Florence Waters, �Photograph by Andreas Gursky breaks auction record,� The Daily Telegraph,
November 2011,
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Figure 4-4. Andres Gursky, Rhein II, 1999, C-Print, 190 cm x 360cm.

not the Bechers.�31 Bezuidenhout annotates each photograph in Separate Amenities with

a description of the spaces that often betrays any attempt at a dispassionate or objective

reading of the recreational areas. With his image Monwabisi Resort #1 he pairs the

caption: �Monwabisi Resort, which translates as `The one who makes you happy' from

Nguni, was reserved for `Bantu' recreation in the Cape Peninsula during apartheid. The

breakwater was built to prevent drowning in the treacherous False Bay currents. It was

unsuccessful� (Fig. 4-5). In the �Separate Amenities� series Bezuidenhout not only points

to the tensions inherent between the engineered barriers and an impartial landscape, but,

ultimately, he highlights a reality that conditions all South African artists who look at the

land: the context of dispossession and violence cannot be separated from the landscape,

regardless of who looks or for what purpose. A need to acknowledge and weave reference

to the history and legacies of apartheid and colonialism into representations of spaces in

South Africa shapes both the process and product of landscape photography as practiced

by Bezuidenhout and others of his generation.

31. Bezuidenhout, Interview with author .
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Figure 4-5. Vincent Bezuidenhout, Monwabisi Resort #1, 2011, Archival Pigment Ink on
Cotton Paper, 31.5 x 39 inches. Original Caption: Monwabisi Resort, which
translates as `The one who makes you happy' from Nguni, was reserved for
`Bantu' recreation in the Cape Peninsula during apartheid. The breakwater
was built to prevent drowning in the treacherous False Bay currents. It was
unsuccessful.

In this sense, Bezuidenhout's lengthy captions recall the recent work of fellow South

African photographer, Cedric Nunn, who also used extended annotations in his landscape

series, �One Hundred Years of Resistance.� For both Nunn and Bezuidenhout, there exists

a sense that their images cannot be presented without explanation, or direct link to the

historical context that informs the image. A perception that the social and political

content of an image is too important to leave unstated or otherwise risk being misread

by the viewer characterizes much of the social documentary work produced during the

Struggle era. The use of captions by Bezuidenhout and Nunn thus illustrates one way
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South African photographers mitigate feelings of discomfort about presenting political

issues through other, perhaps more open, photographic genres than social documentary.

The disjuncture between dispassionate views, weighty content, and a description of

socio-historical context surfaces in all images in Separate Amenities. As Bezuidenhout

observes:

In photographing these places I want to portray a sense of being removed
from the scene, as a dispassionate outsider looking in. Being part of a new
generation of South Africans, removed to a certain extent from the political
past, this method of representation re�ects my own experience of these former
separate amenities. The landscape I represent is a construct in itself, fashioned
by me in the camera. I cannot pretend that this is an objective approach, yet
I have chosen to maintain an `objective distance', and I use a language that
purports to observe these sites as neutrally as possible.32

Here, Bezuidenhout casts his series as a personal, subjective re�ection on the coastal

environments. With his camera, he seeks to explore how he, as a young South African,

�removed to a certain extent from the political past,� can look at these spaces in a manner

that balances his own identity as a white South African and the legacies of oppression that

color and weight the land and those who look at it. To this point, Bezuidenhout comments

further: �The way in which I have chosen to represent these recreational landscapes

stems partly from my own process of �nding and experiencing these sites and partly as

a re�ection on the ideologies of those who created it. . . It is my intention to not only

document the landscape and its construction, but also to come to my own understanding

of it.�33

By documenting recreational spaces Bezuidenhout's series responds to a current,

systemic issue of social concern in South Africa through landscape images: the persistent,

negative in�uence of engineered spaces twenty years since the end of apartheid. �I think so

32. Bezuidenhout, �Separate Amenities: Topographics of Recreational Spaces in South Africa,� 11.

33. Ibid.
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called petty apartheid, the separation of people on that level was more e�ective than the

grand overall scheme,� he notes, �Those small areas of separation, th[ey are] what's led to

the alienation that we still have today. [They are] almost more devastating than some big

overall plan.�34 Through detailed landscape images of these contested spaces, Bezuiden-

hout's project echoes concerns of apartheid-era documentary photographers, who depicted

aspects of daily life for black and coloured citizens under apartheid unseen by many white

South Africans. Their work drew attention to indirect ways segregation policies enacted

a kind of violence upon citizens by limiting their movements and restricting livelihoods.

Visually, the cool, depopulated photographs in Separate Amenities retain characteristics

of both documentary images and landscape art, but conform to neither genre. Bezuiden-

hout constructs a documentary narrative through unaltered images of breakwaters and

other boundaries erected by apartheid-era government o�cials. Meanwhile, landscape

conventions�his choice of lighting and decision to photograph the spaces without people of

any race�advance a critical position, and create visual tension between the hermetic view

of natural formations on an impartial shore and an imposed system of racial segregation.

The potential contradictions between landscape and documentary genres at work in

Bezuidenhout's series-�viewpoint, content, media�exemplify ways young, South African

photographers seek to bring together disparate traditions. Bezuidenhout comments: �I do

think that a lot of the younger people are kind of trapped between di�erent in�uences.�35

The position he describes derives not only from a transition between artistic traditions,

but a broader social shift. To this point Bezuidenhout re�ects, �I grew up in a kind of

a weird period because it wasn't like full on apartheid, and I wasn't so-called born free,

born after apartheid,� he notes �I was in the transition, so I kind of got both sides of

34. Bezuidenhout, Interview with author .

35. Ibid.
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it.�36 Artists such as Bezuidenhout try to sort through and speak to a multitude of

factors, including the legacy of social documentary photography, in�uence of global art

movements, and a desire to �nd the limits of their own artistic voices in a South African

arts environment highly attuned to questions of race, privilege, and how these factors

in�uence photographic representations. Interested in pushing the bounds of their medium,

photographers like Bezuidenhout are deeply concerned to create works that have meaning

to a broad audience. �I never wanted to make work about nothing,� Bezuidenhout notes,

and continues: �if the work is about nothing, then it is just d�ecor and I am not interested

in making d�ecor. . . You can make socially-conscious work, but it can still be even more

than that.�37

4.3 Renzske Scholtz, �The Farm,� and the Discursive power of Landscape

Photography

Renzske Scholtz's38 photographic series, �The Farm,� opens with an image of

a diorama in the Voortrekker Monument museum in Pretoria (Fig. 4-6). The term

�Voortrekker� references a group of thousands of Dutch settlers (mostly farming families)

who left the British Cape colony between 1835 and 1840 for the South African interior in

order to escape British rule, and the Voortrekker monument was created to commemorate

these settlers.39 The diorama shows a period scene that depicts a young Afrikaner couple

in their camp kitchen, set within an arid veld environment and nestled below the South

36. Bezuidenhout, Interview with author .

37. Ibid.

38. Renzske Scholtz is the professional name for the artist whose full name is Renzske Scholtz-Hofmeyer.

39. The forty-meter high granite monument can be seen from miles away and is clearly visible from the
highways linking Johannesburg to Pretoria. Inside, the monument has a great hall with friezes that de-
pict the history of the Great Trek and a lower level with interpretive exhibitions. For a discussion of the
monument's design and its symbolism, see: Elizabeth Delmont, �The Voortrekker Monument: monolith to
myth,� South African Historical Journal 29, no. 1 (1993): 76�101; Annie Coombes, �Translating the past:
Apartheid monuments in post-apartheid South Africa,� ed. Avtar Brah and Annie Coombes (New York:
Rout, 2000), 173�197.
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Figure 4-6. Renzske Scholtz, Die Voortrekkers, Voortrekker diorama, Voortrekker
Monument, 2010.

African Escarpment that separates the arid Highveld from the subtropical Lowveld. In

Scholtz's frame, the female Voortrekker bisects the scene; she stands above her seated

companion, and a bright light from above �oods her white dress, apron and bonnet. Erect

and stoic, the woman echoes the form of the branches and cactus behind her; the plant's

ridges repeat in the folds of her dress. At the makeshift table, a male �gure leans forward

and stares down at his working hands. The diorama makes visual equivalence between

the forms of the Voortrekkers and the landscape they inhabit�a relationship etched and

repeated throughout the monument itself, one that references a deeply felt connection to

the South African environment held by many Afrikaners. A bond with the harsh, arid

South African interior dates back to the historical migration of the Voortrekkers, who �ed

from the British in the Cape Colony in order to self-govern.40

The diorama photograph introduces both historical context and tension for �The

Farm� series. Scholtz pairs the period image with a caption that correlates the history

40. For a discussion of the Great Trek and its importance in the formation of modern South Africa see:
Graham Leach, The Afrikaners: Their last great trek (London: Macmillan London, 1989); Thompson, A
history of South Africa.
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of Afrikaner settlement to her family and their farm, the subject of the remaining pho-

tographs: �During the late 1880s Gerhardus Robert Stewart and his wife Alida Johanna

Maria Stewart, second generation settlers from the Great Trek, bought a 250-hectare farm

20 kilometres southwest of Pretoria. During the next 100 years the farm became a working

farm, and supported a chalk quarry.�41 The caption plays against the anonymity of the

�gures in the diorama, and overlays a discrete history onto the scene. Dramatically lit and

photographed with a shallow depth-of-�eld, the photograph also emphasizes the theatri-

cality of the scene itself; the historical setting acts as a mnemonic device for monument

visitors and makes the Voortrekker experience appear real for the viewer. Taken together,

the clash between the mythologized history played out in the diorama and a historical

account of Scholtz's family animates the series opening and introduces a question for the

remaining images: how can photographs�like the diorama�represent the past?

The title of Scholtz's series denotes land outside Pretoria where generations of

Scholtz's family lived and worked.42 Her family called the tranquil grouping of �at plains

�the farm� and �Vlakplaas,� Afrikaans for �shallow farm.� Millions of South Africans

also know of the farm: the �Vlakplaas� is nearly synonymous with atrocities committed

by covert state security forces on behalf of the apartheid government. These divergent

identities�a homestead and place of violence�both describe a single landscape. Yet,

associative feelings connoted through two di�erent views of the land�a homestead and

place of violence�challenge assumptions that two sides of human nature may spring forth

from or exist within the same location.

41. Renzske Scholtz-Hofmeyer, �The Farm� (Masters of Fine Arts, University Of Cape Town, 2011).

42. Scholtz's great-great grandfather purchased the land outside Pretoria in the late 1880s, built the
farm, and passed it down to his only son, George Robert Stewart, who then deeded the property undi-
vided to his �ve sons. Following a family dispute, three of the �ve brothers sold over half of the land to a
neighbor. Scholtz's grandfather continued to reside with his wife and children, including Scholtz's mother
and her siblings, on the remaining 99 hectares of land. Tensions from the �rst sale of land led the two
remaining sons (Scholtz's grandfather and his brother) to sell their remaining land in 1979 to the govern-
ment. According to Scholtz her grandfather did not know how the state would use the land.
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Scholtz's extensive series brings together contemporary landscape images, family

photographs, and objects from Vlakplaas, an unusual mixture that re�ects both her

training and the challenging nature of the content she represents. Her multivalent series,

artistic biography, and personal connection to the subject matter necessitate a non-

traditional analytical approach. Discussed through the lenses of atrocity photographs

and feeling photography, as theorized by Elspeth Brown and Thy Phu, The Farm series

o�ers important insight into the experience and perspective of photographers of Renzske

Scholtz's generation.

Renzske Scholtz is South African photographer who was born in Johannesburg

in 1981 to an Afrikaans-speaking family. She began her study of photography at the

Michaelis School of Art (UCT), where she received both undergraduate and masters

degrees. In her undergraduate work, Scholtz created a body of images that explored

Afrikaner identity, a theme she returned to in her MFA thesis work, �The Farm.� The

Vlakplaas farm was owned by Scholtz's family for close to one hundred years before

her grandfather sold it to the apartheid government in 1979. This transaction forever

altered the homestead and surrounding landscape for her family and the South African

public: �While the buildings and the �elds, the hills and the river, the peach blossoms

and the willows remain almost unchanged in appearance from the days when my mother

lived there,� Scholtz writes, �the place has become invisibly, yet palpably and irrevocably

transformed.� Scholtz says that overtones of death condition any mention of the farm:

�The small graveyard, eternal resting place for my forefathers and mothers, is now no

longer the only site to testify to those who lived and died on the land, and the Stewart

family, their ties to the land still strong, can barely speak of the place they once loved.�43

43. Scholtz-Hofmeyer, �The Farm.�
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The number and extent of horri�c acts that took place at Vlakplaas after 1979 is

unknown. The farm became the headquarters for the South African Police Counterin-

surgency unit (C1), an elite paramilitary hit squad. C1 unit o�cers captured political

opponents of the apartheid government, brought them to Vlakplaas for questioning where

they were tortured, and often killed.44 The covert Vlakplaas unit operated secretly for ten

years before journalists from the anti-apartheid newspaper, Die Vrye Weekblad, revealed

information in an article published on November 17, 1989, about a �death squad� operat-

ing out of Vlakplaas drawn from interviews with former commander Dirk Coetzee. After

this point, Scholtz notes that the name �Vlakplaas� forever became �inescapably linked to

horror, torture and the su�ering of an untold number of victims.�45

In 1990 State President, F.W. de Klerk, appointed a public commission led by Justice

Louis Harms to investigate allegations into the C1 unit and the Civil Co-operation Bureau

(CCB).46 Following a six-month period of inquiry, the commission found testimony

from Coetzee and two other policemen to be unreliable, and ruled that it could not

prove special army units�either the C1 or CCB forces�had systematically tortured and

murdered opponents of the apartheid government.47 Justice Louis Harms acknowledged

the likelihood that the police had committed acts of violence, but noted he found no

44. Prominent �gures such as ANC lawyer Griggiths Mxenge and freedom �ghter Sipiwe Mtimkulu were
among many opposition �gures executed at the farm during this ten-year period.

45. Scholtz-Hofmeyer, �The Farm.�

46. The Civil Co-operation Bureau (CCB) operated as a government-sponsored, special forces security
force during the apartheid era under the leadership of General Magnus Malan Reports from the Truth
and Reconciliation Committee suggest that CCB was responsible for countless deaths, including those of
prominent anti-apartheid activists David Webster, and Anton Lubowski. For a discussion of the CCB see:
Peter Sti�, Warfare by other means: South Africa in the 1980s and 1990s (Alberton: Galago, 2002).

47. In her writings on �The Farm� series, Scholtz cites research from investigative journalist Jacques
Pauw that suggests that the members of the C1 unit undertook substantial e�orts to hide evidence re-
lated to their Vlakplaas operations, including removal of weapons and disposal of documents such as false
identity books and passports. See: Scholtz-Hofmeyer, �The Farm�; Jacques Pauw, Dances with devils: a
journalist's search for truth (Cape Town: Zebra Press, 2006).
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evidence to support that "a particular policeman committed a particular crime of violence

for a particular purpose."48 The commission was intended to create transparency in

areas of the apartheid government security division, but the Harms' ruling and refusal to

order operations to cease at the Vlakplaas indicated that C1 unit members had full state

support for their actions.

While the Harms commission did not expose evidence of a murder squad operating

out of the Vlakplaas, amnesty applications to the Truth and Reconciliation Commission

(TRC) from operatives such as Eugene de Kock49 and the TRC �nal report o�ered

detailed accounts of C1 unit operations at Vlakplaas from 1979 until 1991.50 Publically

disclosed information about the C1 unit, however, is necessarily incomplete. The TRC

hearings and �nal report only reveal information from those who applied for amnesty; a

large percentage of the C1 unit did not apply and information they may have about acts

committed at the Vlakplaas is still unknown.51 Transformed through the knowledge of

48. See: Christopher Wren, �Inquiry in South Africa Inconclusive,� The New York Times, November
1990, accessed December 1, 2015, http ://www.nytimes . com/1990/11/14/world/ inquiry - in - south - africa -
inconclusive.html?pagewanted=print.

49. Eugene de Kock took over the command of the Vlakplaas unit from Dirk Coetzee in 1983 and led the
counterterrorism until 1993. De Kock applied for amnesty after 1994 and it was granted for crimes com-
mitted for political reasons, but de Kock was not pardoned for 89 other charges and was sentenced to two
life terms plus 212 years in prison for crimes including murder, kidnapping and fraud. De Kock was one
of only three white men to be jailed after 1994 for atrocities committed under apartheid. After 20 years
in prison, state o�cials announced that Eugene de Kock would be released on parole in 2015. See: Antije
Krog, �Can an Evil Man Change,� The New York Times, March 13, 2015, accessed November 28, 2015,
http : //www.nytimes . com/2015/03/14/opinion/ sunday/ the - repentance - of - eugene - de - kock - apartheid -
assassin.html.

50. The report also provided information about the actions of state police working from the Vlakplaas
who provided weapons to members of the Inkatha Freedom Party who were engaged in violent clashes
against members of the African National Congress. See TRC pages: Truth and Reconcilliation Commit-
tee, Provision of weapons to the IFP, technical report Volume 2, Chapter 7, Subsection 8 (1998), accessed
December 1, 2015, http : / / sabctrc . saha . org . za / reports / volume2 / chapter7 / subsection8 . htm ? t=%5C%
2BVlakplaas%5C&tab=report.

51. The TRC hearings were widely reported in the South African media, and the �nal report was pub-
lished in print and made available for free on the internet. Hearings were also interpreted by novelists such
as Antjie Krog, who reported on the hearings for the South African Broadcasting Company and published
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what took place on its soil, the Vlakplaas became a symbol of atrocity, and, for both the

South African public and Scholtz's family, Vlakplaas could never again just be the shallow

farm.52

4.3.1 �The Farm� series as Atrocity Photographs

Images that document instances of violence and death focus a viewer's response to

horri�c acts. Photography has been associated with atrocity since its early applications

in late nineteenth century military con�icts; the ability to represent an isolated moment

grants the medium power to select and create iconic images, and to create narrative

sequences of non-linear, chaotic, and tragic events.53 Jay Prosser argues that �The

photograph of atrocity urges a response from us. . . we have an immediate and particular,

often visceral (we feel it in our guts), connection. The photograph demands from us a

response, perhaps even an e�ort to prevent what we see and what we know has already

happened.�54 Atrocity photographs cast into sharp contrast two sides: a victim and an

aggressor, distinctions that help direct the response from the viewer. Elizabeth Abel

writes of the relationships revealed in atrocity photographs: �Unlike earthquakes, �oods,

famine, disease, destitution, and other sources of human misery, atrocity is characterized

her re�ections on the trials in her widely-circulated book, Antjie Krog, Country of my skull (Johannes-
burg: Random House, 2004).

52. Scholtz re�ects on this transformation: �. . . with the revelations of the TRC hearings and testimonies,
my family and I have had to come to terms with the horror of what the farm became. The glori�ed vi-
sion of the farm that I had grown up with had become indescribably soiled.�See: Scholtz-Hofmeyer, �The
Farm,� 8.

53. Photographs of US Civil War battle�elds and the aftermath of combat activities taken by Matthew
Brady and his associates (Alexander Gardner and Timothy O'Sullivan) o�er one example of late
nineteenth-century images that portray death in a war context. Photographs such as �Confederate dead
behind a stone wall at Fredericksburg, VA� show deceased soldiers in trenches. In their time, images such
as these presented a new application for photography: documentation of the harsh realities of armed con-
�ict. See: https://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/brady-photos/images/confederate-dead-fredericksburg.
gif

54. Jay Prosser, �Introduction,� in Picturing atrocity: photography in crisis, ed. Jay Prosser et al. (Lon-
don: Reaktion, 2012), 9-10.
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by intentionality, a deliberate breach of the social contract, a knowing violation of a shared

humanity. Its de�ning characteristic is a radial symmetry of agency: massively pooled on

one side, brutally drained on the other.�55

No photographer documented what occurred at the Vlakplaas under state supervision,

and no images exist to provide evidence of police actions. Reporters and perpetrators

provided accounts of atrocities in written and spoken testimonies, but the public is left to

conjure their own image of the violence that occurred at Vlakplaas. In the minds of the

South African public the Vlakplaas is a broken landscape; the uninhabited, unpictured

space now performs as a tabula rasa backdrop for the undisclosed evils of apartheid.

A participatory relationship between the viewer and the Vlakplaas occurs when South

Africans imagine for themselves what took place under state orders, a form of engagement

that makes the events feel more real than if they were reported through documentary

photographs.

Renzske Scholtz's landscape photographs o�er a framework to interpret a horror to

which no journalist was witness, and in doing so, her e�orts echo the work of photog-

raphers such as Ian Berry and Sam Nzima, who used their images to create narratives

of violent incidents that revealed the brutality of the apartheid regime. In March 1960

Sharpeville police opened �re on a crowd of black South African protestors, killing sixty-

nine people. Drum magazine56 photographer, Ian Berry recorded the unfolding massacre

55. Elizabeth Abel, �History at a Standstill: Agency and Gender in the Image of Civil Rights,� in Pictur-
ing atrocity: photography in crisis, ed. Jay Prosser et al. (London: Reaktion, 2012), 105.

56. Drum magazine is a South African periodical that began publication in 1951, three years after
the beginning of apartheid and after many of its most restrictive laws were enacted. The magazine in-
cluded current events and entertainment articles, and is best known for its coverage of township life under
apartheid, investigative reporting, photographic essays, pro�les of urban black culture in the 1950s and
60s, and other serialized content. Prominent photographers such as Ernest Cole, Alf Khumalo, Peter
Magubane, Bob Gosani, and J�urgen Schadeberg all worked for the magazine. For a discussion of Drum
magazine, see: Okwui Enwezor, �A Critical Presence: Drum Magazine in Context,� in In/sight: African
Photographers, 1940 to the Present (New York: Harry Abrams, 1996), 179�191; Newbury, De�ant Images:
Photography and apartheid South Africa.
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Figure 4-7. Renzske Scholtz, The Willows, 2011, archival pigment print, 60 x 192 cm.

in Sharpeville and o�ered a linear pro�le of the con�ict as it turned from peaceful to

violent.57 In June 1976 South African Police forces in Soweto �red tear gas and live am-

munition into crowds of student protesters. South African photojournalist, Sam Nzima

documented student protests in Soweto, and created the iconic image of a limp and blood-

ied youth, Hector Pieterson, carried away by Mbuyisa Makhubo after being shot by South

African police. Newspapers around the world published Berry's images from Sharpeville

and Nzima's photograph of Pieterson, and the images catalyzed growing anti-apartheid

sentiment abroad.

Renzske Scholtz is the only artist given permission to enter and photograph the

Vlakplaas, which she did twice for her series.58 She created panoramic landscape images

57. For a discussion of Ian Berry's images of the Sharpeville massacre and their role in establishing a
pro�le of the event in the minds of the public see: Darren Newbury, �Picturing an `Ordinary Atrocity':
The Sharpeville Massacre,� in Picturing atrocity: photography in crisis, ed. Jay Prosser et al. (London:
Reaktion, 2012), 209�224.

58. Since the end of apartheid in 1994 other artists have engaged the Vlakplaas in their work. Jo
Ractli�e photographed the farm from the road in her 1999 series. �Drive by Shooting.� She writes: `I
was utterly unprepared for what I saw�or rather, didn't see-�that the �Vlakplaas� I was looking for was
nowhere to be found.' Ractli�e recalls that: �There was nothing to see; nothing of the horror Vlakplaas
had activated in the South African imagination. What struck me was less the fact of that place and its
terrible workings, than it was the absolute banality of its fa�cade�a place so steeped in violence, but with-
out material manifestation.� see: Sean O'Toole, �Jo Ractli�e,� Frieze, no. 117 (2008), accessed Decem-
ber 5, 2015, http ://www. frieze . com/ issue/article/ jo_ractli�e/; Ractli�e's image strips display open veld,
telephone poles and other rural landscape features. Nothing before her camera matched with what she felt
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of places and buildings throughout the farm, including known murder and torture sites.

Images such as The Willows (Fig. 4-7) show a serene stretches of farmland, unmarked

by tragedy. Here, a section of pasture slopes towards tall, graceful willow trees that grow

alongside an unseen river. Shades of green pulse through the frame and invite the viewer

to look carefully at the details captured in the high-dynamic range photograph. The rich,

teeming colors contrast with information in Sholtz's caption: Japie Maponya, brother

of a former commander of the African National Congress' armed wing, Umkhonto we

Sizwe, was brutally interrogated by Eugene de Kock and his men at this site in September

1985.59 With this knowledge, the image reads di�erently: the overcast light dampens the

frame, the absence of people feels abnormal, and the colors appear unnaturally bright.

Are Renzske Scholtz's photographs of the farm atrocity photographs? When viewed

through this lens, do they function di�erently than the images of Berry, Nzima, and

other Struggle photographers? Scholtz thought about the question. In the �nal thesis

document she includes a black and white series from her �rst visit to the farm in 2005 that

reference �documentary and news photography and its disposition to focus on the grim

and sensational aspects of events.�60 Photographs such as The Torture Room (Fig. 4-8)

�represent the Vlakplaas of the public imagination and corresponds with the TRC press

representations of the farm as a site of horrors and nightmares.� As a supplement�and

perhaps in contrast to her color works�Scholtz says the black and white photographs

�confront the viewer directly as if to say: `this is where it happened.'"61 But even shown

about the area. In addition to Ractli�e Scholtz discusses work of artist Merryn Singer who used her own
blood as material for her watercolor landscape sketches of Vlakplaas. Jo Ractli�e, Vlakplaas: 2 June 1999
(drive-by shooting), 1999, accessed December 5, 2015, http : //africa . si . edu/exhibits / earthmatters /quotes /
ractli�e.html.

59. Scholtz notes that Japie Maponya was an innocent victim and was abducted and tortured to gain
information about the whereabouts Oderile Maponya. See: Scholtz-Hofmeyer, �The Farm,� 16.

60. Ibid., 82.

61. Ibid.
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Figure 4-8. Renzske Scholtz, The Torture Room, 2005, archival pigment print.

in black and white, the Vlakplaas site appears serene and innocuous in the low-contrast,

landscape prints.

Geo�rey Batchen argues that photographs of sites of past violence provide a par-

ticipatory experience distinct from other atrocity photographs. He describes the work of

Anne Ferran, who depicts patches of nondescript ground without horizon line or other

contextual indicators. Now vacant, the areas formerly held late nineteenth century female

prisons. Batchen writes that: �these women and their children have become largely invis-

ible to history, except, perhaps, in the imaginations of a few contemporary Australians.

Ferran's photographs, by refusing to give these convicts up to us while nevertheless in-

sisting on their presence, invite all of us to exercise that imagination.�62 Ferran's images

prompt participation from the viewer, and invite them into the civic action implored upon

them in atrocity photographs.

62. Geo�rey Batchen, �Looking Askance,� in Picturing atrocity: photography in crisis, ed. Jay Prosser
et al. (London: Reaktion, 2012), 229.
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The imaginative engagement spurred between viewer and event in the work of Scholtz

and Ferran is notable because it avoids potentially problematic issues associated with

atrocity photographs like the work of Nzima and Berry. Peggy Phelan reminds us that

while atrocity photographs may motivate a deeply felt response from the viewer when

�rst read, iconic images of horror events eventually di�use reactions. �The experience of

looking has created a narrative of pastness, if only at the level of: `I have seen this before

and survived seeing it,' � Phelan writes, �Looking at an atrocity photograph repeatedly

can transform the image from a performative to a constative expression.�63 According to

Phelan, atrocity photographs lose potency over time and when viewed through a historical

context, these images may eventually fail to engage or challenge the viewer. Atrocity

photographs also necessarily sort subjects into victim and aggressor roles, a casting that

may ultimately work against the persons seen as victims. In his book, Seeing through

Race: A Reinterpretation of Civil Rights Photography, Martin Berger argues that iconic

Civil Rights era images emphasized the brutality of white aggressors against the helpless

black victims to garner support for the movement. Paradoxically, however, he suggests

that these images ultimately rea�rmed white power and privilege; black citizens attacked

by police dogs and water hoses appeared as passive victims in need of white help, and

not as active agents seeking reform and representation.64 In contrast, photographs that

reference state-sanctioned violence without showing graphic imagery may compel viewers

to consider the subject of violence itself, without needing to collapse injured parties into a

role of helpless victims.

Both Scholtz and Ferran present their subject without the drama or tension char-

acteristic of atrocity photographs. Writing about Ferran, Geo�rey Batchen describes

63. Peggy Phelan, �Atrocity and Action: Performative Force of the Abu Ghraib Photograph,� in Pictur-
ing atrocity: photography in crisis, ed. Jay Prosser et al. (London: Reaktion, 2012), 54.

64. For further discussion of the civil rights era photographs see: Martin A. Berger, Seeing through race:
a reinterpretation of civil rights photography (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2011).
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this mode of working as a blend of genres that �combines the revelatory promise of doc-

umentary photography with the obsessive repetitions of conceptual art.�65 Scholtz cites

the in�uence of Bernd and Hilla Becher and other D�usseldorf School photographers to

her series; she wanted to show the Vlakplaas �unadorned, with detail and clarity and

from a dispassionate position.�66 As with Vincent Bezuidenhout, the Bechers' methods

appealed to Scholtz because they minimize the presence of the artist in the frame and

maintain a pretense of open engagement with the scene by viewers. Both Bezuidenhout

and Scholtz wanted to distance themselves from the didacticism present in the work of

their social documentary predecessors, even as they chose to explore subjects with political

and social relevance. The photographs in �The Farm� show fa�cades of farm sites without

creative framing or other methods that foreground the hand of the photographer. Scholtz

combined multiple exposures for each image to represent a greater dynamic range than

possible in a single frame. With an over�ow of detail, Scholtz �attempted to represent

Vlakplaas as `precisely', `truthfully' and `impersonally' as possible.�67

Though Scholtz aimed to dispassionately represent the Vlakplaas, her project had a

twin objective: to portray the farm as an archive of her family's positive memories and

as deeply felt wound in the metaphoric body of the broader South African community.

Tension, con�ict, and occasional synergy between these two motives surface throughout

the series. Di�erent sizes, formats, and arrangements in her �nal presentation indicate

the challenges Scholtz encountered in managing such divergent variables. Collections

of vernacular family photographs of di�erent sizes, subjects and frames sit in uneven

groupings of the wall and page, followed by landscape diptychs, panoramas and triptychs.

In her �nal collection of images, captions alternately relay memories of Scholtz's mother,

65. Batchen, �Looking Askance,� 227.

66. Scholtz-Hofmeyer, �The Farm,� 16.

67. Ibid.
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Figure 4-9. Renzske Scholtz, Vlakplaas grass I & II, 2005, archival pigment print.

well-known poems from Afrikaner writers, and transcripts from Eugene de Kock's TRC

hearing about C1-unit at Vlakplaas. The captions, together with the rapid shift in image

format in Scholtz's �nal series, create jarring transitions between sentiment, nostalgia, and

horror. In the surplus of information presented in the myriad groupings of photographs

a sub-narrative emerges: in its disorder �The Farm� series reveals the journey of a young

South African citizen weighted by knowledge of the past who struggles to translate it into

a meaningful depiction of the present.

The format of Scholtz's photographs foreground the tensions that are central to this

sub-narrative of a con�icted young artist. The diptych Vlakplaas grass I & II (Fig. 4-9)

shows an open veld environment split awkwardly down the middle. On the left border of

the right photograph, Scholtz splits a tall tree in the image middle ground, amputating its

left side from the picture plane. This sharp cut signals a departure from the traditional

landscape convention of a single, all-seeing view and marks an unseen �ssure in the

landscape itself. Out of focus and photographed in overcast lighting conditions, the

landscape appears muted, inured, and still. Both parts of the diptych have captions:

the �rst relays a reverie from Scholtz's mother; in it she imagines playing outside in the

�elds of grass as a youth. The second caption excerpts �O Boereplaas, Geboortegrond,�

a poem by famed Afrikaans poet, A.G. Visser. Together, the bisected scene conjures a
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representation of Vlakplaas environs as broken, and irrevocably split from the nostalgic

yearnings of its former owners.

4.3.2 Renzske Scholtz, �The Farm,� and Feeling Photography

Caught between a generation of activists who immersed themselves in views of a

contested landscape, and another generation who did not experience life under apartheid,

photographers such as Scholtz must balance what they see in the landscape in a contem-

porary context and what they know of its history into their representations. Like many

of her peers, Scholtz gravitates towards an outwardly objective style of photographing

the environment associated with some D�usseldorf School artists to accomplish this task:

distanced, objective, and emotionally neutral. She strives to create photographs that can

accommodate multiple readings apart from her own feelings. Yet, Scholtz uses captions,

inference, and format to communicate the social complexities and feelings that animate

the spaces they represent, a gesture that often seems to contradict her desire to remain

neutral. Attending to feeling in her photographs allows the viewer to consider their work

as a queering of the medium, which, following Barthes as read by Shawn Michelle Smith,

�opens the photographic index onto other worlds, collapses disparate times, and conjoins

the material and the spiritual,�68 and reveals something of the con�icted viewpoint from

which they were taken.

Critics have long eschewed a primary examination of feeling in photography. An-

tipathy towards the role of feeling in photography �rst arose in response to pictorialism

and retained a powerful legacy in subsequent photographic criticism.69 Brown and Phu

68. Shawn Michelle Smith, �Photography between Desire and Grief: Roland Barthes and F. Holland
Day,� in Feeling photography, ed. Elspeth H. Brown and Thy Phu (Durham: Duke University Press, 2014),
31.

69. Feeling has played an important role in the history of photography and its transition in the minds of
the public from a transcription device into an accepted art form in the late nineteenth century. Advocates
for photography's status as an art form sought to link the medium to feeling, and its capacity to express
emotion, not simply record information. In 1880, writing in the British Journal of Photography, W. Neil-
son identi�ed a set of aesthetic principles requisite to making photographs function as works of high art,
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write: �. . . the success of pictorialism's advocates in rendering photography `art' through a

discourse of feeling is precisely the legacy that materialist photo critics of the 1980s sought

to evade by distancing photography studies from aesthetics.�70 Instead of feeling, the

critics of the 1980s used the �critical tools of neo-Marxist historical materialism, discourse

analysis, and psychoanalytic theory to establish a still in�uential account of the camera as

a technology of surveillance, a discursive site, and an ideological apparatus where mean-

ings are constructed through the circulation of photography.�71 Elspeth Brown and Thy

Phu assert that critical attention to feeling in the long history of photography will yield

new insights into work not accommodated by modernism's �normative tendencies� and will

bring important attention to photography's marginalized subjects: women, minorities, and

queer sexualities.72

Considering feeling in relation to Scholtz's images presents two clear bene�ts. First,

a focus on emotion allows for critical examination of what might otherwise be viewed as

incongruities in Scholtz's series. The variety of formats, photographic genres, subjects,

and caption sources bring together disparate conversations related to Vlakplaas, dialogs

that at times come into con�ict with each other or appear disjointed. Analysis of the series

which �elevate and expand our emotional being.� c.f. Elspeth H. Brown and Thy Phu, �Introduction,�
in Feeling photography, ed. Elspeth H. Brown and Thy Phu (Durham: Duke University Press, 2014), 10;
British photographer Henry Peach Robinson similarly advocated photographers focus on communicating
feeling and draw from techniques associated with painting�soft focus, composite photographs�to elevate
photography to its rightful position among the arts. The success of this e�ort by Robinson and other
pictorialist artists and critics created what Brown and Thu reference as a �formal and emotional other�
against which modernism in photography�termed by Alfred Steiglitz and others as �straight photogra-
phy� and referenced focus on form, pattern, repetition-�grew from in the post-WWI era. Brown and Phu,
�Introduction,� 11.

70. Brown and Phu, �Introduction,� 9.

71. Ibid., 4.

72. Brown and Phu argue that feeling operates as modernism's other and removing discussion of emotion
from critical dialogs on photography has marginalized women, minorities, and queer sexualities. Reintro-
ducing analysis of feeling and thematic concerns, they argue, �amounts to a queering of photography� and
brings important attention to previously cut o� subjects who have been marginalized through modernist
criticism. See: ibid., 4-5.
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through the lens of feeling establishes a shared foundation with which to view the works,

apart from their common location. Second, attention to feeling in Scholtz's series creates

an opportunity to consider the position of Scholtz herself in the series. The essential

question she poses through her project is one based in feeling: how can she represent her

familial connection to the landscape and her sense of horror at the events that occurred in

the same place? Moreover, a lens of feeling accommodates Scholtz's own views of the series

and its intention: to honor sentiments inscribed on the Vlakplaas landscape. She writes:

�I have come to see my project not only as an act of representation but as a process of

pathos and mourning. Mourning for the su�ering that occurred on the land and pathos for

my grandfather's desperate attempts to return to it, and for the impossibility of achieving

this desire.�73

Roland Barthes establishes a powerful role for feeling in photography in his seminal

text, Camera Lucida.74 He believed that a critical contemplation of photography could

only begin after attending to the subject of feeling in a given image.75 Barthes writes:

�I wanted to explore [the essences of photography] not as a question (a theme), but as a

wound: I see, I feel, hence, I notice, I observe, I think.�76 Shawn Michelle Smith argues

that Camera Lucida �encourages one to attend to feeling when studying photographs,

and in this way to more fully account for the power of photographic images.�77 By asking

viewers to feel photography and allow emotion to mediate between the photographic

73. Scholtz-Hofmeyer, �The Farm.�

74. Feelings of mourning, grief, and desire for Barthes's late mother weighed heavily on him and in-
�uenced the development of Camera Lucida: �Instead of following the path of a formal ontology (of a
Logic),� Barthes writes, �I stopped, keeping it with me, like a treasure, my desire of my grief.� Roland
Barthes, Camera lucida: re�ections on photography (New York: Hill / Wang, 1981), 21.

75. Smith, �Photography between Desire and Grief: Roland Barthes and F. Holland Day,� 30.

76. Barthes, Camera lucida: re�ections on photography , 21.

77. Smith, �Photography between Desire and Grief: Roland Barthes and F. Holland Day,� 30.
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Figure 4-10. Renzske Scholtz, The Cemetery, 50 x 175cm, 2011, archival pigment print.

signi�er and signi�ed, Smith posits that Barthes ultimately puts forth a queer theory of

photography �in which feeling opens the index onto other worlds, collapses disparate times,

and conjoins the material and the spiritual.�78

Throughout her writings Scholtz repeatedly describes her project as an attempt

to present the past before the present. Images such as �The Cemetery� (Fig. 4-10)

exemplify that way she uses the form of her photographs to upset a linear narrative of

the farm, collapse time, move time, and give weight to past events. Moreover, this and

other triptych images in The Farm echo the way in which Scholtz confronts history,

family, and her own identity as discrete, yet integral elements in an interpretation of

place. Throughout her series, she experiments with ways to create a layered portrait of

Vlakplaas, and through the triptychs, Scholtz orders them onto a single image plane.

Here, a photograph of the family cemetery viewed at a distance sits beside a studio

photograph of a pair of porcelain birds and partial view of a funeral procession. The hills

that surround the cemetery extend beyond the photograph, and align with silhouette of

a darkened ridge in the funeral image. The landscape formally links the two photographs

78. Smith, �Photography between Desire and Grief: Roland Barthes and F. Holland Day,� 31. Quoting
Elizabeth Freeman, Smith argues that the blend of time, feeling, and religiosity is a �particularly queer
phenomenon.� Freeman observes that religion is �insistently engaged with the relation between bodies and
time,� and suggests that it is �ripe for queer exploration.� Smith reads Freeman's assessment of queer-
ness as something that is �often experienced as a temporal disjunction, as asynchrony� and explores this
argument through a discussion of the resurrected body, which, refusing death, returns �as an uncanny
presence.�.
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Figure 4-11. Renzske Scholtz, The Butter Room (torture room), 2011, archival pigment
print, 50 x 203cm.

and, visually, pulls the black and white procession image into the material present. The

image of the two birds sits between the other photographs and integrates a reference to

touch in the triptych. The viewer reads the smooth, softly lit surface of the �gurines, and

infers a sense of tenderness onto the two adjacent images.

Barthes argues in Camera Lucida that the photograph shows �reality in a past

state: at once the past and the real,�79 and therefore the photograph's subject is always

simultaneously present and absent.� The past�resurrected in a photograph�is made

present again. Shawn Michelle Smith observes that his �that-has-been� quality of the

photograph�its indexicality�functioned as another kind of punctum for Barthes, who

wrote: �I know now that there exists another punctum (another `stigmatum') than the

`detail'. This new punctum, which is no longer of form but of intensity, is Time.' �80

Shawn Michelle Smith observes that Barthes uses language that is �startlingly religious.�

In referencing the meeting of past and present in a photograph as a �stigmatum,� Barthes

conjures a bleeding wound in the viewer who experiences and interprets the �resurrection

of the photographed subject.�81

79. Barthes, Camera lucida: re�ections on photography , 82.

80. Ibid., 96.

81. Smith, �Photography between Desire and Grief: Roland Barthes and F. Holland Day,� 38.
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Figure 4-12. Renzske Scholtz, The view from Aalwynkoppe, Vlakplaas, 2011, archival
pigment print, 50 x 227cm.

A blending of time, feeling, and religion as a �relation between bodies and time�

occurs in The Farm, exempli�ed by two images: �The Butter Room (torture room)�

(Fig. 4-11), and �The view from Aalwynkoppe, Vlakplaas� (Fig. 4-12). In the �rst work

three photographs juxtapose di�erent times at the farm; the images place imagined bodies

against seen bodies, nostalgia adjacent to horror, and tactility alongside the invisible.

The triptych joins a color photograph of the space where Scholtz's great grandmother

made butter and cured biltong, a picture of a cracked �oral cake tray and a black and

white image of Alida Stewart on her birthday. The cake tray divides the composite work,

and, according to Scholtz, the split in its surface acts as a metaphor �signifying a sense

of foreboding and perhaps also a particular kind of violence.�82 The caption reveals that

C1-unit o�cers tortured ANC activists in the butter room to turn them into askaris.83

The meeting of past in present in �The Butter Room� resurrects divergent subjects�Alida

Stewart and ANC activists�and foregrounds time as wounds felt by the viewer. In the

second triptych Scholtz braids together histories from Vlakplaas and foregrounds her

own connection to their legacies. The �rst photograph shows a panoramic view taken

from a hilltop (Aalwynkoppe) behind the Vlakplaas farmhouse, where two people are

82. Scholtz-Hofmeyer, �The Farm,� 16.

83. The term askari references a local resident who served in the armies of European Colonial powers in
the African continent, and was used by apartheid o�cials to denote South Africans who were detained for
political reasons and �turned� into spies for the government.
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buried: Brian Ngqulunga, who was murdered by members of the C1 unit in 1987; and

Malabog (surname unknown), a childhood friend of Scholtz's grandfather's and the son

of one of Vlakplaas' farm workers.84 The middle image displays a bowl with a picture

of the Voortrekker monument, a vessel she inherited from her great grandfather.85

�The object references my family's complicity and support of a system,� Scholtz writes,

�broadly contextualized around the idea of the Afrikaner's imagined status as God's chosen

people, their political rise, fall and their persistent and coinciding sense of entitlement

and attachment to the land. To me it is also representative of my grandfather's dream

to be reunited with the land.�86 The �nal photograph�taken from her family album�

shows a worker (Petrus, father of Malabog) using an ox wagon to transport chalk to the

bottom of the hill, where, Scholtz notes, �his son, and Brian Ngqulunga, would later be

buried.� Chalk quarried from the farm, according to Scholtz's grandfather, was used in the

construction of the Union Buildings in Pretoria.87 Placed alongside each other, the images

form a narrative beyond their referents and allude to the web of interrelations, bodies,

and impacts of apartheid played out on the space of the farm now relayed as punctums in

Scholtz's series.

The oscillation between what is felt and known to be altered, colors all aspects of

Scholtz's series�a tension that is explicated through the lens of feeling. Photographs such

84. Scholtz also notes that the site currently holds a large cross that was planted by the farm's caretaker,
Louis Smit, to protect the land from evil spirits. Smit has also performed rituals on the site along with
members of his church to expunge the land at Vlakplaas and protect it from further evils. See: Renzske
Scholtz-Hofmeyer, Interview with author, September 12, 2013.

85. The vessel commemorates the centenary of the Battle of Blood River (16 December 1838), and the
laying of the foundation stones for the Voortrekker monument in 1938. Scholtz annotates the image: �nes-
tled between burning candles and encircled by a chain, two dates, 1838 and 1938.� See: Scholtz-Hofmeyer,
�The Farm,� 17.

86. Ibid.

87. Scholtz observes that �the chalk that Petrus was responsible for quarrying and transporting was used
to build the foundations from where apartheid legislation would be passed. And this legislation would in
turn enable the C1 Unit's murderous campaign.� ibid.
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Figure 4-13. Renzske Scholtz, River and Picnic Area, 2011, archival pigment print, 60 x
152cm.

as �River and picnic area� (Fig. 4-13) position the viewer apart from the scene through

its composition and absence of narrative, but entice them through an over�ow of detail

and vivid forms. The image shows an opening adjacent to the bank of the Hennops

river where members of the C1 Unit brutally assaulted Japie Maponya. Braids of willow

branches fall from the top of the frame and form a loose curtain between the scene and

the viewer. Leaf litter covers the ground and shows no trace of use or pathway for the

viewer to follow. A twisted limb curled over the braai reinforces the presence of absence

in the scene and the photograph. Scholtz compiled multiple images together to create the

�nal panorama, a technique that allowed her to achieve a greater dynamic range than

attainable through a single exposure. The sharply rendered grasses, rocks, and trees pull

the viewer across the image pane, but never lead to a central point of focus or narrative.

Scholtz's composition ultimately creates confusion for the viewer about why they are

looking and what they should learn from the image�feelings of uncertainty that reinforce

the concept and potency of The Farm series. The desire to make visible what is felt but

cannot be seen drives photographic engagements with sites of trauma like Vlakpaas.

Events that tangibly alter human lives should, it would seem, exact some impact on the

environments themselves. By foregrounding her own inability to account for the change in

the landscape despite her connection to the location, she immerses the viewer in feeling,

something the pictures and photography can convey.
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4.4 Monique Pelser, J.H. Pierneef, and Re-engagement with the South

African landscape

The winding Apies River �ows northward through the city of Pretoria until it

drains into the Piernaas River. Ndebele people named the river after one of their chiefs,

Tshwane whose name translates to �little ape� in English and �Apies� in Afrikaans.88 In

tandem with the growth of Pretoria, civil engineers canalized large stretches of the river

in 1910 and restricted its movement within the city. Today, the Apies River bears little

resemblance to the water body �rst known to the Ndebele or Afrikaans-speaking settlers.

South African photographer Monique Pelser depicts a cross section of the waterway in

her 2010 image, �Apies River, Tswane� (Fig. 4-14). Pelser photographed the site through a

square, medium format frame, and builds her composition around a centrally placed bridge

seen from below. A shallow segment of the water body �lls the image foreground and

extends backwards into the frame, until it disappears from sight under the dark shadow

of the narrow overpass. Weathered rocks poke through the surface of the stream and

contrast against the still water in the left side of the image. Leafy, deciduous trees crowd

the horizon and limit view of the clear blue sky. Light from the sun illuminates verdant

bunches of grass on the image banks, fast-�owing ebbs in the river, and the lush contours

of the tall trees. Photographed in late afternoon, the soft sunlight warms the scene and

invites the viewer to look and linger on the riparian setting.

Pelser's photograph does not represent people, though she alludes to their presence

in her composition. A blaze of red fabric drapes over a rock in the river; the outline of a

white box sits awkwardly among the worn stones in the shallow bank; and a circular, tube

of light-blue pipe shoots across the stream, bracketed to the side of the bridge. Nets of

88. Chief Tshwane was the son of Chief Mushi, who was an Ndebele leader who settled near the Apies
River almost a hundred years prior to the arrival of the Voortrekkers in the 1830s. Others argue that the
name Tshwane derives from the Tshwana word for black cow, and was given to the Apies river as a refer-
ence to a ritual rain-making ceremony that took place on the river. See: L. J. Louwrens, �The origin and
meaning of the place name Tshwane,� South African Journal of Cultural History 20, no. 1 (2006): 100.
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Figure 4-14. Monique Pelser, Apies River, Tshwane, 2010, archival pigment print, 40x40
cm.

chain link wire encase layers of rock, stacked to create steps that structurally reinforce the

river embankment and the unseen road. Though not overtly emphasized within the frame,

these features temper the scenic depiction of the Apies River; the colored elements distract

the eye from rushing water and sunlit vegetation and remind the viewer of the ways in

which the management and abuse of the environment chip away at visions of Acadian

nature.

The representation of the Apies River in Pelser's image reinterprets a 1932 painting

by South African artist, Jacob Hendrik (J.H.) Pierneef, entitled �Apies River, Pretoria�

(Fig. 4-15). The prominent Afrikaner painter depicted a section of the river as part of a
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commission for the South African Railways and Harbors administration. 89 Tasked to

create a series of panels for the Johannesburg railway station, Pierneef painted thirty-two

views of provinces in the South African Union and Namibia and created the series now

known as �The Station Panels.� Intended to lure and entice the South African tourist into

the reaches of the country now accessible by train, the paintings portrayed South Africa

as an open, inspiring environment ripe for discovery and experience. The Park Station in

Johannesburg served as the point of arrival for the majority of tourists and travellers until

the 1950s and the Pierneef's panels put forth an important interpretation of the South

African environment. Critic Sean O'Toole observes that the panels, created at a time of

rapid urbanization and labor strife rendered the world as �quiet, unhurried, and awkwardly

still.�90

Pierneef produced twenty-eight panels over a period of three years. The commission

dictated only that Pierneef was to �paint places of scenic beauty of historical interest,�

reached by the railway routes.91 In response, he traveled throughout South Africa in

search of such sites, and covered an impressive scope of terrain. He painted views of the

coast in Hermanus, mountain peaks in the Drakensberg and the Maloti mountains; urban

spaces in Limpopo; and industrial areas such as the Rand Gold mine. Pierneef worked

in plein air and completed large numbers of watercolor images that he compiled together

later in the studio. The works formed an extensive but controversial collection owing in

89. The South African Railways and Harbors administration was established in 1910 under the Union of
South Africa government. The new agency brought together di�erent existing railway units into a cohesive
system.

90. Sean O'Toole, �Pierneef's Art,� Times Live, December 10, 2010, accessed December 10, 2015, http ://
www.timeslive.co.za/lifestyle/2010/12/12/pierneef-s-art.

91. Though all of Pierneef's �nal series of paintings have the landscape of the southern African region
as their subject matter, the works �t into two main categories: historical places and natural scenery, and
pictured all four South African provinces, as well as Lesotho and Namibia. Images of the artist's native
Transvaal province were the most numerous. See: N. J. Coetzee, Pierneef, land, and landscape: the Johan-
nesburg Station panels in context (Fourways, South Africa: CBM Pub., 1992).
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Figure 4-15. J.H. Pierneef, Apies River, Pretoria, 1932, Oil on Panel.
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large part to the liberal, dramatic interpretations of the various sites and overt omissions

of residents in the landscapes. For artists such as William Kentridge, the Station panels

represent a view of the South African landscape only after the �pu�s of gunsmoke had

silenced the debate over who controlled the land.�92

J.H. Pierneef explored the South African landscape as a subject throughout his

proli�c career. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth, a new academic landscape

tradition began to take shape in South Africa, one that replaced an earlier practice aimed

at recording and documenting the topography, �ora, and fauna of various regions. Juliette

Leeb-du Toit observes that interpretations of the landscape among white South Africans

at this time �grew out of European enlightenment ideals of the rights of individuals to

own land, realize their independence and seek a better life.�93 Praised and celebrated as

an antidote to rapid urban industrialization, the landscape painting emerged as a way to

quell the clamor of the 20th century. Jeremy Foster notes that of this time geographical

space transformed into a �socially-constructed, ideologically charged place� and through

the works of artists such as J.H. Pierneef, the landscape became a nationalistic symbol.94

In tandem with a need to justify the position of whites in South Africa, the value of land-

scape as space that rooted and made an individual belong to a place took on increasing

importance.95 According to Leeb-du Toit, �The construction of self in relation to place

was no longer shaped by romantic, rationalist or scienti�c terms, but rather re�ected an

92. O'Toole, �Pierneef's Art.�

93. Juliette Leeb-du Toit, �Land and Landlessness: Revisiting the South African Landscape,� in Visual
century: South African art in context, ed. Jillian Carman, vol. 1 (2011), 174�195.

94. Foster, Washed with sun, 17.

95. Leeb-du Toit, �Land and Landlessness: Revisiting the South African Landscape.�
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individual encounter with a spiritually infused landscape associated with national iden-

tity.�96 Signi�cant events in the history of South Africa�such as the South African War

and the economic depression of the 1920s�further spurred the association between land,

identity, and nationalism among whites, as did the formation of the Union of South Africa

in 1910. Leeb-du Toit notes the importance of this political development: �As the nation

acquired political and cultural autonomy from its British colonial masters, links between

the nation and its landscape were forged that endured in the collective memory.�97

Indeed, the fantastical, stylized landscapes painted by Pierneef became synonymous

with Afrikaner nationalism and patriotism and symbolized their vision of a sun-bleached

environment that would root together their community and culture. The absence of

people or man-made structures further aligned Pierneef's work with the rhetoric of

Afrikaner nationalists, and played to mythical renderings of the South African interior

as an empty land found and conquered during the Great Trek. The lack of people in

Pierneef's compositions has continued to condition the discussion of his work long after

the artist's death in 1957; for many, the omission of people in the landscape scenes

speaks of white colonial e�orts to rid the land of black South Africans and make the

landscape a tabula rasa for Afrikaner origin myths. For example, famed artist William

Kentridge writes of Pierneef's landscapes: �The landscape is arranged into a vision of

pure nature, majestic primal forces of rock and sky. A kloof and escarpment, a tree is

celebrated. A particular fact is isolated and all idea of process or history is abandoned.

These paintings, of landscape in a state of grace, are documents of disremembering.�98

Yet, some art historians believe that a post-colonial reading of J.H. Pierneef's work, while

fair, omits a critical element of context: his religious and philosophical beliefs. Deeply

96. Leeb-du Toit, �Land and Landlessness: Revisiting the South African Landscape.�

97. Ibid., 181.

98. William Kentridge, William Kentridge (London: Phaidon, 1999), 109.
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in�uenced by the symbolist movement and the work of European artists such as Piet

Mondrian, Pierneef perceived a latent spirituality in nature and had great reverence for

the natural environment. Like Mondrian, J.H. Pierneef found inspiration in the theosophy

he encountered in Europe and a restorative view of nature.99 Leeb-du Toit argues that

Pierneef sought to entwine humanity and nature and �transcribed these ideas by rendering

the inner logic of nature through geometric monumentality.�100 Nic Coetzee argues

that, for example, Pierneef's use of trees in the Station Panel series reference his view

of art as a spiritual activity. The tree, for Pierneef, acted as a metaphor for art: �the

tree can be seen as an encapsulation of nature, symbolically spanning many generations.

Like an art that remains representational but ostensibly signifying intangible, universal

ideas, trees are rooted in the past but reach into the future: anchored in the earth they

extend to heaven.�101 Art historians Elizabeth Delmont and Jessica Dubow describe the

form of Pierneef's paintings as a representation of his religious beliefs: �The deep V-

perspectives of Pierneef's landscapes, the simpli�cation of form, the stark monumentality

suggesting a comprehensible order, are the very means and metaphor of a Calvanist

fundamentalism. . . (the landscape) is one which, inherently meaningful is already and

always prepared for settlement.�102 Nic Coetzee further reads into the religious context of

Pierneef's work and suggests that the landscape represented a sacred realm for the artist,

one in which natural elements such as trees represented the cosmos and the �transience

of earthly life�. He argues that Pierneef's practice represented a �desire to structure the

99. Leeb-du Toit, �Land and Landlessness: Revisiting the South African Landscape,� 185.

100. Ibid., 181.

101. Coetzee, Pierneef, land, and landscape: the Johannesburg Station panels in context , 21.

102. Elizabeth Delmont and Jessica Dubow, �Thinking through Landscape: Colonial Spaces and their
Legacies,� in Panoramas of passage: changing landscapes of South Africa. Ed. Elizabeth Delmont and
Jessica Dubow (Johannesburg: University of the Witwatersrand Art Galleries, 1995), 15.
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landscape, to render nature into culture, physicality into spirituality, the wilderness into

inwardness.�103

An expanded reading of Pierneef's landscapes opens up aspects of his paintings to

new analyses, and raises other questions about his work, such as: why have his landscapes,

in spite of their problematic associations and period style, continued to engage and inspire

both the viewing public and new South African artists like Monique Pelser? The Pierneef

panels are currently installed in the Rupert Museum, a private institution in Stellenbosch

that holds a diverse collection of contemporary South African artworks. The panels, owned

by the Transnet Foundation, are permanently installed in a special gallery within the

museum. The works are fairly uniform in size; most are four and a half feet in height and

roughly the same width. Originally created for recesses above the terminal, the thirty-two

panels each �t into a predetermined niche. Dark stone �oors, high ceilings, and echo-�lled

acoustics in the Rupert Museum allow the viewer to imagine what it would have been

like to see the panels in Park Station, one colorful work after the other creating windows

onto destinations ahead. Walking among them in the gallery, it is di�cult not to be

moved in some way by their dramatic views, simpli�ed forms, and bright palettes. The

mature style that uni�es the disparate subjects also foregrounds Pierneef fabrications and

embellishments, yet it is di�cult not to feel compelled to �nd and experience these places

that you know do not exist.

Photographer Monique Pelser visited the exhibition in 2006 and describes her initial

encounters with Pierneef's work in revealing terms. For Pelser, the works conjured

�. . . the realm of phantasmagoria.� After spending hours in the gallery, �immersed in

these isolated pictures of industry, mining and seaside villages,�104 she left the exhibition

103. Coetzee, Pierneef, land, and landscape: the Johannesburg Station panels in context , 15.

104. Monique Pelser, �Artist Statement,� in Ons Land/Our Land: The Johannesburg Station Panels Revis-
ited, ed. Monique Pelser and Carl Becker (Bloemfontein: Olweinhuis Art Museum, 2013), 12.
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intent on �nding the original sites, ironically ful�lling in some way the purpose for which

the 1929 commission was intended. �I am very interested in how the Johannesburg

Station Panels were commissioned. . . as travel ads to promote rail travel and then became

seminal historical paintings,� she writes, re�ecting on her decision to retrace the Pierneef

commission. �I am also interested in how the land a�ected Pierneef as he observed it and

moved through the country exposed to many people and many other incidental places.�105

In 2007, she began.

Monique Pelser is a South African who was born in June 1976 in Johannesburg,

shortly after the outbreak of the Soweto riots. Her father worked as a police o�cer and

left the scene of the riots to attend his daughter's birth. Pelser studied photography at

the Market Photography Workshop in Johannesburg before completing both her BFA and

MFA degree at Rhodes University in Grahamstown, Eastern Cape, far from the bustling

metropolis on the Rand. Pelser spent eight years working as a media photographer before

entering university, and these eight years overlapped with a series of dramatic changes in

South Africa and within Photography. When Pelser started to work in photojournalism,

the media environment was �very struggle orientated; the Bang-Bang Club,106 that was

who you wanted to be.� When Pelser left in 1996, she saw how her peers struggled: �when

the South African art world shifted and went into a more conceptual, more aesthetic

space.� In the world of art photography, the digital revolution was just beginning, and

during her time at Rhodes, Pelser felt the impacts of this rapidly developing technology.

The shifts that took place over her early career in the art world and in South Africa

105. Pelser, �Artist Statement,� 13.

106. The name �Bang-Bang club� refers to a group of four South African journalists who photographed
events that took place in Johannesburg townships between 1990 and 1994. This tumultuous period saw a
large number of violent protests, �ghting, and other disruptions in response to con�icts between African
National Congress and Inkatha Freedom Party supporters. For a discussion of the Bang-bang club and
their work documenting this period in the movement to end apartheid, see: Marinovich and Silva, The
Bang-bang club.
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more broadly left Pelser and others of her peers in a transitional space: �I am a hand

color processer, I come from the struggle background, with experience in photojournal-

ism. . . suddenly we had to use these shitty digital cameras. . . and work conceptually about

understanding metaphor. It was the wildest shift; it was like the country�it was crazy

change.�107

As a graduate student Pelser studied under Brent Meistre and explored the per-

formance of identity in her series �roles,� a project that would inform her work with

Pierneef's paintings. Following a project by German photographer, August Sander,

Pelser sought to photograph a representative sample of her national community through

archetypes: �the builder, the mechanic, the petrol attendant, the nurse, the airline steward,

the suburban security guard.�108 For each subject she made two portraits: one of the

person in their work environment, and another of herself wearing their clothes.109 Though

the Pierneef project was her �rst foray into landscape photography, she approached the

project as she did her role portraits: she tried to assume Pierneef's view of the landscape,

and replace his gaze with hers.110 �I felt I was having a conversation with him,� she notes,

�inserting myself into his work in a performative way.�111

Like Scholtz and Bezuidenhout, Pelser was broadly drawn to landscape as a subject

and sees in the genre a potential to develop and direct her views as an artist. �The word

landscape indicates the representation of land and is therefore essentially a constructed

107. Monique Pelser, Interview with author, June 17, 2015.

108. Monique Pelser, About the work, Artist website, 2006, accessed December 1, 2015, http : / / www .
moniquepelser.com/roles.htm#about.

109. Since completing university, Pelser has expanded her areas of inquiry and her practice to include
curatorial projects aimed at highlighting the work of emerging African photographers. She received a Tier-
ney Fellowship and a scholarship to the PhotoGlobal program in New York, accolades that supported her
growth as an artist and distinguishes her among a transitional generation of post-apartheid photographers.

110. Pelser, Interview with author .

111. Ibid.
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view,� she writes; �engaging in the landscape thus becomes an intellectual activity. This

excites me and so I have been moving through our land looking and seeking out the South

African landscape.�112 Like her artistic peers, Pelser's project transformed landscapes

into forums in which she could ask questions, shift meanings, and sort through her

in�uences such that she might come out on the other side with some insight into herself

and how to see more clearly as a South African artist in a post-apartheid environment.

�Replicating Pierneef's journey and representing the sites,� she writes, �as female observer,

from the future. . . is only the start of a long journey negotiating a complex history.�113

She characterizes her project as an exchange between her and a forefather and notes,

�It's about a very speci�c conversation with a forefather, saying, you know I am here

now. We're here now. Things have changed. Things are di�erent. We have a di�erent

conversation.�

Such a revisionist task runs counter to the imperialist desire associated with

Pierneef's commission and instead is re�ective of a wish to build di�erent narratives,

to complicate the process through which the idea of land has emerged, and to recognize

that the landscape artist is not, in fact, a single entity conversing and engaging a singular

entity that is �land� but is rather engaging a place, history, and themselves in relation

to those contexts in visual conversation. �I think the photographs are the traces of [my]

journey; that's why I called it 'Ons Land, Our land,' as opposed to 'the Johannesburg

Station Panels Revisited.' �114

As with her peers, Bezuidenhout and Scholtz, Pelser's motivations to engage with

the South African landscape were not activist, but nor were they purely artistic or for

the sake of artistic production in and of itself. �For me the project was about change, I

112. Pelser, �Artist Statement.�

113. Ibid.

114. Pelser, Interview with author .
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didn't go into landscape to be political,� Pelser says. �I went into the landscape to go and

look at it and see how things have changed in the land since so much of the conceptual

understanding of South Africa shifted from the mid 1980s to the 2000s.�115 Exploring

the landscape through the lens of Pierneef's paintings created a framework and a series of

�xed points through which to re�ect on the transformation of spaces in South Africa since

1994 and consider how the representation of landscape has changed as a result.

To be certain, Pelser is not na��ve to the implications of Pierneef's exclusions of people

in his compositions or his support for Afrikaner political causes, nor was she unaware

of the disputed ground represented in the iconic painter's work. Even as she recognizes

how and why Pierneef's work served propagandistic rhetoric, Pelser saw another side

to the landscape works: �a silence born not of muteness or incommunicability, but of

awe and reverence.�116 Pelser viewed Pierneef as a point of departure from which to

establish her own views but not a �gure that she needed to challenge or otherwise counter:

�. . . people didn't get what I was doing at all. They ask: why would I do this if it isn't

deeply political? Some people took Pierneefs and did paint by numbers, and that was like,

you see, they are saying something, and mine was a lot more subtle. Everyone wanted me

to set out for blood. And I didn't see the point. I'll go for blood for some things, but not

for that.�117

Pelser used a pre-determined framework to reexamine the Pierneef works, but her

investigation goes beyond a simple �before-after� or �pre-post� comparison of the Station

Panels. Pelser felt that the task of engaging Pierneef was a personal challenge, and the

project represented a way to experience the South African landscape in a manner that

would reveal to her a more multivalent and discursive path to engage the land as it exists

115. Pelser, Interview with author .

116. Delmont and Dubow, �Thinking through Landscape: Colonial Spaces and their Legacies,� 16.

117. Pelser, Interview with author .
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in her imagination or in the work of her artistic predecessors, documentary photographers.

Revisiting the Pierneef sites and engaging the attendant derided and acclaimed aspects of

his work might leave her on the other side with a sense of what she sees herself. Gerhard

Schoeman observes, �to revisit means to return and to haunt that which haunts you: a

photograph of a painting, a painting of a photograph, a painting of a painting, a picture in

a newspaper, an imaginary or real letter. . . to paraphrase Derrida: we follow the ghost that

follows us.�118

Pelser was not the only artist to visit the Pierneef exhibit and leave determined to

address the series in their own work. South African painter, Carl Becker, viewed the

panels in March 2007 and felt they o�ered an allure and reprise from his life and work

in Johannesburg: �I stood before those big paintings with their monumental forms and

subdued hues and realized here was the stasis I craved. I wanted to be in them.�119

He continues: �I knew, of course, that Pierneef's work was contested terrain. . . And yet

Pierneef was in my blood. Two of his woodcuts hung in my aunt's farmhouse outside

Pretoria were some of �rst original landscapes I'd seen. Their graceful and simpli�ed forms

seemed to o�er a way of depicting the land that was both real and possible. Like it or not,

Pierneef is entrenched in the psyche of many artists of my generation. He casts a shadow

that demands we take him into account on our way to becoming ourselves.�120

When Pelser and Becker learned of each other's work after each had begun their

projects, they decided to collaborate and exhibit together. From di�erent artistic genera-

tions, Pelser and Becker learned from each others' process, and how each artist interpreted

118. Gerhard Schoeman, �'I have been here before': Monique Pelser, Carl Becker and Pierneef's ghosts,�
in Ons Land/Our Land: The Johannesburg Station Panels Revisited, ed. Monique Pelser and Carl Becker
(Bloemfontein: Olweinhuis Art Museum, 2013), 123.

119. Carl Becker, �A highway runs through it,� in Ons Land/Our Land: The Johannesburg Station Panels
Revisited, ed. Monique Pelser and Carl Becker (Bloemfontein: Olweinhuis Art Museum, 2013), 8.

120. Ibid.
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the landscape and Pierneef's project.121 Both artists were clear from the beginning that

they were not sure what they would �nd in the process of locating the twenty-eight sites.

The two artists reveal their uncertainty in the process of depicting the sites, constantly

pulled between the views they know�and perhaps want to see�and what they encounter

in situ. This tension is most clearly expressed in their respective re�ections on their time

at the sites, working between the Pierneef views and physical landscape in front of them.

Pelser writes: �The utopian views I held in my hand on a photocopied piece of paper of

what I saw overwhelmed me and just as I was moved by it a 4x4 would �y by, pick up

dust that would cover my face, and bring me back into the 21st century.� She continues,

and re�ects �I think I grew as a person, from that project because I set out to do some-

thing. I set out to take those images of Pierneef's paintings. I drove 95,000 km around this

country and just that driving had a massive e�ect on me. [The views] don't look like they

do in the paintings; the Pierneef version of the site is a total fabrication.�122

The modulation between the imaginary and the concrete at work in Pelser's re�ec-

tions �nds resonance in the writings of Jennifer Bening�eld, who observes:

. . . an implicit tension and ambiguity between [the] two images of [land and
landscape], an oscillation and contamination between the comfort and `renewal'
of personal and national identity that the land can o�er through close sensory
experience and the distance from the landscape that is a precondition of its
meaning as a site in which culture and politics are embedded.123

Benning�eld's sentiment speaks to the experience Pelser had in her Pierneef project. �I

think I was open to going and seeing places in South Africa that I had never been,� Pelser

121. As a painter, Becker, sees in Pierneef's work a resonance between his objective and his technique:
�His work contains many �ctions. Within a single image, he often combined di�erent perspectives and
di�erent times of day, but one accepts that he was attempting to tell a larger truth about the nirvana
that lay before him in the 1930s.� See: Carl Becker, About, Artists blog, accessed December 18, 2015,
https://carlbecker.wordpress.com/about/.

122. Pelser, Interview with author .

123. Bening�eld, The Frightened Land: Land, landscape and politics in South Africa in the twentieth cen-
tury , 2.
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re�ects, �And then I went, and everything changed when I got there.�124 For Pelser, the

more deeply she delved into her journey into Pierneef's landscapes, the more distanced

she felt from the popular associations with the "Station Panels." �In the history of art

[the Pierneefs] became very problematic and very political, and in my experience and

through my research I don't think that's the case. I think that they could stand in for

problematic political paintings for an era that was deeply problematic.�125 After months

replicating Pierneef's journey and visiting the locations in his paintings, Pelser began to

see the "Station Panels" as artistic interpretations of spaces. As a result of her study,

Pelser seemed to locate greater attention to the representation of land through light and

form than through a particular political lens.

Pelser was drawn to Pierneef's close studies of light in and on the landscape and

plein air sketch process. In response, Pelser developed a mode of �plein air' photographic

rendering wherein she photographed sites with multiple cameras, creating exposures every

�ve minutes. This process allowed her to �imitate the plein air painters through a process

of photographically mapping the light as it shifts and changes the quality of a scene.�126

She displayed her collection of images on sets of three digital picture frames. The images

on the digital frames slowly advance over a period of seven minutes through the 11-

hours Pelser photographed. �I realized he was a plain air painter collecting information

and putting it altogether so they were essentially composite images and so I used more

cameras.�127

The time-lapse images were part of her �nal series, which also consisted of single

photographs of the sites. The changes within the time-lapse images are subtle: trees sway,

124. Pelser, Interview with author .

125. Ibid.

126. Pelser, �Artist Statement.�

127. Pelser, Interview with author .
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Figure 4-16. Monique Pelser, Premier Mine, Cullian, 2009, triptych exhibited as shifting
time lapses on digital photo frames, 16x25 cm.

tra�c passes, skies darken, but for Pelser, the small shifts of light extend into a broader

metaphorical reading of the transformation of the South African landscape. According

to Pelser, the time-lapse photographs most closely achieve her goals for the series; the

photographs literally incorporate time, process, and show change in the South African

landscape sites viewed by herself and Pierneef. Indeed, the animated display calls on

viewers to look closely, to observe a scene that is simultaneously static, yet altered and

enlivened by the passing of people, the soft modulation of the light, and the constant

ebbing of time. Pelser's �photo sketch� reminds us that moments cannot be permanently

preserved, that there is no stasis in even the most iconic views of the land, and that

careful attention to change and life on the landscape is rewarded with a landscape that

speaks back to the viewer instead of one that just holds our gaze. �I saw that time lapse

was the was the mode in which to communicate how impossible it is to communicate

change through that landscape,� she notes, �so it was a technical mode which quite

literally speaks of time, and time passing and things changing. The most extraordinary

thing for me was watching how the light moves and how everything changes as light shifts

across the landscape.�128

The triptych �Premier Mine, Cullian� (Fig. 4-16), her interpretation of one of

Pierneef's iconic images of industry, exempli�es the connection between her methods

128. Pelser, �Artist Statement.�
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and process of engaging the landscape through the Pierneef project. The three frames

display a cross-section of the open-pit. The left frame shows a close-up view of the vege-

tation growing on the lip of pit edge. The middle and right frames pull back and reveal

a broader view of the excavation site. Pelser does not show the base of the mine, and in-

stead focuses her composition around the empty space below the horizon line. As the three

digital picture frames scroll through still images taken over the day the viewer watches the

sunlight pass across the sky and angle into the pit. Dust catches light and sparkles against

the vacuous opening; the sun traces the outline of the mine and reveals the contours of the

opening. Pelser has noted that during her project she �became acutely aware of how, over

a given time frame, the light changed a site. I began considering how this change could be

extended into a metaphorical reading of the transformation of our land. . . .�129

The time lapse �photo sketch� images depart from the in situ single images she

produced of the same sites. Images such as �Table Mountain, Cape Town,� (Fig. 4-17),

photographed in medium format, predictably portray a more comprehensive perspective

than the Pierneef imagery. The frames are uniformly pulled back, the lighting primarily

subdued and low-contrast, landscape features are given equal priority to the built environ-

ment. Overall, the still images are cold, and feel an appropriate counter to the embellished

Pierneefs. Yet, as discussed earlier, Pelser identi�ed her task in engaging the Pierneef

panels more broadly than as a response to the problems of his series or e�ort to subvert

his view of the land, a task that she draws closer to in her time-laspe photo sketches. �I

felt that the medium format shots were almost like research work for me,� she says �[they

were] like a then and a now and the time lapses shifted the project more into more of an

exploration than a metaphorical, poetic experience of the land.�130

129. Pelser, �Artist Statement.�

130. Pelser, Interview with author .
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Figure 4-17. Monique Pelser, Table Mountain, Cape Town, 2010, archival pigment print,
40x40cm.

Pelser produced one video as part of her Pierneef project entitled Railroad, (Fig. 4-

18), which was a response to the site of Pierneef's original commission in the Johannes-

burg Railway Station. Viewed in tandem with the photographs [the video] further frames

the series as a journey through the landscape tempered with urgency and confusion. The

three-minute video follows a train track as it winds forward through a wooded landscape.

Pelser created the work in collaboration with a musician, who performs a spoken word

poem urgently in Afrikaans set against a rhythmic instrumental beat. The video pushes

the viewer forward into the scene through a rhythmic path of track laid out in a non-

descript landscape. Viewers cannot see where the track leads, nor do they view what is
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Figure 4-18. Monique Pelser, Railroad (3:03), 2013, digital video projection.

pushing them along the track. The cadence of the words and music pulse rapidly against

the �le of railway ties and make the viewer feel as though her path through the landscape

is restricted and that she is being moved without her control.

This chapter has looked at the work of three photographers that are representative

of a generation of academically-trained artists who came of age during the transition

to democracy in South Africa. Vincent Bezuidenhout, Renzske Scholtz, and Monique

Pelser were each trained by and with social documentary artists who actively used

their craft in support of activist causes, such as the anti-apartheid movement. All three

photographers have been deeply in�uenced by the burgeoning reach of the global art

market in the continent, as well as the growth of and move towards conceptual work in

South Africa by professional artists. Caught between potentially competing in�uences

and conceptions of the role of the artist, Bezuidenhout, Scholtz, and Pelser, use landscape

images to experiment with how they see, why they look, and what they would like to
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say through their work. Elizabeth Delmont and Jessica Dubow observe that the �South

African landscape will always be a palimpsest: a ground of overlapping histories and

identities, a site of accrued meanings and entwined experiences some of which recede and

others which are brought into sharper focus.� Each of the landscape series discussed in

this chapter established a space in which the three artists could not only explore and draw

attention to the legacies of apartheid and colonialism in South Africa, but also where they

�t within a diversi�ed photographic environment that includes both social documentary

and conceptual, aesthetically-driven projects.
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CHAPTER 5
THE SACRED LANDSCAPE: RELIGION, NATURE, AND THE REPRESENTATION

OF LAND IN CONTEMPORARY SOUTH AFRICAN PHOTOGRAPHY

5.1 Introduction

Land-based imagery has become increasingly pronounced in the work of emerging

and established photographers in South Africa since the end of Apartheid in 1994. Grad-

uates of public workshop and university art programs, as well as established artists use

landscape photography to examine a diversity of topics: visual legacies of apartheid in the

landscape, land use in South Africa, and aesthetics of the urban and rural environment.

The advent of democratic rule in South Africa brought dramatic social and political

transformations and motivated contemporary South African photographers to examine the

psychic role of the natural environment in forming national and personal identity.

Landscape photographs present a personal view of an environment mediated by

social, political, and cultural contexts. Sri-Kartini Leet argues that landscapes are made

from �a political, social and a personal organization of space, where `landscape' is not

only a physical site but a psychological space shaped by individual consciousness.�1

Leet emphasizes the importance of the individual perspective in shaping the landscape

image, a view echoed by Liz Wells, who argues that individual �perceptions of the real, the

imaginary, the symbolic, memory and experience form a complex tapestry at the heart of

our response to our environment, and, by extension, to landscape imagery.�2

The end of apartheid prompted many South Africans artists to reconsider their rela-

tionship to a place that was swiftly transformed into a new, inclusive nation. Transition

to democratic rule necessitated behavioral shifts for all South Africans, whose patterns of

1. Sri-Kartini Leet, �Landscape,� in Reading photography: A sourcebook of critical texts, 1921 � 2000,
ed. Sri-Kartini Leet (Farnham: Lund Humphries, 2011), 265.

2. Liz Wells, Land matters: Landscape photography, culture and identity (London: I.B. Tauris, 2011), 2.
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movement, social interactions, and engagement with the landscape had previously been

dictated by apartheid.

Landscapes assumed particular importance in the post-apartheid South Africa as a

strategy to organize views of a changing land. Jennifer Bening�eld writes, �Landscape in

South Africa emerges as a way of seeing, understanding, claiming, narrating, representing

and remaking land that is still evolving.� She continues, �It forms part of the contempo-

rary struggle with the transformation and reconceptualization of a place and a series of

images which are simultaneously products of past practices and histories and the mate-

rial which is being negotiated in the imagination and making of an altered landscape.�3

Landscapes created a forum for artists to remake past histories into a foundation for the

present.

Two prominent South African artists�photographer David Goldblatt and mixed-

media artist William Kentridge�developed systematic approaches to reorient themselves

in the post-apartheid landscape. Each artist sought to alter the way he �saw� South

Africa by designing a rule-based project that could supersede habitual modes of looking

at the land. David Goldblatt identi�ed speci�c intersections on a map of South Africa

and resolved to only photograph within those preselected areas,4 while William Kentridge

journeyed out from Johannesburg and stopped to draw at arbitrary increments of his

odometer. Their respective projects grew from a personal, re�ective process. Both artists

3. Bening�eld, The Frightened Land: Land, landscape and politics in South Africa in the twentieth cen-
tury , 11.

4. The �Intersections� project was David Goldblatt's �rst personal project in color. He set out to pho-
tograph at arbitrary locations pre-determined by a formula: all images would be made within 500 meters
of each of the 122 points of intersection of one degree of latitude and longitude. Goldblatt, however, did
not use this approach after an initial phase. He decided to pursue the idea of intersections in a less literal
manner. Over a period of nine years, he traveled the country and focused on more abstract intersections:
meetings of ideas, histories, and values in South Africa. The project resulted in the publication of his
monograph: David Goldblatt, David Goldblatt: South African intersections (Munich: Prestel, 2005); For
discussion of the project, See: Emma Bedford and Sophie Perryer, 10 years 100 artists: Art in a demo-
cratic South Africa (Cape Town, South Africa: Bell-Roberts, 2004).
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recognized that the post-apartheid landscape could not accommodate old ways of seeing

and they needed to respond.

In addition to formal, systematic projects, photographers such as Santu Mofokeng

gravitated towards landscape imagery to assert a critical position.5 Mofokeng was drawn

to landscapes as a way to psychically recoup the land in the new dispensation. He writes

that �identity is implicated in the landscape, seeing that whenever I travel the world my

identity is designated South African. . . These are issues that partly explain my landscape

project: reclaiming the land for myself. And since 1994, in theory at least, I am free

to travel everywhere within the republic.�6 For Mofokeng, landscapes o�er a way to

consider oneself in relation to a broader system, and his images allow him to look �at the

interface of the inner and outer�interior/exterior�worlds, where the objective/subjective

environment inform/determine the experience of being at a given time and space.�7

To reexamine oneself in relation to the environment through landscape photographs is

complex; it invokes strategic use of atypical metaphors and analysis for which traditional

approaches to the landscape photographs are insu�cient. The process through which

artists like Goldblatt, Kentridge, and Mofokeng engage landscapes are deeply personal

and involve a questioning and relating of the self to a larger, abstract entity�land�that

departs from a formal study of a place through composition, color, and light.

5. In the years since the end of apartheid, Santu Mofokeng has completed a number of landscape
projects, including Chasing Shadows, a series that investigates spiritually signi�cant landscapes in South
Africa; and �Let's Talk,� a collection of images made in response to issues related to climate change. For
a discussion of Santu Mofokeng, and his work related to landscape see: Hayes, �Santu Mofokeng, Pho-
tographs: 'The Violence is in the Knowing'�; Patricia Hayes, �Poisoned Landscapes,� in Chasing Shadows
- Santu Mofokeng 30 Years of Photographic Essays (M�unich: Prestel, 2011), 203�209; Wienand, �Santu
Mofokeng: Alternative Ways of Seeing (1996 � 2013)�; and Milbourne, �African Photographers and the
Look of (Un) Sustainability in the African Landscape.�

6. Santu Mofokeng, Santu's Landscapes, July 18, 2008, accessed December 2, 2015, http : / /
cargocollective.com/santumofokeng/�lter/work/landscapes.

7. Ibid.
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In lieu of conventional analytical approaches, I draw from the �elds of biology,

religion, and nature studies, which o�er means to analyze and contextualize the personal

dimensions of the landscape image. These concepts include E.O. Wilson's Biophilia

hypothesis, which posits that humans have a biologically-encoded tendency to connect

with and draw example from the natural world. This hypothesis o�ers insight into why

individuals use natural elements and systems as material for comparative analogies.8

The Wilderness idea, considers how and why individuals attach value to representations

of nature apart from humans.9 Dark Green Religion provides important context to the

reasons and methods with which landscape photographers select and interpret their

subjects.10 Furthermore, Aldo Leopold's conception of a �Land Aesthetic� helps interpret

the work of artists who move beyond traditional, pictorial conventions of landscapes.

The study of religion and nature examines relationships between people and environ-

ments, such as how humans use nature to formulate ideas of the sacred or de�ne ethical

living. More speci�cally, frameworks from the �eld of religion and nature studies allow

researchers to tease apart the process through which photographers conceive and position

themselves in relation to the land as part of a larger e�ort to transform the way a land-

scape is seen and viewed: whether as an entity divided and belonging to few, or as the

basis of an interdependent community.

In this chapter the terms religion, sacred, and spirituality inform my analyses of

photographs who depict the natural world in their images. I consider ways landscape

photography aligns with a religious practice through a focus on ritual and behaviors that

8. Wilson, Biophilia.

9. See: Max Oelschlaeger, The Idea of Wilderness: from Prehistory to the age of Ecology (New Haven:
Yale University Press, 1991); William Cronon, �The trouble with wilderness: Or, getting back to the wrong
nature,� Environmental History 1, no. 1 (1996): 7�28; and J. Baird Callicott and Michael P. Nelson, The
Great New Wilderness Debate (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1998).

10. Taylor, Dark Green Religion: Nature Spirituality and the planetary future.
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connect the photographer to what Cli�ord Geertz describes as a "general order of exis-

tence" in nature.11 In this way, I associate landscape photographers with those adhering

to a type of religious naturalism, a term used to describe those who �nd orientation and

meaning within the natural world.12 Moreover, I identify the presentation of animals

and landscapes in the photographs under discussion as delineation of the sacred for the

artists. Emile Durkheim describes the sacred as a �uid entity that is set apart from the

profane through a social act.13 Through its role opposite the profane, the sacred inspires

a sense of the numinous: a feeling of awe, a sense of something outside of and greater than

the individual. For many South African photographers landscape images provide a way

to access and experience environments as numinous. Further, Paul Faulstich describes a

sacred space as a "charged meeting ground between person and the other," a description

that has relevance to a conception of the landscape photograph as an encounter between

individual and environment.14 De�nitions of spirituality, Brian Zinnabauer and Kenneth

Pargament note, di�er among scholars between "a subjective experience of the sacred" to

the "realm of human potential dealing with ultimate purposes."15 Similarly, MacDonald

et al. address such variations and suggest that "the most e�cient and straightforward way

11. Cli�ord Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected essays, vol. 5019 (Basic books, 1973), 98.

12. For a discussion of Religious Naturalism, see: Ursula Goodenough, �Encyclopedia of Religion and
Nature,� chap. Religious Naturalism, ed. Bron (Con, 2008), 1371�2; In this entry, Goodenough notes that
"Religious Naturalism is best thought of as a generic term for mindful religious approaches to our under-
standing of the natural world. As such it does not represent a detailed system of religious beliefs. See:
Goodenough, �Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature,� 1372.

13. Emile Durkheim, The elementary forms of the religious life (Routledge, 1976).

14. Paul Faulstich, �Encyclopedia of Religion and Nature Vol. II,� chap. Sacred Space/Place, ed. Bron
Taylor (Continuum, 2008), 1463.

15. Brian J Zinnbauer et al., �Religion and spirituality: Unfuzzying the fuzzy,� Journal for the scienti�c
study of religion, 1997, 550.
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of construing spirituality is to de�ne it as that aspect of human functioning, experience,

and existence which concerns the transcendent."16

This chapter uses these concepts and methodologies to examine the work of two

photographers, Daniel Naud�e and Brent Meistre, who use landscape photography to

explore personal connections to land in a post-apartheid context. A discussion of Daniel

Naud�e's �Africanis� series and its expansion into his 2014 �Sightings of the Sacred� through

the lenses of Biophilia and Dark Green Religion illuminates the ways in which Naud�e

uses animal portraits as examples of and metaphors for community, heritage and national

identity in South Africa. Examination of Brent Meistre's �Sojourn� project in relation

to the Wilderness idea and Aldo Leopold's �Land Aesthetic� reveal the complexities

at work in his minimalistic landscape series. Taken together, this analysis will show

that frameworks from these outside disciplines have great relevance for discussions of

contemporary South African landscape images. It will highlight the utility of these

particular theoretical lenses to draw attention to the mechanisms through which many

photographers use images to posit and probe questions of identity and belonging with

respect to environmental and social communities in South Africa.

5.2 Connecting to the Land: Animal and Environmental Metaphors in the

work of Daniel Naud�e

Daniel Naud�e is an Afrikaans-speaking photographer who was born in 1984 in

Stellenbosch, where he continues to live and work. He earned his BA in Visual Arts

from the University of Stellenbosch in 2007, and his work has been widely exhibited in

South Africa and abroad, notably as part of the Lagos Photo Festival and the Bamako

Encounters Photography Festival in Africa and in Europe at the Photographer's Gallery in

16. Douglas A MacDonald et al., �Spirituality as a scienti�c construct: Testing its universality across
cultures and languages,� PloS one 10, no. 3 (2015): 4.
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London.17 Naud�e has been mentored and greatly in�uenced by the work of fellow South

Africans, Pieter Hugo and David Goldblatt. Work from Dutch photographer, Rineke

Dijkstra, and American photographers, Stephen Shore and Richard Avedon also �gure

prominently as in�uences for projects such as �Africanis� and Animal Farm.

Daniel Naud�e's �Africanis� series began after a chance encounter with an africanis dog

on a road trip through the Karoo in late 2006. Naud�e stopped his car to look at the dog

who had run past his vehicle and the two locked eyes: �It was a case of �ction meeting

reality and freedom denying captivity,� he writes, �That �rst powerful moment of eye

contact left me speechless and full of emotion. My eyes followed the animal as it trotted

o� towards the horizon, leaving me behind as the outsider.�18

The Africanis dog is a landrace species: a variety of plant or animal initially de-

scended from domestic stock that has become the product of adaptation to a local

environment.19 Originally domesticated and bred in ancient Egypt, Africanis dogs have

since developed through natural selection in naturalized populations, as opposed to the se-

lective breeding by humans that has determined nearly all domesticated dog breeds.20 Not

17. His work has been widely exhibited in South Africa and abroad, notably as part of the Lagos Photo
Festival and the Bamako Encounters Photography Festival in Africa and in Europe at the Photographer's
Gallery in London, England; the Tennis Palace Art Museum in Helsinki, Finland; the Biennale de Lyon in
Lyon, France; and at the Modena at Foro Boario in Modena, Italy. Naud�e's work has also been featured as
part of the �In Focus: Animalia� exhibition in the U.S. at the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles, C.A.
He is represented by Michael Stevenson Gallery in Cape Town.

18. Daniel Naud�e, �Progression from a �rst encounter,� in Animal farm (Munich: Prestel, 2012), 7.

19. Within the biological sciences, feral, species, and landrace all have speci�c meanings. While feral
individuals have simply escaped from captivity and thus are not genetically di�erent from those remaining
in captivity, the landrace is so distanced from domestication that natural selection has regained control.
Yet the genetic legacy of domestication remains, distinguishing the landrace from the wild population from
which domestication originally occurred. For a discussion of the Africanis landrace species see: Sandra
Swart and Lance van Sittert, Canis africanis: a dog history of South Africa (Leiden: Brill, 2008); and
Johan Gallant, The story of the African dog (Pietermaritzburg: University of KwaZulu Natal Press, 2002).

20. The Africanis dog is thought to have arrived in southern Africa with Arab traders, Early Iron Age
Bantu-speakers, and Khoi pastoralists. See: Roger M. Blench and Kevin MacDonald, The origins and
development of African livestock: archaeology, genetics, linguistics and ethnography (London: Routledge,
2011).
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Figure 5-1. Daniel Naud�e, Africanis 21. Richmond, Northern Cape, 17 April 2011, 2011,
124 x 124 cm, C-Print.

unlike land in South Africa�and those who dwell on it�the genetic distinction between

truly natural populations and those pruned by arti�cial selection leaves the landrace in

a curious position de�ned by both cultural and natural forces. The potential for analogy

between South African people and the Africanis encouraged Naud�e in the development of

his series: �The naturally crossbred Africanis, its ancestors depicted in the hieroglyphics
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of the Egyptians, seemed to re�ect our culture and identity in the complex South African

landscape in a peculiar way.�21

Naud�e returned to the Karoo and sought other Africanis dogs to photograph. In

contrast to the domesticated dogs he grew up around�his father had nine dogs at one

point�the Africanis captured his imagination; he felt driven to use photography to portray

these dogs in the environments that both de�ned them and made them wild (Fig. 5-1).

�The dog I saw had no master. There was no planning, no breeding, no hand on it,� Naud�e

re�ects, �yet it knew its path.�22 To locate the feral dogs Naud�e embarked on a series

of solo sojourns into remote areas of the country, working without assistants, extensive

lighting equipment, or knowledge of the location of the dogs; he was not even sure he

would �nd them. And once located, the approach proved di�cult�in some instances,

Naud�e spent up to four hours trying to get close enough to photograph the dog: �I try

to get closer with ease and no sudden movements. I allow the dog to accept me into his

space. Then I lie down on the ground at the same eye level as the dog, as standing up

straight tends to create a position of power.�23 Naud�e made multiple trips into remote

areas for his project, which he developed into a sequence of large-scale, documentary-style

portraits of Africanis dogs in di�erent regions of South Africa (Fig. 5-2).

The landscape in the photographs was not a secondary consideration for Naud�e,

as it conveys both contemporary and historical context for each dog and its lineage. He

speaks frequently of the importance of the landscape in shaping his interpretation of

the dog: �Before I approach the dog I observe the landscape and make a decision about

21. Naud�e, �Progression from a �rst encounter,� 7.

22. Stephen, Janine, �An Artist's life: Daniel Naud�e � Hunter with a Hasselblad,� Business Day, March
2009, 14.

23. Colberg, J�org, �Daniel Naud�e: Africanis,� Foam: international photography magazine 20, no. Fall
(2008): 262.
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Figure 5-2. Daniel Naud�e, Africanis 3. Strydenburg, 1 April 2008, 2008, 124 x 124 cm,
C-print.

what scenery I want inside the frame to convey the environment.�24 The landscape serves

both to indicate the focal dog's habitat as well as the nature of the environment that

shaped the landrace variety. �The dogs connect to and re�ect the identity of an area. In

the Transkei they are medium-sized because you have bushes and tall grass and the dog

needs to move through it. . . I try to show the connection between where they are, what

24. Colberg, J�org, �Daniel Naud�e: Africanis,� 262.
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Figure 5-3. Daniel Naud�e, Africanis 8. Barkly Easy, Eastern Cape, 5 July 2008, 2008, 124
x 124 cm, C-print.

they are and how they are formed.�25 Images such as Africanis 8. Barkly Easy, Eastern

Cape, 5 July 2008 (Fig. 5-3) frame the shape of the dog as an echo of its surroundings:

the slight arch of the dog's back mimics the lit peak in the veld, and creates a scale of

brown hues that descends from light to dark; the patterning of the dog's fur seemingly

re�ects the shifts between shadowed and frosted grass. The shallow depth of �eld creates

clarity around the dog's frame, and the sharp outline formed along the dog's stomach

25. Stephen, Janine, �An Artist's life: Daniel Naud�e � Hunter with a Hasselblad,� 14.
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and back repeats the soft undulation of Eastern Cape hills set against dark sky. In

Storm approaching Aberdeen. Eastern Cape, 3 March 2010 (Fig. 5-4), Naud�e emphasizes

connection between humans and animals within an ecosystem through a focus on weather,

which is a binding force among those plants, animals, and people that live on and from

the land. The photograph shows a stand of cacti in a dry, �at expanse of land, with a

thick layer of dark blue clouds that temper the bright green of the desert forbs. The

weather, as an abiotic factor,26 creates community for those who live on and from the

land. Other images of landscapes�that show verdant hills, rainbows, farmland, and desert

plains�are interspersed between portraits of animals to give context to the notion of

interconnectedness Naud�e seeks to advance through the Africanis dog portraits.

Naud�e clearly acknowledges the projection of his own values and desires onto the

subject matter in the epitaph for Animal Farm, a quotation from South African author

J.M Coetzee: �If it is indeed impossible�or at the very least di�cult�to inhabit the

consciousness of an animal, then in writing about animals there is a temptation to

project upon them feelings and thoughts that may belong only to our own human mind

and heart.� Naud�e uses his photographs to recapture a moment when he was disarmed

and �spoken to� by a land and its non-human inhabitant. He asserts this experience

contributes to a broader project: the reimagination of the South African nation through

the a utopic presentation of land and the Africanis, both of which existed and �ourished

long before colonialism and apartheid exerted in�uence.

5.2.1 The �Africanis� Series as Religious Experience

In several ways Naud�e's project is congruent with religious experience. As such,

examination of the series through this lens o�ers insight into the ways he describes the

work and the context to which he applies his images. On the similarities between religious

26. The term �abiotic factor� denotes inanimate, chemical and physical parts of the environment that
in�uences or a�ects an ecosystem. Examples of abiotic factors include: light, water, temperature, atmo-
sphere, humidity, and soil.
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Figure 5-4. Daniel Naud�e, Storm approaching Aberdeen. Eastern Cape, 3 March 2010,
2010, 124 x 124 cm, archival inkjet print.

practices and the creation of artworks, David Chidester argues, �With regard to structure,

we often �nd in works of art thematic patterns of initiation, quest, symbolic death and

resurrection, ascent, etc., or more formal patterns of symbolization, myth, ritual, and

liturgy, which are analogous to patterns in the history of religion.�27 Moreover, Chidester

reminds us that a crucial analytical problem in the study of religions is �how any �rst-

person singular is transformed into the �rst-person plural,� a question inexorably tied up

27. David Chidester, �Aesthetic Strategies in Western Religious Thought,� Journal of the American
Academy of Religion 51, no. 1 (1983): 56.
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with the task of nation-building, and which Naud�e�and other contemporary landscape

photographers�is engaged in assessing. Chidester also asserts that religious resources

are aimed at �creating an intersection between personal subjectivities and the social

collectivity,� which resonates aptly with the concerns of Naud�e's project and his use of the

Africanis as a comparison to South Africa and its inhabitants.28

Further, in both the conception and execution of his photographs of Africanis dogs

in South Africa, Naud�e exhibits characteristics of religious practice: initiation/revelation

through the �rst encounter, quest to locate and recreate the encounter, and the eleva-

tion/linking of the dog to the sacred. The portraits were intended to both memorialize

and recreate the excitement, tension, and, most importantly, the connection Naud�e felt

in his encounter with the �rst dog for his viewer: �Each portrait o�ered me a similarly

ecstatic encounter, and my goal was to achieve that intense presence and experience of the

�rst dog throughout the series.�29 The �rst experience fueled him during the working pro-

cess and established a ritual through which he could access aspects of the initial event.30

Further, creating each picture returned a moment of stillness for Naud�e�a period in which

28. Chidester also addresses the relationship between the study of art and religion, and argues that with
regard to �our ultimate predispositions toward the world of experience, the shape and contours of our
realities and our deepest sense of personal identity, we may �nd that the religious and the aesthetic are
mutually implied.� Moreover, he asserts that whereas art and religion have roots in sense perception, they
also o�er avenues with which individuals may orient themselves to their environment. �In certain situa-
tions,� Chidester writes, �it may appear that religion and art are doing something very similar when it
comes to giving shape to the world we live in.� See: Chidester, �Aesthetic Strategies in Western Religious
Thought,� 55.

29. Naud�e, �Progression from a �rst encounter,� 7.

30. The title of Daniel Naud�e's artist statement, �Progression from a First Encounter,� further attests
to the signi�cance of this experience for Naud�e and its central role in shaping subsequent work. Other
aspects of the project suggest an a�liation with ritual. In his return trips to the Karoo, Naud�e only shot
nine rolls of �lm (each with 12 exposures), a fraction of the amount used by most photographers when
working on a project. Citing a lack of funds, Naud�e says that his scarce �lm resource forced him to think
carefully about each exposure and keep elaborate journals in preparation for each picture. See: Carlos
Amato, �Horns of Plenty,� Sunday Times, May 25, 2014, 16.
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�the dog and the landscape are one�31 �that reconnected him back to the experience he

felt he found in 2006.

Naud�e's description of the dogs resembles a conceptualization of the sacred, further

associating his actions with religious practice. William Paden o�ers an applicable inter-

pretation of the sacred that draws upon Durkheim's theories on the origin of religion.

Durkheim argued that religion has its origins in �the bonds that are formed with the

sacred symbols of one's own group.�32 He used the concept of totemism to further explain

the relationship between groups and sacred objects. �A totem,� Paden notes, �is an animal

or plant ancestor with whom a group. . . believes itself to be spiritually kin. It becomes the

mark or �ag of the group's own existence and tradition.�33 A given species, Durkheim

observed, �was not sacred because of its intrinsic qualities. . . but because of its symbolic

function in signifying the identity of the tribe.�34

For Naud�e, the Africanis dog, because of its history as landrace species shaped by

its environment, o�ers a suitable analogy between the ideal of a uni�ed South African

nation and its actual diverse components. The Africanis, Naud�e notes, �were in South

Africa long before Westerners; they are in a sense pre-colonial or even un-colonial�

untouched by this kind of historicity. Their breed is not synonymous with any culturally

31. Colberg, J�org, �Daniel Naud�e: Africanis,� 262.

32. William E. Paden, Interpreting the sacred: Ways of viewing religion (Boston, MA: Beacon Press,
1992), 30.

33. Ibid.

34. Paden, Interpreting the sacred: Ways of viewing religion, 31; William Paden describes how
Durkheim used his understanding of the sacred to challenge dominant conceptions of religion: �Sacredness,
which Durkheim took as a universal feature of all religious phenomena, is in this interpretation a value
placed on objects by groups . . . To Durkheim, rationalist theories which maintain that religion originates
in a prescienti�c attempt to explain the world of nature could not account for the absolute centrality of
these institutions, i.e., the strong character of sacred-profane distinctions within society. As a value placed
on objects by the community, sacredness could be fully explained only in sociological terms.� Paden, Inter-
preting the sacred: Ways of viewing religion, 32.
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Figure 5-5. Daniel Naud�e, Outside Underberg. KwaZulu-Natal, 29 October 2009, 2009, 124
x 124 cm, C-print.

identi�able group.�35 Sandra Swart argues that the Africanis are �a dog uncannily

linked to its terrain, part of its aboriginal and original landscape.�36 In his series Naud�e

seeks�metaphorically�to elevate the dog, centralize it within the frame, and transform

35. Colberg, J�org, �Daniel Naud�e: Africanis,� 262.

36. Sandra Swart, �Dogs and dogma: A discussion of the socio-political construction of Southern African
dog 'breeds' as a window on social history,� South African Historical Journal 48, no. 1 (2003): 196; Swart
also observes that the Africanis dog di�er from other dog species in South Africa that are associated with
particular cultures or groups, such as Alsatians (associated with police forces) and Corgis (associated with
the British). Swart, �Dogs and dogma: A discussion of the socio-political construction of Southern African
dog 'breeds' as a window on social history.�
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it into a totemic symbol. The sacredness Naud�e perceives in the animals is one he seeks

to translate to his group, the community of the nation-state. Through his portraits,

Naud�e seeks something deeply personal, and through his focus on portraying the animals

connection to the landscape, he reforms his task into something communal and unifying.

Naud�e aims to create a sacred symbol out of the Africanis, and his series utilizes visual

tools and strategies to help his �group� recognize the parallel he sees between the dog's

characteristics and the South African people.

Naud�e's series elevates the Africanis dog as a representation of an abstract South

African sacred and in later projects Naud�e continued this practice. After developing the

work for the �Africanis� project, Naud�e began photographing other indigenous animal

species and more landscapes in South Africa, and brought together the two series in his

�rst monograph, Animal Farm. The book opens with a view of carcass on the side of

the road (presumably a dead Africanis dog), a hillside �lled with indigenous cattle and

goats, and a partial view of a farm. Naud�e photographs Nguni cattle, Xhosa cattle on the

beach, Quagga,37 open landscapes, taxidermy animals, farmers, and Perisan sheep. He

�nishes the broad survey of animals and landscapes with an image of a seated Africanis

dog, photographed at dusk, looking o� into the distance. �Animal Farm� places greater

emphasis on the environments and their role in generating a diverse, yet distinctly South

African set of conditions, people, �ora, and fauna. The �rst and �nal images (Fig. 5-5 &

5-6) highlight this intent. In each photograph, the animal is secondary to the landscape in

visual weight: the grasses swallow up the carcass and the twilight hues fade the tones in

the dog's fur.

37. Naud�e uses "quagga" to caption one of his images of a zebra in Animal Farm, but it is likely that he
photographed a Burchell's Zebra, which are genetically and visually similar to the quagga, which are be-
lieved to be extinct since the late nineteenth century. A quagga is an endemic sub-species of zebra, whose
name references the animal's sonorous "kwa-ha-ha" call.
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Figure 5-6. Daniel Naud�e, Sneeuberg Pass. Sneeuberg, Murraysburg district, 2 February
2009, 2009, 124 x 124 cm, C-print.

Following completion of the �Africanis� and �Animal Farm� projects, Naud�e traveled

outside South Africa to photograph other animals sacred to local cultures. He traveled

to three countries and combined photographs from each location together in his series,

�Sightings of the Sacred.� In southwestern Uganda he studied Ankole cattle, an indige-

nous breed with large horns that reach up to eight feet from point to point (Fig. 5-7).

Bahima pastoralists, who use the animals for milk, meat, and as symbols of wealth, revere
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Figure 5-7. Daniel Naud�e, Ankole 1. Lake Mburo district, Nyabushozi, Western Region,
Uganda, 2012, 2012, 124 x 124 cm, C-Print

Ankole.38 Traditionally, Bahima limited cross-breeding with exotic cattle to maintain ad-

vantageous Ankole traits, such as: horn shape and length, resistance to endemic diseases,

heat tolerance, and lower feed requirements. Yet, as Bahima populations become sedentary

38. Michael Wurzinger et al., �Lifestyle and herding practices of Bahima pastoralists in Uganda,� African
Journal of Agricultural Research 3, no. 8 (2008): 542�548.
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and have limited access to pasture, more farmers choose to cross-breed with Holstein vari-

eties to select for productive traits.39 Yet, Wurzinger, et. al report that the breed retains

great cultural importance to the Bahima people, and despite short-term economic gains

of cross-breeding, many farmers are deeply committed to preserving the breed's heritage

and maintain a pastoral livelihood.40 Naud�e's images of the Ankole emphasize the scale

of horns in relation to the cattle's body; he photographs from a crouched position, such

that the horns are further elongated in the frame. In all images the Ankole look directly

at Naud�e and return a stately gaze. �The biggest thing for me� Naud�e says, �is this very

still, reciprocal encounter, in which I'm in a hyper-focused state, and so is the animal. The

gigantic horns make the e�ect more surreal.�41 As with his earlier works, Naud�e wants his

photographs to reveal a connection between himself and the animal, and, more broadly,

the potential for an indigenous animal species to re�ect aspects of the human cultures

that share the same land. Afterwards, Naud�e visited Madagascar, where he photographed

Zebu cattle, a breed which forms part of the Bara people's cosmology and ancestor ven-

eration. Zebu cattle are sacred capital to the Bara, who use them to regulate relations

between living and ancestral populations.42 Finally, Naud�e traveled to India to document

cattle at the Mattu Pongal festival in Tamil Nadu. Here, cattle are decorated in honor of

Nandi, a bull god, which has symbolic ties to the god Shiva. The images show di�erent

cows adorned with balloons, �owers, and some of their horns are painted, and, for Naud�e,

39. R Roschinsky et al., �Pasture use and management strategies in the Ankole pastoral system in
Uganda,� Grass and Forage Science 67, no. 2 (2012): 199�209.

40. M Wurzinger et al., �Indigenous selection criteria in Ankole cattle and di�erent production systems
in Uganda,� in 55th Annual Meeting of the European Association for Animal Production (EAAP), Upp-
sala, Sweden (2005), 5�8.

41. Amato, �Horns of Plenty,� 16.

42. Jacob von Heland and Carl Folke, �A social contract with the ancestors � culture and ecosystem
services in southern Madagascar,� Global Environmental Change 24 (2014): 251�264.
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they show �the spiritual roots of the human bond with cattle.�43 In all three sub-series

Naud�e brackets the cattle images with landscapes and is careful to frame all of his animal

subjects with vegetation native to the respective areas. In sum, �Sightings of the Sacred�

continues the inquiry he began with �Africanis� and �Animal Farm;� he explores ways that

indigenous animals can symbolize a communal identity that is shaped by the land.

5.2.2 Traditional and Experimental Analyses of Naud�e's work: Biophilia and

Dark Green Religion

Previous analyses of Naud�e's series, including those put forth by the artist himself,

make an e�ort to situate the dog portraits within a Western art historical context.44

Speci�cally, writers have made comparative reference to the paintings of George Stubbs

and Samuel Daniell, both enlightenment-era artists engaged with a broader nineteenth-

century concern to classify and closely observe the natural world. Works by Stubbs,

such as his 1787 painting Bay Hunter by a Lake (Fig. 5-8), situate single horses in a

picturesque environment, and establish a connection between the serenity of the horse's

environment and the digni�ed grandeur of its muscular form. The comparison is not

without justi�cation, yet the collective, possessive impulse of Stubbs' paintings seems at

odds with the fascination and reverence with which Naud�e colors his images. Moreover,

Naud�e's photographs di�er from Stubbs' compositions through his use of photographic

manipulations, such as depth-of-�eld adjustments, to emphasize the weight of the Africanis

dogs in relation to the landscape; Stubbs' horse in Bay Hunter by a Lake, for example,

frames the horse within and at scale to the landscape, whereas Naud�e foregrounds the

gravitas of the Africanis dog and its relation to the surrounding landscape (Fig. 5-9).

Biologist E. O. Wilson's Biophilia hypothesis, which suggests an instinctive bond

between human beings and other organisms, elucidates a more comprehensive analysis of

43. Amato, �Horns of Plenty,� 17.

44. Martin Barnes, �Meeting Points,� in Animal Farm (Munich: Prestel, 2012), 11.
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Figure 5-8. George Stubbs, Bay Hunter by a Lake, 1787, oil on canvas.

the �Africanis� series. Articulated in his 1984 book of the same name, Wilson describes

biophilia as the �innate tendency to focus on life and life-like processes� and the �urge to

a�liate with other forms of life.�45 Wilson sees the human preference for things in nature

as a product of biological evolution, wherein human ancestors bene�ted from developing

positive associations with displays of life and life-like processes.46 All humans, as social

biologist Stephen Kellert observes, possess some degree of yearning to connect and unite

with nature, which manifests itself in two ways: ��rst, through discerning commonalities

45. Wilson, Biophilia, 1.

46. Wilson's hypothesis attributes the desire to a�liate with life and life-like processes as a need rooted
in human genetics. For example, humans drawn to a stand of blooming �owers were often later rewarded
with a source of food from the fruits of those plants. See: ibid.
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Figure 5-9. Daniel Naud�e, Africanis 17. Danielskuil, Northern Cape, 25 February 2010,
2010, 124 x 124cm, C-Print.

that emerge through empirical and systematic observation; second, through a more

intuitive, a priori, and subjective judgment of the unity of creation.�47

47. Stephen R Kellert, �Connecting with Creation: The convergence of Nature, Religion, Science and
Culture,� Journal for the Study of Religion, Nature and Culture 1 (2007): 26; E. O Wilson, in his writ-
ings, draws from examples, such as Charles Darwin's little-known 44-year long investigation of earthworms
to argue this point. He posits that humans look to other forms of life to derive or establish a synecdoche
for an organized universe, one from which they can model behavior or utilize as an objective counter to
a volatile human environment, or to use to establish a meaningful material connection to their physical
surroundings. Wilson, Biophilia.
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A variety of disciplines use the Biophilia hypothesis as a basis for human relationships

with nature and other species, such as a biologically-based preference for savannah

environments.48 Most relevant to the art historian, Kellert notes the Biophilia hypothesis,

�proclaims a human dependence on nature that extends far beyond the simplest issues of

material and physical sustenance to encompass as well the human craving for aesthetic,

intellectual, cognitive, and even spiritual meaning and satisfaction.�49

Elsewhere, Kellert also argues that Biophilia �encompasses both the quest for em-

pirical understanding and the pursuit of spiritual meaning.�50 In both instances, Kellert

connects the desire to order, classify, and observe the natural world with a need to derive

spiritual meaning from it. Kellert recognizes these objectives as united within Wilson's

Biophilia hypothesis, which accounts for both the allure of the natural world for humans,

as well as the need to interpret it at an objective distance.

The twinning of these respective desires resonates with how Naud�e and other contem-

porary South African photographers use land imagery to engage space in their country.

The legacies of apartheid and the shift to a democratic society demand that interactions

with the landscape be at once critical and objective: the land needs to be studied, histo-

ries accounted for, and past violence recognized. Yet many individual artists also look to

48. Stephen R. Kellert and Edward O. Wilson, The Biophilia hypothesis (Washington, D.C.: Island
Press, 1993).

49. Kellert and Wilson, The Biophilia hypothesis, 20; In addition to the sciences, the concept of Bio-
philia has been in�uential in design �elds. See: Judith H. Heerwagen, Stephen R. Kellert, and Martin L.
Mador, Biophilic design: The theory, science, and practice of bringing buildings to life (Hoboken, NJ: Wi-
ley, 2008); Judith Heerwagen and Betty Hase, �Building biophilia: Connecting people to nature in building
design,� Environmental Design and Construction 3 (2001): 30�36; Timothy. Beatley, Biophilic cities: In-
tegrating nature into urban design and planning (Washington, DC: Island Press, 2010); Barbara J Huelat,
�The wisdom of biophilia-Nature in healing environments,� Journal of Green Building 3, no. 3 (2008): 23�
35.

50. Kellert, �Connecting with Creation: The convergence of Nature, Religion, Science and Culture,� 27-
28; Kellert continues, and argues: �Science and religion are rooted in these hereditary needs of our species
and, as such, underscore the self-interest that connects empirical observation and spirituality with physical
and material well-being. . . �. Kellert, �Connecting with Creation: The convergence of Nature, Religion,
Science and Culture,� 28.
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the landscape to �nd a common framework, a source of spiritual energy, a model for com-

munities, and point of connection between themselves and other South Africans. Kellert

argues that study and exploration of the natural world allows individuals to �discover

the remarkable ingenuity of life, and the possibility of its purposeful engagement. . . that

suggests the capacity of individual forms to pursue an ideal while making their way

through the world.�51 Naud�e uses images to connect with the Africanis dogs and their

environments and then to extrapolate meaning and analogy from them that will inform

broader ideas about the South African community. He uses the camera�and its attendant

selecting, preserving, and ordering�to create landscape images that project and pursue an

ideal.

Selections from Naud�e's writings further support a biophilic reading of the �Africanis�

series. Naud�e lucidly describes the dogs he encounters, and is often at pains to counter

the negative associations and names given to the dogs during the apartheid era�the

Africanis were often referred to as �ka�r dogs�52 by whites�with the virtues he perceives.

Naud�e laments, �we perceive them as feral animals rather than thoroughbreds.� Naud�e also

notes that while working on the images for this series, a quotation by Franz Kafka was

continually at the forefront of his thinking: �All knowledge, the totality of all questions

and all answers, is contained in the dog.�53 Both of these selections resonate with the

tendency to align with, draw example from, and interpolate life and life-like processes

described by Wilson in his Biophilia hypothesis.

51. Kellert, �Connecting with Creation: The convergence of Nature, Religion, Science and Culture,� 27.

52. The word �ka�r� is a derogatory term used in South Africa to denote a black person. The o�ensive
term was predominantly used by white South Africans, and originally derives from the Arabic term for
�non-believer� (ka�r).

53. Franz Kafka, The complete stories, ed. Nahum Norbert Glatzer (New York, NY: Schocken, 2011),
290.
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Biophilia o�ers a framework to contextualize the idealism inherent in attempts to

make meaningful connections between the diversity of animal species and human social

relations. Biophilia argues that the desire to discover the extreme complexity of life

and draw meaning from its example derive from the same human genetics; as Kellert

notes: �Our celebration of diversity must acknowledge the equivalent need for unity or

the commonality that binds us, like all creatures, to our genetic heritage. Diversity and

unity, rather than opposing forces are complementary re�ections of the religious and

scienti�c quest for meaningfully connecting with creation.�54 With respect to Naud�e's

series, Biophillia o�ers a way to examine the project's formal grouping of the di�erent

animals and landscapes, and contextualize the leap Naud�e makes in arguing that they

mimic human populations. �Our country was an apartheid state; now it's th[e] Rainbow

nation: an unexplainable mix,� Naud�e argues, �and you can't say what kind of dog the

Africanis is, but it's an African dog.�

Other frameworks drawn from the �elds of religion and nature studies facilitate

analysis of Naud�e's use of environmental imagery to study and draw meaningful example

from nature. American religious studies scholar Bron Taylor uses Dark Green Religion to

describe a belief system in which nature is understood to be sacred, possessing intrinsic

value apart from its usefulness to humans, and is therefore due reverent care.55 Dark

Green Religion was originally conceived of to account for a growing sector of people

describing themselves as �spiritual but not religious,� yet who in their work or research,

exhibited behaviors characteristic of a religious practice. Taylor observes that since

Darwin published The Origin of Species�which presented an alternative to understanding

the world than through Abrahamic religions�a spirituality informed by evolution and a

non-anthropocentric, ecocentric perspective developed.

54. Kellert, �Connecting with Creation: The convergence of Nature, Religion, Science and Culture,� 29.

55. Taylor, Dark Green Religion: Nature Spirituality and the planetary future, 10.
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Dark Green Religion is deeply ecological and ecocentric; Taylor explains it bases its

values on a �felt kinship with the rest of life.� Dark Green Religion is �accompanied by

feelings of humility and a corresponding critique of human moral superiority,� one that is

�reinforced by metaphysics of interconnection and the idea of interdependence. . . found in

the sciences.�56 Dark Green Religion is neither a traditional Abrahamic religion, nor one

that embodies a speci�c, denoted dogmatic practice; rather, it describes common beliefs

observable in a subset of human interactions with the natural environment, such as those

performed by researchers, activists, and�as I argue�landscape artists.

Naturalistic animism is a subcategory of Dark Green Religion that describes beliefs

that adhere to an agnostic, scienti�c perspective without an immaterial, supernaturalistic

dimension. Animism, broadly stated, references the perception that non-human life

forms have a soul, spirit, consciousness and/or lifeforce.57 Those who re�ect aspects

of naturalistic animism express �kinship with and ethical concern for non-human life�

and biocentric ethics grounded in evolutionary theory and evolution's theory of common

ancestors.58

Naud�e's practice exhibits aspects of the naturalistic animism Taylor describes. He

says that his encounters with animals in the landscape �re�ect the mutual surprise, wonder

and fascination that both man and animal seem to experience in confronting each other.�

He writes that though he does �not know what animals think. . . I recognize my own being

in theirs. Nothing I have read about animals can su�ciently account for the intensity

I experienced in these encounters.59 Here, Naud�e casts the animals he encounters as

intelligences he can communicate with, and in doing so indicates animistic perception.

56. Taylor, Dark Green Religion: Nature Spirituality and the planetary future, 13.

57. Ibid., 15.

58. Ibid., 23.

59. Naud�e, �Progression from a �rst encounter,� 9.
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While Naud�e's writings do not suggest a desire to worship or venerate animals, they do

make clear that Naud�e feels kinship towards the indigenous animals, and perceives them as

an entity from which he can learn, a sentiment re�ected in the reverential manner in which

he composed the photographs in the �Africanis� series.

In this instance, Dark Green Religion provides an analytical lens through which we

can interpret Daniel Naud�e's encounter in conjunction with the image itself, and in doing

so, understand the dog portraits to be more than large-scale animal representations, but

products of a personal, spiritual engagement with the South African landscape that is then

used to imagine an interdependent community, inclusive of humans, land, and animals.

Taken together, these applications argue for an expanded understanding of the landscape

photograph, as a not only a projection of values, but as a complex psychological space in

which the artist's process and motivations create an meeting between the artist and the

environment depicted.

5.3 Brent Meistre, �Sojourn,� and Environmental History and Philosophy

Examination of Brent Meistre's project in relation to the Wilderness idea and as

an expression of Aldo Leopold's Land Aesthetic creates an analytical context that can

highlight the ways photographs in �Sojourn� both challenge the purview of landscape pho-

tography and advocate for its use. As with Daniel Naud�e's �Africanis� series, application

of concepts from other disciplines illuminates the use landscape photography to explore a

personal connection to land.
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South African photographer Brent Meistre began work on what would become the

�Sojourn� series in 2005.60 Over a period of six years, he traveled alone throughout south-

ern Africa in a converted Eskom61 truck intent on exploring open, �empty� landscapes.62

He logged over 80,000 kilometers of roads and dirt paths in Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho,

Swaziland, Zimbabwe, and South Africa and immersed himself in settings far from the

urban areas that concentrate most of southern Africa's population.63 During his journies

Meistre re�ected on the things in the landscape that frame and otherwise orient his view

of the spaces he visited: �In their rudimentary abstract forms, the parallel lines in the

centre of the road, the roadside fence, the telephone line. . . these compose and comprise

the landscape. Telephone lines, fences, staggered and solid double lines on the road direct

me to a single-perspective vanishing point. It is this elusive point of departure, at which I

never arrive.�64

The �nal series drew from a collection of over 150 rolls of medium format �lm and

400 hand-printed color images and features roads, skies, and other man-made marks on

the land. The series coheres around a repeated composition: a paved or dirt path shaped

60. Brent Meistre was born in South Africa and currently lives and works in Grahamstown, Eastern
Cape. He is sectional head of Photography at Rhodes University, where he received his Bachelors and
Masters degrees in Fine Art. Meistre describes himself as a photographer and �lmmaker and has received
accolades for his work in both �elds. Notably, Meistre was a �nalist for the Daimler Chrysler Award for
Contemporary Photography, and recently organized the �Analogue Eye: Video Art Africa� project, which
brings a mobile, pop-up cinema to non-traditional viewing spaces and shares video work from over 47
African artists.

61. Eskom is a South African utility company that generates circa 95% of the electricity used in South
Africa and close to 45% of that used in the African continent. See: Eskom, Eskom: company information,
accessed December 1, 2015, http://www.eskom.co.za/OurCompany/CompanyInformation/Pages/Company_
Information.aspx.

62. Meistre's travels were not continuous. All of his solo journeys began from his home in Grahamstown
and he had di�erent itineraries for each trip.

63. In South Africa, Meistre followed rural roads in the Free State, Northern Cape, Eastern Cape, and
remote portions of the Western Cape.

64. Brent Meistre, Artist Statement, 2012.
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into a wedge that extends towards a vanishing point deep into Meistre's frame. In some

photographs the skies are cloudless and in others fair weather cumulous and stratus

clouds stretch against ambient blue horizons. Images such as Wet Road, Alwynsfontein,

N. Cape, South Africa (2007) (Fig. 5-10) characterize the sequence of photographs. A

triangular section of Namaqualand abuts the road on each side, and together the three

shapes�road and two segments of open Karoo�form a 180-degree line. In images such as

these, Meistre portrays the landscape as a series of discrete parts that can be reformed to

make up new junctures of atmosphere and land. In Wet Road, Alwynsfontein, N. Cape,

South Africa (2007) Sky and land split the photograph in half, a refutation of the �rule of

thirds� dictum that informs the composition of most landscape images.65 The equal space

given to sky and land forces the viewer to focus on the vanishing point where road meets

horizon, and keeps them from fully or passively exploring the scene.

Meistre photographed all of his images from an elevated position, atop a four-

meter ladder installed on top of his truck, so that he could shift his perspective from

a traditional, ground-level view that foreshortens land on the same elevation as the

photographer. The added height in�uenced the way Meistre saw the landscape and

planned for his images:

To drive through the landscape, imagining what it may look like from an
elevated position, is to drive in a constant state of displacement and ascension.
Driving and turning your head, watching the land approaching, foreground,
middle ground and background coming into composition as your eyes align

65. Regarding his compositional strategies, Meistre observes that his elevated viewpoint challenges tra-
ditional methods: �It's very basic practice for the novice photographer to photograph the road leading
towards the horizon, a one-point perspective that creates a simpli�ed and graphic pictorial structure.
I play with conventional pictorial elements by using an extension ladder placed on top of the vehicle.�
Jeanne Wright, Art Critic Jeanne Wright on Brent Meistre's Sojourn exhibition, May 22, 2014, accessed
December 10, 2015, http://www.theathenaeum.co.za/News/entryid/51/art- critic- jeanne-wright-on-brent-
meistres-sojourn-exhibition.
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Figure 5-10. Brent Meistre, Wet Road, Alwynsfontein, N. Cape, South Africa, 2007,
C-Print.

parallel to the roadside, fence and telephone poles. This is driving in a
suspended state, seeing, projecting and inverting the image.66

Meistre's atypical methods led him to perceive the landscape and the landscape image

di�erently, as a series of formal components that transform in relation to viewpoint and

not as a �xed mode of interpreting natural settings.

To be certain, though his photographs are experimental, formally, Meistre's images

draw upon conventions and viewpoints associated with the sublime, as articulated by

philosopher Edmund Burke. Though the photographs in "Sojourn" do not portray a vision

of nature as powerful and destructive, his images do present a view of environments as

limitless. In his treatise Burke writes that a "source of the sublime is in�nity. . . In�nity

66. Wright, Art Critic Jeanne Wright on Brent Meistre's Sojourn exhibition.
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has a tendency to �ll the mind with that sort of delightful horror, which is the most

genuine e�ect, and truest test of the sublime."67 The unbroken horizons in Meistre's

photographs extend o�-frame with no indication of their end or beginning; they convey a

scale beyond the capability of the camera to capture and in doing so they make reference

to the in�nite. Burke writes further that the sublime in nature causes astonishment in a

viewer: ". . . astonishment is that state of the soul in which all its motions are suspended,

with some degree of horror. In this case the mind is so entirely �lled with its object, that

it cannot entertain any other, nor by consequence reason on that object which employs it.

Hence arises the great power of the sublime."68 The vast environments Meistre portrays

in "Sojourn" strike the viewer �rst as other worldly spaces; she re�ects on the light, color,

and shapes in the scene and not on where or what the photographs depict or how the

image was created.

Meistre's experiments with camera position and composition re�ect his desire to

both complicate his own ideas about landscape photography and notions of landscape and

land in Southern Africa. These objectives create parallel dialogs consistent throughout

the series. First, Meistre's photographs interrogate the landscape photograph as an

organization of forms, not a representation of reality. The rigid structuring of images

in �Sojourn� dislocates rather than immerses the viewer from the scenes and uni�es the

photographs through form, not content. A tension between form and content is clearly

observable in images such as Pipe Trench, Cape Cross, West Coast, Namibia (Fig. 5-11).

Here, Meistre indicates human presence through his title and tire tracks etched into

the dirt. Yet the dynamic angling of the wheel marks and the triangular shape of the

mound pull the viewer towards the horizon line, and encourage a reading of the scene

67. Edmund Burke, A philosophical enquiry into the sublime and beautiful (London: Penguin UK, 1998),
148.

68. Ibid., 130.
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at a greater scale than implied through the tire tracks. Second, the impersonal, distant

views belie a presentation of land in Southern Africa as a familiar or inviting place that

can be reformed to �t or advance an ideological agenda. Meistre purposely photographed

in remote, isolated spaces without contextual indicators and did not manipulate lighting

or framing to convey an emotion or mood. He sought out minimal environments at a

far reach from the urban centers of Johannesburg and Cape Town to �nd a space in

which he could consider the subject of landscape as a discrete topic and limit in�uences

grounded in the history of photography in South Africa.69 He re�ects that he wanted to

get �back to [his] early approaches of creating simple images, images that could function

on a purely aesthetic level and leave the undertones of the political and social concerns as

they may.�70

5.3.1 Brent Meistre, Sojourn and the Wilderness idea

In �Sojourn� Meistre critically engages the subject of landscape representation at the

same time as he seeks to immerse himself in and explore his own connection to the remote

environments. This dual-purpose investigation recalls discussions of wilderness and the

wilderness idea from the disciplines of environmental history and philosophy, dialogs that

o�er insight into the complexities of Meistre's series.

Environmental philosopher Max Oelschlaeger describes wilderness as an evolving

idea that has its origins in the Paleolithic era. He argues that, �a study of wilderness

accordingly assumes the natural history of humankind.� For Oelschlaeger, the early use

by Paleolithic hunters and foragers of an �elaborate hunter mythology� to organize and

account for a �wonder at the miracle of existence� informed early ideas about wilderness,

69. Brent Meistre, Interview with author, September 27, 2013.

70. Meistre, Artist Statement .
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Figure 5-11. Brent Meistre, Pipe Trench, Cape Cross, West Coast, Nambia, 2007, C-Print.

today understood as �a m�elange of competing philosophies, ranging from resource conser-

vation to so-called deep ecology.�71 According to Oelschlaeger, the hunter mythology�a

proto-version of the wilderness idea�o�ered a means to interpret, perceive, and appreciate

the wonder of nature. The wilderness idea, he argues, has its roots in this early ordering of

the unexplainable, yet deeply felt, connection to the environment that all humans have at

some level.72

71. Oelschlaeger, The Idea of Wilderness: from Prehistory to the age of Ecology , 3-4.

72. Ibid., Max Oelschlaeger acknowledges that nature was also seen as a resource and an obstacle for
pre-historic humans. In his text he presents his discussion of wilderness within a broad historical context,
and traces evolution of the wilderness idea from Paleolithic to postmodern periods. This purview allows
Oelschlaeger to examine the concept of wilderness in a variety of contexts.
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In�uenced by the development of ideas around the sublime and the picturesque

wilderness grew to signify a discrete entity untouched by civilization in the nineteenth

century that could restore, renew, and inspire individuals.73 Naturalists such as John

Muir advanced a view of wilderness as refuge from an increasingly industrialized society,

where one could undergo a critical spiritual journey inaccessible in a traditional religious

community or church. Oelschlaeger describes Muir as a pantheist, whose encounters with

nature led to the development of a kind of wilderness theology.

Immediate experience revealed to him that mechanistic materialism�that is, nature

viewed from a Cartesian�Newtonian perspective�was an enormous simpli�cation of and

abstraction from reality of the natural world. The animate vitality of nature pervaded the

cosmos. And since all of creation was alive rather than inert, it followed that a human

being might feel kinship with the natural world.74

Oelschlaeger argues that Muir's wilderness theology o�ered a way to combine faith

and reason; through it Muir could understand his religious experiences in nature as

compliment to his evolutionary perspective. This pantheist blending, for Oelschlaeger,

resonates with a Paleolithic view of the environment and allowed early man �to see the

world steadily, and whole, and was thus complementary with both his psychic needs

and his intellectual commitments.�75 Muir's view of nature retained great in�uence on

thinking about wilderness and its role as a resource to humans. Thomas Dunlap observes

�the generations that followed �xed on landscapes without visible evidence of industrial

73. For a discussion of Romanticism and the development of the Wilderness idea, see: Yrj�o Haila,
�'Wilderness' and the Multiple layers of Environmental Thought,� Environment and History, 1997, 129�
147; Roderick Nash, Wilderness and the American mind (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2014);
Thomas Kircho� and Vera Vicenzotti, �A historical and systematic survey of European perceptions of
wilderness,� Environmental Values 23, no. 4 (2014): 443�464; and George H Stankey, �Beyond the camp-
�re's light: Historical roots of the wilderness concept,� Natural Resources Journal 29 (1989): 9�24.

74. Oelschlaeger, The Idea of Wilderness: from Prehistory to the age of Ecology , 134.

75. Ibid., 192.
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society as the place for spiritual journey.�76 He continues, and argues that, �unless we

de�ne the sacred as something beyond this world, wilderness functions as a sacred nation

for millions, the site of experience or anchor of hope.�77

Meistre's journey, his travels alone and away from settled spaces, are actions that

recall the same desire to order, marvel, and interact with nature that conditioned the

Paleolithic mind and the wilderness theology of Muir. Meistre removed himself from his

native Eastern Cape, traveled alone on a series of broadly de�ned quests and sought out

depopulated landscapes far from territory familiar to him.

The project design allowed Meistre to think about the components of a landscape

image and their respective roles in interpreting a place. He sought to immerse himself in

remote, open landscapes so that he could create simple images that �could function on a

purely aesthetic level and leave the undertones of the political and social concerns as they

may.�78 He wanted to explore the parts of a landscape image and the ways these elements

in�uenced the organization and presentation of space in the camera. The horizon line, for

example, forms an important motif throughout �Sojourn;� Meistre is interested in how

the horizon line functions as a break and connection point between psychic, pictorial, and

actual spaces. �To focus on the horizon line,� Meistre says, �is to focus on the last point

that one can see. It's the last optically visual sense we have of what we're standing on.�

The horizon line shifts as Meistre moves. It is not a �xed entity, but rather a gradient that

de�nes the purview of what Meistre can perceive at one time. �So from where I stand now

looking down on this earth to the horizon here or the horizon line there,� Meistre re�ects,

�I am connected between this plane that I am standing on and that plane pictorially and

76. Thomas R. Dunlap, Faith in nature: Environmentalism as religious quest (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 2004), 68.

77. Ibid., 69.

78. Meistre, Artist Statement .
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physically.�79 In �Sojourn� horizon lines are clear, unbroken, and assume a greater visual

weight than they do in landscape images of more diverse terrain. Meistre presents them as

borders to his view and a reference to the limits of the landscape photograph to order and

present a view.

Meistre acknowledges that landscapes�like wilderness�are constructs and his images

of environments do not present an accurate or objective representation of land. He argues

that all landscapes are ideas, myths whose primary function is to connect individuals to

places and the histories of those places. The arid terrain he presents in �Sojourn� is �a

fantasy space. An imagined place.� Yet, the locations themselves have meaning he can

only allude to in his images: �It is a place of origins, the rural home of the urbanised

in the old Ciskei and Transkei, the Karroo, Lesotho, Namaqualand and the Kalahari.

It is a place of forefathers and mothers, and beginnings, a place we are drawn to and

from through a compulsion.�80 Landscape photographs allow Meistre to imagine these

connections even as he presents only a single moment in time. He is deeply critical of

the history of landscape photography in South Africa and the ways that images have

promoted views of nature as a mythical place: �This is where our constructed notion of

nature and the wilderness lie, where our Edenic pastoral past lies awaiting us.�81

His sentiment resonates with environmental historian William Cronon's discussion of

the Wilderness idea. In his 1995 essay �The Trouble with Wilderness; or, Getting back to

the Wrong Nature,� Cronon advocated a rethinking of wilderness as a space apart from

human in�uence. �As we gaze into the mirror it holds up for us,� Cronon writes, �we too

easily imagine that what we behold is Nature when in fact we see the re�ection of our

79. Brent Meistre, Brent Meistre: Sojourn, At the Brink in No Man's Land, June 2013, https : / / www .
youtube.com/watch?v=n3Zpm5qF-JE.

80. Meistre, Artist Statement .

81. Meistre, Brent Meistre: Sojourn, At the Brink in No Man's Land .
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own unexamined longings and desires.82 Cronon's paper sparked a wave of criticism from

detractors who felt he unfairly dismissed wilderness as an imaginary. Responders took

a common stance: they argued that wilderness is real�not a construct�and one has no

farther to look than unpopulated natural areas to experience it.83 Collectively, these

writers took great umbrage at the suggestion that something so deeply felt through direct

experience could be construed as a human imaginary. Naturalist Aldo Leopold o�ered a

di�erent critique to that of Cronon: he contextualized wilderness as a form of land use.

In a 1925 essay Leopold argued that wilderness is a resource, �not only in the physical

sense of the raw materials it contains, but also in the sense of a distinctive environment

which may, if rightly used, yield certain social values.�84 He felt that economic systems

were ill suited to account for the range of experiences produced through interaction with

wilderness areas. Managed as a form of land-use, wilderness could be �a �exible thing,

accommodating itself to other forms and blending with them in that highly localized

give-and-take scheme of land-planning which employs the criterion of `highest use.' �85

82. Cronon, �The trouble with wilderness: Or, getting back to the wrong nature,� 7; Cronon further
argues wilderness is a concept rather than a reality and emphasis on an idealized, `undisturbed' wilderness
may lead to a perception of wilderness as beyond society and not, according to Thomas Dunlap, �a contin-
uing presence in our lives and part of our daily surroundings.� Dunlap argues further, �The trouble with
wilderness, then, was that the concept encouraged us to neglect our lives as we live them and as we ought
to live them in favor of an idealized realm `out there' that we visited and dreamed about.� Dunlap, Faith
in nature: Environmentalism as religious quest , 87.

83. Here, reference to the �Wilderness Debate� participants denotes scholars who responded to William
Cronon's article in the same issue of Environmental History. See: Samuel P Hays, �Comment: The trou-
ble with Bill Cronon's wilderness,� Environmental History, 1996, 29�32; Michael P Cohen, �Comment:
Resistance to wilderness,� Environmental history 1, no. 1 (1996): 33�42; and Thomas R Dunlap, �Com-
ment: But What Did You Go Out into the Wilderness to See?,� Environmental History, 1996, 43�46; The
�Wilderness Debate� has received considerable scholarly attention since this seminal issue of Environmen-
tal History. See, for example: Callicott and Nelson, The Great New Wilderness Debate; and Michael P.
Nelson and J. Baird Callicott, The Wilderness Debate ages on: Continuing the Great New Wilderness
Debate (Athens, Ga.: University of Georgia Press, 2008).

84. Aldo Leopold, �Wilderness as a form of land use,� The Journal of Land & Public Utility Economics
1, no. 4 (1925): 76.

85. Ibid., 77.
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Recalling the tension of the wilderness debate prompted by Cronon's article and Aldo

Leopold's discussion of wilderness as a form of land use, images in Meistre's �Sojourn�

series oscillate between a critical examination of landscape photography and recognition

of the real, material experience that the genre commemorates. He points to the value

of landscape photography as a connection between an individual and the natural envi-

ronment, and to o�er perspective and order during periods of change. �No[w] more than

ever then,� Meistre writes, �as borders and boundaries and ownership shifts, land itself is

unstable. . . Through and under the scrutiny of the camera lens, land and sky tilt up and

down skirting around the view�nder attempting to settle itself, to �nd home.�86 Ulti-

mately, Meistre's series makes clear what many of Cronon's followers argued: one can be

simultaneously aware of the construct that undergirds an idea like wilderness or landscape,

but this knowledge does not preclude a desire to experience it or use it to ful�ll a personal

need.

5.3.2 The Sojourn Series, Aldo Leopold, and the �Land Aesthetic�

Brent Meistre's interest in how landscape images dislocate viewers from the envi-

ronment resonates with writings by American naturalist and ethicist, Aldo Leopold, in A

Sand County Almanac.87 In this seminal work, Leopold critiques a view of nature that

is informed by western art traditions such as the scenic and the picturesque. He laments:

�our ability to perceive quality in nature begins, as in art, with the pretty.�88 Instead,

Leopold calls for a �land aesthetic,� which recognizes less-visible aspects of nature such as

evolutionary heritage and ecological processes, and builds upon input from all senses, not

86. Meistre, Artist Statement .

87. Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac: and Sketches here and there (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1968).

88. Ibid., 96.
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just vision.89 Such an approach could positively portray neglected environments such as

wetlands or deserts, and emphasize interrelations of humans and nature, rather than as

discrete entities. Moreover, unlike a Western aesthetic, a land aesthetic could be adaptive

and respond to changes in human and environmental changes. In his critique of landscape

photography, Meistre, too, advocates a fuller, integrated presentation of land in �Sojourn�

through exploration of two elements: time and interconnectedness.

The content and composition of Meistre's landscape images make clear reference

to the role of time in shaping the environment and align with one aspect of Leopold's

land aesthetic: acknowledgement of land as a dynamic entity shaped by human and non-

human forces. In Grave, Brakbos, Keelafsnyleegte, N.Cape, South Africa, 2007 (Fig. 5-12)

Meistre shows an arid expanse split by a dirt track road beneath a cloudless sky. An old

wood fence traces the road on one side and small bunches of vegetation form a border

on the other side; a square section of fence surrounds a single grave marker on the right

side of the image middleground. Loose red sand, gravel and tire marks are visible in the

foreground. In conceiving of a land aesthetic Leopold desired a visual expression that

could communicate processes that form natural environments, informed by cerebral and

perceptual inputs. In Meistre's image the absence of narrative or emotive content turns

the viewer's attention to the minutiae of the photograph: the slant of the veld where it

meets the road, the subtle hue changes in the vegetation, and the marks of recent and past

inhabitants. Without direction from Meistre the viewer perceives the empty landscape

89. J. Baird Callicott writes lucidly about Leopold's land ethic and argues that it �is derived from evolu-
tionary biology and ecological biology� and "involves a subtle interplay between conceptual schemata and
sensuous experience: experience informs thought.� See: J. Baird Callicott, Companion to A Sand County
Almanac: Interpretative & critical essays (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1987), 163; Callicott
further argues that the land aesthetic compliments the land ethic and concludes, "they represent a coher-
ent environmental axiology." Callicott, Companion to A Sand County Almanac: Interpretative & critical
essays, 169; Indeed, as Max Oelschlaeger writes of the land ethic and aesthetic as conceived by Leopold,
�philosophically considered, one is not possible without the other, for a wilderness aesthetic opens the
possibility of recognition that we as sentient subjects are bound with all of creation, including the starry
sky above and the moral law within.� Oelschlaeger, The Idea of Wilderness: from Prehistory to the age of
Ecology , 237.
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Figure 5-12. Brent Meistre, Grave, Brakbos, Keelafsnyleegte, N.Cape, S.A. 2013, 2013, 88
x 111.8 cm C-Print.

temporally; they imagine the wind, people, and animals that passed through this space,

impacted the soil, and saw it as it is now. Meistre's uses his composition of a �at expanse

to challenge his viewer to look closely at land and not rely on pictorial conventions rooted

in the picturesque to develop their interpretations.

Interconnectedness between humans and the environment forms another theme in

Meistre's series and was a key concern for Leopold in A Sand County Almanac. Leopold

saw the links among humans, other animals, plants, and the soil itself binding us into a

community, a whole in which each species has a function, place, and purpose.90 Meistre

consistently refers to a material connection between people and landscape in his writings

on the �Sojourn� series: �What then is more primordially a landscape concern than the

90. Dunlap, Faith in nature: Environmentalism as religious quest , 62.
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act of laying the deceased into the earth? To place a body in a horizontal position. . . It

is to be returned into the position of land and strata, back into the lay of the land.�91

Meistre's experiments with viewpoint and perspective immerse the viewer into the tactile

qualities landscape at the same time as they are propelled towards the horizon line�formal

strategies that emphasize the connection of an individual to a broader system. In Blocked

Road, Horing Bay, West Coast, Namibia, 2008 (Fig. 5-13) Meistre shows portions of two

roads that merge and extend towards the horizon. Rows of tire marks layer against the

ripples of sand shaped by wind and water. Together, the bands of dirt and track lace

through the frame, but are beyond the scope of the camera to capture and map. A line of

small stones forms an informal barricade across the road and indicates human presence.

Neither land nor man-made elements are emphasized within the frame, and all pieces of

the image allude to an undescribed whole that is �cultivated, demarcated, and strati�ed

with the patina of history.�92

Meistre further conveys a Leopoldian view of the landscape as an active entity

through his choice of media and anthropomorphic analogies. Meistre used portrait �lm

to interpret the landscapes in �Sojourn.�93 �I am treating the landscape as a portrait,

as a face to be read, as a skin,� he asserts. �The photographs in this collection are about

that skin, a �at expanse of a body that recedes into the hinterland and more importantly

into the interior.�94 Portrait �lm dampens tones and contrast in photographs, and gives

weight to subtle gradations in a given image. Meistre interprets his subjects equipped

to attune to the same details as if he were photographing a face. In a video piece about

91. Meistre, Artist Statement .

92. Ibid.

93. Portrait �lm is a used in analog photography to record exposures. Specialized portrait �lms such as
Kodak Porta 160/400 render subjects with less saturated colors and contrast than regular marked �lms.
Low-contrast, desaturated colors are attributes suited to representing skin tones.

94. Meistre, Artist Statement .
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the project, Meistre extends the analogies to skin.95 The �lm presents footage from his

respective drives set to piano music from Maxence Cyrin. The music is a simple, almost

minimal piece; a constant stream of eighth notes played with the left hand compliments

�owing, steady-cam imagery taken as Meistre drove through the landscape. Lines of text

fade in and out of this footage and make further connections between the body and the

landscape: �The past is here/the road unfolds like a drawn line/skin stretches to the

end/to the end of looking/the horizon line dissects the retina/I am history/I am vanishing

points/I am shifting strata/I come here to die/I come here to die.�96

In �Sojourn� Meistre advocates for a shift in the viewing of landscape, informed by

his immersive experience of driving alone in a remote area of southern Africa. Meistre's

perspective exempli�es the concept of the land aesthetic articulated by Leopold, who

emphasized that an aesthetic was something experienced �rst-hand, through direct

engagement. Meistre's photographs depart from depictions of landscape steeped in the

sublime and picturesque and instead emphasize the detail, the material, and ecological

system that make up the spaces we view through photographs. Max Oelschlager observes

that �[Leopold's] wilderness or land aesthetic crossed the modernist divide between subject

and object, and achieved a Thoreauvian unity of knowing subject (the individual) and

known object (nature).�97 Meistre's landscape photographs present man-made impacts

alongside and integrated in broad expanses of seemingly untouched nature. He naturalizes

the traces of humans in the landscape through his use of tone, composition, and lighting

and invites his viewers to insert themselves into the scenes he depicts. �What I am

95. Brent Meistre's comparison between land and human skin recall arguments made in Arnold Rubin's
1988 text Marks of Civilization: Artistic transformations of the human body. In this work Rubin looks
at tattoo and scari�cation practices in African contexts, and compares them to indelible marks made on
the earth's surface by humans. See: Arnold Rubin, Marks of civilization: Artistic transformations of the
human body (Los Angeles: University of California Museum of Cultural History, 1988).

96. Meistre, Brent Meistre: Sojourn, At the Brink in No Man's Land .

97. Oelschlaeger, The Idea of Wilderness: from Prehistory to the age of Ecology , 207.
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Figure 5-13. Brent Meistre, Blocked Road, Horing Bay, West Coast, Namibia, 2008, 2008,
88 x 111.8cm, C-Print.

hoping that the Sojourn project will do,� Meistre writes, �is to transport people away to a

di�erent world, a di�erent paradigm, a di�erent way to thinking about the world around

them.�98

This chapter examined the work of two South African photographers who use

landscape images to explore personal connections to the natural environment in a post-

apartheid setting. Lenses from the disciplines of biology, environmental history and

philosophy, and religion and nature studies supported analyses of how landscape images

mediate and shape questions of identity and belonging with respect to environmental and

social communities in South Africa. With respect to Daniel Naud�e's �Africanis� series,

these concepts added important context to his selection of subject matter, and allowed

98. Meistre, Brent Meistre: Sojourn, At the Brink in No Man's Land .
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for a discussion of his project as more than a dog typology. For Brent Meistre's �Sojourn�

work, the multidisciplinary approaches addressed both aspects of his series: the structured

formal analyses of the landscape image, and the personal journey into remote territory

to �nd his subjects. Here, these concepts have been applied to the work of two landscape

photographers, but they have relevance for discussion of landscapes produced through

other media. Landscape images o�er a way to explore the psychic connections to land�a

topic of growing importance in South Africa�and analyses of work in this genre must

attend to the complexities of this application.
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CHAPTER 6
LANDSCAPE PHOTOGRAPHY AND THE OBSERVANCE OF THE 1913 NATIVES

LAND ACT CENTENARY

6.1 Introduction

In 2013 South Africa observed the centenary of a pivotal piece of legislation: the

1913 Natives Land Act. Passed by an all-male, all-white Parliament three years after the

establishment of the Union of South Africa, the Natives Land Act codi�ed segregationist

policies within South African law. Although the Natives Land Act did not, as is widely

perceived, seize land from non-white South Africans, the legislation recognized and

codi�ed a long history of dispossession at the hands of colonists between the seventeenth

and nineteenth centuries.

The 1913 Natives Land Act did have immediate and lasting e�ects on non-white

populations. In the short term, the legislation: undermined black tenants on white-owned

land, formalized the establishment of areas for �any person, male or female, who is a

member of an aboriginal race or tribe of Africa,�1 and restricted the sale and purchase

of land outside reserves. The Act deeded 7.8% of South Africa's territory for black

populations, with the promise of more in the following years.2 The remaining land was

set aside for whites, who made up less than 20% of the population. In the long term, the

legislation o�ered �a statement of intent about segregation on the land,� and enabled the

1. Union of South Africa, 1913 Natives Land Act orginial document, June 2013, accessed November 14,
2015, http://www.politicsweb.co.za/documents/1913-natives-land-act-the-original-text.

2. The 1913 Natives Land Act is often (incorrectly) said to have set aside 13% of South African terri-
tory for non-white populations. In fact, the 1913 legislation set aside 7.8% and established a commission
that would recommend to Parliament what areas should be scheduled for addition to the reserves. This
process of selection and recommendation let to the passing of the 1936 Natives Trust and Land Act, which
increased reserve areas to 13% of total territory and stripped Cape African men of the franchise. Thomp-
son, A history of South Africa, 163-4.
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Figure 6-1. Image of Terminal exhibition, Taken November 23, 2013. Photographs by
author.

undermining of black tenants, marginalization of the reserve areas, and development of the

migrant labor system.3

South African citizens, scholars, labor and civic organizations marked the 2013

centenary with editorials, conferences, book publications, and speeches. The centenary

occurred almost two decades after the end of Apartheid, and many used the occasion

to re�ect on the progress and promise of democratic rule to rectify inequalities forged

through colonial and union-era legislation such as the 1913 Natives Land Act. Others

took opportunity to demand accountability for ine�ective and stalled programs of land

3. William Beinart and Peter Delius, �The Historical Context and Legacy of the Natives Land Act of
1913,� Journal of Southern African Studies 40, no. 4 (2014): 667-8.
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Figure 6-2. Image of Terminal exhibition, Taken November 23, 2013. Photographs by
author.

restitution and reform.4 Such broad recognition of the hundred-year old law drew

attention to the continued legacy of the history land dispossession in the twenty-�rst

century.

Even though the 1913 Natives Land Act itself did not directly take away land from

Africans, for many the Act represents the critical moment in which the country divided

4. See: Sipho M Pityana, �1913 land act: Change is written into the Constitution,� Mail & Guardian,
14 June 2013,� Mail & Guardian, June 2013, accessed November 13, 2015, http ://mg.co .za/article/2013-
06 - 13 - 1913 - land - act - change - is - written - into - the - constitution; Edward Cavanagh, �Century after
1913 Land Act, evictions are commonplace,� BD Live, July 2013, accessed November 13, 2015, http :
//www.bdlive.co.za/opinion/2013/07/02/century- after- 1913- land-act- evictions- are- commonpla; E. C. S.,
�Land reform in South Africa: Seeds of change,� The Economist, June 2013, accessed November 13, 2015,
http : / / www . economist . com / blogs / baobab / 2013 / 06 / land - reform - south - africa; Camila Osorio Aven-
dano, 100 years of land dispossession in South Africa, September 9, 2013, accessed November 13, 2015,
http : / /africasacountry. com/2013/09/100 - years - of - land - dispossession - in - south - africa/; and Helen Zille,
�Opinion: Redressing Apartheid's `original sin',� Cape Times, January 25, 2013, accessed November 13,
2015, http://beta.iol.co.za/capetimes/opinion-redressing-apartheids-original-sin-1458684.
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Figure 6-3. Image of Terminal exhibition, Taken November 23, 2013. Photographs by
author.

into two unequal zones: a fertile, productive area for whites and a marginal periphery for

blacks.5 Further, the psychic impacts of segregation laws have not been resolved in the

post-apartheid era and continue to permeate e�orts to legislatively rebuild the nation, and

condition nearly all discussions of land in South Africa.

Several art exhibitions recognized the centenary, and a majority of these shows pre-

sented images and photographic series that critically examined the topic of land. Together

with Bongiwe Dhlomo-Mautloa and Pam Warne, prominent photographers David Gold-

blatt and Paul Weinberg curated �Umhlaba (Land): 1913-2013,� a photographic survey

5. Cherryl Walker, �Critical Re�ections on South Africa's 1913 Natives Land Act and its Legacies:
Introduction,� Journal of Southern African Studies 40, no. 4 (2014): 655.
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of the topic of land and dispossession, for the Iziko South African National Gallery.6 In

January 2013, Stevenson gallery presented a group exhibition of South African landscapes,

entitled �The Loom of the Land,� co-curated by comic illustrator Anton Kannemeyer. This

show brought together work by twenty-two artists and was conceived to challenge viewer

expectations of landscapes. In 2013, the Market Photography Workshop began circulating

�Show Us Our Land,� an exhibition of images of work by one hundred and forty photog-

raphers, selected from a social network photography competition. In addition tothese

exhibitions, outdoor installations also commemorated the 1913 Natives Land Act. The

Gordon Institute of Performing Arts (GIPCA) at the University of Cape Town sponsored,

�Terminal,� an exhibition of contemporary landscape photographs on street poles in Cape

Town (Figs. 6-1, 6-2, & 6-3).7 For this endeavor, curators Svea Josephy, Jean Brundrit,

and Adrienne van Eeden-Wharton selected images from �fteen photographers for display

on A1-size8 placards throughout the city.9 In addition, the collaborative, interdisciplinary

6. The exhibition opened in conjunction with a four-day conference at the University of Cape Town
dedicated to exploring the legacies of the pivotal legislation entitled �Land Divided: Land and South
African Society in 2013 in Comparative Perspective.� For a detailed description of the program, speakers,
and papers presented at the �Land Divided� conference, see: Institute for Poverty, Land and Agrarian
Studies (PLAAS), Land Divided: Land and South African society in 2013, accessed November 13, 2015,
http://www.landdivided2013.org.za/.

7. The title of the exhibition references the city of Cape Town, which the curators framed as a �bound-
aries, extremities or ends; a terminating point or place; what Umberto Eco refers to in The Name of the
Rose as `�nis Africae' or `the end of Africa'; a junction on a transportation line; a site where things are
unloaded or uploaded; veins; something fatal that which causes or ends in death; the end of a series or
time period; or even in botanical terms as a new growth at end of a stem, branch or stalk.� See: Gordon
Institute for Performing and Creative Arts, Terminal: An exhibition on street poles, accessed November 13,
2015, http ://www.gipca .uct .ac . za/project/terminal/; Like "Umhlaba," the "Terminal" exhibition opened
in conjunction with a conference examining the centenary of the Land act through theater performances,
moderated discussion, and installations. The conference took place between November 21st and 24th
2013 in venues across Cape Town. For a list of events, audio recordings of presentations, and video doc-
umentations of performances, see: Gordon Institute for Performing and Creative Arts, Land Conference,
http://www.gipca.uct.ac.za/project/land/.

8. A1-size prints measure 59.4 x 84.1cm or 23.39 x 33.11 inches.

9. The curators chose the poster format (and images that could be easily interpreted on street poles)
to encourage broad engagement with the general public, a majority of whom do not visit art galleries, but
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art collective, the Burning Museum, created a series of wheat-pasted artworks on buildings

in Salt River and Woodstock that incorporated text from the 1913 Natives Land Act

(Figs. 6-4 � 6-6)10 The installations were aimed at promoting dialog about the displace-

ment of people in Cape Town brought by segregationist legislation. Individual artists such

as Cedric Nunn also produced bodies of work focused on the centenary during this year.11

This chapter looks at three exhibitions produced in 2013 that examine the topic of

land and landscape in order to survey the exchanges, re�ections and actions around land

and its representation in contemporary South African arts during this year. Discussion

of �Umhlaba,� �The Loom of the Land,� and �Show Us Our Land,� o�ers a unique lens

through which to assess the conversation surrounding land and landscape in South Africa

at the centenary of the Natives Land Act. Each of the exhibitions under consideration was

presented at a di�erent type of venue: a public, government-funded institution (the Iziko

National Gallery in Cape Town), a commercial gallery (Stevenson Gallery in Johannes-

burg), and an educational and public space (Market Photography Workshop/Bus Factory).

The di�erences in each setting support further analysis into the ways contemporary pho-

tographers and curators address the subject of land in South Africa. Moreover, a close

look at works produced for the respective shows provides insight into how photographers

who, the curators argue, may have interest in the issues presented through the photographs. The �Ter-
minal� show was also conceived as a divergence from other exhibitions presented in 2013 that present a
historical overview of the 1913 Natives Land Act or other major narratives. Participating artists included
early-career and established artists: Berni Searle, Nobukho Nqaba, Mandla Mnyakama, Ashley Walters,
David Southwood, Robert Watermeyer, Dominique Edwards, Svea Josephy, Lindeka Qampi, Paul Wein-
berg, Sipho Mpongo, Brent Meistre, Angus MacKinnon, Kyle Morland, and Haroon Gunn-Salie. See:
Gordon Institute for Performing and Creative Arts, Terminal: An exhibition on street poles.

10. The Burning Museum collective is comprised of �ve artists: Justin Davy, Jarrett Erasmus, Tazneem
Wentzel, Grant Jurius and Scott Williams. To make the Natives Land Act pieces, the artists combined
portraits taken between 1950-1970 at the former Van Kalker Photographic Studio in Woodstock. See:
Rawoot, Ilham, The artists taking on gentri�cation in South Africa, October 8, 2014, accessed Novem-
ber 14, 2015, http : / / www . dazeddigital . com / artsandculture / article / 22036 / 1 / the - artists - taking - on -
gentri�cation-in-south-africa.

11. See: Nunn, Unsettled: One Hundred Years War of resistance by Xhosa against Boer and British.
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Figure 6-4. Burning Museum, The Boys 3. Woodstock, Cape Town. 2013. Located at:
Shanon Street, Salt River, Cape Town.

balance, blend, and combine a political discussion of land with a personal interest in the

landscape genre itself.

6.2 Historical Context of the 1913 Natives Land Act

The 1913 Natives Land Act broadly a�ected life and commerce in South Africa by

instilling discriminatory practices in South African law that directly a�ected black tenant

farmers. Yet, as Cherryl Walker observes, many South Africans overestimate the extent

to which this particular legislation furthered racist and segregationist policies and equate

the 1913 Natives Land Act as the key moment of dispossession for non-white citizens. As

an example Walker cites materials from the Department of Rural Development and Land

Reform that challenge all �well-meaning South Africans to come together to reverse the
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Figure 6-5. Burning Museum, The Boys 2. Woodstock, Cape Town. 2013. Located at:
Shanon Street, Salt River, Cape Town.

shameful legacy of this act, which, more than any other, divided the nation. . . .�12 The

popular history of the 1913 Natives Land Act, Walker argues, obscures its real historical

impacts and allows the state to use a �simpli�ed history, both as justi�cation for land

reform, and, implicitly, as mitigation for its consistent failure to meet not only high public

12. Walker, �Critical Re�ections on South Africa's 1913 Natives Land Act and its Legacies: Introduc-
tion,� 655.
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Figure 6-6. Burning Museum, Land Act 2. Woodstock, Cape Town. 2013. Located at:
Briar Road, Salt River, Cape Town.

expectations of the programme, but its own more modest targets.�13 Further evidence

13. Walker, �Critical Re�ections on South Africa's 1913 Natives Land Act and its Legacies: Introduc-
tion,� 655; A discussion of land reform in South Africa is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but it is
important to note that this issue formed a critical part of the post-1994 ANC-led National Unity Gov-
ernment agenda. Moreover, the issue of land reform was addressed in the 1996 South African National
Constitution: section 25(6) in the Bill of Rights stipulates that �A person or community whose tenure of
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lies in editorials from national tabloids and statements from labor organizations published

in 2013, which draw attention to the disjuncture between the ease with which legislation

was created and the disproportionate e�ect it had on black lives in South Africa.14 The

editorial board of The Times newspaper in Johannesburg wrote:

All it took was the stroke of a pen. The day after the 1913 Land Act was
passed, thousands of black families were made landless in the country of
their birth. More than a century later, South Africa is still dealing with its
e�ects. . . Those who argue that the past should be buried should look at the
present situation to realise the damage that the Land Act did to this country's
landless majority. It is important to re�ect on our sad history so as not to
repeat the mistakes of the past.15

The in�uential South African labor organization, COSATU,16 used similar language in a

press statement on the centenary: �At the stroke of a pen, the majority of the population

land is legally insecure as a result of past racially discriminatory laws or practices is entitled, to the extent
provided by an Act of Parliament, either to tenure which is legally secure or to comparable redress.For fur-
ther discussion of the issue of land reform within the context of the 1913 Natives Land Act, see: Fred T.
Hendricks, Lungisile Ntsebeza, and Kirk Helliker, The promise of land: Undoing a century of disposses-
sion in South Africa (Auckland Park, South Africa: Jacana Media, 2013); Brent McCusker, William G.
Moseley, and Maano Ramutsindela, Land reform in South Africa: An uneven transformation (Lanham:
Rowman & Little�eld, 2015); Ben Cousins and Cherryl Walker, Land divided, land restored: Land reform
in South Africa for the 21st century (Johannesburg: Jacana Media, 2015).

14. These publications use the widely known words of novelist Sol Plaatje to introduce their arguments.
Plaatje's 1916 novel, Native life in South Africa, opens with the infamous passage: �Awaking on Friday
morning, June 20, 1913, the South African native found himself, not actually a slave, but a pariah in the
land of his birth.� See: Sol T. Plaatje, Native life in South Africa (Randburg, South Africa: Ravan Press,
1996), 21.

15. The Times Editorial, �The land question must be handled with extreme sensitivity,� The Times,
February 28, 2014, accessed November 14, 2015, http://www.timeslive.co.za/thetimes/2014/02/28/the-land-
question-must-be-handled-with-extreme-sensitivity.

16. Jeremy Baskin, Striking back: a history of Cosatu (Johannesburg: Ravan Press, 1991), The acronym
�COSATU� is used to designate the Congress of South African Trade Unions, a trade federation organiza-
tion founded in 1985 at the height of the anti-apartheid movement. At the time of its founding COSATU
brought together many unions formed after a widespread series of strikes in the early 1970s, and today
it represents the interests of twenty-one a�liates and over a million workers. The organization wields
considerable political in�uence in South Africa industry and government. For a discussion of the history
of COSATU, see: S. Buhlungu, A paradox of victory: COSATU and the democratic transformation in
South Africa (Scottsville, South Africa: University of KwaZulu-Natal Press, 2010); COSATU, History of
COSATU - Congress of South African Trade Unions, accessed November 14, 2015, http://www.cosatu.org.
za/show.php?ID=925.
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were cruelly robbed of their land, the source of their food and the site of their families`

homes for generations. Thousands were evicted and many died.�17 These excerpts

demonstrate how the 1913 Natives Land Act concentrates fury at the history of injustice

and inequality in South Africa that stem from dispossession, and o�er a way to ground

or contextualize these views in public dialogs. William Beinart and Peter Delius share

Walker's concerns about misconceptions of the Natives Land Act, and public promotion

of the historical context and consequences of the Act. Further, they argue that gaps

in knowledge about the legislation are �signi�cant not only for historians who want to

understand the Act in its greater complexity, but also because of the way they frame

contemporary debates about how to best overcome its legacy.�18

Awareness of disconnects between the history of the Natives Land Act and its

perception in the public sphere is critical to understanding the breadth of materials

produced by visual artists in response to the centenary. Examining the century since

the passing of the 1913 Natives Land Act provides a framework to examine the long

history of dispossession in South Africa that mediates public discussion of land, including

its visual representation. But while all three exhibitions considered here engage with

the 1913 Natives Land Act as a point of departure for their conversations about land

in post-apartheid South Africa, many artists�like politicians and the South African

public�attribute greater power to the Act than originally conceived. Despite frequent

assertion, the original legislation did not directly take away land from black South

Africans. Land dispossession from Africans had largely occurred prior to the passing of

the 1913 Natives Land Act through a protracted process of violent conquests, frontier

17. Patrick Craven, COSATU statement on centenary of Natives Land Act of 1913, June 2013, accessed
November 14, 2015, http://www.cosatu.org.za/show.php?ID=7443.

18. Beinart and Delius, �The Historical Context and Legacy of the Natives Land Act of 1913,� 667.
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wars, and annexations.19 In the British Cape and Natal Colonies, land had already

been reserved for colonized African populations during the nineteenth century, and small

areas were reserved for Africans in the Boer republics of the Transvaal and the Orange

Free State.20 Beinart and Delius assert that the 1913 Natives Land Act was primarily

an �interim measure� designed to �maintain the `status quo' of land occupation and

ownership,�21 and that it �recognized rather than caused dispossession.�22 The authors

posit that �the Act was designed to change the terms on which Africans could occupy

white-owned land and to extend the areas reserved for Africans.�23

Provisions in the Natives Land Act that did directly and tangibly impact African

populations included: a planned commission to recommend new land for addition to the

reserves,24 and a prohibition of the purchase, renting, or leasing land by Africans.25

Prior to 1913, large numbers of Africans lived outside reserve areas on ancestral land

that was now owned by white farmers or companies. In return for access to these lands,

they either paid rent in cash, share-crops, or with their labor.26 The Natives Land Act

also introduced new controls over tenancy on white-owned farms. After the passing of

19. Colin Bundy, �Casting a Long Shadow: The Natives Land Act of 1913 and its Legacy,� in Umh-
laba 1913-2013: commemorating the 1913 Land Act (Belville, South Africa: Institute for Poverty, Land /
Agrarian Studies (PLAAS), 2015), 15.

20. Beinart and Delius, �The Historical Context and Legacy of the Natives Land Act of 1913,� 669.
Beinart and Delius further observe that land alienation from Khoi and Bantu populations occurred be-
tween the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries after settlers moved from the Cape into the South African
interior. The authors note that much of the reserved land was set aside through the establishment of
Zululand and the Transkei.

21. Ibid., 668.

22. Ibid., 669.

23. Ibid., 668.

24. Ibid.

25. Thompson, A history of South Africa, 163.

26. Bundy, �Casting a Long Shadow: The Natives Land Act of 1913 and its Legacy,� 17.
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the legislation, sharecropping was outlawed and Africans living on white-owned farms

were required to give 90 days of service a year to land-owners. Beinart and Delius note

that these three provisions had immediate impact in the years following the passing of

the Act though these rami�cations were more acutely felt in some provinces over others,

in particular, the Orange Free State. Novelist Sol Plaatje famously described the Act

as instigating �a great dispersal� of Africans evicted from white-owned farms, which he

principally encountered among sharecroppers near Kimberly in the Orange Free State.27

But, Beinart and Delius note that the 1913 Land Act was not widely enforced, and much

of the Orange Free State saw sharecropping continue into the 1940s, at which point the

extirpation of tenants was technological rather than political, and farm work became

mechanized.28 Data show that the number of Africans living on white-owned land actually

grew in the forty years following the passing of the Act, and suggest that the true attack

on the tenancy occurred in the 1950s and 1960s, when state-support for commercial

farming increased. Up to that point, Colin Bundy argues, only small minorities of white

farmers were modernizing their operations and were in a position to replace tenancy with

wage labor.29 The tractor, he suggests, �proved to be the key weapon in the class struggle

in the countryside.� Between 1961 and 1980 the number of tractors in use increased from

122,000 to 300,000, and populations in reserve areas increased during that time from 39%

27. See: Plaatje, Native life in South Africa, 21. Plaatjie writes further, �A squatter in South Africa is
a native who owns some livestock and, having no land of his own, hires a farm or grazing and ploughing
rights from a landowner, to raise grain for his own use and feed his stock. Hence, these squatters are hit
very hard by an Act which passed both Houses of Parliament during the session of 1913. . . But the great
revolutionary change thus wrought by a single stroke of the pen, in the condition of the Native, was not
realized by him until about the end of June. As a rule many farm tenancies expire at the end of the half-
year, so that in June, 1913, not knowing that it was impracticable to make fresh contracts, some Natives
unwittingly went to search for new places of abode. . . �. Plaatje, Native life in South Africa, 212.

28. Beinart and Delius, �The Historical Context and Legacy of the Natives Land Act of 1913,� 674.

29. Bundy, �Casting a Long Shadow: The Natives Land Act of 1913 and its Legacy,� 21.
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to 53%.30 Thus, Bundy posits that the long-term e�ect of the Natives Land Act was,

ultimately, �to decisively load the scales. . . in favor of capitalist agriculture. More highly

capitalized farmers. . . found it easier, under the terms of the Act, to control all of their

land.�31

Undeniable, however, is the fact that the 1913 Natives Land Act a�ected social

relations in South Africa in a way that hinted at the future of engagements between

African and white populations. Beinart and Delius argue that the Act had a key role in

�providing a long-term basis for zones of ossi�ed traditional leadership and customary

law as well as various forms of economic and social disadvantage.�32 Bundy argues that

a key legacy of the Act is that it made a critical and lasting legal distinction between

land scheduled as �native reserves� and that owned by white farmers and companies.�33

Taken together, scholars such as Walker, Bundy, Beinart and Delius recognize that public

conversation about land dispossession represents an appropriate response to the centenary

of the Act, but urge that it is important not to misconstrue this particular piece of

legislation in speeches or other venues. The history of land seizure in South Africa through

violent and legislative means extends well beyond the hundred-year period marked by the

Natives Land Act centenary and public dialog should recognize a broader context.

6.3 �Umhlaba: 1913-2013� � Commemorating the 1913 Land Act, Iziko South

African National Gallery, Cape Town

Believed to be the largest photographic exhibition assembled on the land issue in

South Africa, �Umhlaba: 1913-2013� commemorated the centenary of the 1913 Natives

30. Bundy, �Casting a Long Shadow: The Natives Land Act of 1913 and its Legacy,� 21.

31. Ibid., 22.

32. Beinart and Delius, �The Historical Context and Legacy of the Natives Land Act of 1913,� 688.

33. Bundy, �Casting a Long Shadow: The Natives Land Act of 1913 and its Legacy,� 22.
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Land Act at the Iziko South African National Gallery in Cape Town.34 The the show

brought together 220 historical and contemporary images from thirty photographers and

eighteen di�erent archives.35 A four-person curatorial team comprised of Paul Wein-

berg, David Goldblatt, Pam Warne, and Bongiwe Dhlomo-Mautloa opened �Umhlaba� in

connection with the �Land Divided� meeting at the University of Cape Town.36 �Umh-

laba� later traveled to the Wits Arts Museum in Johannesburg.37 As Michael Godby

observed, the show �both drew from, and contributed to, the general interest in the issue

of land at this time which has also seen a number of ministerial speeches, major academic

conferences, and other exhibitions debating land policy in South Africa.�38

The �Umhlaba� exhibition addressed the representation of land and the issue of dis-

possession from a vast photographic archive in South Africa and from the perspective of

established curators and artists. Two organizers are prominent documentary photogra-

phers in South Africa: David Goldblatt and Paul Weinberg were both active in producing

images used in the anti-apartheid movement, and Weinberg was a founding member of

34. The title, �Umhlaba,� is the word for "land" in Nguni languages.

35. For brevity, this section will refer to the �Umhlaba: 1913-2013� exhibition as �Umhlaba.�

36. The �Land Divided� conference was held March 24-27, 2013, at the University of Cape Town. The
interdisciplinary meeting was organized by three di�erent academic institutions in South Africa�primarily
the Institute for Poverty, Land, and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS) at the University of the Western Cape�
brought together a diverse range of scholars who presented work related to social, human, and environ-
mental sciences research on land issues in South Africa. Sessions looked at the history of dispossession in
South Africa, land reform, agrarian policy in Southern Africa, ecological challenges for South African land-
scapes, and identity, belonging with respect to land. Art historians and artists presented at the conference
in a session devoted to land and photography, including: Michael Godby, Lize van Robbroeck, and Patricia
Hayes. Institute for Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS), Land Divided: Land and South African
society in 2013 .

37. The �Umhlaba: 1913-2013� exhibition was shown at the Iziko South African National Gallery from
March 26, 2013-July 28, 2013 and at the Wits Art Museum from August 28, 2013-November 9, 2013.

38. Michael Godby, �Black Spots,� Safundi 15, nos. 2-3 (2014): 394.
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Figure 6-7. Dijon Design, Top: �Installation View� and Bottom �Design View� for
Umhlaba exhibition at the Iziko South African National Gallery, 2013. The
long room with "Umhlaba" contained the �rst section. The adjoining, square
gallery held the photographic essays, and the �nal room displayed the
contemporary collection. Accessed at: http://www.dijondesign.net/view.asp?
ItemID=94&tname=tblComponent1&oname=Projects&pg=front

Afrapix,39 the photography collective and agency dedicated to documenting and promot-

ing awareness of life under apartheid. All four curators had unparalleled access to an array

of archival resources within South Africa and drew upon years of respective curatorial

39. In addition to his wide portfolio of socially-committed photography projects, Paul Weinberg also�
together with Marlene Winberg�published an image series that looks at the issue of land dispossession and
restitution. See Marlene Winberg and Paul Weinberg, Back to the Land (Porcupine Press, 1996).
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experience in producing the exhibition. Though they acknowledge in their curatorial

statement that �No single photographic exhibition could illustrate the full diversity of our

complex relations with land and its histories,� these individuals were poised to contribute

to the public discussion of land as it relates to the history of photography in South Africa

in a unique manner.

In their interpretation of the impacts of the pivotal legislation, the curators of

�Umhlaba� prioritized a general narrative of dispossession that drew upon many of the

public misconceptions of the 1913 Natives Land Act. A majority of photographs were

documentary images depicting injustices endured by black South Africans in the aftermath

of the 1913 Natives Land Act, such as evictions, migration, and poverty. Together, these

images foregrounded a focused, linear account of the land issue in South Africa during

a hundred-year period that included a �ourishing of photographic exploration of the

topic since 1994. In this context, the framework of the centenary ultimately channeled

interrogation of the seizure, division, and segregation of land into a chronicle of political

actions and players perhaps at odds with the nuances of the issues and their exploration

by South African photographers, in particular with work produced since 1994.

Discussion of the format, organization, and reception of �Umhlaba� o�er insight into

the imbalance between the curators' use of the focused lens of the centenary and the

diversity of production related to land in South African photography. The �Umhlaba�

exhibition had three parts: an opening historical division, a middle section of photographic

essays that explored resistance to dispossession, and a �nal, contemporary collection

of images�labeled with a panel reading �Today��from photographers looking at a

broader subset of land issues, such as mining, land reform, the Marikana massacre,

and environmental issues (Fig. 6-7). Each of these sections was further broken down into

groups of images or subseries that addressed a speci�c issue or theme. In Cape Town,

the three sections were presented separately in di�erent rooms, whereas at the Wits

Art Museum in Johannesburg, the phases blended together between two �oors. Visitors
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Figure 6-8. Photographer Unknown, �South African migrant workers bound for the
Gold�elds,' Place and Date unknown. From Museum Africa, Johannesburg.

and critics, including prominent art historian Michael Godby, and respected critic Sean

O'Toole reviewed the �Umhlaba� and reached di�erent conclusions regarding its e�cacy at

presenting a cogent dialog on the topic of land in relation to the centenary.

The opening section of the exhibition had two parts: photographs that provided

a historical context to the implementation of the act and thirty-two portraits of South
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Africans from self-taught photographer, Hugh Exton, who operated a studio in Pieters-

burg40 between 1892 and 1945. The historical images featured photographs taken between

1913 until the beginning of Resistance era and was designed to provide an overview of

the impacts of legislation related to land use, access, and ownership, such as the Natives

Land Act. The archival imagery showed a range of subjects, including: migrant workers

en route to diamond and gold �elds (Fig. 6-8), magistrates colleting hut tax, farm labor-

ers, and Afrikaner homesteads burnt in the Second Anglo Boer War (Fig. 6-10). Exton's

portraits were drawn from an archive of over 23,000 glass plate negatives, and the selected

images presented formal portraits of well-dressed, black and white sitters (Fig. 6-9). The

curators arranged Exton's photographs in horizontal line below the archival images and in

doing so, they present the portraits as a counter to the broad accounting of events in the

documentary photographs (Fig. 6-7).41

The portraits have no clear connection to the topic of land, but situated opposite the

documentary images, o�er an assertion of the dignity of the individual citizen at the time

the 1913 Natives Land Act was implemented.42 Michael Godby interprets this gesture as

an e�ort to balance the negatively charged photographs in the exhibition with positive

40. The city of Pietersburg was renamed �Polokwane� in 2002. The name �Polokwane� translates to
�Place of Safety� in Sotho. It is the capital of Limpopo province in the northeast region of South Africa.

41. The catalog preface argues that the imagess �commemorate the signi�cant milestones in life,� and of-
fer a more personal communication of the signi�cance of land in the lives of many di�erent South Africans.
See: Aninka Claassens, Ben Cousins, and Cherryl Walker, �Preface,� in Umhlaba 1913-2013: Commem-
orating the 1913 Land Act (Belville, South Africa: Institute for Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies
(PLAAS), 2015), 9.

42. A connection between portrait photography and an assertion of agency in African photography has
been thoroughly addressed in the literature in African photography, in particular, with respect to West
African photographers. See: Bajorek, �(Dis)locating Freedom: The Photographic Portraiture of Seydou
Ke��ta�; Bigham, �Issues of authorship in the portrait photographs of Seydou Keita�; Buckley, �Self and
accessory in Gambian studio photography�; For a discussion of portraiture and the agency of African sub-
jects in eastern and southern Africa, see: Behrend, �'I am like a movie star in my street;' Photographic
Self-creation in Postcolonial Kenya�; Michael Godby, �The Drama of Color: Zwelethu Mthethwa's Por-
traits,� Nka: Journal of Contemporary African Art 10, no. 1 (1999): 46�49; and Dubin, �Impersonations
and Revelations: Mysteries of a South African Photography Studio.�
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Figure 6-9. Hugh Exton, Isaac and Friend, 1927.

images. Exton's photographs display posed sitters who face the camera and are engaged in

their presentation. Formally, they contrast the documentary images displayed alongside,

which each chronicle a di�erent narrative about land, and primarily present subjects

unnamed and as representative of a historical moment. Godby, however, challenges the

curators' choice of portrait photographs for this section; the commercial portraits created

by Exton, he argues, show subjects �well integrated into the colonial economy and who

would have considered themselves urban, rather than rural people�43 and were unlikely

to have been a�ected by the statutes of the Act. He also notes that Exton was a �proli�c

43. Godby, �Black Spots,� 396.
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Figure 6-10. Photographer Unknown. F.W. Coetzer sits with his hands on the stoep of his
farmhouse, which was burnt down by British soldiers during the Second
Anglo-Boer War, Garsfontein, outside Reddersburg, 1902. From Anglo Boer
War Museum, Bloemfontein. This image formed part of the opening section
of "Umhlaba."

photographer of landscape� and laments that this aspects of his archive remained absent

from the exhibition.44

The middle section of "Umhlaba" presented eight documentary essays, each from a

di�erent photographer active during the Struggle-Era, including curators Paul Weinberg

and David Goldblatt. Together, the essays documented resistance to evictions, pro�le

individual farmers, and relay the broader struggle of black South Africans to maintain

control and ownership of land. A series from David Goldblatt portrayed sharecropper, Kas

Maine, who had been sent to a resettlement camp in the Bophuthatswana.45 (Fig. 6-11)

44. Godby, �Black Spots,� 396.

45. Bophuthatswana was one of the Bantustans established by the apartheid government. The �Kas
Maine� series was commissioned in 1980 by Charles van Onselen, the then director of the Institute for
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Figure 6-11. David Goldblatt, Kasianyane 'OuKas' Main takes his cattle out to graze in
the early morning, Ledige, Bophuthatswana, n.d. This image formed part of
the second section of "Umhlaba."

Chris Ledochowski documented the life of his parents' former domestic worker, Petrus

Muvhulawa Mulaudzi, by repeatedly traveling to Mulaudzi's home village over thirty years

and photographing his life in this setting. An essay from Santu Mofokeng�that looks at

Bloemhof, a rural settlement on the banks of the Vaal River between 1988 and 1994�

di�ers from the other collections: it portrays a narrative about tenant laborers without a

clear, linear progression (Fig. 6-12) and (Fig. 6-13). Godby writes that Mofokeng's essay,

�tells no story� and instead, e�ectively �records the reality of the South African landscape

as it is experienced by farmworkers and tenant farmers scratching for a living on the

margins of an entrenched white economy.�46 The essays from Goldblatt and Ledochowski

Advanced Social Research at the University of the Witswatersrand. van Onselen wrote about Kas Maine
in his celebrated historiography, Charles Van Onselen, The Seed is Mine: the life of Kas Maine, a South
African sharecropper, 1894-1985 (New York: Hill & Wang, 1996).

46. Godby, �Black Spots,� 399.
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Figure 6-12. Santu Mofokeng, Afoor Family Bedroom, Vaalrand, 1988. Gelatin silver Print

exemplify the type of images in this section: activist photographs meant to draw attention

to the impacts of dispossession on a�ected individuals and communities.

Many critics took issue with what they perceived to be a narrow message communi-

cated through the collection of essays created during a small window of the hundred-year

period covered by the show. Michael Godby suggests that the essays reproduce events

in a visually homogenous manner and are too reminiscent of prominent documentary

publications such as The Cordoned Heart. �There is no sense of the broad South African

landscape here,� he writes, �no sense of an evolving history, just closely observed moments

of resistance, of struggle, and of accommodation to the bizarre realities of late apartheid

South Africa.�47 Sean O'Toole echoes aspects of Godby's interpretations and suggests

that the middle section of the exhibition acts as a �belated swan song for Afrapix,� whose

47. Godby, �Black Spots,� 398.
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Figure 6-13. Santu Mofokeng, Pensioners en Route, Bloemhof, 1988. Gelatin silver print.

thirtieth anniversary in 2012 �went unremarked in the press.�48 Godby also questions the

lack of imagery from former Native Reserve areas or pro�les of the types of migrancy that

�the Land Acts in�icted on hundreds of thousands of South Africans each year.�49 Accord-

ing to O'Toole, �The history of photography in South Africa is, increasingly, marked by

the articulation of safe academic positions in which the country's documentary tradition

is lionized rather than diligently interrogated, its limits and failings probed. `Umhlaba'

repeats this strategy.50 As a transition between a section dedicated to the early period

surrounding the act and a post-1994 division, the essays section portrays the Act as a key

measure of land dispossession, whose e�ects could be explored at the �rst-person level.

Though the remarks from O'Toole and Godby o�er a more negative view of the middle

section of �Umhlaba,� it is fair to say that this portion of the exhibition disproportionately

concentrates on photographic production related to land made during a narrow period

from a related group of artists.

48. Sean O'Toole, �Umhlaba 1913-2013: Primeval snapshots of our lost and stolen worlds,� Mail &
Guardian, May 24, 2013, accessed November 13, 2015, http://mg.co.za/article/2013- 05- 24- 00- umhlaba-
1913-2013-primeval-snapshots-of-our-lost-and-stolen-worlds.

49. Godby, �Black Spots,� 399.

50. O'Toole, �Umhlaba 1913-2013: Primeval snapshots of our lost and stolen worlds.�
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The �nal, contemporary section of �Umhlaba� brought together a selection of images

from a large number of South African photographers whose foci range from land reform

to the recent protest events at Marikana. Images from Thabiso Sekgala's �Homeland�

portray views of the former KwaNedbele Bantustan (Fig. 6-14). A selection from Graeme

Williams' series �Painting over the Present,� which explores the environments occupied

by some of the most impoverished citizens in South Africa, shows a bleached northern

cape landscape bisected by a fence and marked with a blue auto on stilts (Fig. 6-15).51

But the variety of photographs included in this section fracture the conversation on

land into a web of divergent paths seemingly at odds with the previous section, and

create what Sean O'Toole observes as �a rather jumbled selection of singular images

that describe the period from 1994 onwards.�52 Godby further laments that the images

in this section fail to �engage with the complex issues of restitution, compensation,

training, capitalization. . . that were investigated so thoroughly in the Land Conference

that the exhibition was made to compliment.�53 Ultimately, the �nal section samples

the widespread interest in land and land issues among contemporary South African

photographers from diverse backgrounds, but lacks a clear analysis or assessment of what

these new investigations add to the conversation surrounding land and its dispossession.

In interviews about the exhibition, the curators of �Umhlaba� expressed a desire for

the show to convey a sense of the real, material impacts the legislation had on the lives

51. Other photographs in this section include, work from Caroline Suzman portray white farmers who
have been moved o� their land or threatened with violence. Photographs from Greg Marinovich show a
forensic view of the location of the Marikana Massacre: his images present chalk outlines, bullet holes in
rocks, and police tape in an otherwise empty landscape. A photograph from Obie Oberholzer shows a �hill
of crosses� visible from the N1 highway outside Polokwane, Limpopo that commemorate the murder of
white farmers since 1994. Images from Ilan Godfrey and David Goldblatt introduce a discussion of mining
and its human and environmental impacts into the section. Four photographs from Thabiso Sekgala depict
people and buildings in the former homeland area of KwaNedeble.

52. O'Toole, �Umhlaba 1913-2013: Primeval snapshots of our lost and stolen worlds.�

53. Godby, �Black Spots,� 400.
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Figure 6-14. Thabiso Sekgala, Jane Nkuna, at Londing in the former Kwandebele
Bantustan, 2010. Archival inkjet print.

of South Africans in the hundred years since its passing. �My wish is that people take

away the reality of what happened for the past one hundred years,� said Curator Bongiwe

Dhlomo-Mautloa,54 whose sentiments were echoed by co-curator Paul Weinberg, who

observed: �what is often misunderstood when people say they lost their land [is that] they

didn't just lose their land; they lost their lives, they lost their culture, they lost practices.

For those reasons one really needs to be sensitive and understand the full meaning of

54. Wits Vuvuzela, Umhlaba 1913-2013, accessed November 13, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=Etmkpm8lvzA.
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Figure 6-15. Graeme Williams, Near Kakamas, Northern Cape, from the series Painting
over the Present, 2010.

land.�55 Their comments re�ect the importance of the issue beyond its examination in a

public exhibition, and broadly indicate the deeply felt emotion brought forward during the

centenary of the Natives Land Act. The curators were keenly aware of these sentiments

and their selection of images "Umhlaba" attests to their sensitivity to the public feelings

associated with the act, as well as their understanding of the perception of the act on the

part of the South African general public.

Overall, critical response to the exhibition varied in tone from dismissive to celebra-

tory. As noted, Michael Godby and Sean O'Toole were both highly critical of the ways the

exhibition fell short of its potential, a signal of the need many critics, viewers, and artists

feel for a close, rigorous examination of the land issue in South Africa. Godby laments

55. SABC News, The E-ziko Gallery commemorating the 1913 Land Act through a photographic exhibi-
tion, July 2013, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yqYgDl-RHFM..
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that the disparate works in the show fail to construct a �historical platform from which

to present the current situation and current debates about land and its possible redistri-

bution to bring the legacy of the 1913 Land Act to a close;�56 Sean O'Toole challenges

the curators' didacticism and asserts that the show was �too comfortable in its acceptance

of social realism as the only mode for getting at the truth.�57 Other reviewers responded

to the breadth of images in the exhibition positively, and came away from the exhibition

feeling as though they gained important context to the land issue through photography.

Writing for the Wits University student paper, Pheladi Sethusa re�ected: "After a walk

about the whole gallery, the reality of our history was more than apparent." In the article

Sethusa also quoted a student visitor, fourth-year photography student Melissa Bennett,

who remarked that she "loved how the photos told a story of overcoming boundaries."

Bennett, Sethusa writes "was also particularly intrigued by the way the photos had been

arranged according to a historical timeline."58 Others, such as local arts reviewer and

blogger Tebogo Serobatse, spoke enthusiastically about the exhibition. "It is not often

that one has the opportunity to witness exhibitions that are inspired by a record of our

history," he writes. "Umhlaba is for me a narrative about possession: the possessed, the

dispossessed, the ultimate story about the haves and the have nots. It is for me also a

grave warning about what may occur if we do not take heed."59 In the show Serobatse

found a meaningful presentation of a contentious issue that has great relevance for contem-

porary settings. In addition to these reviewers numerous writers, such as Lucille Davie, a

56. Godby, �Black Spots,� 402.

57. O'Toole, �Umhlaba 1913-2013: Primeval snapshots of our lost and stolen worlds.�

58. Pheladi Sethusa, �WITH GALLERY: The 1913 Land Act realised through photos,� Wits Vuvusela: A
Publication of Wits Journalism, August 2013, http://witsvuvuzela.com/2013/08/29/with-gallery-the-1913/.

59. Tebogo Serobatse, Review of Umhlaba 1913-2013 | Commemorating the 1913 Land Act, Like Water,
30 October 2013, http://www.like-water.co.za/article/review-umhlaba-1913-2013-commemorating-1913-land-
act#.VuWZDCmXtpn.
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reporter for the "Media Club South Africa," published descriptive accounts of the exhibi-

tion that highlighted its breadth of imagery on the subject of land.60 Taken together, the

mixed reception indicates both the importance of the show to the public and its timely

presentation.61

Though issues of land dispossession extend beyond the scope of a single exhibition,

the potential yield from a close look at the history and injustices of land seizure in South

Africa through photography enticed a public that desires a framework in which to distill

this complex issue in a post-apartheid context. The excitement surrounding "Umhlaba"

was aptly summarized by Paul Weinberg himself, who re�ected that the "anniversary

of the Land Act o�ers an important opportunity to tell this story in ways it has never

been told before."62 Despite shortcomings in the eyes of many critics, "Umhlaba" did

something di�erent and important: it drew attention to a lineage of photographers who

examined the topic of land in South Africa.

60. Lucille Davie, ed., 1913 Land Act: images of loss, 22 October 2013, http://www.mediaclubsouthafrica.
com/land-and-people/97-history-and-heritage/3519-a-stark-portrait-of-loss.

61. In August of 2013 I had the opportunity to visit the exhibition at the Wits Art Museum during a re-
search trip to the Johannesburg. My impressions of the show were in no small part colored by my position
as researcher of South African photography: I was both delighted to see two �oors devoted to the issue of
land dispossession - a topic of sustained concern for artists over the past few decades - and disappointed
at the selections presented. Like Michael Godby, I felt that the show was disproportionately weighted to-
wards prominent photographers active in the 1980s and 1990s at the expense of younger, contemporary
practitioners. Like other reviewers, I felt like I had been waiting for an exhibition of this kind for a long
time and my expectations were predicated on a desire for something that is likely beyond the scope of a
single show. I spoke with numerous photographers and educators about the exhibition in the weeks fol-
lowing my visit. Many echoed my sentiments and others did not. I learned that some institutions brought
classes to see the show and used these visits to promote discussion on the topic of land and its represen-
tation by South African photographers. These conversations o�ered an important counter to the response
from critics and served as a reminder that exhibitions such as these are resources for promoting discussion
and re�ection, dialogs that might not have come to fore without the aid of a public presentation.

62. Univeristy of Cape Town Center for Law and Society, A land divided: photo exhibition tells many
stories, March 2013, http://www.cls.uct.ac.za/news/?id=8421&t=dn.
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Figure 6-16. Stevenson Gallery, �Installation View - Loom of the Land exhibition,� 2013.
Source: http://www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/land/installation1.html

6.4 �The Loom of the Land,� Stevenson Gallery, Johannesburg

Analysis of the �Loom of the Land� exhibition presented at Stevenson Gallery, a pri-

vate commercial venue, in Johannesburg in early 2013 shows the constraints many South

African artists encounter when they exhibit landscapes. The sensitivity surrounding the

subject of land in South Africa impacts how artists look at and represent the natural envi-

ronment. For example, many artists feel compelled to foreground a political interpretation

of land or otherwise contextualize their interest in and work with landscapes through

political or activist lenses, even if this is not their primary concern. Discussion of the

�Loom of the Land� exhibition, which transformed from a small group show that explored

form and mark-making in landscape images into a large exhibition with a loosely-stated

political position, o�ers one example of how artists, galleries, and critics engage with the

issue of land representation and the widespread expectation that these engagements be

rooted in a political dialog.
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Figure 6-17. Mack Magagane, �Untitled 4� from the In This City series, 2011-2012.
Archival pigment print on Innova Fibraprint matt paper. 40x60cm. Source:
http://www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/land/magagane-untitled4.html

The group exhibition �Loom of the Land� comprised of pieces by twenty-two artists

represented by Stevenson Gallery who address the topic of land in their work (Fig. 6-

16).63 The show incorporated pieces in multiple media and put forward a broad inter-

pretation of landscape, inclusive of urban scenes (Fig. 6-17 - Mack Magagne), abstract

sculpture (Fig. 6-18 - Paul Edmonds), and environmental portraiture (Fig. 6-19 - Pieter

Hugo). Seven photographers contributed to the exhibition and their work was shown

alongside paintings and sculptures. In addition to the works from Hugo and Magagane,

established artists David Goldblatt and Jo Ractli�e each presented views of open veld and

rural environments, and a photograph from Zanele Muholi showed workers preparing sites

in a graveyard.

63. The �Loom of the Land� exhibition opened at Stevenson Gallery in Johannesburg on January 24,
2013 and closed March 8th of that year. A complete list of participating artists and artworks can be found
at: Stevenson Gallery, Loom of the Land, http://www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/land/index.html.
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Figure 6-18. Paul Edmunds, �Moon,� 1997. Stone, PVC-insulated copper wire. 9x 13x
12.5cm. Source:
http://www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/land/edmunds-moon.html

A text panel introduced the exhibition concept, but the variety of the images in

the show challenged the framework articulated in this opening panel, and was a point of

contention among critics. The text indicated curator Anton Kannemeyer's intention that

the show explore the subject of landscape through an alternative lens: representations

of land that disrupt expectations.64 The panel further explained that Kannemeyer's

�selection of works for the exhibition try to challenge perceptions of the landscape rather

than issues identi�ed with the land or clever conceptual plays like masturbating on a

Pierneef painting, or exhibiting a landscape canvas with the front facing the wall.�65

Critic Sean O'Toole described the show as �a peculiar and not entirely satisfying group

exhibition,� a claim that was echoed by Kannemeyer himself, who originally outlined a

64. Stevenson Gallery, Loom of the Land .

65. Ibid.
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Figure 6-19. Pieter Hugo, �Maboneng Precinct, Johannesburg,� 2011. Inkjet print. Three
images, each 82 x 101cm. Source:
http://www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/land/hugo-maboneng_precinct.html

smaller show of mostly paintings that explored the aesthetics of landscape images rather

than their political implications.66 Kannemeyer is based in Cape Town, and the show

was organized through the Stevenson Gallery in Johannesburg, a practical situation

that limited Kannemeyer's involvement in the curation and presentation of the material.

Re�ecting on the show and its development, Kannemeyer describes feeling distant from the

�nal selection of artists and number of pieces and was uneasy about the banner headline of

his name as curator.67

Anton Kannemeyer developed the idea for the exhibition out of his own curiosity

about artists who create landscape images but who primarily work in other genres and

subject matter. The formal exercise of engaging with the natural environment intrigued

Kannemeyer, a comic artist, whose own detailed pen-and-ink renderings of Boulder's

Beach in Simon's Town depart radically from his polemic illustrations and politicized

66. O'Toole, Sean, �Documents of �ctionalisation,� Mail & Guardian, February 8, 2013, accessed Novem-
ber 13, 2015, http://mg.co.za/article/2013-02-08-00-documents-of-�ctionalisation.

67. Kannemeyer described the situation in greater detail in a personal conversation: �my initial thing
with the gallery was I said lets co-curate it, but they felt it would will be nice if it was your name curating
it. On the night the day of the exhibition they pulled out this thing. . . �Loom of the Land� and under-
neath (it read) curated by Anton Kannemeyer, and I said just take that o�, I don't feel it's. . . but this was
kind of like how they marketed it.� Anton Kannemeyer, Interview with Author, September 10, 2013.
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comic designs (Fig. 6-20) and (Fig. 6-21).68 �I've been interested in landscape since my

university days,� Kannemeyer told O'Toole in an interview, �I suppose what draws me

to the landscape is the abstract qualities.�69 He believes that all landscapes engage with

abstraction at some level, and is interested in the ways di�erent artists manipulate form

when they depict environments. Kannemeyer distinguishes the rendering of a landscape

from other types of spaces: �something else happens when you do a landscape as to when

you do a room or draw a chair or draw a bookshelf. . . landscapes are so incredibly organic.

You kind of get lost in the abstract qualities of the landscape.�70

Despite his primary, formal interest in landscapes, Kannemeyer acknowledges that

works in this genre cannot be examined through form alone and he makes an e�ort in the

curatorial statement and subsequent interviews to emphasize his understanding that all

landscapes are political. The exhibition text states: �In South Africa, the landscape has

unavoidable political connotations because the country's strife is entwined with the own-

ership of the land�a situation that continues to this day.� Further, the opening statement

identi�es a hierarchy of concerns with respect to landscapes: �These issues have dominated

depictions of the landscape in recent years, with formal concerns understandably of sec-

ondary concern.�71 In an interview with Sean O'Toole, Kannemeyer asserts that political

aspects of land are unavoidable, and will always surface: �From a formal perspective I may

68. Anton Kannemeyer is an illustrator who lives and works in Cape Town, South Africa. He earned
an MFA at the University of Stellenbosch in 1997, and has since �been at the forefront of introducing a
comic and satirical aesthetic to South African art.� Stevenson Gallery, Anton Kannemeyer - Bio, accessed
November 30, 2015, http : / / www . stevenson . info / artists / kannemeyer . html; Together with Conrad Botes,
Kannemeyer founded the Bittercomix series in 1992. For a discussion of the work of Anton Kannemeyer,
see: John Tyson, �Anton Kannemeyer's tactics of translation as critical lens,� Synthesis 4 (2012): 121�148;
Rita Barnard, �Bitterkomix: Notes from the post-apartheid underground,� The South Atlantic Quarterly
103, no. 4 (2004): 719�754; and Sue Williamson, South African art now (New York, NY: Collins Design,
2009).

69. O'Toole, Sean, �Documents of �ctionalisation.�

70. Kannemeyer, Interview with Author .

71. Stevenson Gallery, Loom of the Land .
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Figure 6-20. Anton Kannemeyer, �Boulders Beach, Simon's Town,� 2013. Pen and ink on
paper. 21 x 30cm. Source:
http://www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/land/kannemeyer-boulders_beach1.html

;

be interested in the abstract qualities of the landscape,� he says, �but anyone walking into

the gallery will interpret the works di�erently.�72

Kannemeyer is sincere in his acknowledgement of the fraught conditions and suspect

motivations in which landscapes have been produced in South Africa, but his comments

reveal an unease with how to appropriately discuss his interest in the genre, a sentiment

shared by many contemporary artists who work with the genre. He feels challenged by

landscapes and they ways they communicate space, but he is hesitant to articulate this

interest. A description of his selection of a work from David Golblatt illustrates the points

he oscillates between. Goldblatt's diptych show an open, arid section of veld in a Northern

Cape sheep farm (Fig. 6-22). The image presents a landscape empty except for grass and

soil; an unbroken horizon underneath an overcast sky extends across the two frames and

emphasizes the scale of the scene. The photographs fascinated Kannemeyer: �I remember

when I �rst saw it I was just blown away by it,� he said, and struggled to explain what

72. O'Toole, Sean, �Documents of �ctionalisation.�
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Figure 6-21. Anton Kannemeyer �F is for Fat Cat,� from the Alphabet of Democracy series,
2010. Black ink and acrylic on paper. 18.5 x 21.5cm. Source:
http://www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/kannemeyer/f-fatcat.html

about the image captured his attention, �there is nothing really there. There are just

the few stones, just soil and a few grass. . . a bit of dry grass, but nothing really.�73

Kannemeyer describes a deeply felt reaction to the scene at odds with his awareness of its

context and the importance of these contradictions in forming an interpretation of spaces

in South Africa:

It was just kind of a gut feel, it wasn't oh yeah, but whose land is this, who
does this belong to? The thing is I'm not saying that aspect of it is unimpor-
tant; it is obviously crucial. . . any landscape in South Africa is political. You
cannot walk away from it. When you have a landscape, it's political. But the
thing is, as an artist I feel. . . I'm also someone who deals a lot with politics and
political things. Sometimes I get bogged down by work and not thinking. . . I
mean you are always thinking when you are resolving work in terms of how will
it be read, but sometimes the mark, the application, the whole formal aspect of

73. Kannemeyer, Interview with Author .
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Figure 6-22. David Goldblatt, Sheep farm at Oubip, between Aggenys and Loop 10,
Bushmanland, Northern Cape. 5 June 2004. Archival pigment ink on cotton
rag paper. Two images each sized 84x105.5 cm. Source: http:
//www.stevenson.info/exhibitions/land/goldblatt-sheep_farm_oubip2004.html

it is what takes up a lot of time and that's where the landscape really grabbed
me.74

Kannemeyer's comments shift between an honest re�ection about the connection he

feels to landscape and his insistence of his knowledge that the landscape can never just

be a collection of innocent forms. His grapple with appropriate wording echoes the

perspectives and sentiments of many South African contemporary artists who wish to be

socially-responsible makers, but who may struggle to align awareness with their individual

investigations and the broader practicalities of making art works for sale.

Critics were disappointed by the lack of overt political content or message in the

exhibition, which subsequently received mixed reviews. Writing in the Johannesburg City

Press critic Percy Mabandu derided Kannemeyer's approach: �We must ask whether the

curator can excuse himself from the politicised historical moment demanded by the land

and its depictions.� He criticized the inclusion of empty, open landscapes �available for

settlement, de�nition and exploitation,� and that minimized human history and presence.

74. Kannemeyer, Interview with Author .
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Mabandu found that the show presented the landscape �without or denied the inherent

stories it might yearn to tell,� and asserted that �the land demands to be addressed with

all its loaded politics, even if only in a curated show of artworks by Kannemeyer and his

mates.�75 Sean O'Toole, echoed the views of many when he voiced disappointment that

a landscape show from Anton Kannemeyer lacked edgy, challenging political material,

and communicated this position through an oblique parable at the beginning of his

review about early twentieth century painter, Robert Gwelo Goodman. Goodman,

O'Toole writes, �Although disposed to making occasional polite lounge pictures of his

own. . . did not ignore what was blatant and evident in Jo'burg,� and instead, Goodman

painted images of mine dumps in the city.76 For O'Toole, though inclusion of works from

Mack Magagane and Pieter Hugo reveal a grittier, more authentic presentation of the

South African landscape, the show focused too much on aesthetically pleasing nature

scenes. James Sey reviewed the show for Art South Africa and o�ered a more favorable

interpretation: �depictions of empty South African landscapes dominate Kannemeyer's

show,� he writes, �and so it is constantly in tension with the negative connotations of

such representations. But, throughout, this is done in a productive, often humorous and

gently ironic vein. Humour and gentle irony are qualities South African art, especially

painting, has had far too little of in recent times.�77 Though the exhibition�produced at

a commercial gallery�received mixed reviews, the process through which it transformed

and was received reveal undercurrents and tensions within the visual arts community in

South Africa about the appropriate way to represent and discuss land as subject matter.

75. Percy Mabandu, �Landscapes of political denial,� City Press, January 2013, accessed November 13,
2015, http://www.news24.com/Archives/City-Press/Landscapes-of-political-denial-20150430.

76. O'Toole, Sean, �Documents of �ctionalisation.�

77. James Sey, �Loom of the Land,� Art South Africa 11, no. 3 (March 2013): 73.
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6.5 Landscape Photography in �Show Us Our Land,� Market Photography

Workshop, Johannesburg

As part of its 2012-13 Social Landscape Project the Market Photography Workshop

in Johannesburg produced a crowd-sourced, traveling exhibition entitled �Show Us Our

Land,� an endeavor that contrasts markedly with the two other shows under consideration

in this chapter. This exhibition integrated ideas about land and landscape from the public,

traveled outside a traditional gallery venue, and prioritized a collective discussion of land

over the views of individual artists. �Show Us Our Land� brought together 135 images

selected from over 1000 photographs submitted through a public call for images that in-

vestigate �the South African land, landscape, and ideas around belonging.�78 The Market

Photography Workshop used Facebook and other social media platforms to distribute

their request for entries, and encouraged submissions from amateur, early-career, as well

as established photographers in South Africa. The �nal presentation toured various cities

in South Africa and circulated further through a small monograph publication. According

to co-organizer, John Fleetwood, the project was conceived as a way to reestablish ideas

around land by using an open, accessible digital forum where people could share new

ideas and perceptions of land based on their own experience.79 Curators hoped that the

project could generate an alternative archive of South African land imagery that could

counter the one created by colonialists, an aim elicited in the monograph introduction

from Bandile Gumbi: �These images are the beginning of an archive on South African's

[sic] conception of land and landscape. They hope to create juxtaposition with how land

has been documented and interpreted in the history of landscape photography, how it

has been `used' to document Africa as a physical environment with its natural resources,

78. Social Landscape Photography Project, Photo Competition, Tumblr, accessed November 13, 2015,
http://sociallandscapeproject.tumblr.com/PhotoCompetition.

79. Fleetwood, Interview with author .
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Figure 6-23. Installation views of the Social Landscape Project. Source:
http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/cache/ce_cache/made/
92b8c926d1d0ddf5/036_480_320_s.jpg.

and Africa as a social construct.�80 In this respect, the Market Photography Workshop

project invites comparison to the in�uential 1955 �Family of Man� exhibition produced by

Edward Steichen, which aimed to promote the common experiences of man, regardless of

their race, ethnicity, gender or age. A brief discussion of this exhibition and the critical

reception of it explicate aspects of the �Show Us Our Land� project and exhibition.

The Social Landscape Project represented the �rst concentrated look at landscape

photography at the Market Photography Workshop and within its renowned curriculum.

David Goldblatt founded the educational institution in 1989 as a way to extend photogra-

phy and visual literacy instruction to disadvantaged learners in South Africa. The Photo

Workshop o�ers multiple programs in photography, but courses have historically focused

on documentary photography and photojournalism. According to John Fleetwood, head of

80. Bandile Gumbi, �Introduction,� in Show Us Our Land (Johannesburg: Market Photography Work-
shop, 2013), 1.
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Figure 6-24. Installation view of the �Transitions� show inside the Bus Factory�an arts
space across from the Market Photography Workshop. Source:
http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/cache/ce_cache/made/
92b8c926d1d0ddf5/IMG_1883_resized_480_320_s.jpg

the Photo Workshop, the idea of landscape is at once on the periphery and the center of

the mission of the organization:

The Photo Workshop is interested in questions in society that are possibly
contentious that relate to human rights and democracy. . . a lot of our training
has got to do with getting our photographers to speak about where they come
from. How they understand the world and this has got to do with land and
often one doesn't see the landscape in the photographs as strongly because
there is such a strong documentary tradition in South Africa and the landscape
tradition is very strong but possibly underrepresented or under-discussed. . . So
we saw this as an opportunity to open a discussion that we have lacked in as
an organization.81

In connection with the Social Landscape project, the Market Photography Workshop

invited guest speakers to address the topic of landscape with students in the advanced

courses, and designed additional programing to support a sustained discussion about the

81. Fleetwood, Interview with author .
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Figure 6-25. Installation view of Nolan Davis's drawing in response to the 1913 Natives
Land Act. Source: http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/
social-landscape-project/entry/transition-and-land-resource-centre

subject throughout Workshop activities.82 Thus, although a departure for the program,

Fleetwood felt that the focus on landscape at the institution �opened up a lot of the

thinking for our students that previously were much more interested in documentary work;

they are much more clear now in thinking about landscape as a language in itself.�83

The Social Landscape Project at the Market Photography Workshop had two main

parts: �Transitions,� the previously discussed collaborative investigation of the South

African landscape between six French photographers and six French Photographers;84

82. For example, students considered the subject of landscape and how it relates to identity through
the work of Market Photography Workshop alumni photographers such as Thabiso Sekgala and Zanele
Muholi.

83. Fleetwood, Interview with author .

84. As noted the �Transitions� project has been discussed elsewhere in this dissertation, but it is worth
noting here that this project was also conceived as a way to build new and draw upon extant archives.
The six sites chosen for exploration by the French-South African teams were chosen in consultation with
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and �Show Us Our Land,� the social media based initiative. Both series opened together

in November 2012 at the Market Photography Workshop in Johannesburg, alongside a

large-scale drawing installation from Nolan Dennis�that was made in response to the

1913 Natives Land Act�and a multimedia Land Resource Centre (Figs. 6-23, 6-24, & 6-

25).85 Each subproject examined the topic of land and landscape di�erently: �Transitions�

looked at speci�c locations and land issues attendant to those places through the work of

professional photographers, while �Show Us Our Land� put no restrictions on location or

land-based subject and consisted entirely of public submissions. The �Transitions� project

was exhibited in France and South Africa, and �Show Us Our Land� was displayed in

public, outdoor spaces in several di�erent locations in South Africa during February and

March of 2013, including cities in Free State, Gauteng, North West, Northern Cape, and

Eastern Cape provinces (Figs. 6-26, 6-27, & 6-28). The names of photographers and image

titles were not presented alongside the pictures in the outdoor exhibition, nor were they

included in proximity to the photographs in the publication. The �Show Us Our Land�

book listed names of artists in the back pages and grouped images thematically in the

exhibition text and curatorial essays. In contrast to "Transitions," "Show Us Our Land"

aimed at a broad, public audience and prioritized accessibility in all aspects of its design

and attendant programing.

The concept, design, and presentation of �Show Us Our Land� put forward a distinc-

tive strategy of addressing land in the context of the centenary of the 1913 Natives Land

David Goldblatt, who has extensively photographed the South African landscape. John Fleetwood de-
scribed the process of site selection as: �he has got this archive of understanding particular spaces because
he has been there and he's photographed in these places and we thought that would be a very good space
to talk about landscape photography, so instead of going to a historian and talking about land we thought
going to a photographer that is this archive holder.� See: Fleetwood, Interview with author .

85. The Land Resource Centre included an interactive web platform that gave viewers access to docu-
ments, writings, and photographs related to the history of land and landscape in South Africa, as well as
a collection of books from the Market Photography Workshop library. The Land Resource Centre did not
travel with either the �Transitions� or �Show Us Our Land� exhibitions. The interactive website can be
viewed at: http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/social-landscape-project/supplies.
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Figure 6-26. Image of exhibition in-transit between venues. Source:
http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/social-landscape-project/entry/
show-us-our-land-travelling-exhibitions.

Act. First, though the project concept was framed as an investigation of ideas around

land in the hundredth year since the passing of the Act, the call for submissions did not

mention the centenary or otherwise indicate that the legislation would be used to organize

images. Second, by situating the project within multiple platforms, including a digital

venue, soliciting submissions through social media, and waiving entrance fees, organizers

of �Show Us Our Land� compiled a collection of landscapes made by a more diverse range

of South Africans than traditionally engage with art institutions, including those who may

not own a camera.86 In doing so, �Show Us Our Land� challenged the connotations of

86. The organizers of �Show Us Our Land� wanted to access the views of individuals who may not own
a camera, but who own a phone with camera capabilities. In 2012 researchers at World Wide Work, an
organization that looks as internet and mobile technology use trends in South Africa, reported that nearly
80% of South Africans own a cell phone and at least 5.33 million use Facebook, see: Arthur Goldstuck,
�Internet matters: The quiet engine of the South African economy,� World Wide Worx, 2012, accessed De-
cember 1, 2015, http://led.co.za/sites/default/�les/cabinet/orgname- raw/document/2012/za_internet_
matters _ �nal . pdf; Further, this group reports that nearly 7.9 million South Africans access internet on
their cell phones, and of these, 2.48 million access it only on their phones. See: Arthur Goldstuck, Mobile
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Figure 6-27. Installation view of �Show Us Our Land� Outdoor Exhibition in Klerksdorp,
March 2013. Source: http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/
social-landscape-project/entry/show-us-our-land-travelling-exhibitions.

landscape as a genre created for the consumption of a few powerful and privileged individ-

uals. �We thought the idea of social media opened that up and created space for people to

give new ideas,� Fleetwood says.87 Moreover, the low-resolution, pixelated imagery o�ered

a way in which to further push the concept design of �Show Us Our Land.� Fleetwood

comments further that �There is something around photography and technique that deter-

mines that [images] have to be sharp and of good kind of technical value. We were very

interested in that because that is surely not how the world sees images anymore. . .many of

the images are seen pixelated, in low resolution on small cellphone screens.�88

pushes Internet to the masses, technical report (World Wide Worx, May 2012), accessed November 14,
2015, http://www.worldwideworx.com/mobile-pushes-internet-to-the-masses/.

87. Fleetwood, Interview with author .

88. Ibid.
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The submissions to the �Show Us Our Land� competition reveal a di�erent vision

of land in South Africa than was communicated through either �Umhlaba� or �Loom of

the Land.� Organizers received images from all nine provinces in South Africa and the

photographs displayed a range of subject matter related to land. Entries showed open,

rural landscapes, townships, agricultural lands, highways, and photographs of people

moving through the landscape. Entries from Marietta Kesting (Fig. 6-29), David Harrison

(Fig. 6-30), Thulani Zikhali (Fig. 6-31) and Thembekile Nhlapo (Fig. 6-32) characterize

the diversity of subject matter related to land, landscape and ideas around belonging of

the submitted materials. John Fleetwood says that a lot of entries �had to do with story

telling, had to do with `let me tell you our story, this is my land, this is my town, this

is where I come from, this is what we do.' � Often, he relates, these stories �were loaded

with political intentions but perhaps didn't come across as strongly as the photographers

initially thought. So, it also showed how mundane photographs of landscapes hold political

ideas.�89

The design of the �Show Us Our Land� exhibition and project, as well as the layout

of the accompanying catalog, recall aspects of the seminal Family of Man book and ex-

hibition curated by Edward Steichen,90 a comparison that elicits key attributes of �Show

Us Our Land.� Edward Steichen, an American photographer born in Luxembourg, was a

key �gure in establishing photography as a �ne art in the United States in the early half of

the twentieth century. Through his role as co-founder of the 291 Gallery with Alfred Stei-

glitz and his commercial work, Steichen left an indelible mark in the history of American

photography through his work at MOMA after World War II until 1962. The �Family of

89. Fleetwood, Interview with author .

90. In 1955 Edward Steichen was the director of photography at the Museum of Modern Art (MOMA)
in New York. For a discussion of Edward Steichen and his impactful career in the history of photography
in the United States and Europe, see: Penelope Niven, Steichen: A biography (New York: Clarkson Potter,
1997).
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Figure 6-28. Installation view of �Show Us Our Land� Outdoor Exhibition in
Grahamstown, Eastern Cape, July 2, 2013. Source:
https://www.facebook.com/sociallandscape/photos/a.294634340651944.70235.
246921605423218/410217932426917/?type=3&theater

Man��an �exhibition of creative photography dedicated to the dignity of man�91 �opened

at Museum of Modern Art in New York in 1955 and toured internationally for the next

eight years. The show visited thirty-seven countries, including South Africa, and reached

91. Edward Steichen and Carl Sandburg, The Family of Man: the photographic exhibition (New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1955).
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six continents.92 The exhibition was seen by over ten million people and is widely con-

sidered to be the most successful exhibition of all time.93 Steichen conceived of �Family

of Man� as a way to advocate for peace among humankind after two devastating World

Wars, both of which he took part in and viewed �rst hand. He wanted �Family of Man�

to present a positive view of mankind and highlight attributes and experiences that link

people of di�erent ethnicities, cultures, and ages together. According to Eric Sandeen,

Steichen chose to �generalize the human condition� through his selection and presentation

of photographs in �Family of Man,� and he observes �that the collection was built on the

rhetoric of unity.� Sandeen asserts that Steichen believed in the revelatory power of pho-

tography and thought that by �moving people with a positive message, by reminding them

of the web of human associations� viewers would �buoy the individual above the hazards of

life in the nuclear world.�94 The �nal show consisted of 503 photographs from 273 photog-

raphers, selected from over six million images surveyed in archives and submissions from

amateur and professional photographers.95 The images displayed content from sixty-eight

92. The �Family of Man� exhibition was on view in South Africa from August 30th-September 13, 1958.
Prominent South African documentary photographers such as Bob Gosani and Peter Magubane viewed
the exhibition and were impacted by its message. Magubane is quoted as saying �"These are great pic-
tures. If these photographers who took these pictures can do this, why shouldn't I?" I began working
very, very hard to try and reach the standard of those pictures that I saw.� See: Ken Light, Witness in
our time: Working lives of documentary photographers (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press,
2000), 56; Bensusan, Silver images: History of photography in Africa, Historian of early South African
photography, A.D. Bensusan observes that the Family of Man exhibition was important because it �in�u-
enced public opinion towards photographic documentation rather than older pictorialism.�.

93. For a discussion of the �Family of Man� exhibition and its impact in the history of photography,
see: Eric J. Sandeen, �The international reception of The Family of Man,� History of Photography 29,
no. 4 (2005): 344�355; Eric J. Sandeen, Picturing an exhibition: The Family of Man and 1950s America
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995); Katherine Ho�man, �The Family of Man: An in-
troduction,� History of Photography 29, no. 4 (2005): 317�319; Blake Stimson, The Pivot of the World:
Photography and its Nation (Cambridge, M.A.: MIT Press, 2006); John Szarkowski, �The Family of Man,�
in The Museum of Modern Art at mid-century at home and abroad (New York: Museum of Modern Art,
1994), 12�37.

94. Sandeen, Picturing an exhibition: The Family of Man and 1950s America, 2.

95. Ibid., 41.
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Figure 6-29. Marietta Kesting, �Untitled,� Entry for �Show Us Our Land,� exhibition, n.d.
Source: Source:http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/
social-landscape-project/entry/show-us-our-land-gallery/64

countries, were displayed without bylines and were organized under broad categories such

as birth, death, and family. Steichen was interested in the message in the photographs and

not the style, identity, or artistry of the photographer: �instead of making pretty pictures

or technically perfect pictures,� he said, �we are going out to get life.�96

The �Show Us Our Land� exhibition bears logistical and conceptual resemblance

to the Steichen's �Family of Man,� though the two shows were created in dramatically

di�erent social and historical contexts, and the latter show primarily featured work

from professional photographers, not amateurs. The organizers of �Show Us Our Land�

possessed a similar faith as Steichen in the power of photography to positively in�uence

views towards a di�cult and complicated subject: land. They believed that the creation

of a vernacular archive of land imagery could highlight commonalities and points of unity

96. James Nelson, ed., Wisdom: Conversations with the Elder Wise Men of Our Day, (New York, 1958),
10, c.f. Sandeen, Picturing an exhibition: The Family of Man and 1950s America, 2.
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among South African viewers, rather than di�erences. They designed their exhibition

to foreground the content of images�brought together to examine ideas about land,

landscape and belonging�over the identity of the maker. Similar to �Family of Man� the

�Show Us Our Land� catalog organized images categorically, in a dynamic layout designed

to emphasize the diversity of views of land in South Africa and to inspire a shared vision

of a beautiful nation to which all South Africans have physic and material ties. Moreover,

the �Show Us Our Land� traveling exhibition�like the �Family of Man��was designed to

reach a maximum number of viewers and embraced alternative display strategies, so that

it could promote a broad, positive communication of South African views of land.

The �Family of Man� was widely criticized by reviewers and scholars, and many

of the criticisms directed at Steichen's exhibition have application to an analysis of

�Show Us Our Land.� Critics felt that �Family of Man,� despite good intentions, was

politically opportunistic in the context of the developing Cold War, irresponsible to the

submitting artists, and presented an uninformed leveling of diverse cultures in favor of

a na��ve message of universalism.97 Even though the show sourced images from artists

worldwide, the �nal exhibition presented and exported a Western view of people and the

human condition, a position that was not identi�ed or otherwise accounted for by Steichen

or other organizers. Further, the thematic presentation of photographs without artist

identi�cation encouraged the viewer to perceive a singular, collective view of humanity,

at the expense of the diverse viewpoints embedded in the images. Blake Stimson argues

that, �asked to identify strongly with one picture and then abandon that identi�cation

97. For example, Allan Sekula criticized the exhibition for being an �aestheticized job of global account-
ing, a careful Cold War e�ort to bring about the ideological alignment of the neo-colonial peripheries with
the imperial center.� See: Allan Sekula, �The tra�c in photographs,� Art Journal 41, no. 1 (1981): 15�25;
Christopher Phillips was critical of Steichen's presentation of the images in �Family of Man� and other
exhibitions Steichen produced at MOMA, in particular how he stripped images of their contexts: �To prise
photographs from their original contexts, to discard or alter their captions, to recrop their borders in the
enforcement of a unitary meaning, to reprint them for dramatic impact, to redistribute them in new narra-
tive chains consistent with a predetermined thesis�thus one might roughly summarize Steichen's operating
procedure.� See: Christopher Phillips, �The judgment seat of photography,� October 22 (1982): 27�63.
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for the next and the next,� the viewer, �seduced by the logic of a new ideal of familiarity

and universal humanity,� was not given a route through which to process or distill this

information within the photographs beyond the �collective� framework provided. Finally,

the images in �Family of Man� were organized into themes selected by Steichen, and all

photographs were cropped, enlarged, and reprinted photographs to his speci�cations,

without permission from the artists themselves. The show's emphasis, observes Blake

Stimson, was �to turn the viewer's attention away from the issues of individual craft and

artistry and instead produce a corporate vision.�98 The design and presentation of the

Market Photography Workshop show raises similar concerns. �Show Us Our Land� was

created to survey a range of views towards land and landscape in South Africa, but in the

�nal exhibition the collective theme of �Our Land� superseded a presentation of individual

views of land in South Africa. In the traveling show and monograph organizers did not

identify the artist alongside the image or distinguish photographs based on content,

cultural background of the artist or otherwise interpret the diverse representations of

land submitted. Images were reprinted, cropped, and placed under subheadings, such

as �homemade,� �Normalities & ambiguities,� �arti�cial borders & false identities,� and

�promised land� in the monograph. Taken together, the presentation sought to establish a

narrative of common viewpoints and values towards land and landscape.

Ultimately, the �Show Us Our Land� exhibition adopted strategies similar to those

used by Steichen to inspire viewers to think di�erently about land and to see themselves

in relation to the topic. Re�ecting on the reception of the traveling exhibition, John

Fleetwood notes: �it was quite amazing how people responded to being in and being

represented in photographs, and how they immediately feel that `this is ours because

we are being represented.' � Based on his experience producing �Show Us Our Land�

Fleetwood feels that photographs have the potential to unify South Africans around a

98. Stimson, The Pivot of the World: Photography and its Nation, 79.
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Figure 6-30. David Harrison, �Untitled,� Entry for �Show Us Our Land,� exhibition, n.d.

divisive issue: �I think if you use that as a thinking kind of paradigm for what landscape

photography can do for citizenship, for giving people a sense of belonging, I think that the

potential of this project is still to be achieved. . . I think that land, as much as it is claimed

and it does indicate power position, it is a space where people can identify with the beauty

of land, with the importance of land, where we all become very similar.�99 Steichen wrote

that �Family of Man� �demonstrates that the art of photography is a dynamic process

of giving form to ideas and of explaining man to man. It was conceived as a mirror of

the universal elements and emotions in the everydayness of life. . . .�100 Both statements

highlight the idealism with which the respective exhibitions were conceived and developed

but also point to ways that participatory exhibitions such as these can be used to promote

99. Fleetwood, Interview with author .

100. Steichen and Sandburg, The Family of Man: the photographic exhibition, 4.
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Figure 6-31. Thulani Zikhali, �Untitled,� Entry for �Show Us Our Land,� exhibition, n.d.
Source: http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/social-landscape-project/entry/
show-us-our-land-gallery/64

re�ection on shared values and views in contexts in which di�erences are the focus, such as

in South Africa with respect to the topic of land.

This chapter has looked at three di�erent exhibitions produced in 2013, two of which

were made in direct response to the centenary of the 1913 Natives Land Act. Each show

examined the topic of land through a di�erent framework and their respective approaches

reveal contours of the broader conversation in South Africa around landscape at the hun-

dredth anniversary of the Act. Close examination of the �Umhlaba: 1913-2013� exhibition

revealed both gaps between the stated objective of the show, its organization, and the

content it presented as well as a positive reception to its content. Critical response to the

exhibition showed a clear desire for a more rigorous, multi-faceted examination of the land

issue through a broader selection of photographs and more directed discussion of contem-

porary work and point to the need for more shows related to this topic. The Stevenson

Gallery's �Loom of the Land� exhibition sought to explicate the role of landscape in the

practice of contemporary artists and drew particular attention to the form and aesthetic
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Figure 6-32. Thembekile Nhlapo, �Untitled,� Entry for �Show Us Our Land,� exhibition,
n.d. Source: http://www.marketphotoworkshop.co.za/social-landscape-project/
entry/show-us-our-land-gallery/64

of space-making through representations of land. The critical feedback showed the unease

discussion of landscapes and land outside of a political framework generates for many

South Africans, and provides insight into the challenges artists such as Kannemeyer face

in gaining public acceptance for their landscape work. The social-media-based �Show Us

Our Land� exhibition presented a crowd-sourced interpretation of land and landscape that

countered negative views of the subject presented in newspapers and other media outlets

with a collection of public views celebrating a shared, South African landscape. Though

a small sampling of the conversation surrounding the visual representation land in 2013,

these three exhibitions o�er important insight into the issues, views, and factors that

mediate and condition the presentation of land in South Africa one hundred years after

the passing of the Natives Land Act and twenty years of democratic rule.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

This study has examined a range of landscape photography practices animating

contemporary South African photography. Through close examination of work by eleven

photographers produced after 1994 and analysis of three exhibitions, this discussion has

shown that South African landscape photography is multivalent, dynamic, and responsive

to localized social and political contexts. Moreover, this dissertation has identi�ed a

distinctive form of South African landscape photography, generated from local concerns

over land and its representation, need for a new visual language of activism, and a desire

to examine the politics of South African spaces without asserting a speci�c message.

Prior to this study, only one short history of landscape photography existed, along

with assorted scholarship on the use of the genre by individual practitioners. In an e�ort

to highlight diverse landscape photography projects, this study went beyond a review

of work by internationally known artists and foregrounded images from early-career and

underrepresented South African photographers, artists who are closely embedded in local

and vernacular conversations related to landscape. The use of landscape in South African

photography is an evolving �eld, and this document has �rst and foremost sought to

recognize the evolving parameters of this discursive environment.

This project endeavored to put forward three key arguments regarding the use of

landscape photography by contemporary South African photographers. First, this study

explored a link between apartheid-era social documentary practices and a post-apartheid

adoption of landscape photography. During the 1980s and 1990s large numbers of South

African photographers committed to using their work to document the brutality of the

apartheid government, actions that played an important part in mobilizing local and

international response against the injustices of minority rule. Struggle photography was

characterized by legible, charged images that used energetic compositions, dramatic

perspectives, and high-contrast tonality. Struggle photography, according to Michael
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Godby, "tended to be 'declamatory, dictating speci�c readings of the image' that could

be used as evidence in someone else's argument."1 Though unabashedly instrumentalist,

Struggle photography left an indelible imprint on the history of medium in South Africa,

and profoundly shaped the public view of the role of photography in public discourse

and responsibility of the photographer. David Krantz observes that though the issues

addressed by Struggle photography have less relevance in contemporary South Africa, the

social documentary genre continues "to have a compelling role in those emerging settings

where there are still oppressors and oppressed."2 According to David Golblatt, the �ght

for equality has shifted in an era of democratic rule: "the old distinctions between 'the

bad guys and the good guys' has been replaced by a 'confusion of forces.'"3 To address

new forces�a complex interplay of social and economic factors�perpetuating inequity

in post-apartheid South Africa, numerous photographers, such as the eleven considered

in this dissertation, now look to landscape photography as a preferred genre. Through

landscapes, these South African photographers explore relationships between people and

environments, intersections between the history of apartheid and the democratic present,

and, critically, their own imbrication in the milieu. With the "the advent of democracy,"

Michael Godby observes "photographers clearly seek more emphatic ways to identify with

their subjects, and frequently recognize their own issues in the process."4 Whereas social

documentary photography o�ered Struggle era artists a framework to explore and describe

oppression through a visible, cause-and-e�ect language, landscape photography provides

a new, adaptive con�guration of compositions, form, and tone responsive to the layers of

meaning that animate a given environment. For photographers such as Ilan Godfrey, for

1. Godby, �10 South African Documentary Photographers,� 38.

2. Krantz, �Politics and Photography in Apartheid South Africa,� 300.

3. Godby, �10 South African Documentary Photographers,� 8.

4. Ibid.
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example, landscape photographs support a presentation of con�icting issues within the

same space: by representing environments he can simultaneously infer mining in South

Africa as a source of employment, an engine of the economy, and an environmental hazard.

Second, this study has expanded the discussion of landscape in the literature on South

African photography by re-directing analytical focus from colonial-era applications of the

genre towards the varied uses of the landscape by contemporary photographers. Denis

Cosgrove observes the widespread consistency with which "picturesque landscape became

deployed in the construction and communication of nationalism in late 19th and 20th

century Europe and colonial settler states."5 His assessment �nds broad example in the

history of South African photography and elsewhere in the continent, but Cosgrove also

asserts that scholars are "not obliged to reduce landscape so completely to a hegemonic

tool in the cultural politics of land,"6 and suggests that landscape extends beyond this

particular historical purview to include a capacity to "combine incommensurate or even

dialectically opposed elements: process and form, nature and culture, land and life."7

Barbara Bender similarly advocates a more �uid reading of landscapes, a view that guided

the analysis of landscapes in this dissertation: "landscape is never inert, people engage

with it, re-work it, appropriate and contest it. It is part of the way in which identities

are created and disputed, whether as individual, group, or nation-state. Operating

therefore at the juncture of history and politics, social relations and cultural perceptions,

landscape has to be 'a concept of high tension.'"8 Rather than assert a psychic claim to

South African territory, the photographers reviewed in this dissertation adopt landscape

conventions to question themselves and their community at a grand scale; their images to

5. Cosgrove, �Modernity, community and the landscape idea,� 56.

6. Ibid., 51.

7. Ibid., 52.

8. Bender, Landscape: Politics and perspectives, 3.
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motivate their audience to re�ect, atone, and engage with the subject of land and take up

the mental work of transforming the country into a cohesive, interdependent entity.

Third, in seeking to broaden the view of landscape, this dissertation embraced

conceptual approaches and theorizations from disciplines outside art history, such as

religion and nature studies. Frameworks from these �elds supported a broader discussion

of the construction of meaning through landscape photography and allowed for an

examination of landscape photography as an intersection of personal subjectivity and

social collectivity. Viewed through the lens of Dark Green Religion, for example, the

use of landscape photography by South African artists moves beyond documentation

of environments to encompass spiritual practice. Dark Green Religion, a belief system

that holds that nature is sacred, imbued with intrinsic value, and is worthy of reverent

care, informs an analysis of the work of photographers such as Daniel Naud�e and Brent

Meistre, who call upon landscape imagery to mediate their encounters with animals and

environments that they view as sacred. The photographs commemorate a ritual in which

they study, in meticulous detail, natural settings, and formulate connections between the

systems they observe and South African society. Otherwise stated, their images serve as a

material representation of a worldview they perceive within nature, one that they feel has

relevance and application to a broader discussion of nation building in a post-apartheid

environment.

Insights from the �elds of religion and nature studies, biology, environmental history

and environmental ethics have great relevance for the study of landscape photography.9

Using theories and frameworks from these disciplines yields numerous analytical bene-

�ts for the study of South African landscape photography, but of particular note is the

9. This dissertation has directly engaged a few sources from this �eld and identi�ed additional theo-
ries in texts to pursue in further studies. In particular, work from Donald Worster, Aldo Leopold, David
Tackas, Tim Ingold, Arne Naess, J.Baird Callicott, Charles Brown and Ted Toadvine related to ecology,
biodiversity, land aesthetic, environmental perception, deep ecology, eco-phenomenolgy warrant further
attention.
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Figure 7-1. Screen shot from "Twenty Journey" Kickstarter campaign. Image displays a
black South African youth holding an apartheid-era national �ag. Accessed at:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/482181956/twenty-journey

widespread interest from the photographers themselves. In nearly all of the interviews

with photographers conducted for this study, artists were clearly intrigued by my con-

sideration of their practice through these disciplinary lenses. Many of the photographers

attributed their interest in theoretical models such as Dark Green Religion to a strong

desire to consider the meaning of their work outside of a political context. Overall, the

artists collectively felt that there was more to their practice than revealed through current

scholarship or critical dialog and were excited about the possible insight from discussion of

their work with respect to these outside �elds.

The topic of land continues to be of great interest to South African photographers,

and since 2013 a number of artists have completed projects that use landscape to explore

the intersection of land, identity, and belonging. These projects point to the continuing

relevance of the topics for photographers in South Africa and suggest new areas of research
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for scholars. Of particular interest to this discussion is the recent collaborative project,

"Twenty Journey."10 Over a period of seven months in 2014 three photographers traveled

together in a caravan over 24,000 kilometers across all of South Africa's nine provinces

in order to "feel the pulse of South Africa" during a year of three pivotal events: Nelson

Mandela's death, the 2014 National Elections, and the twenty-year anniversary of the

�rst democratic elections. The photographers of Twenty Journey came from diverse

backgrounds, and chose to focus on di�erent topics during the trip: Sipho Mpong,

a 20-year old Xhosa man looked at "born frees" like himself who grew up after the

end of apartheid; Sean Metelerkamp, a 29-year old Englishman, wanted to highlight

the idiosyncrasies that give shape to the South African community in the landscape;

and Wikus de Wet, a 23-year old Afrikaner, investigated the cultural, historical and

commercial value of land for South Africans.11 The project is notable for the way in

which the artists foreground their race and cultural background as a context to their

images. This gesture highlights the importance young artists place on identifying how they

"see" the landscape and the factors that in�uence their gaze.

The unlikely trio began their project on a Kickstarter campaign, kept a group blog

with images linked to the location at which they were taken on a map of South Africa,

and recently culminated in an exhibition in Cape Town (Figs 7-1�7-4). Through their

project, the "Twenty Journey" project artists challenged themselves to jointly consider

the question: "Has Mandela's vision of equality in a rainbow nation been achieved?"

The plethora of predominantly landscape images and environmental portraits that they

produced over seven months seem to provide an oblique answer: they show South Africa

10. The artists collected and published their images on a collaborative website. See: www.twentyjourney.
com.

11. On their collaborative website each photographer presents a short biography and artist statement.
The statements add important context to the project and the respective reasons the three photographers
designed and approached their thematic focuses. See: "About," Accessed at: http://twentyjourney.com/
about/.
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Figure 7-2. Wikus de Wet, RDP houses in Kwezinaledi, 2015. RDP houses are dwellings
provided by the South African national government through the Rural
Development Program. Accessed at:
http://twentyjourney.com/2015/08/20/lady-grey-7/

as a landscape of multitudes, as a series of scenes of people and environments moving

at a synchronous pace. The collaborative endeavor exempli�es the way in which young

photographers, such as the "Twenty Journey" artists, who want to assess the progress

of South Africa's democracy gravitate towards landscape imagery and design projects

that remove them from their familiar spaces and immerse themselves in new physical

and cultural environments. Across the new iterations of landscape photography in South

Africa, there pervades a sense that the genre o�ers a way to reintroduce the nation to

itself through a discussion of spaces and the people who move through them.

Apart from the increasing number of new landscape projects, recent institutional

developments o�er further insight into the legacy of the social documentary tradition
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Figure 7-3. Sipho Mpongo, "Imagination Tree," 2 August 2015. Accessed at:
http://twentyjourney.com/2015/08/02/port-st-johns-2/

for contemporary photographers as it relates to landscape. In 2011 a new photography

award was established through the University of Cape Town libraries in honor of Ernest

Cole, an accomplished documentarian, whose series, House of Bondage, o�ered one of

the �rst comprehensive accounts of black life under apartheid. The award provides the

winning photographer with stipend to further develop an in-progress body of work, and

gives additional support for a �nal exhibition and monograph publication. The Ernest

Cole Award is given to photographers whose work focuses on South African society, but

does not stipulate that their work adhere to any speci�c genre. Four photographers have

received the award to date�Dale Yudelman, Ilan Godfrey, Graeme Williams, and Masixole

Feni�and two of the four received support for landscape-based projects. Examination of

both the body of applicants and the award winners will yield a rare view of the concerns
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Figure 7-4. Sean Metelerkamp, "Untitled," 3 July 2015. Accessed at:
http://twentyjourney.com/2015/07/03/beaufort-west-9/

of socially committed photographers in South Africa and their projects distinct from the

work show in commercial galleries and public museums.

In closing, this dissertation began as an investigation of an observable trend within

contemporary South African photography and expanded into an in-depth study of a genre

adapted to �t the needs of a generation of socially-engaged artists. By looking closely

at the work of a small group of photographers, this study has sought to highlight the

nuance, sensitivity, and intention with which these individuals use landscape photography

to communicate their views of an evolving democracy. For many of the artists under

consideration, landscape images are uniquely positioned to reveal the complex blend of
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sentiment coursing through South African spaces, aptly described by Guy Tillim as a

combination of wonder, introspection, and disquiet.12

12. Guy Tillim, Departure (Johannesburg: Michael Stevenson Contemporary, 2003), 3.
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